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FOREWORD
There is mounti evidence that the programs and sere es essential toprovide adequately the educational needs of the nation ill necessitatea broader and more tiyinanding educational structure than ver before inthe history of our mit !t is not enough to recngnite the n -ed. and t hen

to become serious :Wow organizing to meet that need fifty ears later. aswas the case, for example, with vocational educ:.tion. The rapidity ofchange, the explosion of scientific knowledge and ti ! amazing adoption of
such developments to the everyday life of the Am :icon citizens thro.gh
technological know-how has revolutionized the educational needs to be r,et,the programs and services to be proviriNI, anti the tr-ganizationai structure
esset tin] if provide the proirrdins ;Itl service., at r. HO level of excelle ice
pith eflicic- .v and economy in operation.

Accordingly, the assistance and recommendations of specialists in many
educational areas were sought in an effort to identify the characteristics of
decational structure in relation to the achievement of established goals

?hat would be essential to provide necessary and desirable programs. They
were requested to assess available research, review the literature, and secure
the empirical judgment of knowledgeable leaders and administrators in
their respective fields of specialization. Fifty-four position papers were sub-mitted for the use of the Project Staff and by personnel concerned with
school district organization. Each one made a significant contribution to theobjectives of the Project.

The papers have been used by the Project Staff in the development of
the Guidelines for School District Organization. Many of them were pre-sented at conferences in one or more of the member states and at four-state
conferences on problems of educational structure. It is regretable that only
a few can be reproduced in this publication for further study, analysis, and
utilization by those who seek to develop a system of school district crganiza-
tion that will make possible comprehensive and equitable educational op-portunities for all children wherever they may live in the' state; and, for
those who are concerned with the providing of these programs and services
at a high degree of quality or excellence, and with efficiency in organization
in... economy in operation.

The members of the Steering Committee and the Project Director aregrateful for the constructive and helpful efforts of the great numbers of
people in all four states who have contributed to the Great Plains School
District Organization Project. Their generous assistance and creative con-
tributions have made the Project an enjoyable and productive undertaking
for all who have been associated with it.

The Project Staff
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CHAPTER 1

EDUCA rrr(''''' 4AL .,T717DS-SOME
REALITIES

Ralph D. Purdy
Project Director

Miami University
Oxford, Ohio

Most everyone, it seems, believes in education. If they have but littleof it themselves, they want more of it for their children. If they have a col-lege education, they 'want a college education for their children. It isgenerally accepted that an "educated person" has opportunities for attain-ing the "good things" in hie to a much greater degree than do those people,who, for various reasons, possess limited formal educational training. Manyhave not had the opportunity to acquire the knowledge, understandings,and skills essential for the providing of thoSe elements of everyday livingwhich make possible the enjoyment of that which, to them, constitutes the"good life." But they do want it for their children, and they will supportthe educational system which they believe will make these things possiblefor their boys and girls.
Bnt the world about us is not the same as it was when we, the parents andthe grandparents, were in school. In fact, the entire process of educationhas changed within the past quarter of a century. Twenty-five years agothere was a major emphasis in the schools throughout the country on teach-ing for the present, the status quo. Today increasing stress is being placedupon the preparation of the student to find his own individual and groupsecurity within an escalating process of change. Scientific discoveries andtechnological developments are making our childhood clays unbelievablyarchaic and our tomorrows a realistic challenge to the fantacies of the mostincitive mind. The world and our everyday life are changing so rapidlythat many of the concepts, insights, knowledge, and understandings thatgive meaning and direction to many of today's activities will be outmodedin the next generation. The preparation and the conditioning of studentsfor change is a primary challenge for education today. Perhaps it is theone greatest service that education can render youth in our time. Onlyas we find a personal and a social sense of security within the process ofchange will we and those who follow us be prepared to live most effectivelyin and to contribute efficaciously to the emerging world of tomorrow.The reality of change is in evidence all around us. The implementationof this reality into the educational systems of our state and nation is less inevidence. But the process for this implementation has been established andthe direction is becoming more clear. That direction is pointing towardmore adequate school district organization. The educational needs of youthand adults are both the motive and the guide for this change in school di-trict structure. It is the purpose of this chapter to attempt to identify some
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of the educational needs that must be met if people as individuals 'Ind as
members of our society are to find that which to them is the "good
both for today and for tomorrow, in a world of rapidly changing realities.

Needs as Guides for School District Organization

At one time the chili learn,'!d a craft at his father's bench. This is
truetrue in many of the developing ;ountries of the world; but it is 11°

in a highly scientific and technolo,:,,ically advanced society such 35 exists
in America today. The manner in which the educational structure has been
established in our country over the years was determined by the Oltds of
needs to be met, or the purposes and objectives, established for the educa-
tional system.

Early in our history there was a felt need to possess the skills of :,i.eading
and writing, and schools were established for this purpose. NeallY.
years ago the need was felt for a free, public high school to provide tnining
beyond the elementary level. With the turn of the century and following
World War I there was a recognized need for training in vocational educa-
tion subjects, particularly in agriculture and home economics. Later, Featly
expanded needs for a trained manpower supply gave impetus to the estab-
lishment of vocational schools available to all youth and adults. The advent
of Sputnik aroused the nation to the needs in science, mathematics, and
foreign languages. In every instance, the needs of individuals, the heeds of
business and industry, the needs of the state and federal goverrunefit for a
highly trained, intelligent and skilled manpower supply gave direction
for the kinds of educational programs deemed desirable to provide the de-
sired labor, managerial, and professional force.

Just as the defining of the needs gave direction to the kinds of pi'°'ratns
to be provided by the public schools of the states and nation, so 11IN'e the
educational programs given direction to the requirements essential for sup-
porting them and making them possible. These requirements, whether they
were staff personnel, classrooms, facilities, equipment, transportati°11, or
business management, had value only to the degree that they provided the
quantity, of the programs at the desired level of quality for the nuffiber of
students to be served. When the needs changed and programs 'became
obsolete with the scientific and technological developments of the times,
there was a corresponding chan',Wiirelle supporting services or requireillents,

In. a very similar manner, school district organization evolved as a
structure to facilitate the educational process. Its primary purpose Was to
provide the programs and services necessary to meet the needs considered
important by the people of the state and of the local school district, When
the needs were seemingly best served by a one room, eight-grade school,
this became both the administrative structure and attendance unit 1° meet
those needs. As needs changed and a secondary education becOnte an
essential, an administrative structure was developed for cities and villages
throughout the land which provided a high school education for all their
children. The centralization of school districts became a necessity 0 more
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amid more children enrolled in the schools, as job opportunities expanded
and became more technical, as the raw labor force required more knowl-
edge, more understanding, and more skills, and as the expanding programs
to meet these expanding needs became more costly.

The above is descriptive of the developmental process which characterizes
the history of education in our country. Educational needs determined the
programs to be provided and the services required to support these pro-
grams. Needs, programs, and services have served as guides for the estab-
lishment of school districts t-) make the programs and services possible at
a desirable level of quality for all youth and adults, with efficiency in
organization and economy in operation. And as needs change in the future,
so will it be necessary to re-examine the structure to meet these reeds.
School district organization is the structure for providing the programs and
services to meet defined and accepted educational needs at the desired level
of quality, with efficiency in the utilization of human and material re-
sources, and with the economical expenditure of the taxpayer's dollar.

Who Defines Needs?
When the son learned the craft at his father's bench, the Lather defined

the needs, outlined the program of training to be followed, and provided
the tools and the facilities required for the learning process. As science and
technology advanced, the educational process became more complex. The
father no longer worked at his own bench, but on an assembly line or in a
highly mechanized plant with others who possessed equal or equivalent
ability and skill. In this age of specialization there was no place for the
son by his father's side, except in very unique situations. The defining of
and providing for educational needs was passed along to others, although
the father continued to have an interest in giving direction to the educa-
tional opportunities that were to be provided for his son or daughter.

Who, then, defines the educational needs today? Is it the individual?
Is it the family? Is it the community? Is it the state? Is it the nation?
The answer should be: not one of these alone, but all of them together.
There is sufficient evidence to support the fact that educational needs
today are being defined at three governmental levels, and by three echelons
of our society. These may be identified briefly as follows:
I. The federal government, in the interest of national defense and the

general welfare.
2. The state government, with eduction as a constitutionally specified

function and responsibility of the state.
3. The local school district, with the identification of local needs in-

digenous to that community or area.
4. The culture and society of which we are a part, for an understanding of

the ideals of that society, and for art appreciative understanding of and
contribution to the heritage of all its members.

5. Business an industry, for the welfare and economy of our society is
dependent on the skills, attitudes, habits, and values held by both labor
and management.
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6. The individual, for education must be meaningful and have relevancy

to the student.
The educational system of today must meet the needs defined by all six

of the above categories. Furthermore, each one has an obligation to under-

stand and to assist in meeting the needs as defined by each one of the others.

In this era of specialization, in a period of complex social and economic:

problems, in a time of national and international tensions, in this age of

both hot and cold wars, we, the people, must learn to accept our dependence

on one another. Especially, we must acknowledge and accept the fact that

we are an interdependent people. A local community cannot deny the

educational needs which must be met for national security; neither can it

deny the problems to be resolved for the-general welfare in the meeting

of the educational needs of any segment of our society. At the same time

the federal government must understand and relate to the eclucat:3nal

needs as defined at the local level. The age of specialization, the com-

plexity of our scientific and technological developments. the pressures of

confinement in an urbanized society, the emerging characteristics of a people

in a process of change from one way of life to another make of us a totally

interdependent people. This, in itself, is the challenge to education. and

to a recognition and acceptance of the educational needs for each segment

of an interdependent society.

Educational Needs From a National Perspective

Education has suddenly achieved a pre-eminent place in the thinking

and action of the.nation's leaders. Although always interested in education,

the federal government ha:, mly recently accepted education as an instru-

ment to help eradicate poverty, to build defense, to lower unemployment,

to promote economic growth, to improve international relations, and to

advance technology.
Educational needs from the national perspective may be identified by

the programs for which there has been a major flow of federal money. This

flow took on major significance with the shock of Sputnik I in 1958. The

immediate passage of the National Defense Education Act brought into

sharp focus a tuitional concept of educational needs to be met through

curriculum areas considered to be vital to national defensescience, math-

ematics, foreign languages, and counseling.

A new emphasis was to be noted in the passage of the Economic Op-

portunity Act of 1963, the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965, and the

Vocational Education Acts of 1963 and 1965. After three years of opera-

tion, the Head Start program provides for the organization of the parents of

enrolled children, the progarn of dental and medical examinations, and the

preschool development of the economically deprived child. The goals of

the 196 ESEA called for (I) the preparing of economically deprived

children to take their place in the mainstream of American life; (2) the

improvement of school libraries; (3) meeting needs in the areas of special
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education; (1) the encouragement of innovation and pilot educationalprograms; (5) the establishment of regional laboratories; and (6) thestrengthening of state departments of education.
Vocational education has been of major concern to the federal govern-ment since the passage of the 1867 Act which brought the state agriculturaland mechanical colleges iutc. existence. The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917brought the federal government into a supporting position for vocationaltraining at the secondary level. This interest was continued and expanded,and in 1963 the report of the President's Committee resulted in a sig-nificant increase in funds for greatly expanded vocational education pro-,rums and facilities.

Educational needs from a national perspective are significant for:The training of the youth of the country for national defense. This in-ludes programs in science, mathematics, foreign language, vocationaleducation, special education, and others.
The equalization of educational opportunity for the economically andculturally deprived in the interests of the general welfare. This include:,the Head Start Program, the job Corps, and related programs.3. The improvement of the quality of education for allthrough researchand development, educational innovation, and program development.-1. Meeting the emerging needs for a higher quality of education, including(a) improved education for the culturally disadvantaged; the mentally,physically, and emotionally handicapped; and the gifted; (b) preschooland primary education; (c) improvements in general education; (d)greatly strengthened vocational education: and (e) improved qualityof community colleges.

5. Better research and development efforts to improve (wain; in education.
Educational Needs From a State Perspective

Education is a function of the state. The state, therefore, has the primaryresponsibility either for identifying the needs to be met through theed. .ational process, or for providing for the manner in which these needsshall be identified and directed toward program development.
Balance is an important ingredient in the identification and determina-tion of needs to be met by the public school system. If balance is to beachie ed in the identification of needs, then recognition must be given tothe six areas identified previously under the subtitle, "Who Defines Needs?"The state, in the fulfillment of its constitutional obligation for education,cannot sidestep this responsibility by passing it along to the local schooldistrict. N-zither can it, in fairness to all citizens, determine these needs atthe state level, or permit them to be directed and controlled from thefederal level. Overemphasis in need and program determination by anone level or by any combination thereof, except as a whole, will not bein the best interests of the people, the state, the nation, and, most of all,the youth and adults enrolled in the public schools.
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Recognize National Needs

State and local educational leaders must recognize that there are educa-
tional needs to be identified at the federal level; these must be accepted
and supported at the state and local governmental levels. The survival of
the American nation within a world in conflict, the perpetuation and im-
provement of the American way of life, the future of our concept of
democracy as a form of government among the governments of the world
all these are matters of national concern. They are the responsibility of all
people at all levelsthe federal, the state, and the local. The national needs
must be recognized; and these needs must be incorporated within and be-
come a part of the needs to be recognized, accepted, and supported at each
echelon of the state educational system.

State Needs
The state is dependent upon an enlightened citizenry capable of

exercising judgment and wisdom in the performance of the rights and
privileges of citizenship. The welfare of the state is strong to the extent
that local business, industry, and the economic status of its communities
are strong. The state must guarantee to each and every individual the
opportunity to become knowledgeable, to possess the skills; to develop those
personal characteristics which will enable him to become a contributilig
and productive member of his community, of the state, and of the nation,
thereby fulfilling the leadership function of the state for education.

Needs at the Local Administrative Level
The citizens of a local administrative school district have a respon-

sibility to understand and to analyze educational needs, and to generally
adopt a program which will satisfy those needs that have been identified at
the national and state levels. But, in addition to these, there exist needs and
probloms which are peculiar to each community. .k local industry may
have job entry requirements that exist only within that part of the state.
There may be an economically deprived or culturally, limited area for which
special needs must be identified and programs developed to erase the
stains of blight on a potentially productive and economically independent
citizenry. Wherever such variations in needs may be within a state, they
must be identified, and a program to meet such needs should be accepted
and supported at the state level for implementation by the local adminis
trative district.

Needs of Society

The greatness of any culture or of any people emerges front the value
system, the ways of life, and the meaning of life as experienced by those
who contributed to its development. The heri:.ge of one generation is built
upon, added to, andhopefullyimproved for the next generation. But
the meaning and values of today's system takes on significance to the degree
that there exists an appreciative understanding of the basis upon which
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the forefathers established that society. With this understanding, and withthe new meaning and values which emerge with each generation, thefoundation is thereby established for posterity. Each generation of parentswants his children to have this appreciative understanding of the heritagewhich was theirs, Also, there are elements that each generation wants topass on to succeeding generations. Such an understanding takes the bestfrom the past, acids to it the insights, understanding and appreciations ofthe present, and seeks new goals, new directions, and new meanings for thefuture. It is a process through which each individual must go. He salutesthat which has gone before: he takes off his coat and rolls up his sleevesfor the future, as he works diligently and forthrightly on the problems andissues of the present. Society has needs to be met in the public schoolsystem of our country.

Labor, Business, Industry

The economy, the welfare, and the security of the nation is dependentupon the strength and the qualifications of the labor and managerial force.This includes those at the professional and engineering levels, paraprofes-sional personnel in support to the engineers, qualified workers in theskilled and semi-skilled occupations, unskilled laborers, and a great varietyof personnel in all of the service occupations.
The security of the nation is dependent upon the ability, the quality,and the cooperative working relationships within and between all of thesevarious classifications. The strength of our economy, both within the nationand among the nations of the world, is likewise- directly related to anddependent upon an adequate supply of qualified manpower.The basic background and general preparation of this manpower is aresponsibility of public education. It is obvious that there is a need for aliterate populace, possessing salable skills, habits, attitudes, and personalcharacteristics for utilization in constructive and productive ways. Thesekinds of needs to be met by the public schools have repeatedly been em-phasized by state and national organizations of labor, business, and industry.The advancement of scientific knowledge and technological know-howhas revolutionized the training requirements for job entry and for jobsecurity. This is indicated when one company reports' (and many otherscould do the same) that sixty-seven percent of their products have beenon the market less than five years, and that forty-two percent have been onthe market two years or less. job retraining is an essential in today'smechanized and computerized economy.

One group of industrial representatives defined with the writer thefollowing general needs to be met at the elementary and secondary schoollevels in preparation for entry into the labor force:2
1. More depth. in the three R's.

Annual Report, 1967 (The Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Ressvood City, Cali-fornia, Chart 3, page 4.
2 The Ohio Manufacturer sAssociation, Columbus, Ohio. October, 196G.
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2. The development of an attitude for excellence (a job performed to the

best of the student's ability) .

3. Training and experience in the use of knowledge and information.

1. Developnent of the ability to think through problem situations, in-

cluding the utilization and adaptation of acquired knowledge and in-

formation.
5. Development of the basic requirements for productive work: good habits,

good attitudes, punctuality, ability to finish a task tmdertaken, working

up to his capacity.
Ii. Development of a spirit of self-confidence, and a faith and belief in

oneself as an individual, and as a person in working with others.

7. Development of a respect for the rights and privileges of others.

8. The development and implementation of a plan whereby educalors

listen to what business, industry, and labor identify as being important,

and to their identification of the needs.
It was stressed by these representatives of business and industry that

habits and attitudes generated and developed in the public schools carry

over into the adult work life. Teachers and administrators prepare the

students for productivity or non-productivity in business and industry by

the standards which they help the prospective worker to establish and to

maintain as a student in the public schools.

The Individual
Educational opportunities can be provided ill the most optimum way

with highly qualified teachers, excellent facilities and equipment, and a

broad program offering. However, unless these opportunities "make sense"

to the student as an individual, they will not be productive in iii- ping him

to profit from them. Education must have merit in terms of the values,

insights, desires, and needs of each individual student. Of course, sonic

pupils will accept and adopt educational purposes and objectives as defined

and recommended by their parents, their teachers, and by society. Some

will reject adult conceived needs, and the educational opportunities tend

to become meaningless to the degree that adult determined educational

programs differ from the pupils' own personal concept of values and needs.

Some students will accept long-term educational objectives, while others

are significantly impressd with only the urgency of the present. In particular

circumstances these needs, for some students, are basically a few dollars in

the pocket and a 19(10 car. Although these needs are essential to the satis-

fying of other needs, drives, and purposes, they do tend to become all-

impelling for many youth and adults. In some homes, the parents will pro-

vide these self-determined "basic essentials," while others have little or no

hope of such attainment, except as they employ a means to attain them

which is not acceptable to society.

This does not imply that it is the responsibility of the public schools

to provide the dollars and the car. It does mean that parents, educators,

and the general public: must accept the fact that all youth, regardless of
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where they live and regardless of their socioeconomic status, have needs
which are important to them, and which tend to motivate and to direct
their activities and their lives. In some communities it may be desirable
to develop programs or opportunities wherein some of these basic drives
can be met, programs not presently conceived as being within the frame-
work of public education. However, if such needs can be met through
specially designed work programs, it is possible that a major contribution
might be made to the students' personal self-adjustment and to the society
of which they are a part. Certainly this would be preferable to expending
huge sums of money in welfare, in juvenile delinquency programs, and
in crime prevention andjor control.

On the positive side, there are those students who have made a per-
sonal adjustment to their families, to their community, and to their edu-
cational opportunities. But even with this group, the educational program
must be meaningful to them if it is to be effective. This is true for those
who will terminate their formal education at the twelfth grade as well
as for those who will continue through college; for those who pursue train -
ing for a skilled vocation or for managerial occupation, or for one of the
professions.

Also, there ate those students who have special needs. These include
those with physical disabilities, emotional disturbances,. the neurologically
impaired, the slow learning, and others. Their needs are very real, both
to them, to their parents, and to the citizens of the community. These
kinds of needs must be recognized and identified, and appropriate programs
must be initiated to fulfill them.

In summary, it may be said that educational needs have value to the
degree that they have significant and realistic meaning to the student; and
that the needs as seen and interpreted by the student must become a part
of the needs to be met by the public school system.

Ten Clues to Need Identification
The identification of the individual, the group, or the agency that

determines needs, as discussed above, is suggestive of some of the kinds of
needs to be met by the public schools. But this determination is not limited
to any one area, such as vocational education for national defense. In most
cases it is equally applicable to two or more of the six levels involved in
need determination. For example, some of the needs as identified at the
national level Imaye equal significimre and importance at the state and
local levels. Likewise, business and industry, our society as a whole, and
individual youths and adults want and need vocational training opportuni-
ties. it is for this reason that there has been general acceptance of federally
supported' programs. Keys to the fact that there are common needs at all
levels is suggested in the following list of ten clues to need identification.

1. The mobility of the population.
Great mobility has always been a characteristic of the American

populace, even in the first years of settlement. Then came time movement
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west, I now the movement to the cities. Families move, and youth move.

It is accepted that from three to nine out of ten youth leave the area in

which they grew up to seek job opportunities in urban areas, and if reared

in an urban area they move to other urban areas, This means that young

people are in immediate competition for job placement with the graduates

of high schools all over the nation. The breadth and quality of their

educational opportunities will directly affect their potential either for im-

mediate job placement, or for the level and quality of the job opportunity,

ur for both. For adults, the mobility immediately brings into sharp focus

the need for job training and/or job retraining.

2. The process of urbanization.

The transition from a rural to an urban population has brought about

many problems of adjustment and adaptation. The in-migrants often are not

prepared for compact living conditions, or for employment upon arrival

in du city. :'.1aladjustment, frustration, dependence on welfare, and lack

of °p1- ..unity for either social or economic independence become breeders

of those ills which are increasingly undermining and plaguing our society

in the core cities. The process of urbanization gives direction to a whole

new set of needs to be met by the public schools of the nation.

3. Cultural and economic deprivation,

Cultural and economic deprivation is not limted to the developing coun-

tries of the world. It exists within this country, he most affluent nation in

modern history. It is not limited to any one part of the nation, nor is it

limited to urban or to rural sections. It is an inherent part of each and

every community. The extent, the nature, and the degree of cultural and

economic deprivation establishes the basis for and determines many kinds

of educational needs.

4 . Scientific discoveries and technological development.

The affluence of our society, the advancement of our socioeconomic

structure, and the leadership of our nation among nations are directly

related to scientific exploration and technological development. It requires

the development of a mind which will inquire into the nature, structure,

and relationships of all things, which can translate this knowledge into

practical and useful products, tools, and services for the benefit of mankind.

The continuing advancement in science and technology is directly de-

pendent upon the quality and excellence of the total educational endeavor.

5. An age of specialization.
The era of science and technology has brought with it vocational

specialization. Managerial and skilled levels have become so highly de-

veloped that there exists areas of specialization within highly specialized

occupations. With the passing of the agricultural era, with the present

highly developed industrial era, and with the developing electronic, com-
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puterized space age, the human resources era is about to emerge as the most
dynamic and significant force within modern times. It is a prc..Iuct of highly
developed and specialized training programs, research e:,:zts, and de-
velopmental activities at all levels of the intellectual, business, and in-
dustrial world. The patterns of education to meet the needs of this ex-
plosion of knowledge and know-how must take cognizance of the age of
specialization.

6. The emerging world of work.
Science, technology, and the age of specialization have united in provid-

ing countless new job opportunities, with new and significant needs to be
fulfilled for a progressively complex and selective world of work. The
security of the nation and the socioeconomic welfare of the people is
dependent up an educational structure which will meet the basic vocational
training needs of all citizens.

7. Breadth of vocational opportunities.
The broadening of the world of work within the past half century has

brought with it a demand for an almost limitless variety of skills, knowledge,
and abilities on the part of the total labor force. The breadth of the de-
mands created by emerging job opportunities presents a significant challenge
to education. First is the need to provide the basic elements for successful
job performance; and, second, the need to ensure sufficient specialization,
without being overly technical, and for successful adaptation to on-thejob
requirements.

S. Interdependence.
The matrix of our society, the complexity of our economy, and the high

degree of specialization have produced a highly interdependent citizenry,
both socially and economically. This interdependence has many varied
facets, including significant implications for all communities, the state, the
nation, and the world. It has resulted in a society and an economy which
are interdependent. The implications of needs to be met through educa-
tion is most vital and significant for the development of respect for all
peoples, for the cultivation of the habits and attitudes essential if all people
of all races and creeds are to work and live together harmoniously, the one
being dependent upon and supportive to the other.

9. The process of change.
The first eight clues to need identification highlight one underlying and

fundamental characteristic inherent in each and all of themthe process
of change. The status quo, if it ever existed, was yesterday; the process of
change is today. It brings with it a mobile people seeking self-identification
in new and emerging urban environment, and seeking employment in a
rapidly adjusting labor structure. A major need exists for the preparation
of youth and adults to find their personal and social sense of security and
accomplishment within the process of change itself.
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10. Value system.

Educational needs emerge in relation to the value system of individuals
and of 'a people. School buildings and school programs are representative
of the value system of the communities of which they are a part. Values for
and concerning education give direction to decision-making about educa-
tion in terms of programs, services, buildings, and tax support.

The foregoing ten clues to need identification depict some of the basic
conditions to be met by the public schools of the state and nation. They
are suggestive of the needs to be identified, which, in turn, become the
directing force for the determination of the kinds of programs and services
to be provided by the public schools in the interests of the nation, the
state, the local administrative district, society in general, business and
industry, and the individual student.

Needs as Educational Goals

Sonic writers suggest that three-fourths of the knowledge now possessed
by man was not known at the close of World War 11. Also, present knowl-
edge is expected to double within the next decade. If the acquisition of
actual data and specific knowledge were the primary objectives of education,
each student's storehouse of such knowledge and information would be-
come obsolete at an unbelieveable rate. What, then, is the purpose of
education? What are the real and vital needs? What are the implications
for those who define the needs in an era of escalating change?

Public school programs are becoming increasingly less concerned- with
specific bits of information. Need identification is being directed more and
more toward the development of an indivichrtl who can cope rationally,
intelligently and constructively with problems and issues, utilizing know-
ledge and information as background support for decision-making and
directed action.

Needs, per se, are commonly expressed as educational purposes or
objet rives. They constitute goals to be achieved, with the term 'goal" being
used interchangeably with such words as objective, purpose, aim, or a
universal continuing purpose. For the purposes of this study, "goals" may
be looked upon as a long-term purpose, while "objectives" refer to targets
with certain limitations or more definable circumscriptions. For example,
the goal may be vocational competence. while the objective in the teaching
process is the acquisition by the student of the necessary skills that lead to
vocational competence.

The assessment of circumstances, the identification of needs, and the
continuing redefinition of goals for education has been a part of the whole
process of socioeconomic and cultural progress since the days of the Latin
grammar school and the Dame school in early Colonial life. Countless
authors, commissions, and associations have defined and redefined the pur-
poses of education. Each statement has been an expression of needs to be
met by the public school. 1 he more serious efforts in this direction began
with the report of the Committee of Ten in 189'3, followed by the well
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publicized seven cardnal principles proposed by the Commission on Re-organization of Second,.ry Education in 1917. One of the more recentefforts appears in a publication by the American Association of SchoolAdministrators entitled, 1 mperritives in Education." Nine chapters weredevoted to the defining and interpreting the imperatives as:I. To make urban life rewarding and satisfying.2. To prepare per lc for the world of work.:l. To discover and nurture cre;Itive talent.4. To strengthen the moral fabric of society.5. To deal constructively with psychological tensions.ii. To keep democracy
/. To make intelligent of na:Ltral resourcs.To make the best use , leisure time.

To work with other pc pies of the world for human betterment..Another very descriptive analysis of educational goals was reported bysubcommittee of the GoAernor's Committee /11 Public School Educationin Texas:I The persistent goals of education front the Latin Grammars,itool in 1(i35 to the present time were identi1ied and given expression ina statement of suggested goals for public education in Texas. These in-( tided the following:
1. Intellectual discipline.

Economic and vocational comp,:tence..;. Citizenship and civic responsibility.
1. Competence in human and soci.,1 relations.

Mot-al and ethical values.
ti. Self-realization and mental and physical health.The following interpretation of eeds to be met by the public schools issuggested its a basis for further stud-: and identification by those concernedwith giving direction to educational planning, structure, and organization.They aro illustrative of some of the needs which should give direction forthe selection and development of the programs and ser-,ices to be providedby school district organization today and in the foreseeable future.

The
of
of
Of
--of

of

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
need to acquire knowledge ,ind understandingthemselves.
themselves in relaiin to 011-: ..rs
the socioeconwni, world ahc tt
our CaItume. oi, r l N. of life.
our culture in -lei.. Hit to the

:hem.

of life of ma:..- people and manycultures.
Related programs inch but are rot litnite-studies, history, science. It vanities, il.,erature, social

'Imperatives in Education ,crican Association ,1 Schot, inistrators,ingum, D.C., 1966).
Goals for Public Eduratiot

the Governor's Commillee On l'
Texas, A Report by the Stn),,,e.,, ttee on Goals tochool Education, Austin, Texas,. Ivember 7, 1966.
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2. The need to develop skills
as a means of acquiring knowledge and understanding.
as a means for economic survivalsalable skills, intellectual or manualor both.
Related programs include, but are not limited to: reading, mathematics,
science, vocational education, etc.

3. The need to develop a sense of values which become basic to individualand group beliefs; beliefs, based upon values, which give meaning anddirection to:
a. Knowledge t6 be acquires }.
b. Skills to be developed.
u. The application and utilization of knowledge and skills that con-tribute to making life meaningful, constructive, and productive withinour culture and value system.

4. The need to acquire and/or to develop the knowledge, understanding,beliefs, and values essential to learning how to live, to work and to playwith others
first, with himself, then with his parents, his playmates, and his neigh-bors; with people in his community, in the state, in the nation; and,with all peoples of the world.

5. The need to develop the ability to think clearly, to analyze critically,to evaluate constructively, and relate ideas to reality. Emphasis is placedon (I) skill acquisition (reading, mathematics. vocational education,etc.) : (2) subject matter (literature, social studies, etc.) : (3) conceptualand process-oriented studies. (data collecting, estimating, problemsolving) ; and (4) the interrelating and coordination of each of the abovefor meaningful educational experiences related to the life experiencesof the individual. It must be emphasized that the above does not purportto continue the historical separateness of specific content areas. It is usedin this context only for illustrative purposes within a generally under-stood and accepted organizational framework. New and significant re-search data are pointing toward the interrelated and integrated aspectsof knowledge as opposed to fragmentation through segmentation.6. The need to develop, maintain and promote good physical, mental 'andemotional health; to correct and to improve physical and mental defectsand/or limitations.
7. The need to develop the potential of each and every pupil to the highestlevel of performance possible for that individual pupil.
Needs and School District Organization

It must be emphasized again that the only purpose and function ofstructure in education, c r school district organization, is to provide pro-grams and services essential for meeting the identified educational needsof all people at an acceptable level of quality or excellence, with efficiency inorganization and economy of operation. Needs give direction to programs.Programs require certain kinds of services to support them. It is the
[14]



responsibility of the structural organization to provide both programs andservices in order to fulfill the need requirements. As needs change, so doprograms and services. As programs and services change in relation to thechanging needs, so should the structural organization. Needs come first;school district organization is in a supporting position only.
Summary Statement

The defined and accepted needs to be met by the public schools givedirection to programs, services, and structural organizations which fulfillthe needs. Needs, as defined at the local, state, and federal levels of govern-ment, by society, by business and industry, and by the individual students,are inextricably interrelated. The ten clues to need identification are descrip-tive of the basic concerns upon which needs are defined by the six areaslisted above, and give direction to the identification of needs as the ob-jectives of education. From these identified needs, aS accepted and adoptedby decision-making personnel at the local, stale, and national levels, willevolve the necessary structure for the organization of school districts inthe foreseeable future.
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CHAPTER 2

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE AND
SCHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Ellis G. Hanson
Project DirectorIowa

For the past eighteen months four states NVithill the Gr Cat Plains area
f.° Strengthhave been engaged in a cooperative interstate project designed en

state department leadership in the area of school district orgaiWzition. 1 he
Great Plains School District Organization Project, funded with a Title V,
Section 505 grant from the U. S. Office of Education, has beer' the vehicle
for the states of Iowa, Afissouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota tO study 'com-
prehensively their present organizational sticture. The Project has Pro-
ceeded through three distinct phases. The initial phase was devoted to an
analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, and limitations of the pfesent opera-
tionalized structural organization within each state. The secood phase has
focused attention on the identification of educational needs 0141, mogt
provided for within each state's system of education. The hind phase,
scheduled For completion in June, 1968, will come to grips with the desirtible
allocation of programs and services to meet the identified ednuttlonal needs
within a recommended structural pattern for each of the four 44tes. Hope
fully, the most significant contribution of the Project Nvill be the idetliihca-
Lion of "Criteria and Guidelines for School District Organisation" in the
Midwest.

The following summarizes one of the Project publications recently cam_
pleted by the author of this article. People, Places. Perspectives: The 61"eal
Plains Slates, was concerned with demographic characteristics or the ivf
west and their implications for educational planners.

'lie basis of all educational endeavors .is people. The present and
anticipated composition and distribution of a state's total popt0tton should
have a profound effect on describing desirable organizationzil PZIttern5 to
enhance development of the state education system. Vet, we haVe adecitiate
empirical evidence to suggest that the evolutionary patterns of school (Its-
trict organization have displayed in the past, and presently shoilv little rela-
tionship to changing demographic characteristics. In another stittlY recetlay
completed by this writer," an assessment was made to determine the itnVact
selected demographic variables had exercised on the changing hatter° of

*Hanson, Ellis C "Impact of Demographic Change on Local School fistriq Orgailila
tion in Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and South Dakota" (unpublished Phd) thesis, pt11es.
Iowa, Library, Iowa State University, 19(37).
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local school district or,ga»ization in Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, and SouthDakota. When changes which had occurred between 1940 and 1960 in aseries of demographic variables were compared with changes that hadoccurred in types of school organizations within 364 counties a»d 5.1 eco-nomic areas of the four states, there were no high positive relationships(correlation coefficients of +.50 or inure). The study proved quite on-clusively the changing organizational pattern of school districts had notbeen related to major demographic changes occurring since 1940. Thepresent minimum size criteria employed by state education agencies in theMidwest_ fail to recognize the changing composition and distribution ofpopulation in delineating school communities.

NATIONAL PRODUCTION TRENDS
The American society has matured from infancy into the sophisticatedand complex structure we sec today. Social scientists have attempted toidentify specific periods in this evolution with varying degrees of success.The development described by the Socio-Economic Group of the BattelleMemorial Institute is indicative of most such attempts. They have describedthe evolution in terms of three.specific periods: The Agricultural Era, theNiannfacturing .Era, and the Huntatn Resources Era.The Agricultural Era, extending from the nation's early settlementperiod to the opening of the frontiers, was characterized by the majority ofpeople earning their livelihood from agricultural endeavors.The Nlanufacturing Era, following the Industrial Revolution in the mid-nineteenth century, has ensued in the United States for the past five tosix decades. It is best characterized by massive development of manufac-turing and related activities and the consequent shift of the labor forcefrom agrarian endeavors to manufacturing activities.The emerging Human Resources Era will provide man his employmentthrough intellectual endeavors rather than the former transformation ofnatural resources to useful products.

:\ number of identifiable national population trends have real sig-nificance for educational planners. Among the most consequential of theseare the following:
I. The total U. S. population is expected to increase but at a decliningrate. The population doubled five times between 1790 and 1950,three times between 1790 and 1965 at intervals of 25 years, once inthe 35 year period from 1865 to 1900, and once in the 50 year periodfrom 1900 to 1950, The total population was estimated at 200 millionin 1966 and is expected to exceed 300 million by the turn of thecentury. Though absolute numbers are large, the percent of increasein the next 34 year period will be approximately 50 percent.2. Major redistribution of the labor force within occupational cate-gories is expected to continue. In 1900, over 71 percent of the totalU. S. labor force was engaged in agricultural occupations. The ap-plication of scientific technology and automation has reduced this
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figure to approximately 7 percent today. Leading agricultural eco-
nomists predict that by 1975 only four percent of the total popula-
tion will be engaged in agricultural occupations.

Consistent with the emergence of the Human Resources Era will
be the sizable increase in white collar and blue collar occupations.
Over half of total employment by 1975 is expected to be in white
collar occupations.

:1. Uneven regional distribution is expected to continue. Since 1950,
43 percent of the total U. S. population increase has been accounted
for by increases in five states: California, New York, Florida, Texas
and Ohio. During the period 1950-1965 the greatest increases per-
centage-wise were recorded in four broad geographic areas. Popula-
tion growth is expected to continue at a higher rate in the following
areas:
a. The far West and Southwest.
b. The gulf coast area: Texas to Florida.
c. The Great Lakes Area: Milwaukee to Buffalo.
d. The Eastern Metropolitan Complex: Boston to Charlotte, North

Carolina.
The rural-urban distributions are expected to become more diverse.
In 1790 when the first census was taken, only 5 percent of the nation's

. population was located in 24 urban places. (An urban place is defined
as an incorporated place with a population in excess of 2.500.) Some
of the most reliable projections presently available suggest that by
1980 approximately 70 percent of the total U. S. population will be
residing in urban places.

5. Continued redistribution within urban complexes is expected to
continue. Since 1950 most central cities of urban complexes have
recorded stable or declining populations. The major increases in
urban populations are manifested in increased suburban concentra-
tions. In 1965 it was estimated that 52 percent of the urban popula-
tion was located in areas outside central cities. This trend is expected
to continue and may reach 60 percent by 1980.

6. The racial imbalance in metropolitan complexes is expected to ex-
pand unless major social changes are initiated. The high rate of in-
migration of non-whites to the central cities and out-migration of
whites to the suburbs may be expected to continue. In 1960 approx-
imately 95 percent of the Negroes residing in the North and West
sections of the United States live r. a y, m t le
central cities. With the increased migration of the Negro from the
South to the North and West, begun in the early 1950's, increased
concentrations in central cities may be expected.

7. Within the general population, there are indications of some major
changes in the age composition. From an average age of 16 years
in 1800, the American society had matured to an average age of 30.2
years in 1950. Since 1950 the average age has beets declining and we
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see today an average age estimated at 27.2 years. Table I presentsthe projected national increases by age groups for the period 1965-1960. "Fhey present some startling data when compared with theperiod 1950-1965.

TABLE 1
National Population Increase by Age Groups

1965.1980

Age group Increase
(In millions) Percent of

increase65 Years & Over 5.0
27%35 64 Years

5.0
8%18 34 Years

24.0
57%14 17 Years 21
17%5 -- 13 Years

4.0
11%

During the previous fifteen year period the age group P1-17 had in-creased 67 percent and the age group 5-13 had increased 61 percent. Theprojections of 17 percent and 11 percent respectively for these periodsreflects the great impact birth control practices are expected to have onthe total population.

THE DIMENSION OF CHANGE
THE GREAT PLAINS STATESPopulation changes since 1900 have greatly redistributed the Midwestpopulation. Massive migration, both within states and out of the states, bestcharacterizes the pattern of movement. Migration is essentially a socialresponse to change. It is a product of the changing capacities in the agri-cultural system and the attractions and opportunities in the urban-industrialareas. As you will see later, it has resulted in the dismembering of manycommunities and the inordinate growth of others.One result of this migratory movement has been the very sizable declinein populations of most geographic regions of the Midwest. It has contributedto the decline of associations and institutions and has been reflected. in thearea of economic activity, educational systems, governmental efforts, andin the basic values and purposes of social existence.The Midwest population change has shattered the stability of com-munities and prompts one to question seriously the adequacy of existingsocial institutions to cope with changing needs and demands.Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota present today a popula-tion distribution substantially different from that found in 1900. Frontpredominately rural population, three of the four states, South Dakotabeing the exception, have moved to majority urban populations. Causes ofthis change are numerous and complex, but it is possible to establishcertain broad categories of change which help to explain the shifts.Population responds to changes in the economy, to the level of tech-nology, and to the existing social organizations. Changes in population, inturn, tend to modify these changes.
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Changes in farm technology are certainly responsible in part for the
great changes in the Midwest. The expansion of contract farming and the
interest presently being displayed by industrial concerns not previously
engaged in farming will increase greatly the average size of the family farm.
One example of this will suffice. In 1967, Deere and Company, a large
Midwest holding company with sales of S30.000,000 in petroleum, women's
clothing, printing, filet distribution, and ruagazine and paperback book
distribution entered the farming field. In one year they exchanged stock
in one subsidiary for 10,000 acres of farm land, intend to own or lease
90,000 acres by the end of 1967, and 80,000 acres within five years. Concern
for this movement is so intense the South Dakota Legislature is presently
considering a measure which would curtail this type of operation.

Another element of the economy, the trade patterns of communities, has
also altered. With rapid expansion and improvement of transportation, the
small rural village is no longer required to provide goods and services to
the declining rural populace. We may reasonably expect increased con-
centrations of the area population along interstate highways spanning all
four states. This linear, or strip city configuration, is presently discernible
in live areas of the Midwest. They are; (1) Sioux Falls, S. D., to Joplin,
Missouri, through Sioux City. Omaha and Kansas City; (2) Dubuque,
Iowa, to Cape Girardeaux, Missouri, through Davenport and St. Louis;
(3) Omaha through Lincoln to Grand Island; (4) Davenport through Des
Moines to Council Bluffs; and (5) St. Louis through Columbia, Jefferson
City to Kansas City.

Midivest Growth Patterns
With the exception of a two decade period, 1930-1950, each of the four

states involved in this study has experienced population increases. Since
1920, the rate of increase has remained consistent in Iowa and Missouri but
has fluctuated considerably in NebraSka and South Dakota. The latter two
encountered 4.5 and 7.2 percent declines respectively during the 1930-1940
decade. They made very slight recoveries with 0.7 and 1.5 percent increases
respectively in the 1910-1950 decade and have approximated the rate of
increase of Iowa and Missouri since that period.

Even though overall population has increased, the rate of increase has
been substantially below the national rate of increase. The total popula-
tion of the four state area in 1960 was 9,169,194, or only 5.11 percent of the
total U. S. population. This represented a decrease of .54 percent of the
total U. S. population in the period 1950-1960. Estimates available in July,
1966, indicate the area population has increased to 9,442,000. This, how-
ever, represents only 4,82 percent of the total U. S. population, or a further
decline of .29 percent dnring the most recent six year period.

Area Distribution
The ability to establish and maintain social institutions is enhanced by

the uniform distribution of population. The topography climatic condi-
tions, natural resources, and the resulting patterns of industrial develop-
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went have contributed to extremely inequitable distribution of the popula-
tion in most Midwest states. The density ranges from a high of 12,296 per
square mile in St. Louis City to lows of less than one per square mile in
some counties of Nebraska and South Dakota. In 1960 the average density
(people per square mile) of each state was: Iowa, 49; Missouri, 63; Nebraska,
18; and South Dakota, 9.

Rural-Urban Distributions
One of the most significant aspects of the demographic changes pre-

sently taking place within the Great Plains area is the dramatic increase
being recorded in the population of urban centers, and the parallel decline
in rural areas.

In the 1950-1960 period all four states recorded very substantial gains
in urban population. Table 2 indicates that urban increases in each of the
four states offset rural declines and resulted in general population increases
of 5.2 percent in Iowa, 9.2 percent in Missouri, 6.5 percent in Nebraska,
and -1.3 percent in South Dakota.

TABLE 2
Percent of Population Change, Rural-Urban

Great Plains States, 1950-1960

Stine Urban
Percent of change

Rural Total
Iowa +16.9 5.5 +5.2
Missouri +18.2 5.2 +9.2
Nebraska +23.2 8.3 +6.5
South Dakota +23.3 5.2 +4.3

Table 3 indicates the present range of rural-urban composition in the
four states. It ranges from a high of 66.6 percent of Missouri's population
residing in urban areas to only 39.3 percent in South Dakota.

TABLE 3
Rural-Urban Distribution
Great Plains States, 1960

Iowa . -:". ::47.0 .:-...... 53.0

Missouri . --%3 .
...-......- 66.6

Nebraska :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:: 45 7
:-:-.:-..:-. ... : ..................

:-:-...-:-:-:-:-:- 54.3

South Dakota .... -
-..:-:-:-:-:-.-

:::::::::::::::::-: .

:-- ---:-:-
-;

:- /
... :-

39.3

I

Rural

Urban
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Since 1950 over three-fourths of all population growth in the four states
has been recorded in thirteen Standard Metropolitan Statistical areas. In
1960, 33 percent of Iowa's population was concentrated in six urban areas
(Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Des Moines, Dubuque, Sioux City, Waterloo);
57 percent of Missouri's population was concentrated in St. Louis, Kansas
City, St. Joseph, and Springfield; 37 percent of Nebraska's population was
located in Lincoln and Omaha; and 12 percent of South Dakota's popula-
tion was centered in Sioux Falls.

Since 1960, this pattern of urban concentration has continued at an
accelerated pace. Most communities with populations of 2,500 or more
reflect stability or some growth; but the greatest increases percentage-wise
are being recorded in the already larger cities, especially those with popula-
tions in excess of 25,000.

Migratory Patterns
.A general pattern of substantial out-migration began in the Great Plains

during the 1940's and has continued unabated. All but six of Iowa's 99
counties experienced out-migration. The six counties that reported in-
migration are urban centers with 50,000 or more population or are ad-
jacent to such counties.

All but eighteen of Missouri's 115 counties displayed out-migration.
"l'he eighteen that reported in-migration are within metropolitan complexes,
are developing recreational areas in central Missouri, are major govern-
mental centers, or are the locations of major colleges and universities.

Only five of Nebraska's 92 counties reported in-migration. Four of these
are located in the Omaha - Lincoln complex. The remaining one, Kimball
County in western Nebraska reported a substantial in-migration during the
1950-1960 period because of oil developments. Since 1960 there has been a
reduction in the rate of in-migration, though it has continued higher than
in most areas of Nebraska.

Only four areas of South Dakota reflected growth. The Minehaha
County area reported in-migration as a result of the Sioux Falls develop-
ment. The central South Dakota growth in Stanley and Hughes Counties
was a result of federal dam construction. Since completion of these federal
projects, there has been a very substantial out-migration in Stanley County
but some degree of stability is evidenced in Hughes County as a result
of increasing governmental employment in the state capitol of Pierre.
Pennington and Meade counties reported in-migration as a result of federal
missile developments in the area. Since withdrawal of these projects in the
early 1960's a sizable out-migration has been recorded in Meade County.
Expanding recreational developments and the continuerl operation of the
Ellsworth Air Force Base in Pennington County have stemmed, to a
degree, the out-migration in this area.

With few exceptions, areas of already sparse population have recorded
the greatest rate of out-migration and the already densely populated areas
have recorded the greatest rate of in-migration.
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Further analysis of the migratory patterns indicate that the overwhelm -tug percentage of those moving from the four states come from the whitepopulation and are in the very vital 18 to 4-1 age group.
White-Non-White Distribution

During the same period three of the four states reported substantialin-migration of non-whites, mostly Negroes moving into the urban centersof Omaha, Council Bluffs, Lincoln, Kansas City, St. Louis and Des Moines.The increase was approximately 12 percent in Iowa, 9 percent in Missouri,and 17 percent in Nebraska. Though these percentages appear large, theyrepresent a relatively small proportion of the total state populations, asindicated in Table 4.

TABLE 4
Distribution of Population, White and Negro

Great Plains States, 1960

State White Negro Total %
Negro

% Increase
Negro population

1940-60Iowa 2,728,709 25,354 2,754,063 .9% 34.2Missouri 3,922,967 390,853 4,312,820 9.0% 37.5Nebraska 1,374,764 29,262 1,404,026 2.08% 51.6South Dakota G53,098 1,114 654,212 .17% 57.5

Live Birth Rates
The trend in live births in the area has paralleled closely the nationalpattern though the rate has been consistently lower than the national rate.From peak birth rates, reached early in the 1950's, the rates in each statebegan a gradual tapering off in the late 1950's and early 1960's. Since 1962dramatic reductions have been noted in all states.Table 5 indicates the live birth rates by states for the period 1960-1966.The shock wave of this massive decline was felt by schools across the Mid-west when kindergarteners enrolled last fall. Census data available in StateDepartments of Education of the four states indicate sizable reductions inchildren in the 0 to 5 age categories.

TABLE 5
Live Birth Rates

Great Plains States, 1960.166
(Per 1,000 Population)

State 1960 1963 1964 1965 1966Iowa 23.3 20.8 20.4 18.4 17.7Missouri 22.7 20.9 21.1 18.7 18.0Nebraska 24.3 22.4 21.9 18.6 17.5South Dakota 25.9 22.7 21.9 19.5 17.9United States 23.7 21.7 21.2 19.4 18.5
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Changing :Age Composition

Of grc.0 concern is a consideration of changes that have taken, and arc

presently taking place in the age distribution of the population. Several

distinct trends were discernible in 1960 and have magnified since then.

The percentage of the total population tinder IS and over 65 years of age

has increased substantially. At the same time, the percentage in the 25-15

age range has decreased markedly. This changing composition is a mani-

festation of variable live birth rates during the 1920-1950 period and in-

creasing life expectancy.
As a result of this changing composition nationally, during the next

fifteen year period the 65 and over age group is expected to increase by 27

percent, the 35-6,1 age group by only eight percent, the 18-34 group by an

explosive Si percent, the I-1-17 age group by only 17 percent, and the 12

and below group by about 11 percent.
The four-state area increases will be similar to the national progression

with two major exceptions. The percent of the population 65 and over,

already larger than the national average, will increase even more unless

there is an alteration in out-migration rates for this age group. In addition,

continued out-migration is expected to affect the very vital 18-15 age groups

most severely. .

PERSPECTIVES FOR THE GREAT PLAINS AREA

When one views the chronology of population development and as-

sociates present discernible trends in the social, political, economic, and

cultural spheres with the historical development, a similar pattern of

future development emerges for the four Great Plains States included in

this study.

General Population Growth

All four states are expected to record population increases in the period

from 1968 to 1985 but the rate of growth will be substantially lower than

the anticipated national rate of growth. While the increase for the United

States is estimated at 18.3 percent for the period 1965-1985, the projected

increases by states are: Iowa, 9.7 percent; Nebraska, 13.2 percent; Missouri,

9.1 percent; and South Dakota, 9.2 percent.
Consl,derable doubt exists regarding the reliability of the South Dakota

prnjt :lams. Since 1960 the state has lost population. Sc me economists and

sociorogs within the states suggest that unless some ralijor industrial input

initiated the total state population will probably conr:_inue to decline into

the 1986''.

Itural-Un Distributions
:.he increased application of technology am. -liplementation of

iv.uoination anticipated in apiculture, the rural population of the area

w'7I decrease further. By 1980, the rural-urban composition of Missouri

may approach 25 percent rural, 75 percent urban. In Iowa and Nebraska,
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the composition may approach 35 percent rural and 65 percent urban. Be-cause of the limited number of urban centers at the present time, and theconsequent limited potential for growth, the composition of South Dakotamay approach 53 percent rural and 45 percent. urban by 1980.

Community Survival
in Iowa, Missouri, and the eastern one third of both Nebraska andSouth Dakota, most cities and towns of 2,500 or less will encounter in-creasing difficulty in maintaining stable population. The smaller com-munities of the entire area will find it increasingly difficult to remainviable cohesive community centers. 'The exception to this will be smallercommunities within a 25-:10 mile range of major urban centers and thosecommunities located in isolated areas.
In the western portions of Nebraska and South Dakota, communities ofless than 1,500 will encounter difficulties in surviving. However, the smallercommunities in the very sparsely settled areas will probably persist for sometime as minimum convenience centers providing a very limited range ofgoods and services to a relatively large geographic area.

Out-Migration
Unless substantial economic inputs are initiated within the area, creat-ing jobs at the skilled and semi-skilled levels, the out-migration of die vital18-15 year age group is expected to continue at a rate comparable to that ofthe past fifteen years. This is expected to produce an additional drain fromthe area of the childbearing age group and the group possessing the highestincome producing potential.

Metropolitan Growth
Within the urban complexes, a number of trends are discernible. By1980, approximately sixty percent of the total four state population willbe residing in metropolitan complexes. This will result in the denselypopulated areas expanding and becoming more densely populated and thealready sparsely populated areas becoming. more sparsely populated.
The extensive movement of white population front central cities tosuburban areas will continue. In addition, the movement of Negroes fromcentral cities to suburban areas which began in the late 1950's is expectedto accelerate.

The largest in-migration of non-whites is expected to take place in thecities of St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Council Bluffs, Lincoln, Des Moines,Cedar Rapids, and Davenport. The bulk of the in-migration to central citiesis expected to be in the lower socio-economic white and Negro groups andthey will migrate primarily from southern and east-central portions of theUnited States. In-migration td suburban areas will continue to be from thepredominately white middle income and upper income groups.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR STATE SCHOOL SYSTEMS

The present local school district organizational pattern found in the
Midwest presents one of the most illogically conceived and unintelligible

configurations imaginable. In September, 1967, the four states reported a

total of 5,264 legally constituted school districts, or 24 percent of all school

districts in the United States. This structural pattern is even more difficult

to justify when one considers that only 4.82 percent of the national popu-
lation reside in Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota.

Though the specific terminology varies in describing districts, the general

types of local districts organized in the four states are:
Comprehensive districts: districts maintaining K-12 or 1-12 programs.
High school districts: districts maintaining only high school programs.
Elementary districts: districts maintaining only elementary programs.
Non-operating districts: districts operating no educational programs.

Some significant changes have occurred in organizational patterns since

1940 but the proliferation of non-operating school districts and districts
maintaining only elementary schools persists. Table 6 indicates the changing

organizational pattern in each of the states since 1940.

TABLE 6
School District Organizational Pattern

Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota
19404967

Iowa Missouri Nebraska South Dakota

Type of district 1940 1967 1940 1967 1940 1967 1940 1967

Unified 970 455 846 478 696 325 295 211

Elementary 3455 3 7263 238 5306 1822 2636 992

High School 0 0 0 0 32 20 5 4

NonOperating 125 16 554 99 1013 5 ,, 351 596

TOTAL 4850 474 8663 815 7047 2172 3287 1803

In Iowa, a combinatiOn of semi-permissive and mandatory legislation has

resulted in the elimination of most elementary and non-operating districts,

The 19 that remain are all in the process of reorganization or are involved

in litigation regarding their attachment to unified districts.

In Missouri, semi-permissive legislation has resulted in the sizable de-
cline of both elementary and non-operating districts. Of the 815 organized

districts in Missouri, only 237 remain in these two categories.

In Nebraska and South Dakota, however, permissive legislation according

total responsibility for adequate organization to local boards of education

and/or county reorganization committees has resulted in the continued

existence of these two types of districts. Until 1964, the direction of district

organization in South Dakota had been opposite from that of all other
states in the nation. From 351 non-operating districts in 1940, the number
increased steadily until 1,190 such districts were ..)rganized during the 1963
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1964 school year. The trend has been downward since 196.1 and mandatorylegislation enacted by the South Dakota Legislature in 1966 is expected toresult in the total elimination of such districts by July 1, 1968.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PLANNING
Analysis of the data assimilated for this study reveals a number of im-plications that may have relevance for educational planners in the Midwestas well as in other parts of the country.

1. The criteria of a local community or a group of interrelated local com-munities as the basis for a school district is obsolete and indefensible.
Since the early 1940's, one of the prime criteria that has guided theformation of new local districts has been the conviction that a proposeddistrict should encompass one or more comnmnity centers that were com-patible and preferably contiguous. When one views the massive movementof people from the small communities and the rural areas of the Midwest,this concept is no longer tenable. The small communities of Iowa, Missouri,Nebraska, and South Dakota have little hope of survival as dynamic,cohesive social and economic entities. Some may remain as minimum con-venience centers and provide a very limited range of goods and services toa declining population.

Educational organization, which reflect our social system, must there-fore be organized around enlarged social, political, and economic com-munities. The practice of organizing school districts around a communityor group of interrelated communities is inconsistent with present identi-fiable patterns of association:
If local school district organization is to be compatible with other facetsof community development, the individuals and groups responsible fororganizing schools must look beyond the residentiary activities and in-terests of the local community. The increased vistas of social, economic,governmental, and cultural environments must be identified and employedin the delineation of enlarged geographic areas for local school districts.

2. Local school districts should be organized around city centers withpopulations of at least 2,500 to 5,000.
In order to insure stability and existence over a period of dine, anadequate pupil population base must be assured before forming new schooldistricts. The optimum size city center which displays the greatest potentialfor stability or growth is one that presently possesses a population of atleast 5,000 within the corporate limits. There is little indication that com-munities of less than 2,500 can or will in the future remain dynamic com-munity centers unless they are within a 25-30 mile radius of a major urbancenter or are located in isolated areas. Therefore, the minmium size citycenter to utilize in future school organizational planning should possess.apopulation of at least 2,500.
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In the isolated areas of central and western Nebraska and South Dakota,
there remains the crucial problem of an adequate population base to
permit the economical and efficient development of quantitative and
qualitative educational programs. In these sparsely populated areas it may
be necessary to form school districts around city centers of 1,000 to 1,500.
In these instances larger geographic areas will be necessary. This con-
figuration would still necessitate creation of districts with a limited pupil
population base. Under these circumstances, states must begin to assume
greater responsibility in assuring qualitative comorehensive educational
opportunities.

j. All areas of cash state should be in a K-12 district.
The practice of permitting school districts with limited enrollments to

cease operating and send students to contiguous school districts on a
tuition basis has flourished in the Midwest. The practice prevents school
patrons from participating fully in the governance of their schools. It is
a practice, however, which has persisted because of the tax advantages that
acrue from not supporting fully a K-12 educational program.

Every citizen, regardless of his residence, age, or dependency status,
profits from a state's educational system and should be a fully participating
and contributing member of the system.

-I. Future school district reorganization should be based upon compre-
hensive state-wide planning.
The changing composition and distribution of state populations, in-

creasing mobility, and the identification of universal educational needs,
mandates a new look at our approach to organization.

The 3\.lidwest states have, since 1940, gone through various stages of
piecemeal reorganization. In most instances, the basic responsibility has
bee,. legislatively delegated to County Reorganization Commissions,

Boards of Education, or some other group operating at the
county level. The results are today an incredible maze of jagged, irregular,
and illogically conceived districtsdistricts created by the selfishness and
greed of some and the indifference of others.

In order to insure qualitative and equitable educational opportuni-
ties to all students in the state, comprehensive planning should proceed
Through a legislatively created commission or through a legislative
mandate to the state education agency.

5. An enlarged and strengthened middle echelon of school government
should be developed in the four Midwest stares.
If a local school district is to provide a comprehensive educational pro-

gram at a high level of quality, and do this with maximum efficiency and
economy, it requires from 10,000 to 30,000 students. The present and antic-
ipated density and distribution of the four state population would pre-
clude utilizing these as realistic goals to seek in most areas.
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In most areas of Iowa and Missouri, anti in the eastern portions of Ne-braska and South Dakota, it should be possible to form administrativedistricts with minimum pupil populations of 4,000-5,000 students. Becauseof size limitations, these districts would be, of necessity, restricted in thequantity of educational
programs and services they could provide.To supplement and coordinate services to local districts, multi-countyeducational service agencies should be created. With a pupil base of atleast 30,000 students, this middle echelon of school government Avoulcl beable to provide the articulation, coordination, and service functions theadministrative districts of 4,000-5,000 could not -conomically provide forthemselves. The point should be emphatically made here that the multi-county educational service agency is not intended to provide programs andservices which local districts should provide themselves. It "WOW(' be pro-viding only those programs and services optimum size local districts in thisgeographic area could not provide themselves because of excessive costs orincidence of need.

Within each of the four states we find a trend to create around theperimeter of central cities a proliferation of suburban school districts. Manyof these districts presently enroll in excess of 5,000 students but certainlydo not approach the size of optimum districts. It is difficult to defend thisorganizational pattern when the combination of several such districts wouldprovide the potential for more extensive educational development.
(3. Increasing attention must be directed to the problems of urban-educa-tion in the Midwest.

As indicated earlier, three of the four states involved in this study al-ready have predominately urban populations. Public school enrollments inurban centers are swelling as rural enrollments decline. In Iowa, the 25largest school districts presently enroll 40 percent of all the state's publicschool students. In Missouri, schools in the Kansas City and St. Louis metro-politan complexes enroll 44.7 percent of all Missouri public school students.Omaha and Lincoln presently enroll approximately 50 percent of all Ne-braska public school students, In South Dakota, two cities, Sioux Falls andRapid City, enroll approximately 20 percent of all public school students.If the state system of education is to meet the needs of all, it must do sowhere the students are located. This is in the urban centers! Increasingamounts of each state's resources, both human and material, must bediverted to the urban centers.
As urban centers have enlarged they have developed educational systemsautonomous and separate from roost segments of the suite education system.In many instances they operate today quite independent of the state educa-tion agency. As statewide planning and development emerges, it would cer-tainly suggest the necessity for a concerted effort to realign the relationshipsbetween state education agencies and urban school systems.The challenges facing educational planners in the Midwest, as well asmost sections of the country, are multitudinous. With sizable increases in
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urban poulation, declining rural and small city population, great variances
in the density distribution, substantial out-migration, and a rapidly chang-
ing age composition, the task of describing an organizational structure to
provide for optimum educational opportunities is difficult and complex.

Only through a comprehensive statewide assessment, and the resulting
readjustment of all structural components in concourse, will the type of
organizational structure emerge that is so direly needed in the Midwest
today.
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CHAPTER 3

SEARCH FOR QUALITY IN
EDUCATION

Alfred Schwartz
Dean, College of Education

Drake University
Des Moines, Iowa

PART I
We Can describe a quality automobile in terms of styling, performance,materials, NvorkrnanshiP, and design.
We can describe a quality-built home in terms of attractiveness, roomarrangement, materials, workmanship, heating and lighting arrangements,accessories, and function.
We Can describe a quality corn or wheat harvest in terms of yield,moisture content, damaged kernels, minimum test weight, and kernelsfree of foreign material and damage.
When, however, we seek to describe a quality educational program wehave great difficultY in coming to grips with the characteristics of a qualityschool, The diffictilties in approach are illustrated in these examples:I. A Letter to the Editor:

What is meant by "better quality" education? Objection is foundwith the premise that the consolidation of "small, inadequate" paro-chial schools is the main reason for the efforts made to pass a fair bushill. This writer was under the impression that there was a principleof justice involved.
The Inoc le of transportation will have little effect on the qualityof education given to children once they enter the classroom of theirchoice, One might ask: Are the words "small" and "inadequate"necessarily sYnonymous?... (Has) the senator examined the standardtest scores (nlade by Iowa children attending "small rural parochialschools ") and compared them with larger city schools? If so, has hefound a variance In achievement?'

2. A Professional Association Report:
Education is a process of acquiring the 'knowledge, skills, and stand-ards of a culture, and of learning to contribute to that culture. Thepublic elementary and secondary school is but one of many institu-tions in the United States engaged in education. The roles of home,church, and cotmuunity are basic, and educational opportunities are

1 Des Nobles itegister, November 19, 1967.
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supplied by colleges, universities, 1».ofessional schools. independent
schools, and adult education. The primary responsibility, however,
for the education of most Americans rests with the public schools.
It is with the quality of these schools that most Americans are con-
cerned today.
The best education is that *which does most to enable each student
to develop his abilities and to serve society. I'AItication must therefore
be appropriate to the needs of each pupil and to the needs of society.
But students are individuals, student bodies are constantly renewed,
and society is ever - changing. it follows that education must be
dynamic and diverse. High quality in education implies never-
ending adaptation and improvement.
Evaluation of such an enterprise is complex. The performance of a
school system must be studied not only in the light of what it is at
any given time, but also in terms of what it is becoming. And what
a school system does must be considered not only in relation to what
it should do tinder ideal circumstances, but also in relation to what
is possible in the actual circumstances.
There is no simple test of quality, and this statement proposed none.
It proposes, rather, to describe sonic of the char: : :-teristics of high
quality in public education and to indicate certain essentials with-
out which such quality cannot be obtained."

3. A Research Document Discussing Cost-Quality:
The 17 indexes of the cost-quality relationship selected were:
(a) Enrollment
(b) Ratio of enrollment
(c) Pupils-per-teacher ratio
(d) Pupils:per-administrator ratio
(e) Pupils-per-clerk ratio
(1) Pupils-per-guidance counselor ratio
(g) Dollars spent per teacher on in-service growth
(h) Dollars spent per pupil on library books
(i) Average education of teachers
(j) Average experience of the teaching staff
(k) Average salary of the teaching stall
(1) Expenditure-per-pupil ratio
(m) Supply expenditure- per pupil ratio
(n) Instructional-expenditure-per-pupil ratio
(o) Local effort (mills on market value)
(p) Market-value-per-resident-pupil ratio
(q) Basic-account-standard-reimbursement fraction.3

Education Policies Commission, "An Essay on Quality in Public Education" (Washing-
ton, 1). C.: National Education Association, 1959), pp. 5-6.

a Thomas S. Hamill, "A Factor Analysis of 17 Indexes of the Cost-Quality Relationship
in the Two-, Thvee, and Four-Year High Schools of Pennsylvania," Time Challenge of
Change in School Finance (Washington, I). C.: National Education Association), pp. 185-86.
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A. A Professional Report:
It is easiest to rate a school on characteristics that are readily visibleand measurable. These include ratio of professional staff membersto pupils, working conditions and salaries, equipment, supplies, text-books, buildings, provision for special services, various administrativeprocedures, and certain instructional policies. Last year, the National
Education Association published an evaluation instrument, entitled
Profiles of Excellence, which contained recommended criteria forassessing the quality of a local school system. It rates as superiorpractice, for example, the provision of 65 professional staff membersfor every 1,000 pupils, flexible grouping of pupils depending on theeducational purpose to be served at given times, and a unified andfiscally independent school district.
Less easy to evaluate are some of the more abstract educationalgoals embodied in the daily topics for American Education Week1967. It requires a rather thorough familiarity with a school's philos-ophy, practice, and products to nu:ke even a general evaluation
of the school's effectiveness in some of these areas. The topics, how-ever, are not mutually exclusive. Each depends, to some degree, onthe school's performance in all the others for its complete assessment.Quality teaching, for example, would naturally result in shapingthe character of youth, providing learning opportunities for all, andmeeting the challenge of change. By definition, it would stimulatelifelong learning, develop vocational competence, and thereby enrichthe lives of the students affected by it. Similarly, in order to develop
competence in the vocations of today and tomorrow, a school mustprovide learning opportunities for all, meet the challenge of change,offer quality teaching, and stimulate life-long learning.4

If usage makes the term "quality education" confusing, then efforts atprecise definition are even more frustrating. Webster's Unabridged Dic-tionary gives these definitions of "quality":
Peculiar and essential character, a distinctive inherent featureA degree of excellence
Social status
A special or distinguishing attribute
Something that serves to identify a subject of perception
Manner of action

A somewhat easier definition to grasp is offered in the Dictionary ofModern American Usage:
A characteristic property or attribute
Character or nature
High grade

When we discuss quality education we are attempting to describe whathappens to an individual as a result of attending a school and participating

"How Good Are Your Schools?" Source Book for Speakers and Writers 1967 (Washing-ton, D. C.: National Education Association, 1967), p. 8.
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in school-directed activities. We all know, or should know, that education
is only one social force which results in the education of individuals. It is
now generally accepted, for example, that family and environmental factors
may be more influential in determining what and how an incHvidual learns
than is the school. This, of course, does not mean that the school situation
is not influencing people who are enrolled in the programs established by
the schools. We are dealing with relative matters, and the extent to which
one or another factor is influential is unimportant. We are seeking to
Make maximum use of all factors in providing for high quality education.

The quality of education being promoted within the environs of the
school will be influenced strongly by the quality of family anti community
life from which the students come; by the types of television programs
watched and the extent to which TV is viewed; by the radio programs,
movies. magazines, and newspapers which are heard, seen, or read: by the
ethical and religious convictions which are expressed at home and at
the churches; and by the multiple other community factors which seek to
influence students, parents, and teachers.

Quality is a term used to suggest a high level of excellence whether it
be in a man-made product, a living plant developed by the forces of nature,
or the efforts of an individual or an institution. Quality, however, is not an
absolute value, for often people speak of low quality merchandise or low
quality seeds or low quality schools. When the adjective is applied, a con-
cept of relative standard is brought into play. As used in this report, quality
is considered a level of performance at the highest range of man's
capabilities.

In a school where quality education is taking place something positive
is happening to boys and girls, young men and voting women, and adults
which makes a difference to them and which can be described, A quality
program of education operating within the schools produces individuals
who are capable of the following:

1. Tin: INDIVIDUAL USES HIS TALENTS AND ABILITIES TO THE MAXIMUM OF
IIIS POTENTIAL.

A quality school located in the center of a deprived area assists children
to read at or above national norm levels and teaches all children to read.
In an affluent city school the children read at levels well beyond national
norms, and specialized enrichment programs promote depth and breadth of
reading interests, In both school situations quality is found because of the
efforts to maximize the potential of all children in the school.

The quality school is interested not only in limited talent areas but
also seeks to provide for the range of human potential. Learning to read
is deemed essential but so too are the artistic behaviors of mankind. Students
not only have opportunities to develop their talents in creative writing,
art, music, drama, and the dance, but systematic efforts are promoted to
seek ways of fostering these talents. Whether the individual is skilled aca-
demically, artistically, physically, or socially, the quality school searches and
finds ways to encourage him to tide these talents to the best of his ability.
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Within the quality school t. process is taking place which lends anappropriate balance to any one-sided development of talent. Fully awareof the nature of our society, the quality staff performing within the qualityschool seeks to insure an appropriate balance for individuals. The talentedart student is given ample opportunity to develop his artistic capabilities,but is also encouraged to develop to the maximum his understanding ofthe governmental processes or the function of science in society. Over-allhuman excellence is sought at the same time unique abilities are beingnurtured.
The mentally retarded is helped to become a useful citizen, the physi-cally handicapped learns how to overcome his disabilities in a positive way,the athletically inept is taught the skills and values of physical fitness, theacademically gifted may need to learn compassion for those not so able,and the emotionally lost are helped to find their way in the school whichseeks to establish the quality image.
L. THE INDI V I DI'AE SEEKS To CONTI NU if. HIS EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.Education must. be a lifelong process if individuals are to maintainthemselves in a world of change. It has almost become trite to illustraterate of change in scie-':e, medicine, technology, communication, and trans-portation because th, change-rate has become so accelerated that we becomeinsensitive to the succeeding new advances. The octogenarian may lookhack with nostalgia upon the time-travel dimension provided by the horseand buggy; his great-grandchild can only understand the time-travel dimen-sions provided by the automobile and the airplane. The generations to comewill have to understand and adjust to their own cycles. The quality schoolhas the responsibility of providing individuals with the means for adaptingto and controlling change.
Concern for education in the quality school begins with the young andextends throughout a lifetime. The quality school provides parents withthe education necessary to bring and sustain a new life, new dimensionson this earth. Special programs may be developed to help parents establisha sound learning and growing base for their children. Where necessary, theschool might even provide adequate infant facilities to insure the start ofa sound learning process. At the pre-school level adequate facilities andresources are available to introduce children formally to a world of changeand to the need for lifelong learning.

It is the responsibility of the quality school to provide the resourcesand the know-how to encourage individuals to make learning a lifelongprocess. The quality school can, in part, measure its success by ascertainingthe extent to which its ever-changing population is actively engaged inthe process of continuing education. Quality is seen in the ability of indi-viduals to sustain the educational process without the necessity of imposinglegai sanctions which require attendance.
3. Tnr: IN DI V ID UA L IS ABLE '1'0 PARTICIPATE ACTIVELY AND POSITIVELY INTO E WORLD OF WORK.
The world of work may be a college classroom or a foundary or a farmor it governmental office. For many women the world of work can be
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considered the home. A quality educational program has the responsibilityfor assisting individuals to acquire the skills which will enable them tooccupy an established role in society. While education may be an end initself for a few individuals, it must be considered a means for securingsatisfactory work roles for most of us.
Within the quality school a recognition exists that the basis which canbe used by individuals to enter the world of work must be establishedearly. For the future world of work for the professional man, individualsmust learn those skills and areas of knowledge which arc often associatedwith the word "academic." Languages, literature, mathematics, science,and history may become the vocational tools which are needed in the future.For the machinist, it may be necessary to provide industrial arts, mechanicaldrawing, and related experiences. If the school is to provide an entry intothe world of work, then the many doors which can be opened must havekeys.

The quality school is not unaware of the need for providing individualswith the potential for mobility. In an open society it becomes essentialfor the quality school not to limit individuals in their choice of occupation.First by broadly designed exploratory programs and then by more spe-cialized sequences, the school introduces individuals to the world of workand then helps them formulate specific goal plans. Through programs,teachers, and the use of guidance counselors, young people are helped tomake decisions and then develop the skills which will enable them toachieve their goals. The school also is available to assist those who by desireor necessity are forced to change their role in the world of work. The qualityschool leaves no person in limbo, for each is a valuable asset to society.
The quality school shoulders one additional responsibility in this area.It seeks to promote the dignity of human labor in all areas. Not all indi-viduals can become atomic scientists, but all who do must maintain arespect for the dignity of the individual who is responsible for menialchores. For this reason the school is not vocationally restrictive but seeksto develop the humanistic values which produce the highest virtues ofmankind. A technical school may develop able craftsmen but it can becomea quality school only when it also pays attention to the broader values heldviable by mankind. By the same token an academic or college prep highschool cannot gain a reputation as a fine school by serving limited objectivesfor a limited number of students. It can only assume the quality designa-tion by showing response to the need for educating all in the virtues ofthe work world.

THE INDIVIDUAL CAN ENGAGE IN PROBLENI SOLVING AT THE ABSTRACT
AND THE CONCRETE LEVELS.

In the changing world identified earlier, in a world warped by con-flicting ideologies, in a world where solutions to contemporary issues donot come in prescribed packages, the quality school has a major respon-sibility for assisting students in becoming problem-solving individuals. Thequality school is a problem-solving school where individuals seek answers
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to questions, where the techniques of the researcher are an integral pan
of the teaching process, and where the way is open for individuals to explore.

Within the quality school students, teachers, specialized personnel,
and administrators seek new ways of improving the educational process.
Rigid schedules, excessive reliance on workbooks, prescriptive study guides,
and uniform work standards are considered handicaps to the improvement
of instruction. A spirit of inquiry prevails in classrooms from the pre-school
years through continuing education classes for adults.

The quality school is an educational laboratory where in classrooms,
shops, art studios, gymnasiums, and auditoriums can be seen efforts to
encourage individuals to solve mundane and major problems.

5. THE INDIVIDUAL IS DEVELOPING A POSITIVE PATTERN OF VALUES WHICH
SUSTAIN HIM AS AN INDIVIDUAL. AND A Al I BER OF SOCIETY.

A school can only have the designation "quality" when its students have
acquired a positive sense for the values of our society and are able to
express their beliefs in appropriate action. The quality school produces
individuals who express their views through elections and representations
to their elected officials. Quality schools produce individuals who are
informed and who seek means of staying informed. An individual who
comes from a quality school is active in civic, social, religious, and govern-
mental agencies. The quality school produces activists but not anarchists.

There is no greater responsibility for a school then the education of
individuals in the values which have transformed :Jan of the primitive
state of prehistoric times to man of the twentieth cer ::ry. While the laws,
customs, mores, and values are not absolute from oi.c nation to another,
from one culture to another, or even from one genera tiel to another, there
are common threads which have been woven through IL. fabric of time to
give people goals for survival. These values are forever being tested and
no one would propose they Nv i 11 not he modified in the future. The quality
school offers an educational program and operates in such a manner as
to provide people with the opportunity to consider the evolution of their
own values in view of historical values and the conditions of the con-
temporary era.

The quality school demonstrates its interest in and respect for value
development in the manner in which students are treated. Respect for the
individual student is the breeding ground for respect for one's neighbors.
Respect for the dignity and worth of all students is the starting point for
developing respect for persons of all races, creeds. or point of national
origin. Respect for the rationality of students is essential if they are to
develop respect for the ability of humans to solve their problems through
collective considerations. Respect for the rights of students is the starting
point for developing a respect for the law. Whether through l study of
literature, history, or contemporary problems the quality school shows a
concern for the problems of value development. This concern extends
beyond the limits of an artificial graduation time and beyond the confines
of a school site. The quality school seeks to extend its influence to matters
of the community; it measures its success in the attention its students pay
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to active participation in community life. The quality school is 21 com-
munity school and the health of the community is a reflection of success
in this area.

PART II
While quality education results in the five characteristics described in

Part I, one needs to consider the factors which specifically contribute to
quality education. The chances for securing the type of results which have
been suggested are dependent upon the conditions which can produce the
desired results. It therefore becomes possible to consider an analysis of
quality education by understanding the conditions which tend to produce
du.: quality. It would even be possible to study the conditions and reach
the conclusion that the existence of the conditions leads to a quality school
situation.

TEN KEYS TO QUALITY EDUCATION
1. PROFESSIONAL STAFF WITH HIGH QUALIFICATIONS ARE EMPLOYED AND

ARE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO ',!.'RFORM THEIR DUTIES.
While ot.ler factors will in:l.nc-nce the degree to which quality educa-

tion can to -=': mace within a :a aorol, there is little doubt that the teacher:,
within the ...Mao] represent the single most important educational factor-
in the total it-arrning process. Teachers establish the learning environment
and the ccucilTns which are largely responsible for the educational results.
The importance of teachers requires a set of conditions which must first
be met if the other "keys" to quality education are to be meaningful.

The t(,. staff is fully at a lirofessional level beyond the'
deemed by state reguhLions.

At the ..71-etr:!::itary school level all teachers must have a bachelor's degree
and they slic-.11,J be continuing their education towards a master's degree.
The quali.\ Iu has many elementary teachers with advanced degrees.

At the i:1!-7-5or and senior high school levels most teachers must have a
master's du:: and many should be working on specialized advanced
study. At ievel teachers must have specialized training in the areas
they are te.1,

The teat Nng staff is assigned to the areas where they are trained to leach.
TVorlcing conditions and policies exist which facilitate the efforts of the

teachers..
Policies affecting staff personnel have been cooperatively developed

and are available to all stall members.
Orientation programs for new stall members are a continuous process

and may extend from one to three years.
Teachers are assigned on the basis of specific: job requirements and the

individual's preparation, experience, and preference.
Although special emphasis is placed upon probationary teachers, every

professional employee is evaluated on a continuing basis and shares respon-
sibility for such evaluation.

Leave policies encourage teachers to attend professional conventions,
conferences, or meetings: engage in community relations efforts: serve on
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committees or in special workshops outside the school system; and visitoiler school systems.
A compensation policy salary and fringe benefits) exists which enhancesthe professional status of the teacher. (The standards for such a policy canhe found in many sources including a 1966 NEA publication Proli..cs ofExcellence.)
A continuous program of curriculum study involves the teaching stalland permits them to develop improved curricular and instructional prac-ices.

Teachers enjoy academic freedom and freedom in their personal livesequal to that accorded other professional persons in the community. Teach-ers are relieved of such non-instructional duties as computing attendance
records, entering scores on pupil records, typing, scoring standardized tests.supervising bus and lunchroom routines, and collecting funds, by the em-ployment of clerical and non-professional personnel to perform these tasks.

2. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED TO MAXIMIZE THE EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT OF ALL THE PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY.

Teachers and students as they work together are enclosed in the peri-meter of an educational program. While the program perimeter may be verybroad, indeed it should be, reference points exist which permit understand-ing what is taking place in the school. For the quality school of the futurethere will continue to be packaged subjects and courses but within theseschools the primary. program emphasis will be upon individualized instruc-tion structured by carefully tailored curricular segments, blocks, and units.117hether children or adults, students" will do independent study, will meetin small discussion groups, will attend some regular classes, and will heinvolved in large lectures, or media demonstrations, or activity programs.Appraisal practices will be for the purpose of diagnosis and prognosis ratherthan for test records and grades.
Each elementary school child is entitled to:5

A high quality of education.
The opportunities available in a well-planned curriculum whichbalances the emphasis in the academic subject fields and is developedfor learning experiences from the kindergarten through the twelfthgrade.
A curriculum which places emphasis upon the desire and tools forlearning without ignoring the basic academic facts.
Participate in learning situations planned for large and small groups,and individual learning.
A variety of instructional materials and aids that can challenge thiscuriosity and can develop his potentialities.
The guidance of competent teachers and specialists who are capableof determining appropriate educational activities in relationship tohis abilities and maturity.

5 Brief of a position paper, -Elementary Education and School District Organization,"prepared by Dr. Rosalie Farley, University of Nebraska, for The Great Plains SchoolDistrict Organization Project, October, 1967.
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The elemental), school curriculum must include:
A language arts program, with emplues on oral and written expres-

sion; listening; spelling; ha ndwriting; literature; a second language.
A social studies prograin that enables the child to understand the his-

tor ical developments of our nation, the form of government, our
economic systc111. and the relationship of our nation to others in the
world.

A science progt:Lm that enables a child to know and appreciate science;
to perform simple experiments: to interpret, record. and report accu-
rately; to distiaguish between truth and superstdizion: and to associate
and apply science with daily living.

arithmetic ,i-ograiti, with emphasis on the useful?Aess of arithmetic
and its prated of and scientific applications.

A health, phys -al education, and recreation program.
A fine arts program in which he learns to express, himself through

music, art, and language.

Provision innst be made for:
The development of skills in oral anti written communit.ation, deci-

sion making, I nnblem solving, creative thinking, computations, com-
petence in sehnstruction and independent leaning.

The development of wholesome attitudes concerting his own dignity
and worth, role in society. his responsibilities in a democracy, and
his contribtu ms to others.

OpportunitRs whereby the pupil can participate n group activities.
work indepindently, experience successes, and realize that failures can
become beneficial.

Educational services, including guidance and counseling, school health
services, special education, psychological and psychiatric assistance,
and instructional materials centers.

An optimum program for elementary schools includes:
A balanced, flexible, and articulated educational program from the

kindergarten through the twelfth grade under the leadership of one
superintendent of schools, a local board of education, and an ele-
mentary school principal.

Those educational services which are needed by a sufficient number of
students in the local elementary school to justify the expenditure.

Arrangements for additional educational services from another atten-
dance unit or administrative level whenever specific services, are not
offered locally.

A pupil-teacher ratio of approximately 25 to 1 and arrangements for
grouping students in large or small groups and for individual instruc-
tion.

Provisions for physical facilities for library services, educational tele-
vision, physical education, health services, conference room, teachers'
lounge and workroom, arrangement and space for academic specialists,
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special education, bus tray-Thortation and lunch-room facilities whennecessary, after-school and c..-,1...munity activities, and arrangements andfacilities for individual studies and research projects by professionallyprepared educators.

Optimum programs. for sparsely settled areas include:
The basic instructional pro!rratn with facilities for library audiovisualservices, health services, physical education, and lunch-room activities.Arrangements for additional educational services from another attend-ance and/or administrative unit.
Arrangements for specialist in the academic subject areas from anotherattendance and/or administrative unit.
A pupil-teacher ratio ()I' 20 to I.

The Middle School or Junior High School should result in young peaplewho have:0
A sense of positive self-worth and an enhanced understanding of others.A genuine interest and strengthened competence in several areas oflearning, and acquaintance with the world of work.Mastery of basic skills of inquiry and study so that independent workmay be pursued more adequately.
An increased capacity to discipline themselves to work, study, andplay constructively and with satisfaction to theniselves and others.A moral and ethical sense which values the goals and processes of afree society.
The junior high school continues the skill development started in theelementary years, and helps young people gain additional competence inthose skills necessary for lifetime learning. Children who lack competence inreading, computation, problem-solvi.tg, or logical thinking are provided theassistance necessary to help diem overcome their handicaps.
The importance of physical development and physical education in thelives of all early adolescent boys and girls is recognized. Participation for allstudents is considered essential in a program which includes athletic activi-ties and places considerable emphasis on personal hygiene, nutrition, diet,and other health matters.
A basic function of the junior high school is to provide for and toencourage exploration of vocational and avocational interests. Art, music,homemakim4, industrial arts, crafts, speech and drama must be providedfor and be available to all students. Foreign language classes should beprovided with laboratories to assist in the development of conversationalskills.
The junior high school provides a block-of ime program which focuseson the kinds of general education skills and concepts which the youngadolescent needs for a responsible and satisfying life.

"This portion adapted from "The junior High School We Need," a Report from theMCI) Commission on Secondary Curriculum, 1961 (Washington, ). C.: National EducationAssociation), pp. 3, 19-29.
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The junior high school seeks to bring young people into situatims in
which they can explore, discuss, and face up to the value confusion!: and
contradictions and to the unparalleled opportunities that chaz-acurzi...zt

world in which they live. The objec these eff(Tts would be tp. foster
a strong commitment !o the clevelopint_,!al of democratic values.

Because education is an ever chap : :g process, the junior high sci:ool
of the future will probably not resen.thLe: a school we consider adequate at
the present time. In the report "The junior High School We Need," some
characteristics of a quality junior high school of the future are described
as follows:

1. It must continue to recognize the development of democratic
values as its central commitment.

2. It should rely upon a basic policy of experimental development of
the instructional program.

3. It should seek continually to improve time arrair4eents for
effective learning and teaching.

4. Its instructional process should be planned explicith for the
junior high school years.

5. It should be an ungraded institution.
6. It should incorporate routines and patterns that e:Eottrage

civility in living.
7. It should use varying instructional procedures to ac.corup..ish the

purposes of junior high school education.
8. It should provide many means for the student to see himself as

a significant individual in a larger world setting.
9. The school year should be extended to provide a richer and

more effective education program.
10Aesthetic and creative opportunities and experiences should be

abundant.
11. It should provide extended guidance for all students.
12. The staff should be given differentiated assignments.
13. New developments in technology and in materials of instruction

should be utilized.
14. Administrative responsibilities should be more clearly defined.
15. Gaining knowledge, skill, and understanding are basic goals for

junior high school pupils.
The .Secondary Schools of the United States, in many ways richly unique

institutions, must contribute to the development of basic citizenship beliefs
and skills and also promote the individual's unique abilities.7

The secondary school program should provide comprehensive offerings
to all students and opportunity to seek and secure educational opportunities
for maximum cultivation of potential. Not only should a wide range of

Adapted from position papers prepared for The Great Plains School District Organ-
ization Project: Franklin Stone, University of Iowa, "Secondary Education and School
District Organization" and 13yr1 Shoemaker, State Department of Education, Columbus,
Ohio, "Vocational-Technical Education and School District Organization."
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offerings exist but opportunities for association with a wide rangeindividuals should also be created.
An Optimum Secondary School Will Have:

A broad program of studies and activities including:English, Language Arts, and Literature
Two or more foreign languages
Vocational and/or non-vocational

Agriculture: agricultural production, mechanics, managemem.and leadership.
Home Economics: personal and family relationships; home man-agement; consumer competence and responsibility; care and guid-ance of children; selection and care of the house and its furnish-

ings; clothing for individuals of the family and food for thefamily.
Business and Office Education: bookkeeping, clerical, office ma-chines, clam processing, secretarial, and stenographic.
Distributive Education: retailing, wholesaling, service.Trade and Industrial Education: machine trades, auto mechanics,basic electricity and electronics, mechanical drafting, printing,welding, sheet metal, bricklaying, carpentry, plumbing, andcosmetology.

Physical education and health
Drama and Speech
Mathematics
Sciences
Social Studies

'Art
Creative writing
Music

An organization which will provide stimulation for self-learning.Multiple activities instructional materials centers.Individualized learning and group learning technologies.Well trained, professionally oriented teachers.
An in-service teacher training program as a continuous process.A corps of skilled specialists to assist the teachers, including but notlimited to the following services: psychological, social, health, guid-a nce, instruct ional materials-learning, field experience, laboratorylearning, handicapped, gifted, culturally developed, and many others.Housing and facilities conducive to an optimum learning environment.Extensive teaching-learning tools and materials.The capacity to bring about needed change.

Programs are readily available for persons in the district who .need orwish to maintain their edvcation.8
8 Reproduced from a position paper, "Reference and Source Materials in the Area ofAdult Education," prepared by Dr, Andrew Hendrickson, Director, Center for Adult Edu-cation, Ohio State University, for The Master Plan For School District Organization inOhio, MG.
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Basic Education
This would include traditional courses in English and citizenship for

the foreign born; classes in literacy for the native illiterate; and classes
in Adult Basic Education under Title II B of the Economic Oppor-
tunity Act or basic training preparatory to skill training under the
Manpower and Training Act or similar acts; classes enabling any adult
to complete his elementary education through the eighth grade or
equivalent.

High School Subjects
This includes a sequential program providing adults with the oppor-

tunity to complete high school and obtain a diploma; it would also
include the opportunity for qualified adults to enroll in the same classes
for their personal benefit regardless of their desire to graduate. Examples
of such classes would be English, public speaking, algebra, language
classes, bookkeeping, and shorthand.

Adult Vocational Courses
Most such courses would benefit from and be administered under the

Smith-Hughes and subsequent Federal Vocational Acts. However, there
may be certain kinds of occupational courses which do not qualify under
the vocational laws, or on occasion. a local board of education may wish
to offer certain courses on its owu without complying with the conditions
laid down in the vocational education acts.

Parent and Family Life Education
In addition to homemaking courses such as cooking, sewing, and

upholstery, this would include classes and informal activities in child
study, family relations, and home-school relations. A recent tendency
has been to include group guidance to the parents of the college-bound
and non-college bound youth. Many of these activities could be carried
on in cooperation with the P.T.A. and other interested lay groups.

Civic and Public Affairs Education
This would include not only formal classes in history and political

science, or special classes for young voters, but also public forums, study
clubs, and other informal activities designed to develop an informed
citizenry. Use should be made of films, press, radio, and television. Since
adults are more likely to look to their chubs and organizations for pro-
grams about community betterment than to the schools, the role of
the adult educator in this area may often be that vi helping civic
leaders, through consultation and program clinics, to perform their
educational functions at the highest possible degree of efficiency.

Cultural and Leisure-Time Activities

The school's share of responsibility in this area will be determined
by the ability and willingness of other agencies to participate. "Y"
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C. School psychologists should he housed in the central administra-
tive office and facilities for individual testing and conferences
should be provided in both the central office and in each build-
ing unit.

1). The primary function of the school psychologist is the intensive,
individual psychological study of children. He uses the resulting
information and understandings about children in collaboration.
consultation, and counseling with children, parents, teachers and
other professional workers in the school and community.

II. School Social Work Services
A. School social work services should be provided by properly

trained and certified school social case workers.
B. The staffing ratio of school social workers to pupils should be

from one to one thousand to one to three thousand based on
enrollment in grades K through 12.

C. School social workers should be housed in the central adminis-
tration office and facilities for case work counseling and inter-
viewing should be available in both the central office and in
each building unit.

I). The primary function of the school social worker is to provide
case work services to children and families and to work with
community resources and agencies.

HI. Counseling Services
A. Counseling services should be provided by properly trained and

certified school counselors.
B. The staffing ratio of school counselors to pupils should be from

one to three hundred to one to five hundred based on enrollment
in grades 7 through 12.

C. School counselors should be housed in the building unit to which
they are assigned and facilities for individual interviews, coun-
seling sessions, and conferences should be available in the
building.

D. The primary function of the school counselor is to coordinate
the guidance program and to provide individual counseling serv-
ices to pupils to assist them with educational, vocational, and
personal-social concerns.

IV. School Health Services
A. School health services should be provided by properly trained

and certified school nurses working under the medical supervi-
sion of a school physician.

B. The staffing ratio of the. school nurses to pupils should be from
one to one thousand to one to three thousand based on enroll-
ment in grades K through 12.
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C. The school nurses should be housed in the central administrationoffice. Clinic and office facilities should be provided in each build-ing unit.
D. The primary function of the school nurse is to coordinate theschool health services program including the identification andcontinuing follow-up of pupils with health problems.
Speech and Hearing Therapy Services
A. Speech and hearing therapy services should be provided by prop-erly trained and certified speech and hearing therapists.B. The stalling ratio of speech therapists to pupils should be frontone to two thousand to one: to three thousand based on enroll-ment in grades K through 12.C. The speech therapists should be housed in the central adminis-tration office. A small room properly equipped for speech therapyshould be provided in each building unit.D. The primary function of the speech and hearing therapist is toprovide therapy services for children with speech problems.

VI. Attendance Services
A. Attendance services should be an administrative responsibilityassigned to each buildiing unit. In many school systems the.atten-dance services that will be needed beyond this can be provided bythe school social worker or the pupil personnel administrator.In other school systems the extent of the attendance problem willrequire that one or more persons be assigned to this service.In such cases this person should be an individual with trainingand experience as a probation counselor in a juvenile court orsimilar agency. In addition, he should be properly certified as anattendance officer or visiting teacher.B. The staffing ratio of attendance officers or visiting teachers topupils should be from one to five thousand depending on thenature of the school and community.C. The attendance officer or visiting teachers should be housed inthe central administrative office. Facilities for interviewing andcounseling should be provided in each building unit.a The primary function of the attendance officer or visiting teacheris to encnrce the attendance laws of the state and local schooldistrict.

VII. Child Accounting Services
A. The child accounting services should be provided by a personwith training and experience in the operation of data processingequipment.
B. The staffing ratio in this area is not directly related to numberof pupils. In all school systems enrolling more than ten thousandstudents at least one such person is needed. Larger school systems
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can provide for the increased work load by adding clerical staff
in the pupil personnel department or in the data processing room.

C. The child accounting supervisor and the data processing equip-
ment should be housed in special facilities in the central admin-
trative office.

D. The primary function of the child accounting service is to assist
the pupil personnel department and the school system to accumu-
late, maintain, and utilize essential data on the school population.

VIII. Pupil Appraisal Services
A, The pupil appraisal services should be coordinated by a person

with graduate training in research, measurement, and statistics.
B. The staffing ratio in this area is not directly related to the num-

ber of pupils. In school systems enrolling more than ten thousand
students at least one such person is needed. Larger school systems
can provide for the increased work load by the addition of
clerical staff in the pupil personnel department.

C. The pupil appraisal supervisor should be housed in the central
administrative office.

1). The primary function of the pupil appraisal supervisor should
be to coordinate a school-wide group testing program and to
analyze and interpret the results to appropriate personnel
throughcut the school and community.

IX. Remedial Instruction Services
A. Remedial instruction services should be provided by properly

trained and certified remedial teachers.
B. The staffing ratio of remedial teachers to pupils should be from

to two thousand to one to three thousand based on enrollment in
grades K through 12.

C. The remedial teachers should be housed in the central adminis-
trative office. Facilities for small groups and individual tutoring
should be provided in each building unit.

D. The primary function of the remedial teacher is to provide indi-
vidual and small group tutoring for children with specific learning
.disabilities in the basic skill areas.

X. Special Education Services
A. Special education programs should he provided by properly

trained and certified special education teachers.
B. The staffing ratios of special education teachers to exceptional

pupils should be based on the nature of the exceptionality and
will vary from one to six to one to twenty pupils.

C. Special education teachers should be housed in the building unit
to which the special class or exceptional pupils are assigned.

D. The primary function of special education services is to provide
for the educational needs of exceptional children that cannot
be met in the regular classroom.
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MODERN INSTRI'CTIONAL MEDIA ARE AVAILABLE TO ALL ACILERS ANDPROVISIONS FOR 'MEW, EFFECTIVP AND EFFIC12::NT USE ARE ASSURED.
The time honored lesson-recitation approach to teaching, supplementedby reading materials, has had to make way for a muld-media approach toinstructional practices. The teacher, the book, the recitation are all stillavailable, but within the quality school use is made of television, com-puters, cNal access systems, educational games, rear view projectors, taperecorders, overhead projectors, models, programmed texts, filmstrips, films,recordings, and a wide range of recently designed tools and techniques forteaching. While at the present time some of the educational technologyis in the experimental stages, there is ample evidence to indicate that wide-spread use of existing tools is jmtified.
It is not possible to list all of the technological developments whichhave been available and should he accessible to teachers, bin it is readily-apparent that the quality school must be equipped as a learning resourcesfacility to give students and teachers an opportunity to become multi-mediaexperts.
The term "learning resources," by definition, embraces every person,experience and item of material or hardware available to the educational

process. In designing a meaningful and comprehensive educational pro-gram every possible resource should be considered in light of present-dayknowledge of the teaching-learning process. As a means of organizing theseresources into a purposeful system, the role of technology must be examinedfor its potential in meeting educational objectives.
Recent investigations in learning theory and practice are placingincreased enlphasis on the employment of technology in presenting con-cepts, ideas, and information to students in large groups, ' groups, andindividual situations. Many new programs, facilities, at materials arebeing designed to meet these needs.
The understanding of technology as it applies to educational systemsis basic to the development of solutions to many learning problems. In awen-defined learning system many experiences can be programmed midpresented, utilizing materials and hardware which free the teacher to attendto more creative and personal aspects of teaching. In such a system theteacher serves as a solver of individual and group learning problems, whilemaintaining control over the total situation.
Policies, personnel, facilities, and budget must be provided to meetlearner needs. We shall always have gifted, average, slow, handicapped andspecial students in our schools. We should have systems and resourceswhich helm all of them to le.iro and succeed.
1Vithin this setting it 1:ecomes necessary to establish the role of aninstructional materials specialist who will design, implement and maintainsystems which meet today's and tomorrow's educational objectives. Speci-fically, such a person. must have knowledge of learning theory and ofsolutions to learning problems. He must be in presentational tech-niques employing a variety of materials and hardware. He must know whento employ a variety of cements, ranging from computers to teachers. Perhaps
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his role ca, best .)e identified as a catalyst in merging students, learning
environment and _Idler.

Today's school library or instructional materials center or learning
resources facility includes all materials and equipment. Books, films, tapes,
records, filmstrips, monographs, pamphlets, study prints, overhead. trans-
parencies, models, dioramas, maps, charts, slides, microfilm, and pro-
grammed materials should be available in quantity and quality for teacher
and student needs. Equipment necessary to view, hear and use these ma-
teriqls should be easily accessible. Most importantly, the person assigned to
direct this program should be prepared to match available resources, be
they book or non-book, with learning needs.'°

5. EXPERIMENTATION, INNOVATION, AND THE PROCESS OF CHANGE. ARE
READILY APPARENT.

Schools seeking better ways of educating their students must be engaged
in the continuous process of experimentation. The change process is
often slow, frequently complex, and usually resisted by those who are
guardians of the status quo. Experimentation, innovation, and change
have, however, come to many schools and the quality schools have been the
leaders in this movement. What is not the measure of quality is "faddism."
Schools which adopt programs or techniques without careful preparation
and adequate attention to the implications of such moves seldom are pace-
setters.

Within the structure of a quality school examples of these programs
and activities can be found:

After-schdol study centers
Evening school for potential dropouts
Saturday morning enrichment classes
Advanced placement courses (college level)
Camping
Carrels for individual study
Clothing center for needy pupils
Cultural events with professional performers
Day-care centers for preschool children
Driver education
Educational television
Exchange programs with other school systems
Family education including adult members of family
Field trips
Science laboratories with individual work stations
Sex education .

Special curriculum in secondary school for slow learners too old for
elementary school

Programmed instruction

1° Reproduced from a position paper, "Reference and Source Materials in the Area of
Learning Resources L-r-iices," prepared by a Conunitte of the Audio-Visual Council of
Ohio for The Master Plan For School District Organization in Ohio, 1966.
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School-job coordination
Fransportation by school system
Vocational training in new areas

d. SYSTEMATICS AND ORGANIZED EVA LI 'ATI ON A ND RESEARCH AR E CON-DUCTED CONTINUOUSLY AND T1-fl FINDINGS ARP: usEn TO I MPROVE PROGRAMSFOR PEOPLE.

"Ignorance of the laW" is not considered a reasonable' excuse in oursystem of jurisprudence, and ignorance about the strengths and weaknessesof our educational programs should not be tolerated by society. Tools andtechniques arc available which can be used to secure reasonably preciseinform:16ot- about individual students and groups of students. While theremay be some areas which are difficult to measure, the bulk of what is takingplace within the schools is measurable and can be evaluated.Evaluation begins with efforts made to find out as much as possible aboutthe individual child and continues throughout the school's contact with theindividual. Evaluation is used by the school for the following purposes:To secure data upon which tin appraisal of the entire school or schoolsystem can be based.
To study the elfectivene c.I instruction,To provide the data necessary for an appraisal of the curriculumofferings

To provide data for public information purposes.To assist teachers in becoming acquainted with students.To secure data upon which to base recommendations for additionalschool needs.
To secure a gross measure of teaching effectiveness.To determine possible grouping patterns within a school or schoolsystem.
To encourage the staff to engage in self-appraisal.To develop a continuous pattern of action research.To facilitate the functioning of the guidance service within the schoolor system.
The end result of a program of evaluation is not the accumulation offiles of dust-gathering test results, but the improvement of the teaching-learning process. Tests, cumulative records, rating scales, interest inven-tories, sociograms, observations, and all the other techniques which areavailable to school personnel are of little value unless they are used byteachers to assist students to achieve desirable educational goals.Evaluation in the quality school must be based upon comprehensive andcontinuous measurement of all phases of individual development and theobjectives of the school. In its highest form, evaluation aids individuals andgroups to assume responsibility for their own actions. It is a process that isnecessary to promote the psychological security of students and teachers,secure public support and understanding, and examine the progress madeby students and teachers. It is considered an action that fosters the growthof individuals as individuals and as members of the classroom group.Evaluation is the means by which an objective, valid, reliable, and usable
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accounting is made of the progress of a school as students grow academi-
cally, socially, emotionally, physically, and spiritually.

As considered above, the concept of evaluation was directly related to
matters of curriculum and instructional improvement. This is only a por-
tion of the over-all research needs which exist in a quality school district.
Whether we address ourselves to the problems of research within a single
school building or it total system, the needs are similar. The quality school
and the quality district are constantly engaged in research projects designed
to provide more adequate data for making better school decisions. At all
levels there must be evidence that school personnel are systematically
seeking information about the process and products of their efforts.

The quality school system allocates an appropriate portion of its annual
operatims. midget for the support of research, experimentation, and inno-
vatio. No ?toss than one percent of the budget should be available for
system-wide research. In addition, the system must provide adequate pro-
fessional staff rind time allocations to allow staff members to participate in
research activities.

Evidence of quality also exists when the district and individual schools
within the district are cooperating with universities, research and develop-
ment centers, educational laboratories, state departments, and other agen-
cies in conducting experimentation and research to improve the instruc
t lona 1 programs.

7. SUPPORTING SERVICES AND PERSONNEL ARE AVAILABLE TO MAINTAIN AN
EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT SYSTEM.

The primary function of the classroom teacher is to teach and to assist
students to learn. There are, however, within a system many functions
which n,,st be performed and are designed to facilitate the major respon-
sibilitic of the schools. As distinguished from the services and personnel
described in Key 3, here we are concerned with those functions of the
system which are largely considered administrative or auxiliary services.

A major reflection of a quality school and a quality system is the extent
to which adequate administrative services and highly qualified personnel
are available to students and teachers. As education in the United States
is presently organized, the chief administrative officer is the superintendent
of schools. As an educational leader, the superintendent of a quality dis-
trict must possess the highest credentials. As a minimum he should have
earned a Specialist Degree from an accredited university, and have a back-
ground-of successful experience as a teacher and administrator. In addition.
to possessing the ability to work with people in his various roles, he should
be well informed about educational matters and should be a spokesman
for excellence. The quality superintendent demonstrates a high level of
ability to communicate, he knows how to organize for decision-making, he
is involved in planning activities, and he knows how to delegate. He is
keenly aware of the forces which influence decisions made by Boards of
Fducation as well as school personnel, and lie seeks to exercise leadership
in maintaining a balanced perspective.
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It is often said that au executive is only as effective as the personnel
who constitute his staff. In the schools a strong central office staff is essential
if quality education is to prevail. All members of the administrative-super-
visory staff must possess a minimum of a master's degree and adequate 'prior
experience. In the years ahead it can be expected that most staff members
of the central office will possess advanced degree work leading to the
doctorate. The number of central office personnel is obviously related to
the size of a district. A gross base for appraising a system is that for a system
with 1,000 pupils there should be approximately 65 professional staff and
of that number at least 15 should be specialized administrative and super-
visory personnel.

At the local school level the principal is considered to be the chief
educational officer of the individual unit. It is assumed in the quality school
that the principal will possess qualifications beyond the master's degree and
a prescribed number of years of teaching. The same types of leadership
qualities demonstrated by the superintendent and other central office per-
sonnel should be apparent in the principal. A quality school of 250 pupils
or more should have a full-time, non-teaching principal. For each group
of 500 pupils there should be an additional full-time assistant principal
or other appropriate staff position. Secretarial assistance must also be pro-
vided for the principal and for the teachers. In a quality school a ratio of
one secretary or clerical assistant for every 10 to 12 teachers is appropriate.

In all quality schools, teachers are relieved of noninstructional duties
by the employment of clerical and nonprofessional personnel. The para-
professional or teacher aide will handle duties including computing atten-
dance records, lunchroom routines, collecting funds, typing, and other
routine tasks.

The quality school system takes advantage of modern data-processing
equipment to facilitate the flow of jnformation and to facilitate data main-
tenance. Grade reporting, schedule making, personnel record keeping,
student information,- and business functions are programmed through data
processing equipment. By ownership, rental, or cooperative arrangements
modern technology is utilized for the benefit of the total system.

The need for school lunch programs is related to the expanding size
of school districts as well as the need for the school to make a vital contribu-
tion to the basic health needs of the students. High standards of food prep-
aration and food processing are maintained. Dining facilities are attractive,
well-maintained, and ample in size for the number to be served. Food service
personnel are carefully selected, well trained, and adequately compensated.

A quality school system provides or has readily available the services
which facilitate the effectiveness and efficiency of what takes place in teach-
ing-learning situations. In whatever ways this function is diminished, to
that extent is the quality of a system lessened. The highest quality support-
ing service, however, is not to be taken as the measure of the quality of
the educational program. A well maintained school building is not a
reflection of a quality educational program, only a reflection of a quality
maintenance program.
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S. PHYSICAL FACI LIT! F8 CONDUCIVE TO A STIMULATING EDUCATIONAL ENVI-
RONMENT ARE AVAILABLI=.

There is evidence to suggest that facilities do make a difference in an
educational program. Ai ;test they provi,lc the environmeni so necessary
for esuk. ishing an appropriate climate for learning. In the minds of many
the facilities reflect the commitment of the community to a quality educa-
tiOnal program. Sclu-,1 Mould be pIc.i acstuetically pleasing structures
with the Imilding, grounds, ;ind site a tribute to the importance of educa-
tion rather than a monument to a community's apathy.

In Profiles of Excellence, a brief paragraph describes the superior build-
ing facility:

"Facilities and equipment adequately support all needs of the educational
program. Classroom teachers responsible for us:ng the facilities arc in-
volved in all phases of their planning. Elementary schools have special
kindergarten rooms, well-equipped indoor and outdoor physical educa-
tion and play facilities, showers, special health and science rooms, audi-
toriums, cafeterias with facilities for hot meals when needed, libraries,
special education rooms, sanitary indoor toilets, lockers, storage rooms for
musical and audio-visual eqnipment, classroom storage space, instruc-
tional materials centers. and well-appointed teacher and administrative
offices and lounges. Secondary schools have all of the foregoing plus facili-
ties for homemaking, business education, art, vocational and general
shops. mnsic. drama, and student activities. School spaces are flexible and
adaptable to community use. All facilities arc designed with particular
attention to safety, lighting, color, heating, and cooling, ventilation, acous-
tics. dimensions and aesthetic appearance."1

A major measure of the quality school is found in the extent to which
facilities are provided for library usage. Standards established by the
American Library Association and the American Association of School
Librarians are guides for the establishment of an adequate library facility

resources. Ample space exists for it book collection of 6,000 to 10,000
volumes where fewer than 1,000 pupils are enrolled or at least ten books
per pupil where the enrollment is over 1,000 pupils. Space exists for at
least one full classroom group of students to occupy the library at one
time. Office space exists for the librarian, and working space is available
to handle the many routines required in a library.

The quality school of the immediate future will also contain an instruc-
tional materials and equipment center or an (.ducational media center.
Space will be provided for the full utilization of films, educational tele-
vision, taped programs. programmed. instruction, and the whole range of
modern instructional techniques. While each classroom will be equipped
to handle many of the new tools, there is a need for space where materials
can he processed and where teachers and students can develop their own
materials. The multi-media approach to education is a reality in quality
schools.

11 Profiles of Excellence (Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 1966),
p. 82.
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Under all conditions standards of cleanliness and maintenance are ui-forly high. Safety checks are r ntii red a part of a regular routine and!he cone, IA of preventive maintenance is visible. The quality of maint-mince reflects the quality of the sc1,-..,1 district.
9, (..,,Ao.ruNiTv SUPPORT AND UNDERSTANDING ARE READILY EVIDENT.It should now be clear that the school as a social force does influencethe nature of society: what is becoming increasingly clear is the effect thecommunity has upon the education which takes place within the school.In the Coleman report Equality of Educational Opportunity there is defi-nite evidence that the home and the community are major factors in thedifferences of educational equality which exist throughout the UnitedStates. It becomes clear that if quality education is to exist the school mayhave to overly compensate for the deficiencies which are created by homesand communities.
Commbnity support and understanding manifests itself in many ways.The existence of a highly qualified Board of Education is perhaps the bestindication of community interest in the schools. Since Boards of Educationdetermine policy, a quality school system can only exist if Board membersare highly qualified. Talented am! Ale community leaders are willing toseek ofrv.e as Board. members and elections are important communityaffairs. The Board respects the importance of community opinion, andappropriate citizen committees are appointed. Board meetings are open tothe public, and public hearings are held before action is taken on majormatters of public importance.
Community support manifests itself in many ways in a system wherequality education is considered a desirable goal. The existence of a strongparent-teacher organization is positive evidence of community support ofthe schools. The nature of the programs, activities, and attendance at meet-ings reflects the earnest concern of the community in affairs of the school.Support for the educational needs of a community are derived fromactions taken by school personnel. A quality school seeks to keep the com-munity informed and seeks to be informed about the community. Theinterests, needs, problems, hopes, and aspirations of the people in theschool area find their way into the school's channels of communication. Theschool attempts to be responsive to the community by program adoptionsand innovations. The school seeks to take into account community sound-ings with a balanced approach to what is best for the students.
PrograrnJ of public information are readily available from the qualityschool. Reports ranging from those pertaining to individual students toall-system projects are prepared and distributed to the appropriate audi-ences. The public is given the facts without distortion but with explana-tions. Shortcomings are brought to the attention of the community as wellas are successes. In the quality school an open-door policy prevails becausethe community is a partner seeking a quality educational system. All formsof media are used to help present a factual analysis of what is taking placein a total school system. Athletics share prominence with art exhibits and
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dcbating teams. The existence of a strong and reliable program of public
information is a positive measure of quality.

10. AnEQuATE 1IN.Axcim, surnowr movinn FOR T1-11: EssENTIAL usroann-

irc-rs OF Qt Ar.rry ForcArioN is Amin,. AVAILABLE.

Quality education cannot be purchased at bargain basement rates. Edu-
cational costs can be expected to rise in the decade ahead because the total
enrollment of the schools will continue to increase, pressures for reduced
teaching loads and smaller classes will have an impact, instructional salaries
will show major increases as a result of professional demands, expansions
will take place in pre-school, summer, and adult education programs, and
construction needs will still require renovation of old buildings and the
building of additional new facilities. Not taken into account are the
effects of inflation and the need for additional expenditures to secure
quality education.

It is difficult (41 !dent if N 131,,TitiC cost fitre pel. Si t/JCIJi to insure
quality c(:,,ation. obviously the factors of size of school district, program,
teacher-ptipil ratio, resources of the community, and a willingness to sup-
port education will all influence the extent to which au adequate cost pCr

(1111(1 figure can be established. It is also obvious that in the years ahead a
combination of local, state, and 'federal resources will be utilized to pay
for the cost of education. The most common calculation of cost per child
serves only as a guide for a school district seeking to develop a quality
education program. It is quite possible, as was done in the Job Corps, to
spend S6,500 to S9,000 ill support of a specialized educational program. 11
could be assumed that such cost per student ivon:d be necessary under
some conditions.

A realistic approach to the problem of adequate financial support
depends upon the nature of the program to bc achieved and the willingness
of society to pay for excellence. It is unlikely that a cost figure of less than
5750 per student can result in a quality educational program. It is more
likely that during the period from 1968 to 1975, the cost figure per child
will range from a minimum of 750 to $1,500. It is assumed that these
figures do not take into account the element of sparsity of population. If
sparsity is a factor, the costs will be even higher. These. figures may not
appear to be realistic because they are too high or too low; however, if a
school district is to provide quality education, the cost per pupil will have
to be at the higher levels of the range which has been identified.

Since education represents an investment in people and in society, and
since there is ample evidence to indicate that the investment is a sound
one, we will need to be willing to spend at a much higher rate than ever
before to insure quality education. If at the local, state, and national
levds we could recognize the investment principle as it is associated with
education, we would 'then begin to realize that the greater the investment,
the greater the return to individuals and to society.

A concept of quality education carries with it the implication that
our society wishes to provide for all people the fullest opportunity to
achieve at their maximum potential. The United States has made a spec-
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tacular contrib! :don le ,tion of world and this has in a largemeasure 'wen «nn: the unique function of a public schoolsystem open and avaii.lble to all. While the system, at the present time,is undergoing intensive appraisal and corrections will be made, the essen-tial components for success arc available. TO seek the goal of quality educa-tion for all people is a dream yet undreamt by most of the md ions of theworld. Our opportunity is to establish a new for edu, .;trolh,., -vs-tents throughout the world. Just ;?s the ct»sel, 1,i,Iliversa1 free and pubiceducation has and i. scrVill:,
nations of the twentiethcentury. tl,e lvadcI .,crican education can only be enhanced aswe click k ways and means of improving the quality or our educationalsystem so that we may improve the quality of American life.

PART III
MEASCREMENT

The measup,:nrent of quality is not in terms of buildings, motion pic-ture projectors, teacher aides, or home room coffees, but in the performanof the product. I.Vhile there appears to be substantial i,c, c , tlilevel of quality of a school or disirict related to rue extentwhich the vibed the burden of proofpertajui,!--; .; quality is tumid -in performance measures.shows the continuous progress of all students in allfundamental areas.
2. Retention rates arc high. Ninety to ninety-five percent of all youngpeople from ages five to eighteen must be enrolled in a formal educationalprogram.
13. A high percentage of the strident population continues on with edu-cation.
I. There is a substantial reduction in the incidence of under'achieve-ment among pupils and a corresponding increase in pupil achievement.5. The average daily attendance pattern is consistently high and overthe years actually shows an improved pattern.Five, ten, fifteen. and twenty-five years after leaving school; indi-viduals show a significant increase in job earnings, job satisfaction, andrate of promotion.

7. Citizenship responsibility is evident in the increasing number ofimlividuals who vote at all elections.
8. There is evident community support for community projects suchas bond issues, urban renewal programs, and cultural activities.9. The community is relatively free of discriminatory practices, andcontinuous efforts are made to eliminate those areas of discriminationwhich still exist.
10. Adequate support exists for the community library facilities andthe rate of utilization .increases each year.11. The unemployment rate is insignificant and the economic well-being of the community is high.
12. Delinquency rates and divorce rates are relatively low.
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It is difficult to ey the quality of an educational program on
the basis of paper anr' . achievement tests. Where a community wishes
to strive for qualit ,lion the evidence collected must indicate that
the goals described earlier portion of this paper are being achieved.

Adequate measur for each of the ten contributory keys to quality
must also be taken aid studied in relation to the performance sought. The
mistake should not be made, however, of contributing quality education
to a school or school district by virtue of the fact some of the factors exist
at a high level. High salary levels for teachers, modern school buildings,
and a library resource center do not guarantee quality education, but they
are certainly indicative of the concern for a school district in achieving
the goals of quality. A mistake not be made in measuring only the
contributing factors to quality witnout attempting to evaluate the perfor-
mance whirl' we have reason to believe is attainable as the result of a pro-
or: An of :ellence.
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CHAPTER 4

THE RELATIONSHIP OF CURRICULUM
TO

SCHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION
Harold E. Turner

Chairman, Department of Curriculum and Instruction
University of Missouri at St. Louis

Part I
THE PROBLEMCURRICULUM IN OUR CHANGING SOCIETY
The Setting

Today as never before in the history of education the word is change.
We are living in the "hydrogen age." We are taking the first halting steps toouter space. Our children are growing up with television as a way of life;
comfortable in the knowledge that man can survive in space; accepting "the
pill" as a normal accoutrementand the older generations look on in dis-
belief. In this clay of cybernetics we can no longer afford the luxury of theModel T educational program when we need a Gemini model in wide obit.
Recently George B. Leonard and John PoppyLook's West Coast Office
were quoted as saying:

Education's job will be to help voting children learn in one third of the
time now spent on it, through computers and program, such things asspelling, reading and figuring. They will also learn that such knowledge istentative.
The remaining years of childhood and adolescence will be devoted toexploration and to flexible, individualized learning activities, not just in
traditional subjects but in fields which do not even have a commonly
accepted name today.
By 2000, or before, "teaching" as it is now commonly accepted will be
dead, and the job of an educator will be transformed into that of a "fa-
cilitator""one who creates a rich, responsive environment that will elicitthe most learning and change from the student." There won't be any
compulsory education, but educators will have to mate their material
relevant to students' needs "or they won't get any students.""

The population today has not only moved to the city, but it is constantlymoving from city to city. Fewer students spend their entire educational
career in the same system. This fact, coupled with the necessity of acquiring
a higher level of eduCation today, causes serious complications. Each school
district has a part in educating future workers for the entire country; each
business and each metropolitan complex has a stake in what occurs in
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school districts throughout the land. Vet the local district remains respon-
sible to its local patrons, not to the remainder of the nation. Hence, a
dichotomy develops between the two.

The editors of Education U. S. A. recently stated that within fifteen years
approximately 80 percent of this country's population will live in some
urban area of 500,000 or more.il We are constantly being told by many
sources that there is increasing need for education throughout one's life-
time: that more leisure time will cause adults to seek different, more satisfy-
ing ways of using it, hence a need for some type of education; that students
will continue to remain in a formal educational program longer; that the
new technology will require more education than we have known in the
past: that the population is regrouping with more of the elderly living
longer and with more younger children, both groups having need of educa-
tion. Slutne28 likens the importance of that which is presently taking place
to the development of printing and to the Industrial Revolution. These few
examples demonstrate the rapid change now confronting us and the sig-
nificance of education for the future.

The School in the Setting
When the curriculum specialist turns his attention to the task, he finds

wide variations of suggestions and great discrepancies in programs presently
existing. Furthermore, he finds almost as many self-styled experts willing to
suggest curricular alterations as he finds critics objecting to current practice.
He is aware of several "basics" as he faces this problem of change.

First, the cliché "changing the curriculum means changing people" gets
at the very heart of curriculum development. Down through the years re-
search. has repeatedly demonstrated that those innovations, modifications,
and revisions which were lasting were those which were significant in the
minds of people and were those which people became committed to main-
tain.

Second, it becomes more apparent that nothing less than the K -12 con-
cept is acceptable today. It is quite likely that within the very near future
the KI2 concept will he expanded in both directions to a preschool-adult
concept. Research is now indicating a distinct need to work with children
at a very early age. 'We are also realizing that adults continue to need some
kind of educational experiences into their retirement period.

Third, the increasing knowledge available in all disciplines and the cor-
responding attempts to find ways to minister to these "shifting truths" have
caused subject specialists great concern. As the content is reviewed and re-
vised, more tends to be placed earlier in the curriculum. It is imperative that
concepts, generalizations, understandings, etc., build on what was pre-
viously studied and move to other, more sophisticated, but directly related
material, if the learning process at all levels is to be satisfactorily achieved.
Such a change in emphasis demands highly qualified teachers, thoroughly
competent in their disciplines and in techniques, to properly serve their
students.
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Fourth, one approach would be to state that the optimum curriculumis one which best meets the needs of the students within the district. Ob-viously this is akin to favoring the flag and motherhood; we are all for it,but each of us views the process somewhat differently. The means of attain-ing such a goal sometimes present difficult choices.
The curriculum offerings, i.e., the program of studies, should be suffi-ciently diversified to provide a broad choice of alternatives for each student.Traditionally small schools have been able to provide the minimum numberof college preparation-type courses and very little else. In addition, lack ofstaff has caused many teachers to (I) teach an excessive number of variedcourses requiring many separate preparations and/or (2) teach out of theirfield of specialization. Often such schools lack sufficient instructional ma-terials or adequate facilities to conduct properly the few courses included.Not only should every district provide opportunity for students to pre-pare for later matriculation in higher education, but the instructional pro-gram should be continually improved upon so that the local graduate cansuccessfully compete with other graduates from schools throughout thecountry. Every district should resist the snob appeal of the college prepcurriculum, however, offered exclusively to the neglect of other equally im-portant parts of a well balanced program of studies. While there is increas-ing interest in higher education on the part of the general public, thinkingindividuals realize that college is not designed for all. Many students, due tolack of native ability, the lack of desire to achieve in the academic frame-work, limited finances, or with life goals outside the academic periphery,evidence little or no interest in continuing their formal education after thetwelfth year. Schools should give thoughtful consideration to the fact thatthis large group does exist. Care should be taken to insure that all students'needs for becoming active, productive, self-supporting members of societyare being met.

Regardless of the eventual thrust of the local district, the demands oftoday's increasingly complex, highly technical society leave little room forthe high school dropout. Furthermore, in the desire to reach and maintainexcellence, higher education, which finds more students demanding entrancethan ever before, gives short shrift to the low or slow achiever. No longercan the local district, particularly those small rural ones, educate specificallyfor life in the immediate community. Since the majority of rural studentscan be expected to spend their productive lives in some metropolitan area,it becomes imperative that their public schooling should recognize and re-late to such a future: Mc Lure says, "One out of 5 rural youth will find alivelihood in rural areas. The others will have to prepare for a living in anurban community. This situation places a dual responsibility on the ruralschool, to help those who will continue living in the rural areas and also toassist those who grow up in this environment, but transfer to urban com-munities,'
A variety of occupational programs seems desirable in this respect. Stu-dents need as a minimum those skills and backgrounds necessary to achieve
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a job-entry level of performance. Usually this is construed to include a level
of achievement in the basic subjects commensurate with upper elementary
school plus a grounding in some general area of specialization to enable the
individual to become competitive on the labor market. For many years this
has been confined largely to the area of business education. Recently the
press of society has caused the inclusion of various occupational programs di-
rected toward the service areas and sometimes toward specific occupations
within the general umbrella of the trades: However, the prudent curricul,nn
director will hesitate to attempt to prepare students for a specific, narrow
job category, recognizing the obvious weaknesses in such endeavors. Instead
he will strive to provide a variety of experiences pointed towards broad
occupations, thereby providing students a wider latitude, choice, and general
saleability when first entering the labor market.

Another major concern of the balanced curriculum is that directed to-
wards meeting the needs of the atypical student. Prevailing practice includes
special education programs for students retarded or handicapped in some
numner, either physically or mentally. In most instances such programs have
been considerably more expensive to mount and operate than the regular
program. Because of the costs involved, little is clone by local districts with-
out outside aid and management. Some districts have turned special atten-
tion to the problems of the talented student and have made deliberate
efrorts to challenge those individuals in ways impossible in the regular pro-
gram. Asa ride, however, these "gifted" students receive less special atten-
tion than that paid the retarded group.

In response to these and other significant educational problems, today's
prole sional must be better trained than ever before. It soon becomes evident
that specialization has hit education even as-it long ago hit industry. The
line administrator cannot be expected to be an instructional expert also.
The curriculum specialist, either the generalist or the subject specialist, must
he called. upon to deal with the technical problems involved in the cur-
riculum and the accompanying instructional program.

The Curriculum
The curriculum has been defined broadly as all experiences which stu-

dents encounter that are under the auspices of the. school district. In a much
narrower concept the curriculum is sometiines viewed as the course of study,
that which is recommended to the teachers for their usage. Many laymen
consider the curriculum the "stuff" of the instructional program, the subject-
matter content actually utilized by the teachers. Some think of the curric-
ulum ;is the program of studies--that detailed list of offerings, both elective
and required, which all students find available. As the term is used within
this paper, it will include all of those but primarily should be construe& to
mean all those experiences for which the schools are responsible.

The best curriculum is never static; in fact it is constantly in a state of
change. As the press of new knowledge moves into the various disciplines,
the classroom teacher is confronted with increasingly complex questions of
what to include and what to omit. One solution is to move towards the
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teaching of concepts, understandings and generalizations with less attention
to any special, fixed group of facts. Such approach gives the individual
instructor considerably more maneuverabi___ than when he must rely entire-
ly upon the imparting of certain facts. Certainly if the Look statement can
be accepted, this solution must be carefully studied as a prime necessity of
future survival.

Summary
The preceding remarks have attempted to describe the situation pres-

ently existing in our society. Further, they have attempted to indicate some
of the directions in which a rapidly changing society seems to be thrusting
education. This, then, becomes the "real world" for the curriculum director
as he attempts to provide the most meaningful education possible for all
students. The curriculum director, more than any other one individual
within the district, must have this "big picture" clearly in focus as he con-
tinues to study the various bits and pieces of the curriculum.

With the implications of these societal pressures and restrictions in mind,
let us now turn our attention to the process of curriculum development.

Part II
THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONPROCESS OF

CUPRRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
The Program Needed

As the individual district attempts to provide an adequate curriculum
to meet the needs of its students today, what considerations must be given
to the implementation process? How does the curriculum director or the
director of instruction approach his task? Let us first examine some com-
ponents of the program. Later we can consider the various individuals and
services required to produce and maintain the desired program.

First, the process of curriculum development must be examined. Is there
a method which ensures satisfactory progress, which gets at the basic issues
involved? A wide variation in attacking such problems actually occurs from
district to district as well as within individual districts. Taba7 has outlined
what she considers to be the necessary steps as: diagnosis of the needs,
formulation of objectives, selection and organization of content, selection
and organization of learning experiences and, finally, determining what to
evaluate plus the ways and means of doing so.

Second, as the process is carried out, it is assumed that a constant quest
for improvement is taking place. Obviously, if the proposed change does not
result in some improvement, there is little or no justification in deviating
from the existing pattern. Unless particular attention is paid to the need
for and methods of research it will be quite difficult actually to determine
growth. A systematic evaluation will keep the curriculum director informed
of the progress being made and the resultant learning level.
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Third, it is becoming increasingly evident that the clearly structured
objective can become an important tool in curriculum development.
Bloom's3 work with the taxonomy of educational objectives has produced
considerable insight into the improvement of these curriculum guideposts.
Educational objectives, dearly stated in behavioral terms, tend to provide
succinct directions toward statements of the thoughts, actions and/or feel-
ings considered desirable for students. As these objectives can be translated
into specific: statements of those characteristics desired of students, it be-
comes more possible to evaluate adequately the progress of the student and
the success of the instructional program. Hence as specific objectives are
recognized, it becomes possible to design and prepare educational activities
and learning experiences which can achieve these objectives.

Fourth, the most important single factor related to the process of cur-
riculum development centers around that which is loosely regarded as in-
service. Before an innovation. whether major or minor, can be mounted, con-
sideration of the proposed change must be given -carefully by those staff
members who will be involved. If a general concensus is lacking or cannot
be developed, the change will likely sail on troubled waters. As a new
program is implemented. other staff members become involved, new persons
are employed to replace departing members, and the new personnel must
be oriented to the program. Whether the initiation or maintenance factor
is primary, both arc essential and both fall under the province of inservice.
In addition, attention must be given to the problems involved in Nvorking
in groups. Since both individual and group involvement is extremely im-
portant, provision is needed to insure the best possible rapport between and
within the various groups involved. Special attention must be given to free
individuals from whatever rigidity they may have which might tend to
negate the effectiveness of the curriculum development project being at-
tempted. This also comes under the aegis of the inservice mantle.

As we examine the organization required to deal effectively with the
curricillum and the resulting instructional program, the following model
may help the reader follow the discussion through the various spiraling
sequences.

THE ORGANIZATION NEEDED FOR EFFECTFVE
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Throughout the development of American public education, considera-
tion has been paid to the curriculum. From time to time this attention has
resulted in some major breakthrough and, as a result, progress has occurred
in halting, jerky stages. For example, the academy replaced the Latin Gram-
mar School and was in time replaced by the present-day high school. The
various commissions and committees at the turn of the present century
helped alter the direction of the curriculum as they developed the Seven
Cardinal Principles and the Carnegie Unit.

Today we are faced with major curriculum revision arriving in the form
of prepared packages. Mathematics and science ill particular have moved
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Model of Organizational Structure Needed
For Adequate Curriculum Development
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very emphatically in this direction. Other areas such as foreign language,English, and the social sciences have followed suit, though less rapidly. Theimpetus for preparing these curriculum packages, in the main, has comefrom outside the regularly established groups who .in the past have usuallyconcerned themselves with such matters. Instead scholars and workers fromwithin the discipline itself have provided the leadership and also most of theknow-how.
At the same time big business has recognized the vigor of the educationalbank account, swelled with Federal funds, and has moved quickly to pro-vide new instructional supplies and equipment--the "hardware" and "soft-ware" needed to function satisfactorily today.20 All indicators point towarda greatly expanded utilization of such material in the future. While thismeans more money will be necessary, it also indicates that an improvedprofessional expertise must be developed. The classroom teacher today must
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have much more knowledge and skill than was necessary merely one genera-tion ago. The teacher of the future will find that he must be even moreknowledgeable to remain adequately prepared.

THE STRUCTURE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
A brief examination of the various levels within the organizationalstructure seems appropriate at this time. At each level curriculum problemsare confronted in a variety of ways by the various individuals and groups,both lay and professional. As indicated by the table on page 65 a spiralingeffect can be traced through the various levels.

Attendance Center
A carefully developed plan should be formulated by those working atthe "grass roots" of the educational structure, the attendance center. It isat this point that the plan eventually selected must actually be implemented.Several guidelines might be worth considering here to insure maximumperformance and cooperation among the various individuals and groups.First, provision should be made to establish a curriculum policy-makingbody for the attendance center, a curriculum council. Rotating membershipwould include someone from each of the major groups or areas of the in-structional program. The council should be concerned first with curricularproblems primarily affecting the center, and second with curricular prob-lems involving the district. The council should be concerned with establish-ing open communication between each classroom teacher and the adminis-trative district curriculum office. It should provide an adequate forum forindividual teachers interested in innovating or merely questioning existingpractice.

Second, the individual staff members must be adequately prepared. Intoday's market this calls for advancedgraduate work for administrators andwork beyond the bachelor's degree for almost every member of the teachingstaff. As the search for better stall utilization continues, it is quite possiblethat the "paraprofessional," advocated by Trump and his associates,8 willprove a major breakthrough to provide the necessary additional manpower,though with limited training. The combination of increased demand forpersonnel plus the need for constantly expanding professional expertise hasplaced a great strain upon education today.
Third, not only must staff members be adequately trained, but they mustalso be assigned to teach in the areas of their major interest. For thesecondary teacher this means a limited number of preparations within hismajor field. For the upper elementary teacher this is coming to mean muchthe same. Because of the increased demands on the teacher by the variousdisciplines today, the rapidly increasing knowledge available, the greateruse of electronic aids, etc., it is almost an impossibility for the teacher atapproximately grade four and above to remain sufficiently "expert" in alldisciplines.
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It is crucial to the educational future of students that their teachers dur-ing these earlier years, thoroughly understand the intricacies of the dis-cipline taught. Anything less provides an inadequate instructional basis forfuture study and tends to place the student at a definite disadvantage duringhis subsequent educational endeavors. The profession is now aware of thisemerging need, and teacher education programs are being revised according-ly .The primary teacher will remain in a situation more nearly resemblingthe typical self-contained classroom and will be expected to handle most ifnot all subjects as in the past. The intermediate teacher, however, is likelyto find herself in some sort of departmentalized arrangement. Inasmuch asshe goes beyond teaching the "educational tools" and introduces the studentto the disciplines, the intermediate teacher must have a clear understandingof the discipline and its special method. Such a competence can only beobtained by immersion into the discipline itself. It becomes readily apparentthat such in-depth knowledge will require the teacher to limit the scope ofher study. Hence, the teacher will need something akin to a subject majorin one or two areas most appealing to her. Through careful staff selectionand assignment, all subjects can be covered with teachers well prepared tointroduce students to the various disciplines.
Fourth, there must be a constant educational ferment taking place atthe attendance center. It is extremely important that interplay or inter-action takes place among the various members of the staff. The best curric-ulum will be found where such interaction is occurring and where a carefulre-evaluation of the existing curriculmn is also occurring.
Fifth, there should be a continuous attempt to provide for more effectiveindividualized instruction. Recently the profession has come to recognizethe importance of individualizing or humanizing the curriculum in waysheretofore not thought possible or necessary. Modern technology has nowprovided education with the means to accomplish such individualization.Improved curriculum seldom occurs without supporting supplies and ma-terials. Teachers must have available these necessary items. Individualizedinstruction requires more than schools have previously provided.Sixth, at the attendance center it is very important that all teachers havethe opportunity to participate in the various stages of the curriculum de-velopment process. Increasingly classroom teachers are insisting upon thisinvolvement as a basic working condition. Furthermore, such participationcannot be relegated to after hours as has often been clone in the ,past.Administrators must provide time to teachers within the normal workingschedule to make this participation possible.

.Seventh, it is imperative that the teachers and administration at this levelhave sufficient outside assistance to carry out their curriculum plans in thebest possible fashion. This assistance should include a variety of experts,skilled in their specialty and also in working with both students and adults.Such expertise should be available at the pleasure of the building adminis-trator to assist in providing a model instructional prograni.22 The attendancecenter, then. heroines one of the most crucial components of the curriculum
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development team. If it fa;ls to function adequately, the total operation will
be weakened proportionately. Adequately prepared staff, properly placed,
with sufficient time to function and supported by the necessary instructional
supplies, materials, and professional expertise are a must to provide the best
curriculum.

Administrative District
The individual attendance centers representing the various portions of a

community, and operating under a single board of education. may be iden-
tified as the administrative district. The district should contain sufficient
student population to provide the various supporting staff members which
are necessary for a sound, balanced curriculum coupled with a commen-
surate instructional program. Kreitlow found that the reorganized district
"attracts a higher level of teacher who has a higher motivation for self
improvertent. Also after attracting this higher level teacher, the reorganized
community provides the leadership for self improvement to a greater extent
than the non-reorganized community."19 In order to provide the best pos-
sible curriculum for the district as a whole, it is important that sufficient
central staff be available to provide necessary leadership and expertise. Even
if the various attendance centers had good curriculum development pro-
cedures, it would not necessarily follow that the total district program could
be acceptable without the tssistance of central office personnel.

Leadership within each of the subject disciplines should be provided by
an instructional supervisor, highly skilled both in method and in content.
This individual, operating from a staff position rather than line, should be
able to coordinate the endeavors of the various staff members representing
that discipline. ''zt :ter. he should be able to bring the latest research find-
ings, complete whit implications for his district, to the attention of the
teaching stall'. He should be sufficiently grounded in good research practice
to be able to provide the necessary expertise to assist those teachers within
his discipline.

There is also need for an adMinistrative district curriculum council. This
body. made up of representatives from the various disciplines and attendance
centers, as well as central district staff, should serve as the policy-making
group for the district curriculum program. AL this level interaction between
individuals from throughout the district can take place; ideas originating
at the classroom level can he considered and disseminated; curriculum
decisions affecting- the entire district can be made.

In addition to the instructional supervisors, the central staff should in-
chide a variety of supporting services necessary to the success of the in-
structional program. As these special services are being examined in depth
by other consultants, only brief mention of them will be made here. Tt
should suffice to say that these services are extremely important to the total
curriculum.

The personnel .operation, under the direction of an assistant superin-
tendent, should recognize that. one of its basic purposes for existence is to
supply the best staff possible throughout the district. In the competitive
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market today this usually means that most of the larger administrative
districts must cover wide sections of the country in their recruitment en-deavors. Staff members so selected, however, bring to the district a -wide
background representing all sections of the country and the district isstronger for having them.

Pupil personnel services are necessary to the proper functioning of in-
struction..' gain the reason for being is to provide basic support for the in-
structional program of the administrative district. Various staff positions
include nurses, physicians, psychologists, dental hygienists, social workers,
speech correctionists, guidance counselors, and attendance counselors. As
some of the operation becomes more automated, technicians arc being added
and will continue to be added in the near future.

The function of research in the past has been quite limited within the
administrative district. In fact; this has been one of the weakest links in the
entire educational chain. Today, however, there are more funds going into
education research than ever before, and the level of research is rising
appreciably. As educational research becomes more sophisticated, and as
more use is made of the computer, greater advances will no doubt be pos-sible in the instructional program. Through the use of the electronic aids
now available to the district, the detailed pulse of the curriculum can be
taken as often as necessary to determine the success or failure of any given
piece of the instructional program. The computer is also emerging as an im-
portant teaching tool for the classroom.

One of the basic functions falling to the administrative district is that of
inservice education. As new curriculum programs are mounted, inservice
programs are necessary .to "tool up" the staff to handle the changes. As the
primary curriculum thrust is maintained, and while new staff members re-
place original members who have departed, an inservice program must be
provided to maintain the earlier level of performance. Inservice becomes
the vehicle to assure continuity of curriculum and level of competence of
instruction.

The N'iCAV is held by many educators today that the administrative dis-trict with a sty ng instructional program is the district vitally concerned
with a far-flung inservice program. New teachers come from the teacher
training institutions, in many instances with minimum preparation. They
need much assistance within the district to ensure their professional de-
velopment. Teachers who are more eNperienced also need assistance, but of
a slightly different type. The content has been changing so rapidly within
the disciplines that it has become almost impossible for an individual to
he aware of current developments without devoting full time to the task,
something which the classroom teacher obviously cannot do. The district
must recognize this danger and provide adequate inservice opportunities,
implemented by the instructional supervisors. In addition, as new curric-
ulum programs are designed and as innovations are tested, the staff directly
involved must be thoroughly conversant with the changes and prepared to
modify old ways to accommodate the new. Those staff members not directly
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involved must also be advised of the changes taking place lest they become
apprehensive and morale drop. All these require special types of inservice
activities which become the responsibility of the district.

In summary, the central staff of the administrative district plays an im-
portant leadership role in providing for, and then in maintaining, a satis-
factory curriculum program. Curriculum development cannot take place
without the active cooperation of the teaching staff; neither can it achieve
outstanding results without the expert leadership of the central staff, in-
cluding the curriculum director and the instructional supervisors. Various
support services are vital to the success of the curriculum, including those
provided by the offices of personnel, pupil personnel, research, and data
processing. :\ district-wide curriculum council should be the vehicle utilized
for overall direction of the curriculum development process. Finally,
throughout the district a continuous inservice program must be mounted.

Area Level
The body here identified asthc "area" is a recent addition to the educa-

tional scene and actually is still in the formative stages. ft operates some-
where between the district and the state level. It thus replaces the county
organization, assumes some of the former role of the state, and fills a void
in the present educational structure with a variety of services heretofore
not available. ft can provide program and service impossible to maintain by
the administrative district due to limited members involved or to limited
funds available or both.. representative elective board of education makes
it more responsible to the people it serves than can the state agency.23

The area office should be staffed with top-notch subject matter specialists,
available on call, to assist local districts throughout the area. Expensive ex-
pertise impossible to employ within a single district can be retained at this
level and can be used to serve all the districts as needed. These staff members
could bring to the local scene the latest thinking from throughout the coun-
try on any given aspect of the curriculum. They would be conipetent to
advise on trends to be considered locally, pitfalls to be considered, and Ow:
best ways of preparing research designs for local and area implementation.
They could provide the leadership to capitalize upon the combined
strengths of .the various districts in the effort to stre.0 then various com-
ponents of the curriculum and the instructional program.22

One recent service for education which is emerging because of the current
technological revolution is in the area of data processing. The various pieces
of highly sophisticated electronic equipment, particularly computers, now
available make much possible that was previously impossible. For evuuple.
complete item analysis of a standardized testing program can be provided
to districts as well as to the individual teachers involved. Where such in-
formation is employed in a positive way to strengthen the total curriculum,
a great service can be realized. The cost of the larger, more efficient pieces
of electronic equipment is prohibitive for small districts and even question-
able for many larger districts. The area level, however. can profitably and
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efficiently make use of this equipment and can provide many needed servicesto the local districts which would not be available otherwise.1°The combination of expert staff plus adequate facilities and equipmentpresents a tremendous opportunity for much-needed educational research.The area itself would represent a goodly population. The leadership pro-vided by the area staff could produce some highly significant findings forthe curriculum which under presently existing arrangements are not avail-able. Such large scale, in-depth research could produce results which couldmore than justify the expense involved, not to mention the various otherservices thus made possible as by-products.
At the same time, through the cooperation of the various independentdistricts, larger scale curriculum development could serve as the necessarystimulant to such a massive endeavor. A wide variety of high quality cur-riculum publications could be produced and distributed at the area level.Such activity would minimize unnecessary expense resulting from a dupli-cation of effort and of publications, and through the use of more efficientproduction methods. It would also provide high quality consultant serviceto. prepare the materials while still involving a maximum number of in-dividuals at the local classroom level.

The area staff occupies a unique position in respect to inservice educa-tion, Because many districts can become involved, a more efficient packageof inservice programs can be mounted. Some relatively expensive and highlyspecialized programs, which could never be provided- by individual districts,are possible through such a joint effort. Sufficient variety is possible withinthe area to service the needs of most if not all staff members from the co-operating districts. Expensive, outside consultants who would be un-obtainable by individual district faculties can be provided on an area basis.As new curriculum publications are produced and made available to in-dividual teachers, adequate inservice programs can be initiated at theproper time to insure maximum acceptance and usage of the materials.A variety of contractual services can be provided on an area basis at aminimum cost to the individual district. Those specialized services are oftenvery: expensive and difficult for the individual district to maintain. Suchitems might include a computer-involved information district to maintain.Such items might include a computer-involved information retrieval system,an extensive library of video tapes, a complete audio visual service, andthe services of some specialized personnel such as psychiatrists, etc. Uslanrecently stated:

Regionalism is ;lc longer a question of slap or go, but rather how shall itorganize. Purposes need to he clarified and a. realistic fiscal plan must bedeveloped. Regionalisris is also a natural vehicle for reconciling a systemsapproach with all of education. . Increasing educational expenses areoutdistancing taxing powers of local governments. Alliances of federal,state, local, and industrial educational organizati(ns, sunder the organiza-tional shelter of educational regionalism could result in the pooling oflarge sums of money and a reduction in the duplication of effort. Prop-erly developed, neither local autonomy nor individual educational oppor-tunity need be limited. (p. G4)
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In summary, the area level is emerging as a replacement for the ofttiesoutdated county organization. It better provides some services previouslyobtained from the state and some previously unavailable. It can provideefficient use of data processing equipment, too expensive for individualdistricts to obtain, and it can provide highly qualified staff to assist the localdistricts in curriculum development, improvem;_mt of the instructional pro-gram, more sophisticated research activities, and improved inservice pro-grams. A functioning area staff will greatly strengthen the instructionalollerings of the various participating districts.
State Level

Legally the state is the responsible agent for the educational programoperating within its borders. As such it will have a continuing interest inthe activities taking place at. the district and the area levels, and will nodoubt continue to circumscribe such activities according to what it con-siders minimal acceptable standards. Inasmuch as the costs of education arecontinuing to increase each year, the state finds itself hard put to provideadequate financial assistance to all the local districts. This is especially truewith those districts unable to raise the minimum funding locally. Experi-ence has shown that whenever the state is unable to accomplish that whichthe public generally feels must be done, the federal government will providethat assistance. Not only must the state renew its efforts for providingfinancial support at this time, but it must also look carefully at thecurriculum and instructional program throughout the state.Staff at the state level should include curriculum and instructionalspecialists who are intimately involved with, and aware of, activity in theU. S. Office of Education and the various state departments of educationon the one hand, and the activities and concerns of the various areas withintheir own borders on the other hand. It should be available for advisementto districts and areas within the state upon a wide variety of matters in-cluding sound curriculum, promising trends, various instructional concerns,as well as sources of potential research and innovation findings. In addition,it should provide leadership to encourage the districts to strive for a higherlevel of instruction.
The electronic data processing capability available at the state levelshould complement and supplement that existing in the area offices. Sucha network throughout the state would make possible massive research anddevelopment never before known. It would enable the state to identify andhelp shore up instruction in the weaker districts more readily and moreeffectively. It could better give assistance to local districts attempting toimprove their instructional effort. It could also provide research leadershipon a scale never before attempted, the results of which would be fed backto the many local districts for immediate consideration. Throughout all itsendeavors it could and should emphasize quality programs.

. In summary, the state is given the responsibility for education within itsborders. In carrying out this responsibility it must continue to keep pace
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with the new potential now available through modern technology. It. mustsupply advice, assistance where requested, and direct leadership to the dis-tricts and areas in a continued effort to upgrade the curriculum and theinstructional program. Computers and expert stall can combine to producelarge scale educational research of great significance to the local districts.A strong push toward quality education must continuously be made at thestate level.

Multi-State Level
The changes recently taking place in education and the increasing com-plexity of the entire operation seem to be forcing us to consider a newgrouping. Several states with like problems and interests may be forced toband together to assist each other in the solving of mutual problems.Specialists supplied by, and representing, the participating state groups canfunction, sometimes as a standing committee, sometimes on an ad hoc basis.
Such a multi-state involvement could result in several benefits. Joint as-sistance would result in a stronger capability than would be possible on anindividual basis. Some technical capabilities are prohibitive, cost-wise, tomost states at the present. A cooperative, innovative effort could providethe direction for others to follow and this could result in an improvedcurriculum ancl instruction.
Provisions could be made at this level to supply a massive researchcapability from all standpointstalent, materials, equipment, and subjectpopulations. At the same time the existing structure, from district level up,could be utilized to communicate and disseminate findings so that existingprogram modification would occur without the traditional time lag.
In summary, the complexity of education today and the new develop-ments in technology make practical a new effortthe multi-state operation.The pooling of available talent can provide greater strides in research, in-novadons, and an improved instructional program.

Federal Level
From the early days of this country there has always been some federalassistance provided to education. Currently this assistance has increased at arapid rate and seems likely to maintain its flow. Local districts find them-selves on the horns of a huge dilemma today. They desperately need finan-cial assistance as they attempt to keep a balanced budget. Rapidly increasingcosts and an unrealistic method of financing make this extremely difficultto accomplish. The new federal funds become even more attractive undersuch circumstances. Suddenly the method of categorical aid used to dis-tribute much federal money throws the local district budget out of balanceand forces major changes within the district.

This method of financial assistance will continue to guide the curriculumand result in at considerably modified instructional program, more acceptableat. the federal level, if the local states do not provide sufficient financing.Recent discussion centered on national assessment may be cited as an
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example. The premise of national assessment is to identify those districts,
areas, states, etc., which do not have minimum instructional programs. Once
identified, federal assistance can 'be provided to bring the substandard units
up to an acceptable standard, In the same manner that a chain is'considered
only as strong as its weakest link, the security of the country is considered
to be weakened by permitting substandard educational programs to con-tinue.

There are many services which can beat be provided by the U. S. Office
of Education. Much top quality leadership can be made available to all
states. Better coordination and communication can be provided through a
central clearing house than when everything is left to chance contact. Recent
mergers of large industries, enabling more efficient production of both hard-
ware and software, might be either an angel or a devil. Undoubtedly the in-
dividual teachers will be.able to do certain things better with the materials
than without them. The decision as to which materials should or should notbe utilized for a given group at a given time and place might rest with
industry rather than the professional educator. Theoretically, no one wants
this to happen; practically, it could, and perhaps with a debilitating effect.
The concern of the U. S. Office of Education might prevent such an occur-
rence, whereas an individual district would find itself powerless to intervene.

In summary, the federal level can be considered by the local district aseither friend or foe, depending upon the circumstances. If can provide ex-
pert leadership within the field of education. It is providing more financing
than ever before, largely in the form of categorical aid, which often tends
to cause curriculum development in some preconceived direction. It is
sufficiently powerful to protect individual districts from outside pressures
which develop from time to time. Perhaps stronger units at the state and
multi-state levels would tend to limit the undesirable activities at this level.

LIMITATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED
Sophisticated, well-documented research in terms of desirable sizes ofdistricts, students, and staff necessary for optimum curriculum development

are quite sparse. Most of the literature available today refers either to in-
dividual bias and intuition or to something based on administrative con-
venience. Much more research is needed in this area. However, the follow-
ing remarks are presented as comprising the best judgment of the author,
supported by personal experience and a considerable review of the literature.
Minimums Necessary to Support the Least Acceptable Curriculum

The literature generally agrees that the minimum needed to provide areasonable instructional program would include one teacher per grade in the
elementary school or at least one hundred students in the graduating class
of the secondary school. Jackson" studied high schools in eleven southern
states and reached several conclusions. A major portion of curricular pro-
gram enrichment, in the form of additional courses and subject areas,
occurred with the enrollment range of 500-1,500 pupils.
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Recommended enrollment ranges were: in grades 7-12, 950-1,300 pupils;in grades 812, 810-1,150 pupils; in grades 9-12, 890-1,250 pupils; in grades10-12, 700-950 pupils.
Curricular programs generally continued to broaden in scope as schoolsize increasedat least to enrollments of 2,000 pupils.
As an outcome of a recent study done in Georgia," McClurkin proposescriteria for a good school system.

A school system must be large enough to provide a full range of edu-cational services and a qualified staff. This means 15,000 to 20,000pupils in most systems, with a minimum of 10,000,Operations must be efficient and economical. This means control ofall educational services by one local board of education.All school centers and the administrative headquarters must be ac-cessible to the students they serve.
Elementary School Centers

Minimum elementary schools provide at least one teacher per grade.Usually two first grade sections are needed to provide sufficient en-rollment in Grade 7.
Minimum enrollment should be about 240 pupils.

But- -
Desirable criteria would allow about three sections for each grade.Enrollments should be from 500 to 720 pupils.Travel time should not exceed 1 hour each way.

Secondary School Centers
Minimum criteria for an adequate high school program require:At least 100 students in Grade 12.
At least 3 teachers for each grade.
At least 3 times as many units offered as required for graduation.

Research shows a definite relationship between school size and earmarksof quality, as measured by
Efficiency in operations

Low cost per pupil
Teacher qualifications
Teacher assignments in major fields
Number of subjects and courses offered
Special services and enriched programs
Technical specialization of employees
Scholastic achievement of pupils
Counseling and library programs

Percentage of graduates entering college.
Larger schools give children a broader, richer, higher quality educationalopportunity at lower cost per pupil.

McLure24 proposed criteria for an adequate district.
I. The clientele should include pre-school age, elementary and secondaryage youth, and a substantial portion of the adult population.
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2. The program should have adequate breadth and depth of quality to
accomplish the educational needs of all students to be served,

3. The schools should have adequate supportive se, ices such as guid-
ance and counseling, research and development services, psychological
services, administrative and supervisory services, and auxIliary
services such as transportation and food service.

1. Stall utilization should permit the assignment of teachers and other
persons to their special fields of preparation.

5. The school population should be of adequate size to permit the
organization of pupils, personnel, and facilities in various groupings
of greatest educational effectiveness and economy.

6. A district should be governed by a board of education consisting of
lay citizens elected on a non-partisan basis, and subject to policies
expressed in state law.
To meet all of these conditions most satisfactorily a district would

need about 25 to 30 thousand students. Some limitations would be found
if a district has as many as ten thousand pupils, a figure which leading
educators have claimed for many. nears as a minimum number for
reasonable adequacy. To set goal of ten thousand pupils as a minimum
size would undoubtedly appear unrealistic to most citizens. One of the
most important problems in education is the need for citizens and pro-
fessional leaders to think through the facts and issues of organizational
characteristics of school systems.
On occasion the sparsity of population, inaccessible terrain, and the like

may make sub-standard operations necessary in an attendance center. Some-
where diminishing returns must be recognized between the time students
must travel to reach the school and a minimum, acceptable student popu-
lation. Something approaching an arbitrary one hour limit each way on the
school bus has been used by many as a maximum distance. If the district
should find it necessary to operate a small school, adequate provisions
should be made to over-compensate the instructional program through the
provision of outside assistance. This aid would take the form of hardware
and software necessary for a strong instructional program. It would further
take the form of well trained stall members within the small school itself,
supported from without with supervisory and consultative services. Examples
of such assistance might include some or all of the following:

(I) Visiting master teachers who could work directly wits, the teacher
and/or the students themselves on a regular schedule as is commonly
the case with art, music, and physical education. it also should in-
clude at least on-call assistance from mathematics, science. foreign
language. langua,gc .its and other experts who could work in the
same fashion with the teachers and students.

(2) Electronic instruction should be utilized whenever and however
1 . _1_ 1,11;1,1;,-1, rnnlri lie tied



building, thus reducing the amount of routine clerical time clemancPdof the teacher as well as broadening and expanding the depth of thecurriculum. Telephone teaching could be utilized, thus linkingclasses with outside experts or individual isolated students with theclass. The use of television, both ITV and local closed circuit, is amust in this kind of situation.
A generous suply of the standard audio visual items should beprovided. Such equipment would include record players, tape record-ers, film strip machines, sixteen mil",:imeter projectors, and overheadprojectors.

( -1) A variety of teaching machines of varying complexity should also beprovided for individual student use.
(5) A strong, emphasis upon individualized it.struction should be a mustin this attendance center of limited enrollment. Expertise and con-siderable preplanning on, the part of the instructor are needed toproduce the desired results.
One consistent weakness of most small districts is the,inabilii y to offer areasonable selection of courses. As a result, therefore, the curriculum islimited to those absolutely necessary for college admission and very littleelse. such a circumscribed curriulum does little to meet the needs of all thestudents and in fact trirrrs them iiro a si gle moldor out of school as adropout. Ford, Hite, arti.i :Koch m a recent study discuss this problem.

A major conclusion Of this report e. hat the small. remote high schoolsstuCiid do not take advantage of their small size. Frequent contactsamong- teachers, students and parents, are not utilized to °fret imagina-tive programs for the education of rural youth. Rather than takingadvantage of the potential that exists here, the small high schools appearto he imitating traditional pattern's of program organization and staffutilization. Such program organization arid staff utiliza;ion were discardedby the fine large high schools decades ago.
It is our conclusion the-educational advantages found in the remote highschool studied arc presenctv outweighed by disadvantages. The disadvan-tages arise from outdated and inadequate curricula and methodology andfront activities and facilities which arc too limited." (p. 3.5)

Maximum Lim4s for an Acceptable Curriculum
For prposes of curriculum develcipment, maximums are probably ofless 1.11-gelICV thal he 1;age unit can be e:yetted to havespecialized talent somewhere on the stall. One 1.,:rennial problem with largedistricts, however, is that of a;lecluate cumin-7111.cm :o all members. Itbecomes increasingly difficult to ill::;.?ce the involvemcm, understanding,and support of all the suill-as the numbers increase. Many of the large cityschool districts have recently moved toward decentrzdizing into administra-tive units of approximately twenty-live thousand students. This move scentsto be undertaken primarily for administrative convenience rather tilt!n inIli m:ft1;;; :1;,q



novat ut which has excited one school is not always necessary in all other
schools. The central curriculum stall may endorse and even encourage pro-

liferation of the new program, but this should only take place when the
individuals lyithin the target building understand, support, and are capable
of establishing the innovation. At the same time adequate curriculum
leadership from the central office will make possible a curriculum scope
and sequence which provide the best series of instructional experiences the
district is capable of mounting. The small understalled district cannot pro-
vide this important function and often relies upon disinterested, outside
influences such as the textbook publisher or a persuasive salesman.

It would appear likely that as ( :7tricts continue to grow past the thirty
thousand pupil figure, the need for assistance from area resources should
gradually diminish. There probably should develop a compatible, supple-
mental thrust on the part of the area unit which. would reinforce, but not
merely duplicate, the large district effort. McClure states:

It has been impossible to interpret quality as related to both size of
school and per pupil ex:-nlitures. The Iwo factors have diametrically
opposed effects. Very sma. -chools arc notably high in unit costs, and so
are the best high schools. Increasing school size tends to lower unit costs.
primarily through increased efficiency in professional staff utilization, and
simultaneously to raise the unit cost, primarily through better qualified
personnel and greater breadth and depth of opportunities.' (p. 74)

There is considerable support for continuing to retain as much local
control of the educational process as possible in this highly centralized
-society of today. From a realistic standpoint, however, indications point to
the contrary. Through the impotency of, or by default at the local level,
controls continue to move further from the individual student. While some
centralization of effort assists in curriculum development, indifference, dis-
interest, and mistrust of the large impersonal organization can do much to
inhibit efforts of the staff.

In summary, there seems little justification for continuing:the very small
school or district unless the small unit is required because of geography or
sonic other uncontrollable reason. If such be the case, extra supplies, ma-
terials, and staff should be provided to compensate the instructional pro-
gram. Small districts find it difficult to offer a balanced curriculum. It is

probably of less importance to the curriculum if the district contains ex-
tremely 1;,rge numbers of students. The large district faces a dispro-
portionate number of problems with local control, individual involvement,
and general communication. due primarily to the size of the operation. The
lanwr the district the less niav be the need for the services available at the
area level.

PERSONNEL NECESSARY FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT



the instructional leader for his building. Recently a new breed of instruc-tional leaders has begun to occupy the principalship. These new principalsarc finding ways to delegate administrative detail in order to deal moreeffectively with problems of instruction, thus putting first things first.As the content and emphases within the various disciplines continue tochange rapidly, it becomes impossible for one individual to continue to bean expert in all the disciplines. In self-defense the principal must becomea generalist, attempting to understand in broad terms what is advocatedby the various disciplines. The secondary principal can turn to the depart-et chairmen to provide him with the needed in-depth treatment of eachsubject. This role implies that the department head must have a strongbackground in both content and in method and must also have somescheduled time free from students to provide curriculum leadership with-in his discipline. There should be a vice principal for curriculum and in-struction who will provide much of the coordination necessary in theprocess of curriculum development.
Building personnel will find much needed assistance from the centraloffice staff. The elementary principal will employ the services of the centralstaff to an even greater extent because he does not have the administrativeassistance in his building which the secondary principal ,.nioys.Staffing of the central office is also quite imporufrit to the future of thecurriculum, It is at this level that the coordination and overall leadershipfor the district must be concentrated. These people should be able to dis-cern the "big picture," whereas individual building units are most concernedwith smaller components of the total. The overall responsibility for thecurriculum program of the district should be placed in the hands of oneindividual. He is called by a variety of titles including the director ofinstruction, curriculum director, assistant superintendent for curriculumand/or instruction.

To support the curriculum effort- r this individual, a staff of highquality specialists is needed. This ..;.rott.i mid be able to support, relate to,and keep in perspective the entire scope if the curriculum from pre-schoolthrough the dolt level. Under the leadership of the director of instructiona continuous effort toward providing strongly balanced curriculum shouldbe maintained. These staff members should be assigned full time to thetask of curriculum and instruction and should not be expected to workwith students. They must be able to put all their energies to the gleendeavor rather than diluting themselves in interesting but less essentialactivities. The central curriculum staff should includespecialists in each ofthe following areas:
Art

Evaluation and researchAudio visual Exceptional childrenBusiness edit( at ion (both talented and retarded)Data processing



Languages Occupatiohal-vocational
Library services Physical education
Mathematics Science

Music Social science
1'o summarize, it. is within the scope of this group of experts that prob-

lems of curriculum and instruction will be dealt with. They will provide
district leadership for curriculum development. They also will provide sup-
port and assistance on an individual building basis to staff members. They

will be members of the district curriculum council. They will often serve as
spokesmen for their subject area both within and without the district. They
will he initiators and encouragers of educational research. They will con-
stantly be attemptIng to keep their district in a pOSILiVe educational ferment.

RELATIONSHIP OF OTHER SERVICES TO
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

A variety of supporting services must be maintained to enable the in-
structional program to function satisfactorily and efficiently within the
established curriculum. These services :lie provided to support the instruc-
tional program, net to dictate to it.

The servU.'s generally housed tinder the label of pupil personnel

services play an important support -role in the instructional program and
include the following: attendance, guidance and counseling, hevIth services

(dental. medical, nursing), psychological, social workershome visitors, and

speech therapists. Continued progress through automation and techno-
logical adaptation should improve their efficiency in the future.

The central research office is rapidly achieving new importance ill

cuericulu») development. As the instructiond program becomes more
sophisticated, and as greater attention is given to the -research area, the
function will take on added significance. Large scale curriculum develop-

ment will be properlv designed to ensure in evaluation. The learning
process itself will be strengthened through the efforts of competently de-
veloped researdi.

1-listoricH educational research has been considered as something done

within the ,.vers of sonic fa -:; :::.*-.rsity and having no direct
bearing upoil real vorld" of the i.:,Co; -..thool classroom. Recently this

concept has been re:ogni/ed for what , a more realistic approach

has been developing. i., itulust.y have long recognized the im-

portance of research and 1].e.c imovided -:.-/mroush, for it. Education is
making some belated movement to also provide such a commitment. To
the extent that ['muting can be provided, the resulting research findings
will modify and improve, varict;s aspects of the curriculum and of the teach-

ing act itself.
As the local district. develops curricultun experiments, it must adequately

=11:41,4 5 There must be a stated, identifiable



eventually substantiate any gains made by fly. project.: climate of changemust be developed within the district to ensure a successful operation.With this climate for change it becomes increasingly possible to identifyand relate to improved instructional methods and materials. When the stafffinds it. possible to ask the important questions of itself without feeling apersonal threat, rapid, soiid progress can take place.
Industry has iecently developed a great interest in the educationalmarket and has been providing research and development efforts of its own.As a result many new items of hardware and software are presently beingmade a.,'3ilable. The curriculum director and his stall will be increasinglyencouraged to accept these materials for use within the individual district.Indiscriminate and injudicious adoption of whatever is available will notnecessarily improve an individual instructional program and may in factweaken the total curriculum for the district. Careful analysis of the availablematerials coupled with some research of the possible ways of using themshould be of primary importance to the curriculum effort.Much of the instructional man-riaI now available and being promisedto edcatit7' greatly contribute to a stronger instructional I -ogram. Inmost instan.,:t.. however, these improvements will not take place without asignificant, additional cost factor. As more attention is given to individual-i/ed instruction, for example, the instructional costs go up rapid',. Theworld tomorrow demands a better product than that turned out today.The capability to provide that better product is present. The means ofunderwriting such a program must be located.

The data proc,:ssing capability of the district will be a very significant.part of the curriculum termt. Through its capabilities much larger innova-tions, experiments, and c.irriculuni study can take place more effectively andmore efficiently. Rapid fk Aback of iniportant informati if will assist thecurriculum developer to identify those practices witich arc significantly im-portant to continue and which need modification and revision. In the pastthis service has largely been used for the routine business operations and forsome scheduling and printing of items such as grade reports. As the districtunderstands the potential impact available to the instructional program it-self, great forward strides will occur in the curriculinn.
One very great concern of tirricultall directors is the problem involvedin communication. More unsuccessful curriculum developmcut can probablybe blamed on poor communications than any other one item. f* is int-ponant that all interested parties, professional, la. .idults, and the studentsthemselves. have a ;.eneral picture of what is being attempted. In the daywhen professional negotiation is becoming the accepted practice and whenthe teaching group is flexing its collective muscle, communications take onan (Well more important role. Many districts have found the curriculumcouncil an acceptable.ntechanism to keep those working at the buildingIcel and at the central office levd 111 inim111;;;;;::::i::::



becoming importan. for the district to have satisfactory communicatiew;
with the state and the federal agencies_

In addition, the curriculum worker must be prepared to work with
side groups and agencies, both public and private. If this is not success-
fully accomplished, the process of curriculum development is not complete,
and the results will be weakened accordingly. Some examples nf the groups
and forces which will be influential include the following:

T' U. S. Office of Education and the various sub-units contained there-
in increasingly provide a stronger impact upon the local curriculum.

State departments of education have received additional funds and-have
begun to provide more leadership than in the past.

Private foundations continue to influence some parts of the curriculum
through judicious application and withdrawal of grant money.

Business and industry are encouraged to assist educational en-
deavors through special grants.

Universities, through the implementation of the various aspects of good
teaching, creative research, and meaningful service to education, are
continuing to affect the instructional program at the local school
level.

Special interest groups, espousing their particular biases and coveting
unique programs, are always present and must not be ignored, while
not necessarily always being followed. Such groups might include any-
thing from the local Chamber of Commerce. the American Medical
Association, the American Legion, the PTA or AFL-CIO, to a local
garden club, bridge club, or newly formed citizens' group attempting
to make some definite change in the school program.

The curriculum specialist cannot ignore these pressure groups. It becomes
vital to the success of his program, however, that he work with, through,
and sometimes around them to achieve his goals. As a coordinating influence
he can perform the role of a catalyst to pull together the work of these
groups in a positive fashion.

summary the curriculum development process must include recogni-
tion of the importance of other related groups, agencies, and individuals to
develop effectively the best curriculum for the district. The supporting
services of pupil personnel. research, and data processing can assist the in-

-tic,' tat program if properly utilized. Communications IMISE be kept open
operate freely at all levels within the professional structure and also

with the students, their parents, and various groups and agencies outside
the school d' More influence upon the curricuhim is being exerted
from outsidethe U. S. Office of Education, the state education agency,
foundations, industry, the university, and pressure groups. All can play a
very definite role, pro :- al con, in the development of a satisfactory curricu-
lum and the accompanying instructional ro-ram: It becomes the rm9n-



Educational research is increasing both in magnitude and in quality.The local district must have properly trained researchers with the time .mtlresources necessary to attack these problews of curriculum and instruction.A careful examination and selection of instructional supplies ;-ad equipmentnow available will improve the instructional capabilities of the district. Theabove mentioned services, pupil personnel, research, and data processing,represent examples of necessary support for the curriculum. To the extentthat these offices fulfill their proper role in the district operation, the in-structional program will bc. greatly strengthened. With weak or inadequateservices, or a complete lack of them, it is very unlikely that the curriculumdevelopment process will be successful or will have a very great impact uponthe instructional program.

CONCLUSION
The preceding remarks have attempted to place in some perspectii,e thenecessary relationships between school district organization and the cur-rictilum in today's society. Part 1 describes some of the forces currentlyaffecting the curriculum, plus some likely to continue to make an impact inthe future, A need was described for a balanced curriculum capable ofchallenging the needs and interests of all students. As one looks to thefuture, the need becomes more evident for more teaching of concepts. Clearlydefined and stated objectives must be present as the curriculum is im-plemented. Educational leaders should follow a realistic plan as the processof curriculum development unfolds. A broad inservice program should sup-port the curriculum.

Part II describes some of the individuals and groups active in thecurriculum development process, indicating the ingredients necessary tomount a solid program. Attention was addressed to the educational state-tr,-e, proceeding from the local attendance unit to the federal government.Curriculum development tisuah,: ends and often begins at the building level.A strong district staff mast be available to pro 1e instructional leadershipand classroom support in the various disciplines. An intermediate unit areais gaining popularity, providing leadership and various types of assistanceat a level between the district and the state. More leadership and morefinancial support can be expected to emanate from the state in the figure.A useful service might be provided through a muliistate cooperativearrane-ement. The Federal Government is playing an intreasingiv significantrole 'n the local curriculum development process.
Next, consideration was given to limitations and restrictions on desirablecurriculum development. A .minimum size school and/er district becomesquite important when dealing with curricular.matters. Adequate financingis often impossible in smaller districts, thereby producing additional prob-lems. A special staff of instructional specialists neeemry FR11:1; cznr.



support are probably too small to offer a satisfactory program. Recognition
is given to the significance of various outside pressure groups to the pru
of curriculum development and also to the increased importance of re-
search.
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CHAPTER 5

SELECTED COMP, iRISONS OF
TEACHER AND CURRICULUM

CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO
EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION FOR

THE C \T PLAINS
E. James Maxey and Donald It. Thomas

Iowa Educational Infonnation Comer
University of Iowa, Iowa City, !wa

ABSTRACT

This report is presented in three sections: (I) Teacher Characteristics
in Iowa, (II) Secondary Curriculum Distribution in Iowa, and (III) Educa-
tional Innovations in Secondary Curriculum for the Nor It Central Associa-
tion Schools of the Great Plains. The data are presented by pupil-enrollment
categories and cost-per-pupil categories. The tables will enable administra-
tors in the Great Plains states lo compare teacher, cTiodum, and inno-
vative characteristic:, of their schools with other schools of similar size.

The Iowa data in Section I suggest that the best qualified stall are
found in school districts with total enrollments of 1,500 and above. Schools
iu this range have more experienced teachers, better qualified teachers,
fewer teacher course preparations, and more specialized personnel.

In Se:tion II the data indicate that as district enrollment increases, the
number of course offering:, available in such areas as foreign language,
business, and technical and vocational education also increases. On the
other hand, the nmber of course offerings in homemaking decreases as dis-
trict enrollment increases.

Section 1 presents the curriculum, orgalizatinal. and technical inno-
vations being used or tried in tic North Central-accredited schools. In all
four state at every school enrollment it appears that PSSC Physics
and CLeaustry Si uly Group Chemistry are the most popular curriculum
innovations. At. the national level the same courses are also the most popu-
lar. 'Hie most popular technical innovation in the four states seems to
be the use of language laboratories. In 5.0111e states data processing is the
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INTRODUCTION
onler to evaluate effectively the need for change in the organizationalpatterns of school districts in the Great Plains, it is important to haveavailable as much data as possible. These data will provide school adin-istrators with the necessary tools to approach the problems of organizationaland institutional change in secondary education.To supply this need. Dr. Ralph Purdy and Dr. Ellis 1-1;1--)sen of theGreat Plains Project asked the Iowa Educational Information Center(I EIC) to prepare a summary of selected data on teachers and curriculumsin Iowa. These data could then be used on a comparison basis by adin-istrators in other states, giving schools in the Great Plains at least someidea of how they compare with schools of the same size in Iowa. One mightask, why should Iowa be chosen as the normative group? The answer issimply that Iowa, at the present time, is the only state that has informa-tion of the type contained in this report that is available on a statewidelevel.

The Iowa Educational Information Center collects pupil, staff, curricu-lum, financial, and physical plant information on nearly all public secondaryschools in Iowa as part of the CardPac System of Educational Accounting.Schools which fail to appear on the IEIC files are those which simply donot cooperate in the statewide collection. About 98 percent of all secondaryschools in Iowa have information of the 'ype described above in IEIC Ides.The documents used to collect teacher and curriculum information.through either the CardPac System or through the State Department ofPublic Instruction, are contained in Appendix A and Appendix B. Inaddition IEIC has on file the results of a survey of curricular and techno-logical innovations for the accredited secondary ;.-..hools in Nebraska, Mis-souri, So,th Dakota, and Iowa. A copy of the questionnaire used in thesurvey is contained in Appendix C.
All data presented in this report are for the 1966-67 school year.This report will be presented in three main sections: (I) Teacher Char-acteristics in Iowa. (II) Secondary Curriculum Distribution in Iowa, and(III) Educational itnovations in Secondary Curriculum for the North Cen-tral Association Schools of the Great Plains.
Each section will contain narrative information des- ribing a series oftables that graphically illustrate the three main areas 1...ted above.

Section I
TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS IN IOWA

Iowa is largely rural state with just a few large city school systems.In fact, ow. school systems in the state have more than 10,000 totalenrollment. On the other hand, the majority the districts each hasa total enrollment of less than 1.500 students. As a re flip 1;;;;;;,..2,



Preparing the tables demanded an edit check on the range of most
variables used. For example, if a teacher met more than 300 students in
one class period, that particular part of the teacher record was by-passed.

If an individual salary did not lie in the range of $2400-525,000, the salary

was omitted from subsequent calculations. The total number of years of

teaching experience was edited for the range 0-45. Finally, the number of
semester hours of credit earned was edited for the range of 1-300.

Table. 1 suggests that the smaller the school district, the greater the
chance for a teacher to teach in more than one or two subject areas. In

other words, the possibility of mathematics teachers teaching in some other

area such as English or history is greater at the small-district level than

at the large-district level. Apparently, .school consolidation would tend to

cut down the number of subject preparations for teachers. Small schools

sometimes require teachers to teach in areas where they not adequately
prepared. This is shown in Table 2.

In addition 'Table 2 indicates that teachers in small schools tend to
have three or more course preparations much more frequently than teachers

in larger school districts. As districts become large, there is more opportunity

to take advantage of specific subject-area preparation of teachers. In larger

schools, c-achers tend to have fewer preparations and hence will have more

time to prepare thoroughly. It is interesting to note, however, that although

the number of areas of preparation declines as enrollment increases, the

number of subject preparations is about the same at the upper three levels.

This might suggest that in order to reduce the number of teacher prepara-
tions, the secondary school should he located in a district with at least
1,500 total pupil enrollment.

Table S shows that schools with larger enrollments tend to attract
teachers with better preparation insofar as number of semester hours of

course work is concerned. Table 7 confirms this conclusion. in that the

large tool district, the greater the chance of having staff with

adva.. degrees. 'Table 6 suggests that these same people tend to possess

more teaching; experience as well.
Tables 4 and 5 were prepared to determine if the number of major

areas of study in college tends to differ for teachers in different enrollment

categories. The tables indicate that approximately the same number of
major areas of study are characteristic of all teachers at both the under-
graduate and graduate level.

.bles 8-101 display salary ranges for administrative, teaching, and

other professional personnel by enrollment categories. Again, a large differ-

ence between salaries for the largest three enrollment levels and the other

four levels is apparent.
Classes tend to be larger in large school districts. as shown in Table 11.

This means that teachers in larger schools tend to have class enrollments of

20-30 whereas teachers in small schools have a class enrollment of from
In 15



The preceding discuss:cm should have suggested to the reader thatbetter quality faculty are found in larger schools. What other staff advar.-
tages are available in larger schools? Table 12 suggests that a specialist inSpecial Education apparently cannot justifiably be hired except in a larger
school system, i.e.. one of at least 1.000 students. An inspection of Table 13suggests that apart from guidance counselors, other professional non-teach-ing personnel such as junior high school librarians tend to be found inlarger school systems. This can only mean that more effective reading pro-grams and hence better learning opportunities are available for childrenin larger school systems.

Tables 14-29 show the typical number of course preparations withinsubject areas by enrollment levels. With the exception of driver's training,agriculture, and vocational education, the trend seems to be that thenumber of course preparations within a subject area fol. a teacher lessfor districts with an enrollment size of 1,500 and above than it is forsmaller districts. The conclusion agrees with earlier statements made regard-
ing teacher, load in this section The courses actually used within subject
areas for Tables 14-29 are specified in Section 11 of this report.

SUAIMARY
The data presented in this chapter from school districts in Iowa suggestthat for grades 9-12, the. best qualified staff arc found in school districtsenrollmeim of 1,500 and above. Schools in this range tend to havebetter prepared teachers, more experienced teachers, fewel teacher prepara-tions, and more specialized personnel available for expanding the educa-tional opportunities of students. More help is available fti in librarians,special education teachers, supervisory personnel and guidance counselors.

Mean Frequency Distribution in Selected Areas
of Teacher Activities in Iowa by Size of District

(Summary of Tables 1-13)

Dist ric t.orol !men!

I Air,11.!
7.11' 1 .999

3.000 &
above

No. of subject areas i :nigh._ . . 1.37 1.19 1.22
No. of subject prepara lions

:1.01 1.95 1.96
Tot:+1 semester hours preparation ..... .... . 150.06 157.41 163.90
Total years of experience ...... .. . 0.64 11.16 13.36
Highest degt I., ' e Id: Ba:helors ... .. 59 11,7 .0 55% 53%

tasters 13% 150,4, 22%
Salariesr Aaministrator 59,507 .510.818 $10.939Other than administrators or teachers 6.518 8.030 8,717
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Mean Number of Different Teacher Preparations
by Subject Area

(Summary of Tables 14-29)

Subic( I
arca

District enrollment
0-

199
500-
7.19

750-
999

1000-
1.199

1500-
1999

2000-
2999

3000
aboveCommunication skills 2.56 2.29 1.98 1.81 1.76 1.76Fine Arts 1.92 1.84 1.61 1.55 1.60 1.69 1.72Foreign Language 2.01 2.26 2.20 9.25 2.37 2.25 1.75Mathematics 2.98 2.61 2.43 2.18 1.83 1.75 1.77Health 1.00 1.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,14Physical Education 1.88 1.85 1:18 1.52 1.31 1.33 1.56Science 2.28 2.08 1.93 1.80 1.46 1.38 1.42Social Studies 2.1:1 1.94 1.80 1.61 1.42 1.34 1.33Agriculture 2.69 3.01 2.90 3.08 3.07 2.56 2.00Homemaking 2.7:1 3.00 ;:,.47 2.36 2.12 2.00 1.85Industrial Education 2.37 2.51 2.15 2.29 2.07 2.12 1.68Business Education 2.19 1.93 1.80 1.55 1.39 t .49 1.42Vocational Training 1.8-1 2.13 2.06 1.89 1.79 1.83 1.36Distributive Education .00 .00 .00 2.00 .00 1.00 1.40

Section II
SECONDARY CURRICULUM DISTRIBUTION IN IOWAThe Iowa Educational Information Center collects curriculum informa-tion from 700 secondary school buildings, including junior high systems,as part of the CardPac System of Educational Accounting. This system wasintroduced by the Iowa Educational Information Center on behalf of theState Department of Public Instruction and may be briefly described as anautomated sys.em of collecting and processing data for the practical use ofthe schools .old the State Department of Public Instruction.In Appendix A (see position paper), a record of the CardPac courseidentification numbers is given. In describing the comparisons of Tables110-45,2 courses are combined within subject areas to give 17 broad subjectareas. A description of which courses were combined and how the subjectarea is named in the tables follows:

Table
Subject Area Description
Communications .....Con.
Fine Arts Arts
Foreign Language Lang.
Mathematics Math.
Health Hick
Physical Education PE
Science ............. Sci.
Social Studies Soc.
Agriculture Agr.

Table
Subject Area Description
Homemaking Home
Industrial Education Indus.
Business Education Bus.
Vocational Voc.
Technical Education Tech.
Distribution 8c Marketing Mrkt.
Special Education Spec.Dri ver's Training Driv.

=Sample tables are reproduced. All tables are available in the original report. A limitednumber of copies are available in each of the four State Departments of Education.
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Administrators in Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota ..night find it
of some value to compare curriculum summaries of Iowa schools on the
CardPac Information File with those from their own states.

Tables 30 and 31 display curriculum frequency distributions by junior

high and senior high buildings within a district-size category ranging from

below 499 to above 3,000 district enrollment. In these two tables the list

of the number of buildings with course offerings front one up to 200

is given.
Table `-,1 shows that there :Are only two junior high schools which have

buildings in the district enrollment category "below 499." Administrators
should not be confused or misinterpret this result. iowa has gone through

reorganization and because of this change, where two or more districts have
combined their junior high enrollments, the combined enrollment exceeds
this district enrollment category. On the other hand, districts of this size

are not large enough to support a junior high structure in their district.
The school district of this size operates under a K-8-4 structure.

It is apparent that the larger the school district the more course offer-

ings are available to pupils. Tables 30 and 31 clarify this statement.

Charts 32 through 45 picture the curriculum in the seventee!i subject
categories as described, earlier. Within these seventeer ;flown

a frequ( :icy distribution of course offerings within st; build-

ings. For example, in Table 32 two buildings offer 13 courses :n communi-

cation skills and 28 buildings offer 5 courses in communication skills. The
buildings represented are from districts of sizes ranging from below 499 to

above 3,000 district enrollment.
The pertinent feature of Tables 32-45 is that the number of course

offerings within the seventeen categories tends to increase or decrease

according to district size. In some schools of a certain size category, some
curricular areas do not appear. This occurs in both the junior high and
senior high tables. A probable explanation [or this is that some schools
teach units of this course combined with another course such as Health
and Physical Education.

From an examination of the tables, it is clear that as enrollment
increases, more different course offerings are available in areas of foreign
language, business education, vocational education, and technical educa-
tion. A limitation of these comparisons is.that vocational reimbursable and
non-reimbursable courses were combined. On me other hand, as district
enrollment increases, courses in homemaking appear less frequently.

Courses in distributive education and special education are not found
at the small-district enrollment levels.

These tables enable each administrator in Iowa to compare his school
with all schools in the state that fall into the same enrollment category.
Comparisons can also be made with schools in different categories. In some

cases, while checking these tables, one will see a greater mean number
of courses offered than for a school of the next higher enrollment category.
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Example: High schools contained in the category "below 499" district
enrollment have a mean for mathematics course offerings of
6,27. If a school building administrator would like to check
to see how his school ranks with the mean of other schools
in mathematics, he can compare his school with the follow-
ing table:

500 7l9 6.50
750 999 6.17

1000-1499 6.03
1500-1999 5.71

2000-2999 5.73
13000above 6.62

The school buildings in "below '.199" enrollment category have a higher
mean than four other averages of school buildings in higher enrollment
categories. By analv:,"V the compari of mathemati
trict size, one th.! scl! -yin:: mt.

.:CT num n n -e

:t be: C sii

minuet! into :1 7 :-!,.der ,anaif) ematics
course offerings nui he structured a, zebra, trigs. ,...Derry,

etc. Rather, the coin m.2:, might be structured iv.; Mathematics 9, NIatlicinatics
10, etc. Of course, other possibilities exist. These are given as illustrations.

At the local level, school personnel could find their high school mean
for mathematics and compare it with the overall mean of 6.27. A simple
chart would show their school mean in relation to all the other school
means in the State of Iowa. Administrators could also compute the mean
of all the enrollment categories in each subject area and come up with a
statewide mean in mathematics.

Example: The .Aatewide mean for mathematics is 6.6. For all schools
which have a mean of 6.6 a conclusion can be made that
their school meets the average of the state in any school size
in mathematics offerings.

This is an example of how administrators and other local school per-
sonnel can extract statistics from masses of raw data to compare their
school or district with others on a statewide basis.

It is important to note that in the category "Health" very few schools.
small or large, have more than two offerings. This means that very few
schools regardless of size offer many courses titled "Health." In checking
"Physical Education" every enrollment category shows a larger mean.
Perhaps the discrepancy is due to Health being taught as a part or section
of Physical Education and not as a separate offering.

Analyzing the course labeled "Marketing" would lead one to infer the
same relationship between Business and Marketing Education. Marketing
may not be offered as a separate course but as a unit in Business or Tech-
nical Training. The only category where Marketing is shown on the table
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is in the district enrollment category of 2,000-2.999 and above -'),000cat egory.
In the frequency distributions for the junior 'nigh curriculum offerings,many of the same inferences can be made as for senior high curriculumofferings.

SUMMARYThis section describes how school officials in Iowa can make use of thedata in Tables 30-45 to compare the number of course offerings in theirbuildings with !hose of other schools of similar size in the State of Iowa.Officials from the other Great Plains States can make similar comparisonswith the Iowa data.
It appears that as the district enrolment lucr:Ise.- more courses areavailable in such ai eas as foreign langhage, busine Nnical anl voca-t:onal education,

TABLE
Total Senior High School Curriculum OM,

by Size of Dis!-ict

No. of
offerings
by bldg.

To: district enrollr,
Below
499

5(10
749

75c-
99!-

1,000
1,499

I

i ,0199
2,000
2,999

:SAO
Above,181-200

161-180
111-1160

2121-140
1 3101-120

2
1681-160 Fl 25 18 12 16 17 1261-- 80 50 66 33 40 11 11 311- 60

54 21 13 4 3 1
21- 40

3 1
1 I1- 20

1
1 1Total 118 118 70 58 29 33 38Mean

63.1 69.8 69.9 71.4 77.7 80,7 100.7Std. Der.
11.9 12.8 13.8 10.7 17.9 15.2 25.1

TABLE 31
Total Junior High School Curriculum Offerings

by Size of District

Total district enrollmcntNo. of
off vrings Below 500 750 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000
by bldg. 499 719 999 1,499 1,999 2,999 Above181-200
161-180
141-160
121-110
101--120
81-100
61- 80

5 3241- 60
9 18 3821- 40 20 25 29 15 9 5I- 20

Total 2 24 29 39. 24 32 75Mean 31.5 31.0 30.2 35.7 38.0 18.7 56.8Std. Dcv. 20.5 2.1 6.8 8.6 11.2 11.8 10.3
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TABLE 32
Senior High Curriculum Offerings by Subject Area

for Districts with Total Enrollment Below 499

. .

, .

<

! A =

:--7,

Z.

-- .. . : . :

:....
r

J.
t C<

.4
;
=
=

-

17
16
15
11

1:1

12 3
i 1 5 1

1 0 1 1

10 2- 1 i 1

7 0 h I

7 17 !I 0, 6
I 4 / ! 11 1 I

! 1 18 12 11 39 ',8 , 1 I 5

2S li I
0- o- 11 :'O

0_
.

21 ..:1 11 5 31 7,2 '.5 , 21 12 13

29 10 1 7 5 ,/ 12 6 17 5.1 23
2 19 68 1 2 61 6 32 18 -19 35
1 1 19 7 0 10 7 2 13 7 I 81

'I 01. 118 115 112 118 9 118 118 118 10 35 117 77 118 117 1 81

Mn. 6.6 4.5 2.2 (.3 1.2 3.1 5.0 51.05.6 2.8 3.1 3.2 2.7 -- 3.3 1.0 1.0

s1) 2,3 2.0 0.9 1.3 0.6 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.9 1.1 1.8 0.8 1.1

TABLE 90
Senior High Curriculum Offerings by Subject Area

for Districts with Total Enrollment 1,500-1,999

J .;
,.:. .;. :.; ...:, ... ..,c ,..: ....

._
,..

:.-- r- .... c:

17

16
15

14

13
12
11

10 1

9 4 1 1

8 3 1 1 4

7 4 ,
1 9 2 1 3

6 9 5 1 10 2 10 2 2 5
5, 5 10 5 7 8 13 4 6
4 2 4 4 5 17 3 7 5 9 8 2
3 3 6 4 1 8 i 8 6 12 5
9 3. 10 24 6 4 1 8 2 3

1 1 5 5 1 1 4 1 21

T(1t. 28 28 28 98 5 28 28 28 5 24 28 27 28 28 4 21

Mn. 6.6 4.5 3.6 5.7 1.0 2.1 4.4 5.4 1.0 3.2 3.0 3.7 3.0 5.3 1.8 1.0
51) 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.3 0.4 07 0.8 1.2 0.7 1.6 0.8 2.0 0.6
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TABLE 44
Senior High Curriculum Offerings Subject

for Distrit's with Total Enrollment )"1 and A1,,ve

c.,
;-

c
....-c

ticf
,.L,..7

,.. =Z "r. It pro
1+1 r- lo U1 :A <

1R

17

!fi

I

I

1

3 1
3 2 1

3 .) 3 2
9 6 4 4 4 2 6 I 6
8 4 9 3 8 2 ° 4
7 5 8 5 8 1 3 o- 1 6 7
6 5 3 3 10 1 5 4 5 3 1 I
5 4 8 I 2 8 15 1 3 11 44 3 1 3 4 2 13 7 2 11 4 12 5
3

I s 6 4 2 13 1 10 3 12 4 22 4 I 7 1 2 14 1
1 1 1 II I 1 14 1 2 1 3 12 25

Tot. 38 37 38 37 11 35 37 37 18 6 36 36 37 37 3 26 27
111n. 8.2 7.3 8.4 6.6 1.0 2.6 4.8 5.1 1.2 2.8 3.5 7.9 1.1 6.8 1.0 1.5 1.1SD 3.2 2.0 4.2 1.6 1.2 1.4 1.7 0.5 1.2 1.3 3.8 1.3 3.0 0.5 0.5

Section III

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATIONS IN THE SECONDARY CURRIC-
ULUM FOR THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION

SCHOOLS OF THE GREAT PLAINS
In addition to examining the detailed information available about the

curriculum and teacher characteristics of Iowa schools, the administratorsof Great Plains schools will find it helpful to compare their local programs
with those of the accredited North Central Association schools. The accred-
ited school data in this section comes from a questionnaire (See AppendixC) sent to schools in Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and South Dakota.

A review of the questionnaire will indicate that school officials wereasked to report the degree of innovations in curriculum mai technologyby levels of cost per pupil and district location. The data in the tables forthis section are presented by state, by enrollment size, and by cost per pupil.The tables show both the number of schools making full use of aninnovation (upper number in a cell) and the number of schools which have
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.idc. limited use of innovation (io., Humber in a cell). For
Fable 16," II schools make full use 0 'SSC Physics These schools

uer pupil cost of ".,..50-S,199. In the lie cell, it is 1101.ed that_ 7 .;chot,
:.1;11:e liniiled use ui 7.HS(.] Physics. In ; -ii;i011 10 the ii-yquencies

each o 11, the pen -zt of the total n hip- of school, :.11
recorded in the {ell. BA' 1001:111',2, .

. ell perCe. ;In

-1.1111i11(' What portion of aicredi-il ~(rook si ,

Ilse f dillse of each unoy;itio. !
oer N -cult;

-Fedi!' public seho0 AI; H] usable infoiiiiiition 1 recorded
b% per-pupil cost And enrollment category below:

Si hoot
(1111)11'11a Iowa \11...souri Nebraska South 1)akota

1,71aler 200 6 :1 20 11

200-199 t;7 21 5-1 31

500-1,499 3 13 18 11

1.500-2:199 IS :in 6 0

Over 2.500 0 5 1 1

Totals 122 105 99 60

PerPtinil
C:ost Iowa \fissin i Nebraska South Dakota

Under 5350 3 3 1

S350-S199 37 s2 .10 5
5500-S619 5.1 :16 .15 1-1

Over S650 27 11 11 0

Totals 122 105 99 60

School admhUstrators can find those parts of the tables that pertain
to their local :school situation for comparison purposes,

Tables 16-19 display innovation information for the accredited Iowa
schools, It appears from Table 46 that PSSC Physics and Chemistry Study
Group Chemistry are by far the most popular recently developed curricular
pi-ograms that are being used. The most popular per-pupil cost category
for finding curriculum innovations in Iowa is 500-$619.

Language Laboratories tend to be the most popular technological inno-
vation in Iowa. The other technical innovations are not really used in
any large-scale way. This conclusion is drawn from the data in Table 17.
The second most popular innovation is dilta processing equipment. Schools
are beginning to use computerized grade reporting, attendance reporting,
.cheduling, and business accounting. The most popular per-pupil cost range
for technical innovation is $500-$619.

Table 18 indicates that accredited high schools using the "modern"
curriculu.n innovations have an enrollment greater than 200. However,
the number of high schools in Iowa hill] a population exceeding 1,500 is

3 Only sample tables are reproduced in this report. The following may he found in the
original papers (available at the State Department of Education in on" of the four member
states): 46-7; 19-51: 53-55: 57-59; 61-62; 64; 66; 68; 70 -11G.
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only about 20. Apparenth:, mathematics and physical science 111110vation5
arc not nearly as popular as the physics and chemistry innovations. PA
comparing Tables -0; and 18 it .:,('nts safe to <ouc lude that the I rge syste
are not using in any more than are nC

Appi. middle-sized , stems are also typical with
respect to pi...-pupit cost. In other words, more money spent per pupil
does not necessarily mean more innovative change in the curriculum.

.\ reading of Table 19 suggests that although language labs and data
processing are the most popular innovations, high schools tend to requi-e
an eurolltnent of about 500 before data proess.:ng equipment is tom
Also data processing equipment seems to be used more in high schools in
the enrollment range of 500-1,500 than ill the larger high schools. How -
evc r, malty large high schools may have a centralized data processing center
at the board of education c'''ce. In addition, Iowa has several area co
munity colleges that provide processing services for the high schools. This
may help to account for the small number of large schools with their own
equipment.

On the other hand, language laboratories tend to be proportionately
more popular in smaller high schools than in larger high schools. Schools
with a moderate cost per pupil tend to have language laboratories more
frequently than do schools with high or low cost per pupil.

Tables 50-53 display, respectively, the same data for the accredited
secondar,. schools in Missouri. It is interesting to note that the same pat-
tern characterizes schools in both Iowa and Missouri. However, in Iowa
there arc no accredited schools over 2,500 in size whereas in Missouri there
arc a few. Of course St. Louis and Kansas City have much larger schools
than does any city in Iowa. Even with this population difference, however,
Iowa seems to have more data processing schools than Missouri. It appears
from comparing `Fables 17 and 51 that the per-pupil cost for innovative
schools in Missouri tends to be lower than in Iowa. A greater proportion
of the technical innovations in Missouri have a per-pupil cost of 5350-$499,
whereas in Iowa a smaller proportion of the technical innovations are
found in this cost range.

The summaries for the accredited school sample from Nebraska are
listed in 'Tables 5,1-57. Although ther, appears to be a proportionately
greater incidence of "modern" math in the schools, PSSC Physics and
Chemistry Study Group Chemistry are again the more popular "modern"
subjects in the curriculum. Language laboratories are the most popular
technical innovation but unlike Missouri or Iowa, television instruction
is popular. In fact, from inspecting Table 55, it is clear that television
instruction is more popular than data processing. Due to the large pro-
portion of small schools in the state, the need for data processing is prob-
ably not as great.

As is true with Missouri and Iowa, the schools with innovative curricu-
lums tend to have an enrollment of at least 200 pupils. The higher inno-
vation schools in both Nebraska and Iowa tend to have a per-pupil cost
range of $500-S6.19.
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Table 57 shows clearly that most of the schools using television have
enrollments less than 500. Neither Iowa nor Missouri seems to use television
as extensively as Nebraska does.

Although the number of accredited secondary schools in the sample
from South Dakota is ninth less than in the other three states, Tables
58-61 display similar trends. The majority of innovative schools have a
per-pupil cost (omparable to Missouri. PSSC Physics and Chemistry Study
Group Chemistry are the most popular "modern" subjects in the curricu-
lum. Television is not as popular as in Nebraska, but compares favorably
with Iowa and Missouri. As with the other states, the South Dakota schools'
most popular innovation is the Language Laboratory. Unlike Iowa or
Missouri, the second most popular technical innovation is programmed
instruction. Data processing is not used significantly. The most innovative
schools have enrollments exceeding 500. However, the greatest percent of
the curricular innovations came from schools with enrollments in the
range of 2(10-1,500. Again, the trend seems to be for larger schools to have
more innovations.

In addition to the curriculum and technical innovations [Or the four-
stale North Central school samples, organizational innovations were tallied
for each state. These data arc presented by cost per pupil and by school
enrollment categories. In Iowa the student exchange program and work-
study program appear to be the most popular organizational innovations
(Tables 62, 63). Limited use is being made of team teaching and non-profes-
sional teacher aides. Again these innovations tend c:o occur largely in schools
with a per pupil cost of S500S649 and enrollments of 500-1,499 pupils.

The same data for Missouri presented in Tables 64 and 65 indicate that
organizational innovation in Missouri is as popular as in Iowa. Work-study
programs rather than student exchange programs are the most popular.
Student exchange programs are the second most popular with college
credit courses and team teaching rum!: less popular. In fact, non-professional
teacher aides arc used more frequently than team teaching. The greatest
number of innovations occur in schools with a per-pupil cost of .5350$499
and enrollments between 500-2,500.

An inspection of Tables 66-67 indicates that little full-time use is being

made of team teaching in Nebraska. Student exchange and work-study
programs are popular. Like lows, the most innovative schools have a per-
pupil cost of $500$649. Enrollments of highly innovative schools seem to
be from 200-500 pupils. Organizational innovations are being used more
on a limited basis than on a full-time basis.

South Dakota schools are nor typically making use of organizational
innovations. Tables 68 and 69 show that student exchange programs are
the most popular. Limited use is being made of teacher aides and team
teaching.

The innovation tables at the end of this section (Tables 70-116) offer
further comparison information for the interested reader. The tables dis-
play the twenty-seven innovations by school size, per-pupil cost, and district
location.
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SUMMARY
This section describes the technical, curricular, and organizational inno-vations being used in North Central accredited schools by states. It appearsthat the larger the school, the greater the chance for technological innova-tion. On the other hand, curricular innovations seem popular at all levelsof enrollment. The most popular curriculum innovations are in physicsand chemistry. The "modern" math, and social studies programs apparentlyhave not had as great an impact upon education as many educators mighthave anticipated. Langmge laboratories are ppular in all states. Schoolsmust make good use of this type of equipment for listening and recitation.Schools in the Great Plains do not seem to be making much use offull-time organizational innovations. Most organizational innovations, apartfrom the Student Exchange program, have been adopted sparingly. Schoolsapparently are slow to adopt such changes as flexible scheduling and teamteaching. Of course these changes are closely related to the adoption of dataprocessing methods in the school. Perhaps in the near future more schoolswill join with local banks or industry to share computer time.As more schools adopt data processing methods, undoubtedly the popu-larity of scheduling, team teaching, culturvl enrichment, and special studyhall arrangements will increase. These organizational changes are simplydifficult to plan without machine availability.

Number of Organizational Innovations in
North Central Accredited Secondary Schools

by Pupil Enrollmentrimr...,..
No. schools with organizational innovations

Legend Lois than
200

200
499

500
3.499

1.500
2,499

Over
2,500 TotalNumber of schools: Iowa ...... ...... ...... 6 67 34 I5 - 122Missouri ....... .... 3 21 43 30 5 105Nebraska 20 54 18 6 1 99

South Dakota 14 34 11 I 60'Iota' .......... .. 43 179 106 51 7 386Flexible scheduling: l owa
. ... ........ - Fi 2 - - 7

.Missouri - - - 1 -
1

Nebraska 9 2 ... I - je

South Dakota - 2 1 - 1 4Total 2 9 3 2 1 17Team teaching:
.Iowa .......... . 1 5 15 4 2

Missouri - 18 21 I 46
Nebraska 5 II 12 3 I 3 2
South Dakota - 6 3 1 10Total 6 22 8 31 6 113College credit courses: Iowa - 3 10 6 - 19
Missouri - 2 9 II 2 (,)4Nebraska 3 4 5 3 - 15South Dakota - 3 2 5Total 3 12 26 20 __ __. 2 - 63



Number of Organizational Innovations in
North Central Accredited Secondary Schools

by Pupil Enrollment

No. st hook ivith organisational innovations

Ixgentl
Less than

200
200
499

500
1.499

1,500
2,499

Over
2,500 Total

Non-graded school: Iowa - - 3 - - 3

Missouri - 2 2 1 5

Nebraska 1 1 - - 2

South Dakota - 2 - 2

Total 1 3 5 2 1 12

Teacher Aides: Iowa 1 18 14 10 43

Missouri 1 10 15 4 2 32

Nebraska 1 12 5 3 .
24

South Dakota .1 11 I - - 16

Total 10 51 35 17 2 115

Honor study halls: Iowa .... , , , , , , , . 3 I I 10 5 29

Missouri ........ . - '4 5 5 2 16

Nebraska 2 13 10 2 0 26

South Dakota 1 5 2 1 9

Total .... . 6 33 27 11 3 80

Work-study program: Iowa I 28 2.1 14 67

Missouri
.

14
,

34 28 6 82

Nebraska 8 33 ' 11 6 1 59

South Dakota - 7 1 1 12

' ,ital 9 90 73 8 8 230

School iviihili-a-school: Iowa ....... - - - - - 0

Missouri ........ . - - - 1 1 2

Nebraska - - - 0

South Dakota - - - 0

Total - - 1 1 2

C:ultural enrichment: Iowa - 8 9 5 22

Missouri - 6 7 9 2 24

Nebraska 6 14 1 2 23

South Dakota 5 3 - 1 9

Total 6 33 20 16 3 78

Student exchange: Iowa 2 22 28 15 67

Missouri - 3 17 19 4 43

Nebraska 2 18 11 5 - 36

South Dakota 3 8 5 - I 17

Total 7 51 61 39 5. 163

Optional class attendance: lows .. - I - I

Missouri - 1 2 3

Nebraska Y
a 2 3

South Dakota 1 1 - - 2

Total 1 2 1 3 2 9
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Number of Organizational Innovations itsNorth Central Accredited Secondary Schools
by Pupil Enrollment

No. schools with organinttional innovations
Legend Less than 200

200 499
500
1,499

1,500
2.99

Over
2,500 TotalExtended school year: _Iowa - 2

2Missouri - 1 4 1 1 7Nebraska 3 5 2 10South Dakota - 3
1 4

Total 3 11 6 I 2 23TO r ALS:1 Full time! Iowa 2 52 67 45 - 166Missouri ..... I 19 60 61 17 158Nebraska 7 38 24 23 1 91South Dakota 1 12 9 - 3 25
Total 11 121 160 127 21 440

Limited time: Iowa 6 50 48 22 - 126Missouri - 21 54 44 11 130Nebraska 29 76 33 6 1 145South Dakota 8 41 12 - 4 65Total 43 188 147 72 16 466Grand total: Iowa S 102 115 67 - 292Missouri . 1 40 111 105 28 288Nebraska ,....... . 36 114 57 27D'" 2 235South Dakota 9 53 21 - 7 90Total 54 309 307 199 37 906I The Totals will not (aim ide with the number of schools indicated at the tc.p of the table shut:
the same school may Inn e listed twe Or more innovations.
Source: Maxey, E. Jar.cs and Thomas, Donald R., "Selected Comparisons of Teacher and Curriculum

Characteristics Related to hits anunal Innovation for the Great Plains" (Prepared at the Iowa
Educational Information Center, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. Prepared far the
Great stbool District Orgauication Project, Mimeographed.) Tables 63, O. 67 and 69.
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CHAPTER 6

AN OPTIMUM READING PROGRAM
FOR GRADES K-12 AND

SIHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Dr. Cecil Kipling, Jr.

Professor of Education
School of Education

University of South Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota

The "knowledge explosion" in the world today presents increasing
demands that its citizens be able to read with understanding, insight, and
critical analysis. Every child who enters the public schools must have at
his disposal an instructional program in reading from kindergarten through
grade twelve that is designed to allow him to develop his reading potential
to the maximum. The program must be designed to allow him to meet
the immediate objectives of his formal education and the broader goals
of a lifetime of reading.

In order to provide the kind of reading instruction needed by each
student, consideration must be given to the following:

I. There must be a program of reading based upon sound philosophy
and research.

2. There must be a well-trained staff prepared to carry out the program.
3. There must be an organizational pattern that will 'permit the staff

to function most effectively.

THE READING PROGRAM WHICH MUST BE PROVIDED
A total reading program for children in grades K-I2 must meet a

number of criteria. Professional and lay people should have a personal
commitn.et to provide the best possible reading program.

Children must be taught on levels at which they can read successfully.
The fact that a child is in the third grade is no indication that he can

read at third grade level. Children progress in reading at varying rates,
just as they grow in height and weight at -,,Ting rates. Dr. Guy L. Bond,
through considerations of test scores of pupils at the beginning of the
school year, graphically illustrates the range of reading abilities that might
be found in the typical elementary classroom.
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NORMAL RANGE OF READING ABILITY FOUND IN TYPICAL
CLASSROOMS OF GRADES TWO THROUGH SIX AT

THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR1

Grade
Level

6.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

l.0

2.0

1.7

2.5 9.5

10.0

8.1

6.5

1.4 5.0

1.3 3.8

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
Range of Reading Ability

In studying the figures, it can be noted that the range of difference in
reading ability increases as the children progress through the elementary
school. This increase in range between the poorest and the best reader
in the class continues to increase as the children progress into junior and
senior high school.

When a large metropolitan school system surveyed the reading abilities
of their entering freshmen and sophomores, they found that 10,000 out of
45,000 students were reading two to five or more years below their respective
grades. A summary of the findings are indicated below.

99,7%

17.1(,'70

16.6%

13.7(71,,

0.77,,

3.9%
1.307/0

SUMMARY OF READING STATUS

one year or more above grade norms
at about grade level
one year or less below grade norms

were reading from 1.1 to 2.0 years below grade norms
from 2.1 to 3.0 years below grade norms
from 3.1 to 4.0 years below grade norms
froth 4.1 to 5.0 years below grade norms
5.1 years or more below grade norms

When students are promoted on a social basis, as they are in a majority
of schools in our country, the range in reading ability can be expected to
be as large as the illustrations above suggest. A child with an IQ of 80
should noi. be expected to make as much progress as a child with aA
of 120 any more than we would expect a car traveling 80 miles an hour

Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties, Their Diagnosis and Cbrrec-
lion, second edition (New York: AppletonCenturyCrofts, 1967), p. 47.

2 Bernard E. Donovan, Survey of Reading Abilities of Pupils Entering the Academic
High Schools in September, 1955 (Nev York: Board of Education, 1955), p. 1.
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to keep up with one going 120 miles an hour. The more hours the cars
travel, the greater the gap tends to be. The more years a child is in school,
the Aer the gap in reading ability.

The most significant factor is that each teacher must be aware that
these differences exist and that lie must provide differentiated reading
materials and assignments to keep students progressing at instructional
levels rather than having them read at frustration levels.

The classroom is organized so the teacher may teach effectively.
Historically, a number of organizational patterns have been attempted.

In almost every attempt the aim was to make the individual fit the pattern.
Today we must he more concerned with making the pattern fit the indi-
vidual. No one organizational plan or pattern for reading instruction in
the classroom is so clearly superior to another that it should be adopted
by all schools. Schools and teachers should be free to select the type of
classroom organization that will best provide for the wide range of reading
abilities and needs as suggested in the first criterion.

Some organizational patterns that are currently being used successfully
include:

At the Attendance Center Level
1. The self - contained classroom in the elementary school where reading

is taught in each classroom by the classroom teacher. Classes often are sub-
grouped for instruction.

2. The departmentalized program, where reading is taught to several
grades by one teacher who has a specialization in reading. This plan has
been widely used in the junior-senior high school and there has been a
growing trend to departmentalize in the elementary school, especially at
the intermediate grades. In some instances intermediate grades are being
housed in one physical plant referred to as the "middle school."

3. The /cant teaching plan, where a team composed of a team leader,
a senior teacher, two or more participating teachers, teacher aides, and
clerical workers are responsible for the instruction of a larger group of
children. Some instruction in reading may be given to the total group and
at other times subgroups arc formed in order to provide for the more
individualized instruction.

4. The nongraeled school, where grade levels are eliminated. Children
are grouped according to learning needs and progress through a series
of instructional levels. In the elementary school, the scope of the program
may be divided into twenty levels. A child remains in a particular group
as long as his needs are being met.

5. The special reading achievement classes, where pupils arc grouped
for special periods according to reading achievement and regardless of
grade placement. A student in the fourth grade may be reading with a sixth
grade class if lie has the skill to read the more advanced selections. A sixth
grader could also read with the fourth grade class. This plan has sometimes
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Keen referred. to ;ts the Joplin Phin. Modifications of the Joplin Plait are
sometimes used when an attendance center has multiple grade sections.. If
a school has three third grades, the children may he shifted to various third
grade teachers just for the reading class period.

At the Classroom Level

The self-contained classroom remains the most frequent type of atten-
dance center organization for reading. Within the self-contained classroom
the teacher may choose one of several plans.

I. Homogeneous grouping, where children arc in small groups accord-
ing to achievement in reading. Frequently three or more subgroups are
used in order to narrow the range of abilities in each group. At times, all
groups will work together.' There is a possibility of moving from group
to group.

2. If'hole group, where an attempt is made to teach the whole class as
a group. During a later period special practice is given those children who
require it. This is a frequently used type of organization but is definitely
the most unsatisfactory in terms of providing for individual differences.

3. Individualized instruction, where each child works at his own level
and rate of learning. Individualized reading is a type of instruction in
which the pupil chooses books of interest to him to be read at his own
rate. Periodic conferences with the teacher are held in order to determine
-specific skills to be developed. Another type of individualized instruction
might be one which utilizes programmed material. Students will all use
the same programmed materials but will progress systematically through
the materials at their own rates.

A variety of materials and equipment is used.
The First R: The Harvard Report on Reading in the Elementary

Schools, published in 19(13, indicated that 95.4 percent of the school systems
included in the study relied "predominantly" or "exclusively" on basal
reading series for instruction in grades one through three and that 90 per-
cent of the intermediate grades used the basal reader as the chief tool of
reading instruction.:'

Most basal reading series have been developed by teams of reading
specialists and are educationally sound. The beginning teacher with limited
training in the teaching of reading is probably wise to select basal reading
materials for use with the children in his classes. It would, however, be
advantageous for any school to have several basal readers available from
which the teachers may choose. The teacher can use that series or part of
a series which best meets the needs and interests of his pupils. Only the
most recent edition of the series should he used, as it will probably repre-
sent latest research in the field.

Mary C. Amain and Coleman Morrison, The First R: The Harvard Report on Reading
in Elementary Schools (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1963), p. fit
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Teachers and reading specialists should keep abreast of other approaches
to teaching reading. They must be aware of what the various approaches
can and cannot accomplish. Some recent approaches include:

Programmed Reading
Artificial Orthographies
'Linguistic Readino. Materials
Individualized Reading Approach
Language Experience Approach
Machines Approach
More experienced and better trained teachers will be able to use an

eclectic approach that will employ a greater variety of materials and equip-
ment which have been devised for instruction in reading. Great care must
be exercised by teachers and administrators to avoid spending funds on
fraudulent wares which are currently being marketed.

Adequate attention is given to sequential skill development.
All too frequent.- the objective of reading instruction is to cover the

stories in the basic 1, or the literature book being used. If the student
is to have a sound foundation for reading material at increasing levels of
difficulty, adequate attention must be given to the sequential learning of
skills. The reading skills to be taught usually include the developing of a
sight vocabulary, phonetic analysis, structural analysis, identifying con-
textual clues, building vocabulary, finding the main ideas, determining sup-
porting details, classifying and organizing information, evaluating informa-
tion, determining inferential meanings, following directions, using the parts
of a book, using the dictionary, and using the encyclopedia and other spe-
cialized references.

Although a teacher does not wait to teach structural analysis until
a child has been introduced to and mastered all phonetic analysis skills,
certainly a knowledge of a number of sight words and the ability to analyze
them phonetically would be necessary in order to divide words into syllables
and to study their roots, prefixes, and sufixes.

The skill program alone will not make a total reading program, but
no reading program will ever succeed without: a thorough systematic teach-
ing of basic reading skills.
The subject matter teachers teach the special vocabulary and reading skills
related to their subjects.

In the self-contained classroom, the teacher is responsible for all instruc-
tion. The skills of reading which can best be taught in connection with
science, mathematics, or social studies will be taught by the same person
who is teaching the other skills in reading class. It is possible to reinforce
skills taught in reading in other areas of the curriculum, and to demon-
strate how the skills learned in reading are helpful in a functional situation.
In the middle school, junior, or senior high school, where the curriculum is
departmentalized, it becomes imperative that each subject matter teacher
be aware of and give instruction in the vocabulary and reading skills neces-
sary for success in that subject.
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Dr. Henry A. Bamman, in his text Reading Initruction in the Secondary
Schools, devotes several chapters to the specific reading skills which need to
be developed in the several academic areas.' For example, in the social
studies lie suggests these specific skills which need to be taught:

I. Using expanded vocabularytechnical terms, multisyllablic words,
abstract words, general terms with new meanings.

2. Reading and deriving meaning from long and complex sentences.
3. Reading for important ideas and developing skill for retention of

relevant events and developments.
4. Locating and evaluating materials.
5. Comprehending a sequence of events, simultaneous events, and cause-

effect relationships.
6. Discriminating between fact and opinion.
7. Drawing conclusions and making sound inferences.
8. Developing various speeds of reading based on the types of material

being read or the purpose for reading.
Every teacher in the school system. from kindergarten to twelfth grade

77121St of necessity be a teacher of reading.

The junior high and senior high schools give systematic attention to teach-
ing children to read better.

In the early clays of American public education, it was assumed that
a student learned to read in the primary gt :ides and from then on lie read
to learn. Today, we know that a student continues to refine and extend
his learning skills throughout his years of foimal schooling. Certainly,
every junior and senior high school must give systematic attention to
teaching students 'to read better. In order to accomplish this, every secon-
dary school should provide:

I. Developmental ruling for most students. This instruction is de-
signed to continue the refinement of the same types of skills and
abilities that were introduced in the elementary school. This should
be mandatory for every student in grades seven through nine and
for selected students in grades ten through twelve.

9. Corrective reading for those students who are not reading up to
capacity but have no severe reading problems. This instruction can
be provided in the classroom by a developmental reading teacher or
by the subject matter specialist.

3. Reir Mial reading for those students who are seriously retarded in
readIng and who need highly specialized diagnosis and individual
instruction. The student may need to be taught as an individual
in a clinic or in very small groups by -a specialist.

4. Power reading for those students who wish to achieve power in speed
and comprehension above that normally expected at their grade
levels. This type of reading program is especially desirable for those

'Henry A. Bamman, el al., Reacting instruction in lhe Secondary Schools (New York:
David McKay Co 19(11), pp. 135-53.
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who plan to enter college where competition is keen. These students
will work individually with specialized materials and equipment in
a reading improvement laboratory under supervision of a specialist.

Children not only learn the skills of reading but also learn to enjoy reading.
Educators have for several years considered the school library an essential

component of a good reading program,. yet many schools are operating
without a library or with very inadequate library facilities. Every atten-
dance center should have a well-stocked central library which will provide
reading materials to meet the varied interests of the students enrolled in
the center. This variety of multilevel materials should be available to accom-
modate the wide range of reading ability found among students, Time
should also be provided for browsing, selecting, and free reading during
the school day.

Suitable classroom collections can be checked out from the central
libraries to accommodate varied interests related to subjects under con-
centrated study at the time. Traveling libraries may be necessary for use
in sparsely settled areas.

Children should be encouraged to start their own library collections.
Attention should be given to paperback books, which are becoming readily
accessible and inexpensive. Due to the large number of books which are
published each year, it would be possible for a student to have a steady diet
of mediocre books. Care must be taken to see that children are introduced
to some of the best literature at the proper age and stage of development.

It is recommended that every elementary school should have:
1. A central library.
2. A teacher librarian (six hours of library science) or a part-time pro-

fessionally trained librarian.
3. A minimum budget of 3 to 5 percent of the total school budget for

printed materials.
An approved collection of 15 books per pupil, or 1,500 books, which-
ever is larger.

5. A balance of books to meet ;d1 reading levels.
6. A balance of books to provide for informational and recreational

needs of pupils.
7. Classification by Dewey Decimal System.
8. Additional materials to the abovean appropriate set of encyclo-

pedias, miabridged dictionary, atlas, current almanac, magazines
children's and teachers), professional hooks for teachers.

The American Library Association recommends that secondary schools
with 200 to 550 students should have:

I.

9.

A school library area with seating space for at least 15 to 55 students.
A minimum book collection of 6,000 to 10,000 hooks, 120 magazine
subscriptions, three to six newspapers, and an extensive collection of
pamphlets.
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3. A budget of at least . to 5 percent of the total school budget forprinted materials pin!: another 3 to 5 percent. for audio-visualmaterials.
collection of professional materials for the school faculty.

One full-time librarian and one full-time clerk'
The program provides ael Timely for children with extreme disability andfor the superior reader.

Oircrvations of existing developmental reading progra:as indicate thatthe imtruction is generally dire cted toward the average students in thegrouo. In recent years more :talon 11:-Is been given to those individualswho, or it variety of reasons, do ..!ot rear.. up to their :ability_ Other studentsmay not be reading up to grade olacenttznt level. An often neglected groupof st rents are those who ma IA. reading "on grade level" but should bereaditg "above grade level.- Research indicates that between 10 to 15 per-cent of the student population may be classified a, disabled readers andneed remedial instruction. As n_any as 3 percent nay have more severereading problems and need to be referred to a reading clinic.
An adequate testing program should be provided to determine thosestudents in the class who may need to 1 singled out for help either in oroutside the regular classroom. Such a sting program ought to include:
I. An intelligence test to be used in determining capacity. test thatdoes not involve reading should H utilized..9 A group achievement test to mea-Are achievement in areas such asvocabulary, comprehension, and rate of reading.
3. A group diagnostic reading test ror all children in the class todetermine specific skills which net_ I to be worked on by the entiregroup or.individual students in the class.I. Au individual diagnostic reading test to determine specific areas ofweakness for all those suulents who have nnaceptable differencesbetwec!t capacity and achievement.
As a result of the testing program, students could be classified NS follows:
Normal Vogress studentsthose students who are working up to capacity(this may alot be up to grade level).
Correctivc rasesthose individuals who may be deficient in ( tic or morereading skills, for which suitable corn-ct:ln can be given in the class-room by the classroom teat

Cas0-1.110Se ctrl;- its Who re .vorking consit'Lfrablv below,..parity and can be heip:o Host by a reading I( .cher workingx.,th one indivi(i tag or a Suomi group of mutlents.
ricersthose student 0 are sevc!riv retardc .c .ding and,in addition, have psycholo,_;+c ai nd physio p1 1_113t requirethe professional assistance ,.;tcling therapist, psyco :sts. psychia-'rists, and social workers.

1nit.ricar, Library Association,
for ,School Library l'i'ogratas. !It:WY )1).
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The teacher keeps records on a student's progress and passes these records
on to the next teacher.

As the student progresses through grades K-12, adequate records need
to be maintained of his progress in his acquisition of reading skills, as well
as some record of his reading interests. It should be possible for a teacher to
analyze the past records and be able to estimate the student's instructional
level without a loss of valuable time. Such records should be confidential.

lost commercially developed forms do not include adequate informa-
tion on reading. A special reading profile sheet could be developed and
inserted in the cumulative record folder. The record should include infor-
mation concerning:

1. Reading expectancy levels based on 1.Q. and/or capacity test results.
Reading achievement test scores.

:i. Diagnostic test results.
'1. Informal test results.
r. Record of basic readers or other reading materials which the student

has used (levels of materials must be recorded). .

Ii. Record of books and materials the student has read independently.
More complete case studies will need to be developed for the students

who are referred to special classes or clinics for reading instruction.
a student transfers to another school the records should be forwarded.

Parents arc kept informed about the reading program.
The teacher as the professional person does and should play the major

role in teaching the student to read. However, some parents often desire
to assist the teacher in the reading instruction. The child is only in school
six hours a day for 180 days in the school year. The parents have much more
contact with the student than the teacher. The parents, should be kept
informed about the reading program and should be briefed as to how they
can help.

There are many things which parents can do in creating a desire on
the part of the student to read, as well as helping him to develop a positive
attitude concerning the value of reading. Sonic activities which parents can
be responsible for include:

1. Reading extensively to the student, starting early in the pre-school
years and continuing as the child begins and progresses in school. The
child's reading interest is usually two or more years beyond his read-
ing ability. Even after a student is in junior and senior high school
there can be oral reading sessions where the student participates as
a member of the family's reading team.

2. Relating the child's reading to his interests, encouraging the child
to pursue his interests And to develop new ones. Help him to find
reading material relatiug to his interests.

:1. Providing many books and other reading materials in the home.
4. Giving the child as. many background experiences as possible. Every

first-hand experience will aid the student in acquiring an interpreta-
tive ability in reading.



5. Setting an example by reading themselves.
G. Keeping the student well and rested. A tired, irritable student is not

ready to read. Avoid absences.
7. Keeping informed about his child's progress in reading. Make the

parent-teacher conference really count. Ask the teacher if there is
anything special that he can do.

8. Praising the student for his accomplishments in reading. Remember
that learning to read is a difficult taskmore difficult for some than
for others. Help each child set reasonable goats for himself and then
accept what he can do. Avoid comparing one child unfavorably with
others in his family.

9. Trying not to become tense or outwardly worried about his child's
reading. Students reflect this tenseness, and this complicates the
problem.

10. As the chili' progresses through school and home work becomes more
frequent, rroviding a proper place and time to study.

THE STAFF NECESSARY TO PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

Every child should have a regular classroom teacher who has adequate
preparation. The International Reading Association believes that classroom
teachers of reading should possess a bachelor's degree, including courses in
child or adolescent psychology, educational psychology, educational measure-
ment, and child or adolescent literature.

The elementary teachers should have a minimum of six semester hours
in accredited reading courses. The courses shoUld cover the following areas:

General Background
The nature of language
Psychology of the reading process

Interrelationship of activities and outcomes in the four language.
arts
Nature and scope of the reading program

Reading Skills and Abilities
Vocabulary development.

Pre-reading readiness abilities
Readiness for reading at any level
Word recognition skills (including word analysis)

Reading comprehension abilities, including critical reading
Interpretive oral reading

Diagnosis and Remedial Teaching
Techniques for evaluation of progress

Difficulties frequently experienced by children in learning to read
Diagnostic techniques that can be used by the classroom teacher

Differentiation of instruction to fit individual capabilities
Corrective methods for use in the classroom



Organi.!ation of the Reading Program
Classroom organization for reading

Varied approaches to reading instruction
Planning a reading lesson

aterials
--Knowledge and use of basic and supplementary materials Of instruc-

tion
Selection of suitable reading materials
Knowledge of children's literat tire

Application of Reading Skills
Skills needed for reading in content fields
Qualities to be appreciated in literature
Fostering lifetime use of reading

The secondary teachers who are primarily responsible for developmental
reading should have one or more courses in reading which cover the fol-
lowing areas:

General Background
The nature of language
The psychology of the reading process
Interrelationship of activities and outcome in teaching the four

language arts
Overview of reading in the elementary school

Nature and scope of the reading program at the secondary level

Reading Skills and Abilities
Readiness for reading at the secondary level

Word recognition skills
Vocabulary development
Interpretative oral reading
Critical reading
Improvement of silent reading and reading rate

Diagnosis and Remedial Teaching
Evaluation of pupil progress
Differentiation of instruction to challenge individuals, including
diagnosis and correction of student problems

Organization of the Reading Program
Varied approaches to reading instruction at the 'secondary level

Materials
Materials of reading instruction

Application of Reading Skills
Varying the approach to reading

Reading in specific content areas
Reading a variety of mass media
Qualities to be appreciated in literature

Fostering lifetime use of reading
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Every attendance center should have access to reading specialists. Thereading specialist may be designated as that individual who works directlyor indirectly with those pupils who have failed to benefit from regularclassroom instruction in reading, and/or who works with teachers andadMinistralors to improve and coordinate the total reading program ofthe school. For those persons spending the majority of their time in develop-mental or remedial reacting activities, additional preparation is needed. In1965 the Internatienal Reading Association's Professional Standards Com-mittee formulated the Following minimum standards for reading specialists:I. A minimum of three years of successful teaching and/or clinicalexperience
1.1. A master's degree with a major emphasis in reading, or its equiva-lent of a bachelor's degree plus 30 graduate hours in reading andrelated areas as indicated below:

A. A minimum of 12 semester hours in graduate level readingcourses with at least one course in each of the following:1. Foundations or survey of reading
2. Diagnosis and correction of reading disabilities:1. Clinical or laboratory practicum in readingB. An additional minimum of 12 semester hours from the follow-ing cDttrSCS:

. ;Measurement and/or evaluation2. Child and/or adolescent psychology or development3. Personality and/or mental hygiene
1. Literature for children and/or adolescents5. Educational psychology

ti. Organization and supervision of reading programs7. Research and the literature in readiLg
S. Linguistics
9. Comm unica I ions

10. Curriculum
C. The remainder of semester hours from additional courses under11A, I I B, and/or related areas such as:

1. Foundations of education
2. Guidance
3. Speech and hearing
-1. Exceptional child

In order to prepare adequately the classroom teachers, every college oruniversity which offers teacher education programs should have on its staffan individual who has the training and experience to provide the specialcourses in reading which are needed.
There should also be at least One school in a state or geographical regionwhich offers adequate graduate work to prepare the reading specialistsneeded in the state or area involved.
It may he desirable that the staff members at the college or universitylevel be consultant-professors who are employed jointly by the public schoolsand the institutions of higher education. These individuals would be in a
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position to offer consultant service and to assist in the devolopment of effec-
tive in-service programs in the public schools, as well as having respon-
sibility for the reading courses taken by pre-service teachers. Both programs
should benefit mutually from such an arrangement.

THE ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS NECESSARY
FOR AN OPTIMUM READING PROGRAM

The basis for a sound reading program begins in the individual class-
room with the classroom teacher. The teacher in turn operates within
the attendan. .center to which he is assigned with the aid of the special
programs and services provided at that level. As in other areas of instruc-
tion, not all programs and services in reading can be provided at the atten-
dance center level. Some can most efficiently and economically be provided
for at the administrative district level, some at an intermediate unit level,
and others at the state and national levels. Presented below are the programs
and services in the area of reading instruction which can best be provided
at each level.

Every Elementary Attendance Center Should Provide

.... developmental reading instruction at all levels.
w-Al-qualified.classroom teachers with at least six semester hours in

accredited reading courses.
-I reading specialist to work with the 10 to 15 percent of the student

body who may need remedial work outside the classroom. If the attendance
center is small, he may work with more than one center.

.... a variety of instructional materials in reading and the content fields
to meet the varied needs and interests of the pupils in the school.

....room libraries to meet the immediate interests of the students.

.... a central library to meet the wide range of interests and reading
abilities of the students enrolled.

Every Secondary Attendance Center Should Provide

.... developmental reading instruction for all seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade students. Instruction in developmental reading should also be pro-
vided for those tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students who can profit
from such instruction. This instruction may be given by the English or
core teachers.

.... instruction in specific reading skills demanded by their respective
subjects by all teachers in the content areas. Instructiom:i materials of vary-
ing degrees of difficulty must be made available in each subject area.

.... a reading laboratory with a reading specialist in charge to provide
for remedial reading instruction. The reacting laboratory should also be
available for the superior students who desire more advanced instruction
in reading skills.

.... a central library to provide for the wide variety of reading interests
and ability represented by the students enrolled.
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Every Administrative District Should Provide

... a reading specialist at the administrative level who will be respon-
sible for coordinating all reading programs in the elementary and secondary
attendance renters in the district.

.... an in-service program for all teachers responsible for developmental
reading. This in-service program would be designed to supplement the pre-
service training and keep teachers abreast of new research and instructional
material.

....an in-service program for all teachers of the content fields to pre-
pare them to teach effectively the reading skills needed in their areas of
specialization. Many of these teachers will not have had previous instruc-
tion in this area.

....adequate consultation in the development of Title I reading pro-
grams in the eligii)le attendance centers.

adequate supervision for the central libraries in the various attend-
ance centers. This will be needed especially where teacher-librarians arc
concerned. Central purchasing- of books should be utilized for most eco-
nomkal expenditure of the local library budget as well as Title II funds.

....a central distribution point for reading tests, materials, and equip-
ment which would not necessarily be needed in every attendance center.
These materials could probably be handled by time multi-media center.

....an adequate testing program in each attendance center. Testing
services not available at this level could possibly be secured at the inter-
mediate unit level.

.... reading clinic services neded by the approximately '3 to 5 percent
of time students involved. If such service is not available at this level, it
should be secured from the intermediate unit or a nearby college or uni-
versi ty.

action research in reading in each of the attendance centers.

Every Intermediate Unit Should Provide

....reading consultant service to the reading specialists on the staI15 of
time administrative districts in the area. It is possible in some areas that this
service may he provided by a consultant-professor who is employed jointly
by an area college or university and the intermediate unit.

adequate psychological services not provided by the administrative
district. Again these services might be provided in conjunction with area
colleges or universities.

....adequate reading clinic services which arc not provided for by small
administrative units. These services might be in cooperation with an area
college or university.

....specialized in-service programs where outstanding leaders in the
field are brought into a central locality for short-term workshops.

, stimulation for innovation in the area of reading instruction. Ade-
quate evaluation of innovative programs should be conducted before these
programs are recommended for mass .utilization.
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Every State Department of Public Instruction Should Provide
.... a reading specialist on the staff who will coordinate all the activities

related to reading within the state, He will serve as a consultant to admin-
istrative dtricts and intermediate units in their relationships with the
U.S. Office of Education, and advise and assist the State Title I director in
relation to reading projects.

.... the psychological services not adequately provided for by the
administrative district or by the intermediate unit.

.... direction and coordination of research and dissemination of infor-
mation related to reading.

The U.S. Office of Education Should Provide
.... through the national office or through the various regional labora-

tories, basic research that will lead to continued improvement of instruction
in reading.

continued support of the summer institute programs as well as
the graduate fellowship programs for the preparation of reading teachers
and specialists.

.... continual support of educationally sound Title 1 reading projects
for the educationally deprived.

....help in establishing and financing reading clinics ii. those sparsely
populated and economically deprived areas of the nation which cannot be
adequately supported through local initiative.

SUMMARY

In order to provide the kind of reading instruction needled by each
student KI2, consideration must be given to the following:

1. THERE musT BE A PROGRAM OF READING BASED UPON SOUND PHILOSOPHY
AND RESEARCH.

. . Children will be taught on levels at. which they can read success-
fully

.... Classrooms are organized so the teacher can teach effectively

.... A variety of materials and equipment is used
Adequate attention is given to sequential skill development

.... Subject matter teachers teach the special vocabulary and reading
skills related to their subjects

. junior and senior high schools continue the systematic program of
skill building begun in the elementary grades

. Children learn not only the skills of reading but also enjoyment
of reading

. Children with extreme disabilities as well as the superior readers
are adequately provided for

. Individual records are maintained and these records are passed
on to the next teacher

.. Parents are considered as part of the team and kept informed about
the remlinc, nroirrim



II. THERE MUST BE A STAFF ADEQUATELY PREPARED TO CARRY OUT THE
PRORGAM.

.... Elementary teachers have a minimum of six semester hours in
accredited reading courses

. . Secondary teachers who are primarily responsible for develop-
mental reading have at least one course in the area of reading

.... All teachers of the content fields assume responsibility for teach-
ing reading skills necessary for success in those subjects. Training
of these teachers may require an in-service program.
Reading specialist must have a master's degree with a major empha-sis in reading. Specialists must be available to teach remedial read-
ing, supervise reading laboratories, and conduct in-service pro-grams.
Consultant-professors with advanced training in reading could
be employed jointly by public schools and institutions of higher
education for pre-service and in-service training of classroom
teachers and reading specialists.

III. THERE MUST BE AN ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERN THAT WILL PERMIT THE
STAFF TO FUNCTION MOST EFFECTIVELY.

Every Elementary Attendance Center Should Provide
.... developmental reading instruction for all
.... a reading specialist to work with students in remedial reading out-

side the classroom
-I variety of instructional materials

.... a room library to meet the immediate interests of students

.... a central library to meet the wide range of interests and abilities
Every Secondary Attendance Center Should Provide
.... developmental reading for all 6th-7th-8th grade students and thosein grades 9-12 who can profit from such instruction
.... adequate instruction in reading skills peculiar to each .academicarea
.... a reading laboratory for remedial and power reading instruction
Every Administrative District Should Provide
... a leading specialist to coordinate all reading programs

.... an in-service program to keep all teachers abreast of new research
and instructional materials
a central distribution point for reading tests, materials, and equip-
ment
an adequate testing program
action research in reading in each attendance center

Every Intermediate Center Should Provide
consultant service to reading specialists on the staffs of adminis-
trative districts in the area
psychological services not provided by the administrative districts
stimulation for innovation in the area of reading instruction
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Every State Department of Public Instruction Should Provide

....a reading specialist to coordinate all the activities related to read-
ing within the state

. psychological services not adequately provided for by other admin-
istrative units

.... direction and coordination of research and dissemination of infor-
mation

The U.S. Office of Education Should Provide
cumulation of basic research that will lead to continued improve-
ment in reading instruction

.... institutes and fellowship programs for the preparation of reading
teachers and specialists

.... continued support of Title I projects for the educationally deprived

.... help in establishing and financing of reading clinics in sparsely
populated and economically deprived areas
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CHAPTER 7

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL ED UCATION
AND

SCHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Dr. Byrl Shoemaker
Past President America Vocational Association

Director Division of Vocational Education
The State Department of Education

Columbus, Ohio

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the nation, there is a massive expansion in the area of voca-

tional and technical educationa massive expansion, encouraged and sup-
ported by government, business, industry, school administrators, parents, and
students. This growth of interest is indicated in the raw figures on the
growth of programs throughout the nation.

In 1963 there was a total of 4,217,198 youth and adults served by voca-
tional education programs reported to the Division of Vocational Education
in the U. S. Office of Education. Preliminary figures for the fiscal year just
closing as of July 1, 1967, show an enrollment for that year of slightly over
7,000,000.

This phenomenal growth in vocational education programs and the
projected growth based on facilities already under construction point to the
fact that vocational education is being accepted truly as an important part
of the total educational program and as one of the weapons in the war on
social and economic problems that have faced every great civilization. The
further growth of vocational education is predicted on the basis of the
continuation of our technological evolution and the interest throughout our
nation in overcoming some of the social problems that no civilization has
ever solved.

The growth in productivity during the-industrial revolution was brought
about by making men slaves to machines. The technological evolution which
we are undergoing is freeing men from that slavery. The price of this free-
dom is increased knowledge and skills required to serve as master of the:
machines. The jobs that will be available in the world of today and to-
morrow will be for people who "know something" and "can do something."
The man who earns his living with his back is going:out of business.

Our society is also determined to bring the benefits of that society to all
citizens, including those who in previous societies were considered "un-
fortunates" and were only tolerated as a necessary evil. As efforts are made
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to integrate all peopi regardless of race, creed, or color into the mainstream
of our economic life. it has become increasingly evident that education is a
ladder from the pit of poverty for most of the unfortunate people, and that
vocational education provides many important rungs on that ladder.

As vocational education becomes increasingly important in our economy
and as increased efforts are made to bring the benefits of such programs to
more youth and adults, it is important that careful consideration be given
to the types of vocational education programs and the program organiza-
tion which can best perform the tasks assigned to it.

This position paper suggests some principles and practices of vocational
and technical education for the public education system.

IDENTIFYING VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
The terms "vocational education" and "technical education" often are

used interchangeably in public education to describe the same types of
programs. Within the framework of this description, however, the terms
will be used to describe companion programs, but programs which have
different goals and different purposes, and serve different types of occupa-
tions.

There are no legal definitions of these terms, so it cannot be said that
anyone is using them incorrectly. However, if we want to talk about two
different types of education, both related to occupations in business and
industry, it is feasible to define these terms to identify these different levels.

A definition or description of vocational education concerned with
skilled level occupations in the areas of construction, maintenance, repair,
servicing and production can be worded as follows:

The primary purpose of vocational education is to equip persons for
useful employment. The program is designed to serve the needs of people
in two distinct groups: first, adults who have entered upon, and, second,
youth and adults who are preparing to enter, occupations in agriculture,
business, homemaking, distribution, trade, and industrial fields requiring
less than a college degree.

Vocational education helps to give definite purpose and meaning to
education by relating it to occupational goals. It provides the technical
knowledge and work skills necessary for employment, but it is more in-
clusive than trainHg For job skills. It develops abilities, attitudes work
habits, and ap-ire:-iatns which contribute to a satisfying and pr.:lactive
life.

Vocational edicaLnn contributes to the general educational needs of
youth, such as cizensLip, respect for others, and acceptance of responsibili-
ties; but it makr-s its trrique contribution in the field of the preparafon for
work. It is a punt of well rounded program of studies aimed at develop-
ing qualified eff&cient workers. It recognizes that the American worker should
be competentionomically, socially, emotionally, physically, and in <t civic

sense.
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The uniqueness of vocational education programs in our public schools
is in their contribution to the skills and technical knowledge required for
employment. Recognizing the needs of youth and adults for instruction in a
field of occupations. no public high school or public school system Call be
classified as comprehensive unless the educational oflerings include a com-
prehensive vocational education program to serve youth and adults.

Technical education, on the other hand, as the term will be used in this
report, is concerned with design. development, testing., supervision, or mid-
management functions. The technician does not replace the professional
person or the skilled worker. He does, however, enable the professional per-
son to work at his highest level of educational training by providing sup-
portive services. The technician also enables the skilled worker to function
effectively and economically Elliot* coordinative and interpretive func-
tions which he serves between the professional and the skilled worker.

Technical education is a new level of education in keeping with our tech-
nological revolution and the changing needs of both people and business
and industry in our economy. This new level of education is planned to
prepare paraprofessionals in two-year post-high school programs to support
the professional people in engineering, business, agriculture, distribution,
health, and public service occupations. Such paraprofessionals can be pre-
pared in two-year post-high school technical education programs to work
in a team relationship with both the professional people and the people at
the skilled or vocational levels of employment.

Both vocational and technical education may at times be lumped under
die one term "vocational education," since the Vocational Education Act of
196:i and Title VIII of the National Defense Education Act, establishing
Title III of the George-Barden Act, both include technical education as a
part of the overall vocational education function. It is essential, however,
that these two separate functions be identified clearly for one purpose; the
curriculum, facilities, instructional materials, student goals, and minimum
levels for successful achievement are normally different.

BASIS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Even the early theorists in the area of education, while lacking the sup-
port of educational psychology, recognized and understood the need for an
experience-centered currict t lum. Rousseau, Froebel, and Pestalozzi all pointed
toward the need to involve the children's ongoing experiences in life within
the learning process.,

During these early days, however, there was little necessity for vocational
education, since the learning of work skills was a function of the family or
the ongoing society in which they lived. The emphasis placed 1113011 the
importance of the relating of the child's home and work experiences, in
terms of his school work, was based on the necessity of using such an experi-
ence base as support for the teaching of reading, writing, arithmetic, and
other basic educational functions important to the changing society.
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Essentially, John Dewey. one of our modern theorists in the area of

education, synthesized some of the learning theory of the former leaders in

the field of education as he propounded his concept of learning by doing.

The learning by doing theory did not, however, fit easily into the subject-

centered curriculum that had grown in our public schools. In too many

cases. the interpretation was made that activity, however meaningless, would

be a basis for learning, or resulted in the acceptance of an extreme permis-

sive concept of "What do you want to do today, children?" The educators

who attempted to introduce the concepts of Dewey on-these bases missed the

whole point of the early leaders in learning theory, who deduced that the

curriculum should be experience-centered, but experience-centered in terms

of things meaningful to the youth from the standpoint of either their goals

or the society in which they live.

The principles of learning developed as a result of educational experi-

ments in clinical psychology support both the basic theses of the early

educational theorists and the concepts of John Dewey. Some of the common

peinciples of learning which serve as a basis for instruction in education

and certainly have a direct application in the field of vocational education

e as follows:
I. We learn best when we are ready to learn. When we have a strong

purpose, a well-fixed reason for learning something, it is easier to

receive the instruction. and to make progress in learning.

2. The more often we use what we have learned, the better we can

perform or understand it.
If the things we have learned are useful and beneficial to us, so that

we are satisfied with what we have accomplished, we retain better

what we have learned.
4. Learning something new is made easier if the learning can be built

upon something we already know. It is best to start with simple steps

which relate to things we can now do or which we already under-

stand.
5. Learning takes place by doing. Before the learning can become com-

plete, we must put into practice what we are attempting to learn.

Vocational education is an experience-centered curriculum, accepting

and making application of the basic principles of learning. Vocational and

technical education are not disciplines, but they cut across and draw content

from a number of disciplines and from the practical work of the world. The

contribution of vocational education is the blending of theoretical knowl-

edge from the disciplines with the practical experiences and requirements

of entry jobs, recognizing the nature of the work of the world. In vocational

and technical education we blend together the principles of mathematics

and science, skills and technical knowledge into a mixture which will help

youth and adults to enter and adjust to employment opportunities or to

upgrade themselves in their chosen field of work.

A preparatory program of vocational education is essentially a "core"

program. built around the "pegged-core" concept of Dr. .-4:Tberty, Profes-
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sor Emeritus, Ohio State University. The vocational and technical educationprograms take the students' choice of occupation as the core,of the programand build around this occupational choice the necessary skills, technicalknowledge, work habits, attitudes, and job adjustment information necessaryto enter employment in their chosen occupation upon graduation.
The principles underlying vocational and technical education, in termsof its goal to serve youth and adults and their needs in preparation foremployment, and the principles underlying the organiLation and operationof" such programs are educationally sound. While there have been somefailures in the practice of vocational education, such failures have oftenbeen caused by a lack of acceptance of vocational education as an integralpart of the total educational process and the relegating of students in soniccenters to vocational education programs in which they cannot succeed. Thelarge majority of the vocational education programs throughout the nationhave been successful in providing sound education to youth and adults.

The majority of the criticisms of vocational education tend to comefrom some major cities in which the facilities and equipment within theirvocational programs have become antiquated. The occupational goals ofthe programs have not changed and broadened with the changing times,but the type of student enrolled has changed to the point where those en-rolled cannot succeed in terms of the goals of the programs. Too often,these sad situations are the ones that gain the headlines instead of the largenumber of high-quality -vocational programs operated under public educa-t ion

Annually, a follow-up study, in terms of placement of graduates, is con-ducted in the state of Ohio, and such a study was made in 1964 covering afour-year period of time involving graduates from vocational programs.Annually, the placement of graduates shows the viability of the programs,not only in terms of the overall placement, but also in terms of placementof graduates into the occupations for which they were trained. Only thefield of agriculture shows a need for major changes in program orientationin relationship to job placement. The four-year follow-up study completedin 1964 showed that 95 percent of the graduates were employed and that65 percent of the graduates were working in occupations utilizing directlythe skills awl knowledges learned in their vocational programs.
A study by the American Institutes for Research dealing with the subject"Vocational EducationThe Process and the Product" summarizes the resultof their studies covering 10,000 students in 30 states as follows:

Vocational graduates get their first full-time job after graduation muchquicker than do academic graduates. The average time to get a first full-time job for vocational graduates is less than six weeks. Fifty percent gettheir first full-time job within two weeks after graduation.
Vocational graduates enjoy substantial greater employment security thando academic course graduates without college education. The median1953-1962 graduate was 95 percent fully employed.
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Vocational graduates have greater accumulated earnings over the eleven-
year period covered by the survey than do academic course graduates with
no college education.

About 50 percent of the vocational graduates enter into the trades for
which trained or highly related occupations. Another 15 percent enter
occupations that are somewhat related to the trade studied in high school.

The percentage of vocational graduates who enter the trades for which
trained rises and falls with the general level of the U.S. economy. In the
recession year of 1958, only 28 percent of the graduates entered the trades
for which they were trained.

Negro vocational graduates have more difficulty getting their first full-
time job, enjoy substantially less employment security, earn significantly
less pay, and are much less likely to enter the trade for which trained
than while vocational graduates. Fewer than 17 percent of the Negro
graduates were able to get their first full-time job in the trade for which
trained. (It should be noted that lack of enrollment is probably due to
tl,, lack of opportunity for employment for youth of the minority race in
sk.:,led occupations during the period of time covered by the study.)

Of the vocational graduates who obtained jobs in the trade for which
trained in high school, 50 percent reported they were "exceptionally well
prepared," Another 45 percent reported "on the whole, well prepared."

There is very little mobility among vocational course graduates. Less than
three percent obtained their first full-time job by moving to another city.
Eleven years after graduation, 87 percent still reside and work in the city
in which they went to school. Another ten percent have made only one
new city move in the eleven-year period.

A comparison of vocational and academic graduates without a college
education reveals no difference in conversational interests, leisuretime
activities, and affiliation with community organizations. The findings con-
tradict the contention that the vocational graduates are more poorly
educated than academic graduates from the standpoint of education of
the "WT101.' person."

F.! ty 15 percent of the vocational graduates went to college, about
42 percent reported having had some type of formal post-high school
education. Most attended private and public adult-level trade and tech-
nical schools and company courses.

A review also of the Manpower Development and Training programs
which grow out of expressed needs for employment on the part of business
and industry points to a high correlation between programs organized on
this basis and the ongoing vocational programs called "traditional" within
the public schools.

Every set of goals for educat',on, starting from the seven cardinal prin-
ciples of education, following through the ten imperative needs of youth and
the developmental needs of youth as expressed by Havighurst, have in-
dicated vocational education as one of the goals of education for those youth
who are not preparing for college. Preparation for a vocation has often been
established as a goal of education, but ignored in terms of implementation
in our secondary schools and post-secondary institutions.
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Public education has continued to ignore the earlier maturity of our
youth and the importance of goal-centered education for them as they reach
the important age of 16. We have recognized the need for changes in edu-
cation at the point of their physiological change at age 12 or 1'3, but have
failed to give consideration to perhaps the even more important psycho-
logical change at age 16. Acceptance of the premise that the theory under-
lying vocational education is sound imposes a responsibility to look for
practices implementing the theories.

ECONOMIC BASIS FOR THE NEED OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The industrial revolution brought on the new age of productivity, pro-
viding more goods and More services to more people. While this revolu-
tion relieved the backs of men from the drudgery of heavy labor, in many
cases it made men slaves to machines, with the men feeding the machines
raw material and hauling off the completed work. While skilled occupa-
tions were always important and a skilled worker, except in the depression
of the MO's, was always in demand, the mass of unskilled and semi-skilled
jobs within industry permitted youth the opportunity of graduating from
high school. entering an unskilled job, and then working on the unskilled
job until he could obtain a higher position or earn a living at the produc-
tion-type job.

Our economy is now undergoing a technological evolution in which man
has become the master of the machine, rather than the slave. The price of
this change is increased skill and technical knowledge in available jobs and
the loss of the unskilled job. Secretary of Labor Wirtz made the challenge
of the technological age clear in the following statement before a general
subcommittee on education in Congress:

There was a place in the old work force for the boy or girl who left
high school. either dropping out, or with a diploma in hand, and entered
the work force with no skilled training. He or she could, and did take an
unskilled job and worked up from there. Now, such jobs arc vanishing.
and so, today, there are 700,000 sixteen- to twenty-year-olds out of work
and out of school. Every American youngster has to be given today, as a
part of his education, some know-how about making a living, which
means for a great many of them, vocational education.

A review of a June, 1965, report on unemployment in a midwestern state
reveals that when the unemployment of males is considered by each cate-
gory, the largest percentage of unemployment exisits among the youth be-
tween the ages of 16 and 24, and that the vast majority of the unemployed
in this category are classed as unskilled workers. A study by the State Un-
.emploYment Service of the unemployed youth in this age range indicated
that 139.4 percent of this group had absolutely no skills to sell to an em-
ployer. The facts point to the great need in the youth group for preparatory
training for employment.

The need for upgrading courses for employed workers is in evidence,
particularly for the worker 35 years of age or older. Both upgrading and re-
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training courses are important for the worker in the 45 years of age and
over category.

Looking at the pattern for women, we find again that unemployment is
highest among the unskilled youth group. ; review of the unemployed youth
pattern would indicate that there is a need for training girls in Occupations
other than clerical and business occupations. Consideration should be given
for the training of girls and women as cosmetologists, dental assistants,
medical assistants, laboratory assistants, and in technical areas, as, food
service, food management, and child care workers, etc.

A study of the employment pattern within one midwestern state in-
dicates that in the 1960 census, 7.6 percent of the jobs in the work force
were classed as professional, requiring a baccalaureate degree or higher in
the field of education. This analysis of jobs available matched the study of
the census data which indicated that 7.2 percent of the adults above the
age of 21 had a baccalaureate degree from a college or university. As
projections indicate that the 7.(i percent of professional jobs in our work
force would increase to 11 to 12 percent by 1970, simple arithmetic would
indicate that 88 percent of our people are going to he employed in jobs
which do not require a baccalaureate degree.

A further study dealing with student educational patterns -within this
same midwestern state reveals that for every 100 students entering the first
grade, 75 will graduate from the ninth grade. 32 will start to college, and
14 will finish college. The 14 finishing college may be the most important
in terms of our economic and cultural growth, but the other 86 are also
important to our economy and our democracy. Vocational and technical
education is concerned with the 86 percent who will enter employment
without a baccalaureate degree.

It is a professional person's desire and an administrator's obligation to
project his plans as far into the future as possible. It is difficult, however,
to talk now about the preparation of youth and adults for jobs to be avail-
able in 1980. It is true that for some the academic studies will enhance their
chances for employment. The problem, however, is stated succinctly by
Grant Venn in the book entitled Alan, Education and Work, published by
the American Council on Education.

Their assumption seems to be that the best and only necessary prepara-
tion for a job today is the longest possible immersion in academic and
professional subjects.

This assumption at once fails to heed the factor of youth unemploy-
nient and misapprehends the relevance of general education. The liberal
or academic studies do enhance' the long-range civic and 'occupational
competence of a person; they do not, at least below the baccalaureate
degree level, and as a rule, qualify young people for meaningful job
entry.. The technological work world is one of specialization and sophisti-
cated skills, and being a "bright young man" cuts relatively little ice with
employers looking for skills to do some specific kind of work.

It is impossible for those of us in vocational education to project the job
pattern in 1980. it is within our range of abilities, however, to provide for
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sound entrance programs today, and to encourage a flexible curriculum,
flexible facilities, and flexible program offerings for those vocational edu-
cation programs now functioning within our individual states.

Vocational education is not the total answer to the overall unemploy-
ment problem resulting from cyclical and structural changes in our employ-
ment pattern. Vocational education is one of the answers for the unemployed
persons who wish to re-enter the labor market and for those in high school
or post-high school levels preparing to enter the labor market for the first
time. I would predict that when the answer to unemployment is found,
vocational education will have a prominent part in the solution. This pre-
diction is based upon the fact that the new technological evolution, brought
about by automation, has placed a premium upon preparation in skills and
technical knowledge for new jobs and has diminished the need for the un-

worker.

As our nation's government works frantically to. develop a "Great
Society," a greater and greater reliance is being placed upon the concept
of education as the only ladder out of a continuous poverty cycle.

AREAS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Agriculture
Vocational agriculture education offered in the high schools and area

vocational schools, and technical agriculture education offered at the tech-
nical institutes provide a source of trained people necessary for the agricul-
ture industry of a state. Vocational agriculture education is offered in most
rural schools. Specialized programs in horticulture, agricultural equipment
mechanics, and non-farm agricultural business and service often can be
made available only in area vocational schools and in some of the area
vocational centers of our major cities. The teaching of skills, knowledge,
and abilities necessary for employment in production and non-production
occupations is available to both high school and post-high school students.
The high school program through organized class instruction, laboratory
experience, and supervised occupational on-the-job experience provides the
student with the basic principles in agricultural production, mechanics,
management, and leadership. The specialized technical and related instruc-
tion given to the eleventh and twelfth year students prepares the students
to enter semi-skilled and skilled occupations in agriculture, including
farming.

The adult programs in vocational education and agriculture include
organized instructional programs for young and adult farmers and others
who engage in non-farm agricultural occupations. Manpower programs are
conducted for training and retraining individuals for production and non-
production agriculture. Special emphasis is often given to the young and
adult farmer programs in the area of farm business planning and analysis
from which management decisions are evolved.
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Home Economics

Vocational haute economics today has two purposes in education: (I) to
train for homemaking and family living, and (2) to train for occupations
directed toward gainful employment. The major areas of homemaking in-
struction at the secondary level include personal and family relationships,
home management, consumer competence and responsibility, care and guid-
ance of children, selection and care of the house and its furnishings, clothing
for individuals of the family, and food for the family.

The programs assist women in carrying out (itch- dual role of homemaker
and wage earner through services of the adult education program. Through
such adult programs, parent education is provided for both men and women.

The training of youth and adults for wage earning occupations under
t lona 1 home economics which require home economics knowledge and

skills and which lead directly to employment is another function of the
program. Such training programs prepare persons to be child care workers,
clothing service workers. food service assistants, homemakers' ,assistants for
homes and nursing homes. etsc. Wage earning programs in home economics
ace developed at the secondary, adult, and technical levels.

Business and Office Education
11.osiness and office education programs have been common in the public

schools from the junior high school on. Too often, however, such programs
have been a combination of personal use and practical arts, or exploratory
functions. ;Ind only a limited effort at vocational preparation.. major effort
in most such business programs has been in the area of stenography.

Vocational business and office education programs can be established
normally for the last two years of high school and in post-high school tech-
nical centers to prepare youth and adults for entrance into employment or
for upgrading into a higher level job.

Vocational business and office education programs arc being developed
based upon occupational goals of the students and providing sufficient depth
for preparation for entrance into employment. Seven vocational areas have
been identified in the field of business and office education, providing op-
portunities for vocational training in this field in keeping with different
interests and different ability levels. Six vocational areas are bookkeeping,
clerical, office machines, data processing, secretarial, and stenographic.

As in all areas of vocational education, all of the technical education
level programs are at the post-high school centers.

Distributive Education
The distributive education program is concerned with the preparation of

people for employment in the areas of retailing, wholesaling, or service. Such
programs are normally organized as cooperative programs and offered to
juniors and seniors in the public schools as a service to high school students,
In such cooperative programs, the students spend half of the day in school
and half of the day working in a business establishment in an occupation
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relating to the distribution of goods or services. In school, the student spendstwo periods studying merchandising and marketing and completing theschool subjects required for graduation.
Post-secondary technical and adult programs are offered in the field ofdistributive education, They emphasize management areas of retailing andwholesaling, and other areas such as hotel and motel management, foodservice. etc. Short courses are offered for adults for purposes of upgradingand retraining of those employed in the field of distribution or for thosewho wish to enter the field.

Trade and Industrial Education
There is virtually 110 limit to the variety of programs that can be offeredin the areas of trade and industrial education. The imagination of the ed-ucator. the vocational interests of the students, and the needs of employersfor a skilled work force are the only determining factors in the types of pro-grams offered. Trade and industrial education is a balance of study awlwork experience. This program develops the skills, technical knowledge,understanding, and work habits needed by individuals who desire to enterand make progress in employment. I t is of paramount importance that busi-ness. industry, and the public be made aware of tins type of education andgive active support for its further development.Some of the common areas of trade and industrial education for thehigh school level include machine trades, auto mechanics, basic electricityaml electronics, mechanical drafting, printing, welding, sheet metal work,bricklaying. carpentry, plumbing. and cosmetology.Post-high school technical education programs fall in the area of thosesupporting the field of engineering. Upgrading courses are offered in tradeand industrial education to employed workers, and preparatory programsare provided for out-of-schoo: youth and adults wishing to enter or re-enterthe labor market.

Areas specifically related to public service falling under the classificationof trade and industrial education include fire service training, emergencyand rescue training, custodial training, law enforcement training, school busdriver training, and training for health occupations. In many states thehealth occupations may fall under the broad area of trade and industrialeducation, since the original health occupations programs grew out of thebroad concept of public service training in the field of trade and industrialeducation.
Health occupations training is offered on the skilled or'vocational levelin both high school and post-high school programs, including preparatoryand upgrading training. Post-high school technical programs also are pro-vided in health occupations. Some of the common vocational programs inthe area of health occupations at the vocational level include those forpractical nursing, dental assistants, medical assistants, X-ray assistants,physical therapists assistants, etc. Associate degree programs for registerednursing would be included as post-high school technical programs in health.occupations.
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Technical Education
Throughout this paper, reference has been made to technical education

as an integral part of a total vocational and technical education program,
and reference has been made to technical education as a post-high school
program relating to the broad occupational areas. There is an evident need
throughout the nation for an expansion of this relatively new field in edu-
cation, an area of education more practical than the professional and more
theoretical than the vocational; an area of education worthy of a unique
position within the pattern of education, not as a watering down of pro-
fessional education, and not as an upward extension of vocational educa-
tion, but as a unique level of education t57 prepare persons for new levels
of employment in business, industry, agriculture, distribution, health, and
the social sciences as Para- professionals in a team relationship with a pro-
fessional. This need is based upon the increasing requirements in the pro-
fessional field, changes of assignment in the professional field, and the
shrinking percentage of professional persons in the population.

Technical education is a segment of education that is growing in keeping
with our technological evolution and with the changed needs of both people
and business and industry in our economy. This level of education is
planned to prepare Kara- professional people in two-year post-high school
programs to work in a team relationship with both the professional people
and the people at the skilled or vocational levels of employment.

Technical education is concerned with design, development, testing,
supervision, or mid- management functions, The technician does not replace
the professional person or the skilled worker. He does, however, enable the
professional person to work at his highest level of education and enables
the skilled worker to function effectively and economically through the co-
ordinative and interpretive functions which he serves between the profes-
sinnal and the skilled worker.

Examples of the team relationship of the technical level of employment
are as follows:

A. industrial
ProfessionalMechanical Engineer
TechnicalTool and Die Designer
SkilledTool and Die Maker
Semi-SkilledDrill Press Operator

B. Business
ProfessionalAccountant (College Graduate)
TechnicalBusiness Data Computer Programmer
SkilledUnit Record Operator
Semi-SkilledClerk

The possibilities for program development in the field of technical edu-
cation are limitless. Wherever 'there is a profession, and wherever the pro-
fession will accept a Para- professional, two-year post-high school technical
programs can be organized to prepare such Kara- professionals.
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PURPOSES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
As indicated earlier, the unique function of vocational and technical

education in the total pattern of education is to prepare youth and adultsfor employment. The concept of preparing a person for employment, how-
ever, now must go beyond the concept of providing skills and technical
knowledge necessary for entrance into employment. Vocational and tech-
nical education must accept the responsibility of preparing persons for em-
ployability. Skills and technical knowledge are essential and basic to employ-
ment, but our modern society places additional demands upon the person
desiring to enter business and industry.

These additional concerns involve literacy, mental and physical health,work habits and attitudes, interpersonal relationships, motivation, and ac-
ceptance of responsibilities of citizenship in his place of employment and inhis community.

Since the original vocational education act in 1918, vocational education
has assumed a responsibility for services to different age levels of students.Skill level programs were offered for high school youth in the areas of agri-
culture, distribution, homemakir , and trade and industrial education. For
those students with average or Letter I.Q.'s, post-high school vocational pro-
grams were offered on a preparatory basis, but such programs have not been
as numerous as the vocational programs for high school youth, even though
.on' changing patterns of employment and the growing unemployed groupin the ranks of the unemployed present a social problem. Additionally, voca-
tionally, vocational education has served in a commendable manner the
employed adults who need instruction for upgrading and apprentices who
need related technical instruction. Vocational education, however, tended to
ignore the needs of the less able students, the needs of the unemployed
adults, and the need for a massive expansion of vocational education op-portunities in a variety of occupations.

The Vocational. Education Act of 1963 and the Manpower Development
and Training Act of 1963 both pointed the way toward a broad expansion,
not only in the numbers enrolled in vocational education, but also in the
responsibilities to be assumed by public vocational education if it is to
prevent the establishment of a national system of vocational education.

Under the National Defense Education Act of 1958, which predated the
Iwo acts mentioned above, vocational education was given the impetus to
expand the area of post-high school technical education for the more able
out-of-school youth and adults. Vocational education accepted the respon-
sibility to add this very desirable program to the vocational education
offerings without a question.

The two 1963 acts mentioned above directed vocational education to
become more concerned with the underprivileged, the unemployed, and the
disadvantaged people in terms of the great social needs of our modern
economy. Vocational education, therefore, now has the responsibility of
serving socially and economically deprived students, the less able and the
underachievers, the average students, and the above average students. Voca-
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tional educators have been directed to have a concern not only for the
skills and technical knowledges of youth, but also for the physical, mental,
social, economic,.and educational needs of youth and adults.

One State Superintendent of Public Instruction placed the challenge
before his Division of Vocational Education staff in this manner: "Yes, I
know that you cannot enroll low ability students in a high-skill vocational
program; but my challenge to you is to develop a vocational program to
meet the needs of the less able student." The opportunity to serve the
socially and economically disadvantaged and less able and underachieving
students provides a challenge to the field of vocational education. With
state and fechrral funds providing the flexibility for programming, includ-
ing the opportunity to provide paid employment under the work-study
program of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to those students who
need money to stay in school, many states are making progress in the estab-
lishment of programs planned specifically for this group. Such programs are
based on preparation for occupations within the ability and interest range of
the group to he served. Programs planned for the less able and under-
achievers normally point toward the semi-skilled or single-skill occupations
and are identified as occupational level programs so as to place them in a
proper perSpective with the vocational skill level and the technical level
programs.

Experiences with dropouts enrolled voluntarily in a residential center
established with the help of Manpower Development and Training funds at
the Youngstown Air Force Base. near Youngstown, Ohio, revealed the fact
that over 50 percent of such dropouts had measurable physical rehabilita-
tion problems that had never been considered duffing the school career of
the youth. Asa result of this finding. an effort is being made to establish a
rehabilitation evaluation unit in cooperation with each area vocational
school established in Ohio.

Experiences with a work laboratory giing work experience to less able
youth prior to placement in business and industry in a semi- or single-
skill Occupation, combined with the concepts learned at the residential
center referred to above, have given birth to the idea of a center for school
disoriented youth for the major cities in Ohio. Plans for the center en-
vision a I program oriented heavily toward rehabilitation.

The purposes established for vocational education are broad enough to
be concerned with the needs of any youth or adult desiring preparation for
employment, retraining for re-entry into the labor force, or upgrading for
the employed worker who faces new tasks or wishes to prepare for advance-
ment. The only limitations to the breadth of services of vocational and
technical education are interest; ability to plan, innovate, and implement
new programs; and the availability of sufficient dollars to do the job.

QUALITY AND QUANTITY IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Quality

Flexihility is important. in the area of vocational education, in terms of
curriculum, facilities, and program offerings. But it should not imply a
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lower:ng of the investment of time by students in a program of -vocational
education in order to enhance their opportunities to enroll in the college
preparatory courses of mathematics and science and other related dis-
ciplines. There is a real question as to whether this type of flexibility im-
proves either the vocational education or the ability in mathematics and
science.

The Division of Vocational Education in Ohio, in cooperation with the
Ohio State University, has completed two research studies involving the
question of depth of training for students enrolled in vocational education.
From one study, it is evident that students enrolled in depth programs of
vocational education in the trade and industrial field achieved significantly
higher scores on trade achievement tests than did those students who en-
rolled in programs requiring less of the students' time for vocational educa-
tion and making available a greater portion of the students' time for liberal
and academic studies.

A further study of the report reveals that students enrolled in a more
flexible program, requiring less time in vocational areas, did not achieve
more in the areas of mathematics and science than did those enrolled in
depth programs of vocational education. To the contrary, those students
who remained in depth programs of vocational education requiring instruc-
tion in the math and science related to their trade showed a signific2.--;tly
higher achievement in the understanding of principles of mathematic- incl
science than did the students in the so-called "flexible programs." Too c cm,
the valne of sound vocational education programs to the total educaticntal
process has been adversely attacked by those with the idea that a coil,- (2

preparatory program is the ."general education" curriculum that all students
can and should follow.

The contribution of vocational education to the total curriculum is
alluded to by Dr. Conant in the January issue of Changing Times. Dr.
Conant was asked the question, "Suppose that one or more of the children
in a family are not interested in going to college?" His answer was, "Along
with its academic courses, the high school should offer a vocational program.
Ths, a boy could develop an occupational skill which would interest him,
such as automobile mechanics, tool and die work, or carpentry. This would
Also stimulate him to learn mathematics, history, social studies, and English,
since he now would see the point of it all. Girls might take such courses as
stenography, typing. or home economics."

The research study reported earlier as conducted by Ohio State Univer-
sity has indicated that for students other than the college bound, interest
and achievement in the areas of mathematics and science can be encouraged
by the following conditions:

I. The instruction is a required part of the vocational program.
2. The instruction is provided in a block of time separate from the skill

instruction, but correlated with such skill instruction.



3, The students are taught in homogeneous groups according to the
occupational area in which they are enrolled (i.e., machine trade, auto
mechanics, etc.)

1. The principles of science and functions of mathematics should be
taught in relation to the real problems in the occupation for which
the student is preparing.

5. The principles of science and the functions of mathematics are
selected on the basis of applicability to the occupational area and
taught at the "applied" rather than at the "proof" level,

.A report from one major city indicated that less than 15 percent of the
stodents were enrolled in the higher mathematics and science courses at the
eleventh and twelfth year levels. A much higher percentage of the students
need mathematics and science following graduation. Not all students need
the "proof" type of mathematics and science provided in the college prepa-
ratory mathematics and science courses. The students who are not going
on to college do not have the goal orientation necessary to encourage suc-
cess in the college prep classes, and many do, have the aptitude or ability
to succeed.

Often, a next attem :teci_ solution is the ezzablishment of general, shop,
or applied mathematics -:a es which place all students not in the college
prep:: alory courses in =hum classes together with all vocational students.
The i.story of such courses has been poor. The goal orientation in such
classes is no clearer for students not planning to go on to college than i,n the
colleg-- preparatory even though the c--Intent may be functional or
appliL,1 (functional in way? applied to -what?). What does the boy in
an auto mechanics %roc-La:iv r.Li program or in vocational agriculture care
abou:- the functions of tri.a,nornetry as applied to the machine trade? As a
matter of fact, why slu Ihe boy in auto mechanics be required to learn
to use the functions of trononcietry? Unused knowledge is soon forgotten.
and the auto mechanics ,gent has no use for trigonometry.

Vocational educatizyn ,sreauld not be considered primarily as a means to
ach principles of mathtics and science, but as a program which in-

cludes instruction in such principles as a means of reaching the goal of
preparing students to live and to earn a living.

Quantity
Vocational programs prepare students for entrance into a family of

occupations, not into "a job." As an example, vocational training in the
auto mechanics field would be basic to approximately 750 of the jobs listed
in the occupational handbook. A comprehensive program will offer a wide
variety of programs to meet the interests and abilities of students at the high
school level and of out-of-school youth and adults.

In the development of a Master Plan for Vocational Education in Ohio,
C. 0. Tower, Supervisor of Research and Surveys, Division of Vocational
Education, developed the following concepts concerning the size of a
vocational program.
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He suggests that at least three factors should be considered: (1) breadth
of program, (2) costs, and (3) pupil travel time. Table I, Recommended
Minimum and Optimum Enrollments for Vocational Schools, presents the
number of programs in each of the vocational areas for recommended mini-
mum and optimum size vocational school. It also presents normal and
maximum enrollments for such centers. Table 2, Size of Joint Vocational
or Intermediate Districts for Recommended Vocational Schools, presents
pupil populations of such districts to produce the enrollments for recom-
mended minimum and optimum size vocational schools. Item 2 assumes that
approximately 331/3 percent of the graduating class will continue to post-
high school higher education and that vocational education will be provided
in grades eleven and twelve for 50 percent of tlif non-college bound. Item
3 is 8.2 times item 1. This is the ratio of total enrollment, K-12, to grades
eleven and twelve. Item 3 is the needed pupil population of a joint voca-
tional or intermediate district for a minimum vocational school and the size
of the district which can justify an optimum scope of vocational offering.
Joint vocational or intermediate districts can serve 'a larger student body
but should consider more than one vocational center as the school district
student population approaches 70,000. This would produce two vocational
schools of approximately 1,400 pupils each.

Atinimum Enrollments

Table 3, Recommended Vocational Programs and Related Information
for Illustrative Schools of Various Sizes, summarizes the number of pro:
grams, capital outlay per pupil, and operating cost per pupil for each school.

TABLE 1
Recommended Minimum and Optimum Enrollments for Vocational Schools

V0( at ional areas

Minimum Si7C school Optimum sin. school
No.

different
Programs

Enrollment
normal maximum

No.
different Enrollment
programs normal maximum

Agriculture Education 2 70 100 6 210 300
Business Education 3 120 150 9 360 450
Distributive Education 1 20 30 3 60 90
Home Economics Education 1 40 50 3 120 150
Trade & Industrial Education 5 200 250 15 600 750
TOTAL 12 450 580 36 1,350 1,740

TABLE 2
Size of Joint Vocational or Intermediate Districts for Recommended Vocational Schools

Item Nfiunnurn population Optimum ipulation
1. Vocational Pupils From Table 1 580 1,740
2. Total Pupils Grades 11 and 12 1,740 5,220
3. Total Pupils Intermediate School District 14,268 42,804
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TABLE 3
Recommended. Vocational Programs and Related biformation for

Illustrative Schools of Various Sizes

Item
108 620 1.004

Pupil enrollment
1,379 1.710 2,109 2.339 2,779

I. Enrollment ÷ 50' 8 12 20 28 34 12 47 56

2. Number Di Perem Programs IS 1(1 22 -- 97 33 36- 39 41

3. Capital Outlay Per Pupil f.'..)91 53,136 $2,858 $2,589 52,500 $2,453 $2,415 $2,363

1. Operating Cost Per Pupil $ 5A9 S 517 $ 180 $ 179 S 477 S 471 $ 478 $ 167

I 'Maximum number of progianv, fnr pupil emollment with full utilization of building.

Most shops and laboratories can accommodate 50 pupils in t--,vo sec-

tions. A drafting room Cal' .LccommotIate 60 pupils, but a cosinetology
laboratory can acconnnocku only 40. Therefore, if we divide the enroll-
ment of a vocational school 50, we will obtain the approximate .number
of different programs that the pupil population can support rti.ath full
utilization of the facilities: see item I. Table 3.

Start with a school enrollment of 1,379 (see Table 3). The enrollment
divided by 50 gives 28 programs. The table further shows that as the
schools become smaller, th..: number of different programs which the
enrollment will support clecrases to 12, then S. As schools become.: smaller,
the breadth of the program. . must be reduced to those commtm areas of
training with greatest empli,yment. In order to minimize thi:, reduction
in the breadth of prograrz. in the illustrative schools of less 1,379
enrollment, class size has ten reduced and grade levels comhiecl. This
consequently reduces th(7 utilization of the building and increases the
capital outlay per pupil: ,:.589; $2,858; $3,136; $3,994; and operating cost
per pupil: $479; $480; $517: $519. Below 'an enrollment of 620 pupils in
the vocational center, a satisfactory breadth of program can be maintained
only by increasing the cost.

Optimum Enrollment
Table 3 also shows that, as schools become larger, the number of different

programs (see item 2) increases to 33, 36, 39, then 41. The enrollment
divided by illustrative schools. As schools become larger, the breadth of the
program can increase into those areas with less employment. Although the
increased enrollment gives sufficient program selection by pupils to justify
opening new courses, it also increases program selection by pupils to more
than one shop in the more common areas. Therefore, duplicate programs
must be added. As we move upward and pass enrollments of 1,719, the
breadth of programs does not increase in proportion to enrollment increases,
and the capital outlay per pupil (S2453; $2,415; 52,363) and operating
costs ($474; $178; $467) are reduced very little.

Vocational education pupils travel additional time from resident school
to joint vocational school. Since they ride to resident schools with other
students, this extra transportation must be taken from class time. Class
schedules of vocational pupils should not be reduced more than one hour
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per day. It a.ppears that a vocational school of inure than 1.700 pupilsreduces costs very little, adds new prograi.:.::- in areas not ollered by smallerschools but not in proportion to increasec enrollments.

Conclusions

.fr. Tower suggests that the minimum enrollment for a vocationalsch00 should be approximately 600 pupils. and consequently a joint voca-tioiia or intermediate district of approximately 15,000 students, in order togive an acceptable vocational program. It also appears from this study thatlittle is gained by increasing the enrollment above 1,700, which wouldhave a corresponding joint vocational or intermediate district of approxi-mately 2,000 pupils. It should be kept in mind, however, that a joint voca-tional or intermediate district does not have the limiting factors by beinglam than ,12,000 that it does by being smaller than 15,000, as it canopc Ate two vocational schools.

Eit looking at the area post-high school technical education programs,the Ohio Board of Regents also indicated that a viable technical education
program would enroll no fewer than 500 students in order to provide eco-nomically the minimum comprehensiveness of program. A sample minimum
scope program in technical education might include:

A. Engineering
1. Mechanical Technology
2. Electronic Technology
3. Chemical Technology
1. Metallurgical Technology
5. Civil Technology

B. Hert/th
1. Dental Laboratory Technology

C. Business
I. Computer Programming Technology
2. Junior Accounting Technology

D. Distribution
1. Retail Mid-Management Technology

E. Agriculture
1. Agriculture liminess Technology

No studies have been made to indicate either the optimum size or themaximum size in relation to post-high school technical education units,since this area is still in its developmental stages most states. Studies sug-gest, however, that even the minimum comprehensiveness in technical edu-cation identified above could he supported only in population areas ofnot less than 75,00(1 to 100,000.
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TABLE 4
Programs Illustrative of Vocational Offerings in joint Vocational Schools by Size

En-rill ment

Vocational Additional enrollment Additi Jnal enrollment Insnalb
Education usually providc-s greater does not provide gr..-a.ter
programs breadth 7.,f offerings breadth of program

0112 620 1004 1379 1719 -2109 2339 =779

TOTAL:. Vocational
Education 15 16 24 31 39 46 50 58

Agricultural Education
Agriculture Business X X. X X X X X X
Agri. Equipment &

Mechanics X X X X X
Agriculture Processing X X X X
Agriculture Production X X X X X X X X
Forestry Conservation . X X X X X X 71:

Horticulture X X X X X X

Business Education
Account Clerk

Bookkeeper X X X X X X
Clerical Services

DAVY
Cooperative Office X X

Education . ............... x X X X X X X X
Entry Business

Data Processor X X X X X X X X
High Speed

Stenographer X X X X X

Medical-Dental
Clerk Steno X

Off. Dup.
Reproduction Spec X X X

Office Machine
Operator ................. X X X X

Senior Intensive Core X X X X X X X X

Distributive Education
Distributive Education X X XX XXX XXXX XXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXXX

Program offerings in a joint ocational school are designed to meet pupil as well as local, state, and
national labor needs. Therefore, it must be understood that a school may or may not offer some listed
course(s). moreover, these tabulations arc not to be construed as minimum program requirements, nor
that a school of a certain size must offer only these programs. It must further be understood that each
school is evaluated upon the degree to which the program(s) satisfy the needs of the pupils, the com-
munity. and local. state, and national labor needs.

a This scope of program cannot be offered economically on the basis of this number of students. Most
facilities arc used half time.
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TABLE 4 (cont.)
Programs Illustrate% e of Vocational Offerings in Joint Vocational Schools by Size'

Enrollment
Vocational Additional enrollment Additional enrollment usuallyEducation usually provides greater does not provide greaterprograms breadth of offerings breadth of program

4082 020 1004 1379 1719 2109 2339 2779

Home Economics Education
Child Care Aide 1-year or
Child Care

Assistant 2-year X X X X X X X XXClothing Service
I or 2-year X X XFood Service 1 or 2-year X X X X X XHome Makers Assistant
1-year or Aide for
Nursing and Rest
Homes X X X X X X X X

Trade and Industrial Education
Industrial

Maintenance Mech , XIndustrial
Lab Assistant X XSmall Engine Repair X XAppliance Repair X X XAutomobile
Body Repair X X X X X XAutomobile Mechanic X X X X X XX XX XXArchitectural Drafting X X X X X X XXMechanical Drafting__ X X X X XXCarpentry X X X X X XCommercial Art, X X X X X

Cosmetology X X XX XX XX
Home Economics Education

Child Care Aide 1-year or
Commercial

Food Production X X X X XDental Assistant X X X XElectrical X X X X X X X XElectronics and T.V X X x XXFabric Service X X XMachine Shop X X X X X XX XX XXMetal Fabrication ...... X X X XWelding X X X X X X X XPrinting X X X X X XDiversified
Coop. Training X X

Occupational
Work Experience XX XXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX



ORGANIZATION FOR VOCATIONAL AND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Vocational Education
Outside of our large cities very few school districts as they arc now

constituted in most of our states can offer ;I comprehensive program in
vocational education. As indicated in the previous section, studies would
indicate that a minimum of 500 students should be enrolled in vocational
education programs in order to provide for a minimum scope of offerings.
Experiences in Ohio would indicate that the enrollment of 500 students in
vocational education at. the eleventh and twelfth grade levels would require
an enrollment of 1,500 students in the upper two grades of the school or
schools participating in the vocational programs. Likewise, to meet a desir-
able program as outlined in the previous section, enrollment of 1,300
students in a two-year program would require an enrollment of 4,000 stu-
dents in the upper two grades of the high school. A vocational program is
dependent upon its breadth in order to reach the different interests and
ability levels of the students. The opportunity to provide this breadth is
based upon:

1. The availability of sufficient tax base to support the necessary con-
struction, equipment, and operation.

2. A sufficient student base to provide an economical enrollment in the
individual programs offered.

Experiences in Ohio have indicated that area centers can be established
to serve a number of school districts, with the area centers serving as an
extension of each of the participating schools. Under this plan, students in
the last two years of their public school experience may enroll in the
vocational center on a full-time basis, but continue their registry and
official relationship with the local school district. The students are officially
members of the school districts participating in the area centers and may
participate in athletics and extracurricular activities. Students graduate
from the local school district, rather than from the area vocational school.
A pattern of taxation provides for the funding of local tax levies and bond
issues in the same manner as they are voted by other school districts, even
though the area school district is superimposed over that of the participat-
ing school districts. On the basis of the broad tax base gained by the joining
together of a number of districts, the tax rate for construction and operation
normally will run between two to three mills on the total tax.

Experience has indicated that joint. vocational school districts can pro-
vide many services to the participating districts in addition to that of pro-
viding vocational education programs for out-of-school youth and adults,
and in some cases serve as a center for post-high school technical education.
The area vocational school becomes a center not only for instructing high
school youth, but also for retraining unemployed out-of-school youth and
adults and upgrading instruction for employed workers.

Experience in one midwestern state would indicate that joint vocational
school districts can include an area measured in time of travel of thirty to
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forty minutes from the farthest home school to the area vocational center.
However, in sections of many states, it is impossible to bring together
sufficient students from the high school level to provide even a minimum
comprehensiveness in the field of vocational education. In these cases, the
travel distances make daily commuting an impossibility.

There is no evidence or experience which indicates that mobile units
can do more than orient students to occupational areas.Mobile units can
neither provide the type of equipment or the breadth of equipment neces-
sary to prepare for adequate entrance into a vocation. Likewise, the amount
of time a mobile unit would be available to a school would not give the
opportunity to develop any depth of skill or technical knowledge.

In areas of such sparse population, consideration must. be given to resi-
dential centers at either the high school or post-high school level.

Large cities of 200,000 population or over normally can offer a com-
prehensive vocational program without joining with other school districts.
Some organizational patterns for vocational education in the larger cities
and their strengths and limitations are as follows:

I. A series of vocational high schools, with. broad programs corresponding
to 'hi needs of the students, with thr district high schools providing
limited vocational education programs, such as distributive education.

The areas of vocational education included in each district high school
would need to be limited to those areas in which the possibilities for em-
ployment are adequate within the city or region for the number that would
be prepared. In both the vocational high school and the district high schools,
the vocational programs would be limited to the eleventh and twelfth
years, or the List two years of a student's school career.

A. .S'ireirgths

1. Provides administration by people highly qualified to direct voca-
tional education activities.

2. Provides economy. of equipment and facilities.
3. Recognizes vocational education programs as an important field of

education not to be relegated to secondary status..
9. Provides direct relationships with business and industry.
5. Serves the needs of out-of-school youth and adults, as well as those

of high school youth, on an economical and effective basis for clay,
Lite afternoon, evening, or night programs, since vocational educa-
tion areas are concentrated.
Develops a necessary .emotional state of belonging to, a pride in,

and a satisfaction of participating in extracurricular activities within the
vocational high school,

B. Possible Limitations
1. Affects the entrance into certain colleges for a few students due to

the lack of certain college preparatory offerings in the curriculum
such as foreign languages.



2. Separates students planning to enter employment upon graduation
from those planning to enter college.

3. Enrolls qualified youth in proportion to the understanding that ad-
ministrators have of vocational education and to the encouragement
of qualified youth to attend.

Item 3 is a limitation only when administration of the school system
does not understand the place of vocational education in the total program,
and therefore has not provided the necessary administrative relationships
and in-service teacher education so that professional personnel will encour-
age students to enroll in vocational high schools on the basis of goals,
interests, and abilities.

II. Vocational education service centers offering vocational programs and
enrolling students fro., a number of district high schools in the elev-
enth and twelfth years, or the last two years of a student's school career.

Under such an arrangement, each of the district high schools would
offer areas in vocational education as described in I. Under this organiza-
tional pattern, schools could he organized on a pattern such as 6-4-2, or
pupils could be encouraged to enroll in the vocational education service
center at the beginning of the eleventh year on the basis of needs and inter-
ests. Under this arrangement, the students could either become members
of the vocational education service center or remain members of the district
high school for purposes of extracurricular activities, sports, and.graduation.

A. Strengths
1. Provides more effective use of expensive equipment and facilities

than the vocational high school, because the facilities and equip-
ment are used only by students enrolled in the vocational program
and not by pre-vocational students in the ninth and tenth grades of
a vocational high school.

2. Provides possibility for students participating in such vocational
education service centers to take the required academic subjects at
the vocational service center or in their district high school.

3. Provides administration by people highly qualified to direct voca-
tional education activities.

4. Provides direct relationships with business and industry.
5. Serves the needs of out-of-school youth and adults, as well as those

of high school youth for day, late afternoon, and evening programs
on an economical and effective basis, since vocatiorril education
areas are concentrated.

B. Possible Limitations
I. Enrolls qualified youth in proportion to the understanding. adminis-

trators and teachers have of vocational education and to the encour-
agement of qualified youth to attend. (This can be minimized
through proper guidance and counseling, and administrative and
teacher attitudes as evidenced by enrollments in joint vocational
school districts.)
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2. Limits extracurricular activities, since pupils change schools in
the middle of their high school career, except for those who return
to their district high schools.

3. Separates students enrolled in vocational education service centers
from those completing their college preparatory programs in the
district high schools.

.1. Affects the entrance into certain colleges for a few students due to
a lack of certain college preparatory offerings in the curriculum,
such as foreign languages.

111. A vocational education service center combined with one of the district
schools of the school system.

Under this organizational pattern, a vocational education service center,
such as that identified in 11 above, would be attached to a district high
school which would be offering the usual high school program including
college preparatory courses, etc. Under this organizational pattern, students
from other district high schools would attend the service center for voca-
tional education purposes, and would remain attached to their own district
high school.

A. Strengths
I. Provides effective use of expensive equipment and facilities.
2. Provides possibility for students participating in such vocational

education service centers to take the required academic subjects at
the vocatio,1 service center or in their district high school.

3. Provides administration by people highly qualified to direct voca-
tional education activities.

4. Provides direct relationships with business and industry.
5. Serves the needs of out-of-school youth and adults as well as those

of high school youth for day, late afternoon, and evening programs
on an economical and effective basis, since vocational education
areas are concentrated.

6. Maintains relationships of vocational education students with stu-
dents in college preparatory programs.

B. Possible Limitations
I. Leaves students from the district high schools other than those to

which the service center is attached virtually in an "enemy camp" as
concerns sports, extracurricular activities, loyalties, etc., unless they
transfer to the district high school.

2. Affects the organization and operation of the vocational education
programs by the more restrictive scheduling practices of the district
high school programs.

3. Provides an atmosphere for the operation of the law of social gravity
in which emphasis tends to flow toward the highest level of academic
training, so that the vocational education programs acquire secondary
status.
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IV. Offer some vocational programs in each district high school, with en-
rollment of students in these high schools on a full-time basis deter-
mined by interests, goals, and abilities.

Under this organizational pattern, students would enroll in their dis-
trict high schools, and at the eleventh year they would be encouraged to
transfer to and become a member of a district high school in keeping with
their interests, goals, and abilities..

A. Strengths
1. Maintains relationships of vocational education students with stu-

dents in college preparatory programs.
9. Develops loyalties and ielationships within the one high school.
3. Enables the school district to show on an overall basis a rather com-

prehensive vocational education offering.

Limitations
1. Requires transporting students at times across town to a different

district high school to enter an area of instruction of their choice.
Serves inefficiently the needs of out-of-school youth and adults for
preparatory vocational and technical education, retraining for the
unemployed, related instruction for apprentices, and up-grading
instruction for adults.

3. Diverts attention from administration of vocational education pro-
grams, because the school is concerned predominantly with academic
facets of the school program.

4. Restricts flexibility for vocational education curriculum, clue to the
many scheduling problems within a district high school.

5. Leaves students front the district high schools other than those to
which the vocational program is attached virtually in an "enemy
camp" as concerns sports, extracurricular activities, loyalties, etc.

6. Restricts in a sense the offerings in vocational education programs
to those offerings within the school district because of the likelihood
that students would attend their own district high school.

7. Transfers pupils so frequently that they fail to establish loyalties and
a necessary emotional state of belonging to or the satisfaction of
identifying themselves with any school.

V. Offer some vocational education programs in each district high school
with students enrolling in their school district and attending another
district for vocational education, but remaining a member of their
own district high school.

Under this organizational pattern, students would enroll in their district
high school, and at the eleventh year would be encouraged to attend, for
vocational education purposes only, the district high school which offers the
area of vocational education in which they are interested. The students
would remain members of their district high school for pu:poses of sports,
graduation, and extracurricular activities.
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A. Strengths
1. NIintains relationships of vocational students with students in the

college preparatory program.
2. Provides an economical comprehensive vocational education pro:2;rant,

looking at the city as a whole.

Pos.s.ible

I. Serves inefficiently the -needs of out-of-school youth and adults for
preparatory vocational and technical education, apprentices, and
upgrading inStruction for adults.

9 Requires transporting students at times across town to different dis-
trict high schools to :mroll in the area of instruction of their choice.

3. Diverts attention from administration of vocational education pro-
grams because the school is concerned predominantly with academic
facets of the school program.

.1. Restricts in a sense the offerings in vocational education programs
to those offerings within the school district, because of the likelihood
that students would attend their own district high school.

5. Restricts flexibility for the vocational curriculum, dne to the many
scheduling problems within it district high school.

ii. Requires students from one district high school to be divided among
several other high schools in terms of their educational goals.

7. Requires student enrollment in district. high schools in which pupils
have no loyalties and are not a part of the extracurricular activities.

8. Leaves students from the district high schools other than those to
which the vocational program is attached virtually in an "enemy
camp- as concerns sports, extracurricular activities, loyalties, etc.

9. Provides an atmosphere for the operation of the law of social gravity
in which emphasis tends to flow toward the highest level of academic
training, so that the vocational eclucatio,: programs would become
secondary.

In considering any oti.onizational pattern, the following principles
should be considered:

I. The organizational pattern should provide for a comprehensive pro-
gram of vocational education.

9. The pattern of organization should not force students to enroll in
an "enemy camp" (i.e., a rival "comprehensive" school with which
they compete in athleics).

3. The pattern of organizwion should not establish impossible trans-
portation demands.

-I. The pattern of organization must have the support of administrators,
guidance counselors, and parents, and acceptance by the teacher
group.

5. The pattern of organization must provide for administration of the
vocational programs by persons competent. in the field of vocational
education.
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6. The pattern or oil, . ixati must provide for freedom of scheduling
essential in the area of voc. ional education without the straitjacket
of the normal high school subject-centered curriculum.

7. The pattern of organization must be such as to provide for services to
out-of-school youth and adults on a broad basis.

Technical Education
The most common organizational patterns for technical education and

some of their strengths and limitations are described as follows:

I. A technical education center functioning in cooperation with an area
vocational education center, both administered b's' one authority with
one tax base for both.

Under this arrangement the local taxing authority is normally required
to pay a portion of the building costs and operating costs. Such programs
normally receive reimbursement from state and federal agencies through
the State Board of Education and/or a State Board of Higher Education.
The technical institute programs in such joint ventures should be permitted
to grant the associate degree for those programs meeting the standards of
the state operating units.

A. Possible Strengths

I. One tax base and taxing authority for both the area vocational and
technical education programs.

2. One board of education to administer the two programs.
3. Possible savings in administrative costs for direction and supervision.
. Possible savings in costs of materials and supplies.
5. Dual use of certain expensive- laboratory facilities and of certain

common service centers, such as heating, cafeteria, laboratories, etc.
6. A seivice center providing a continuing education in non-bacca-

laureate degree education, starting with vocational education at the
high school level, and with provisions for vocational and technical
education of a preparatory and upgrading nature on the post-high
school level.

7. One relationship with industry for programs in which their- advice
and counsel must be sought on a continuing basis.

S. Technical education becomes a premium program in this organiza-
tional pattern, since it is the unit of highest status.

9. Emphasis in technical education in this organizational pattern tends
to remain focused on its purpose of preparing youth for entrance
into technical employment rather than upon continuation toward a
baccalaureate degree.

10. There is less chance for the programs to become inclined toward a
duplication of the first two years of a baccalaureate degree program.
The administration of the program will be in the hands of people
concerned with vocational and technical education rather than
baccalaureate degree education.
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12. The local control inherent in this organizational pattern will encour-
age adjustment of the programs to meet the needs of both people
and business and industry.

13. Local funds assist with both the construction and operation of the
progr;mt.

14. Technical education is placed within a reasonable driving. distance
of the homes of the students.

15. Due to local and state participation in the construction and opera-
tion, the cost of technical education to the student is maintained at
a reasonable rate.

B. Possible Limitations
1. The State Board of Regents is reluctant to approve the granting of

the associate degree to any educational agency not operating under
the control of an institution of higher learning or operating under
the direct administrative supervision of the State Board of Regents.

2. Under this arrangement technical education must be sold to students
on the basis of the merits of a technic:.' rducation program without
the stimulation that occurs when students believe they arc enrolling
in a baccalaureate degree program.

3. Stndents from such programs \yin not automatically acquire bacca-
laureate degree credit, but must have their credits evaluated by ;in
institution of higher learning if they decide to go on to a bacca-
laureate degree program.

1. The present organizational pattern at the state level involving the
State Board of Education and the State Board of Regents presents
a problem of relationships when cooperative efforts of this type are
established.

II. Technical Institutes
Separate technical institutes can be organized to provide for post-high

school technical education. Under this plan, technical institutes become
separate administrative units normally, with the taxing authority separate
from any other educational unit in a city, county, or counties covered by
the technical institute district. Such technical institutes may be assisted
financially and supervised by either a State Board of Education or a Board
of Higher Education within a state.

A. Possible St.rengths
I. The purpose of the institute.is clearly in the area of post-high school

technical education.
2. Under this plan there would be a single administrative organization.
3. The technical education program is the premium program in the

institute, since it is the only prograr-
-I. The administration of the program wo.tal be concerned primarily

with technical education.
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5. Relationships can be established with business and industry with

regard to this facet of education.
6. The element of local control will encourage the adjustment of the

technical education program to both the needs of people and the

needs of business and industry.

B. Possible Limitations
. Establishes a separate tax authority for the same tax base as that

established for a joint vocational school district.
9. Requires an administrative organization specifically for this one

type of education.
3. Certain of the laboratories needed for short periods of time are

expensive for use for this one purpose only.

4. There i duplication of certain laboratories and shop facilities

included in a joint vocational school.

5. A curs iculum developed with tr:tns.Erflbility in mind will likely not

produce quality technical education.
6. There is a history of the desire of such technical institutes to become

four-rear degree granting engineering centers.

III. Community Colleges
Community colleges are normally organized to provide: (I) transfer pro-

grams giving credit toward baccalaureate degree programs at universities

and colleges: (2) technical education programs preparing people for para-

professional occupations, which programs may or may not accrue college

credit toward the baccalaureate degree: and (3) commtmity service programs

of an adult education nature. In such institutions both the transfer col-

legiate curriculum and th,,. technical education curriculum lead to a grant-

ing of the as jaw degree upon completion of a two-year program.

A. Possible Strengths
1. The community college is community oriented and will give careful

consideration to the interests of people and business and industry

in the areas served;
9. The community college provides partial local financing for both

construction and operation.
3. Technical education is placed within a reasonable driving distance

of the homes of the students.
,I. Due to local and state participation in the construction and opera-

tion, the cost of technical education to the student is maintained at

a reasonable rate.
5. Costs of administration for a college transfer program and the tech-

nical education program are reduced by reason of the one adminis-

trative board.
Ii. Under this plan there would be a single administrative authority.

7. The program remains responsive to changing needs within the local

area.
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B. Possible Limitations
1. A curriculum developed with transferability in mind will likely not

produce quality technical education.
9. The community college represents a separate tax authority which

may be in addition to a joint vocational school district, and could
be in addition to a branch university center.

3. Such community colleges may tend to grow into four-year collegiate
institutions, in which cases the two-year technical programs receive
less emphasis, since the emphasis tends to be placed upon the pro-
fessional areas.

4. On the basis of the law of social gravity, finances and emphasis in
a community college tend to move toward a collegiate transfer pro-
gram, rather than a technical education program. Also, enrollment
tends to follow the law of social gravity unless the students in the
technical programs are pacified by the granting of baccalaureate
degree credit for the curriculum completed.

IV. University Branches
A university branch is a. local part of a sponsoring university, but is

located in an urban area separate from the main campus. The purpose of
the university branch is to decentralize the lower division o - instructional
activities in a state assisted university. The !miversity branch is tied to
and administered by the parent university, and the programs and standards
are expected to be those of the parent university. The university branches
in some states can legally offer technical education programs.

A. Possible Strengths

I. Technical education students who change their goals and decide to
pursue baccalaureate degree programs may find it easier to obtain
recognition of course credits by the parent university.

2. The :Aatus symbol attached to the university will tend to encourage
enrollment of students into the programs, many on a part-time basis.

3. The administration and funding of the branch is provided through
the parent university under the direction of the State Board of
Regents.

B. Possible Limitations
1. The tendency in the branch is to organize technical education on

the basis of courses offered in the lower divisions of the baccalaureate
degree programs.

2. If the baccalaureate degree standards maintained at the central
campus are maintained at the branch, Many students who could
succeed in technical education will be denied entrance or be unable
to achieve at an. acceptable level.

3. A mtmher of students will enroll in the techniral education curricu-
lum on the basis of the status symbol of the university, believing
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they arc enrolling in a university program. Such students will have
little interest in preparing a technical occupation upon gradua-
tion. A great number will enroll on a part-time basis and will never
graduate,

1. Most university branches ;..,! not adequatAy equipped with the
necessary '..)oratories and shop facilities to provide for a sound
technical education program.

5, Finances available to a .,cersity and to a university branch willcini to flow to the programs of highest status, the transfer programsin the branch and the graduate programs on the parent campus.6. There is a tendency for programs in the university branch to becentral campus oriented, with little direct contact with business andindustry in the local area to be served, and close relationships withbusiness and industry are necessary for the further development ofsound technical education programs.
7. Since the status programs are transfer programs, enrollment in thetechnical education programs would generally decrease as studentsfeel that they are secondary citizens in relation to the transfer pro-grams.

V. Colleges and Universities

Technical education programs operated by universities and colleges
tend to have the same possible strengths and limitations as identified forthe university branch.

Technical education will grow best if it is identified as a unique pro-gram, in a unit separate and apart from institutions offering transfer pro-grams to universities and in a unit in which the students are not lookedupon as second class citizens. There is a tendency for technical education
organized in relationship to a university to become diverted to the issuanceof college credit for the baccalaureate degree.

Technical education in the comnmnity college also can be placed in asecondary citizenship role unless there is an intensive effort made on thepart of the administration to promote enrollment in identifiable technicaleducation programs and to maintain strong relationships with business andindustry in relationship to the goals, curriculum organization, and staffingof the technical education programs.

CONCLUSIONS
Acceptance of the ideas or concepts expressed within this position paperwould lead to the following conclusions:
1. Vocational and technical education are essential parts of the moderncurriculum for public education.
2. Public education has a responsibility for and an obligation -_o voca-tional education for high school youth, out-of-school youth andadults, in terms of preparatory training, retraining, and upgradinginstruction for employed workers.
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3. The needs of youth and adults for vational education suggest that
minimi in scope of programs requires an enrollment of approxi-

mately 500 youth in a center for vorional education. An optimum
program of vocational education can be reached with an enrollment
of 1300.

4. Needs of out-of-school youth and adults for technical education and
the needs of business and industry for graduates of such programs
suggest a minimum enrollment of 500 post-high school technical
students in order to achieve minimum scope of program.

5. Large cities of 200,000 or more normally have sufficient tax base
and student base to provide for a comprehensive vocational educa-
tion program. Several options are available to large cities in terms
of adequate organization for vocational education, but the pattern
selected must provide for comprehensivene.75 of the vocational pro-
gram in keeping with the nature of the students and the community,
and for continuing services to out-of-school youth and adults.

6. Most suburban and rural communities do not have sufficient student
base or tax base to provide for vocational education unless such
districts join together to providL sufficient student base and tax
base to .,upport a comprehensive vocational program.

7. In some sparsely populated areas, it will be impossible to provide
even a minimum comprehensiveness of vocational program at the
high school level due to the great distances between the school dis-
tricts involved. In such cases, residential type programs must be
considered, either on a high school basis or on a post-high school basis
for both vocational and technical education.

8. Vocational and technical education programs are sound educational
programs .planned to serve the needs of people and of business and
industry and deserve the full support of people concerned with the
modernizing of the educational program throughout the Nation.

Just as nature deplores a vacuum and makes every effort to fill the
vacuum, so society deplores a vacuum in terms of the needs of that society
and makes every effort to fill such needs. Public education within the fifty
states has a short time in which to accept its 1-L:sponsibility for the total
student, including his preparation for employment, and the responsibility
for continuing education for out-of-school youth and adults. Unless this
need is met by the individual states such an educational program will be
provided under tne auspices of the Federal Government.
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BASIC REQUIREMENTS
FOR AN ADEQUATE PUPIL PERSONNEL PROGRAM

American education is a dynamic institution ,o,Hempts to :ticol po leinto its philosophy and practice those (oric:tt, l'Ao4rams, and activitieswhich are most like k. 't :he development of each indi-vidual thcy.tp,h eduu,niou.
Pupil personnel service is one of those recent innovations, in the lifespace Of education, Nvhich has been developed to assist in this facilitativeprocess. The origins of these services reflect a variety of concerns for thechild and his development. The nfluence of the mental hygiene move-ment, the assessment and study of individual differences, compulsory atten-dance laws, child study, school psychology, school social work, guidance, andhealth service are noteworthy in their concern for the learner. Schools ha,incorporated these services whenever possible. Their gro rh,uniform nor have they been particl 'unlimited ill LI eir servi(to the hool.

"I1)(
> N[ +,. ..fs generally represented under pupil personnelsev,,ce, nave growt In understanding, skills, and techniques in their par-ticular area of specialization. They represent disciplines contributing to theeducation of the child. In that each contributes to the development of thechild, they also share many common understandings, skills, and techniquesrelated to an understanding of the child, his uniqueness, and his potentialfor change.

An excellent bulletin dealing with the major pupil personnel servicesis the 1960 report of the Council of Chief State School Officers on theResponsibilities of the State Departments of Education for Pupil PersonnelServices. This bulletin provides an overview of program objectives, func-tions, and responsibilities. It is called to the attention of the reader not onlybecause of its excellence and relevance, but also because this position paperaccepts most of its statements for its foundations and its recommendationsfor official programs.
In the deliberations of the consultative panel to this project, severalelements seemed to stand out as basic requirements for an adequate pupilpersonnel program:

1. Basic Philosophy
a. The school, its program, and its personnel must be consideredas a resource available to the child.
b. The specific outcomes sought through these organized services aregreater personal developmen: and potential for self-realization.c. It is the responsibility of the school to see that each child canexercise his right to receive personal guidance and educationalexperience of the highest quality commensurate with his needs
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4)

and abilities. The concept behind these points is to establish
responsibilties and resources so each child will have increased
probabilities for success. Stated in its most simple terms. and
ft ily recognizing indi,;idual differences, the purpose is to assist
our youth to become "winners" when they are able to select
from a wide variety of opportunities those experiences which
contribute most to their personal development.

Assigned Responsibility. The guidance of each child is the respon-
sibility of some one person and not the generalized responsibility
of all the educational staff. The purpose of the program is to direct
the responsibility. The remaining staff and programs become re-
sources to the child and his counselor.

Pupil Personnel Adwinistrator. This is a person trained in the broad
area of pui-i1 persoi ael work with the authority and responsibility
o develop and coordinate the work of one or more pupil personnel

operational units. This person should be thought of as representing
the "Office of" the chief administrative officer at all levels of admin-
istrative organizations. At the upper levels of administrative organi-
zation, lie would serve a leadership and supervisory function,
whereas at the operational level one persoa would be responsible
for the coordination of services. The intent is to provide for formal
channels of authority and responsibility at all levels.

1. Operational Unit. This is the basic and complete unit serving one
Or more attendance units. It would have as its major functions the
assessment, interpretation, and implementation of individual needs.
a. Assessmentto develop an awareness of unique individual char-

acteristics.
b. Interpretationto hypothesize the potential outcomes of possible

interaction of the child's unique individual characteristics and
various programs or services available to the child.

c. Implementationto place into programs of highest individual
promise (instructional levels, curricular programs, counseling,
psychological service, social case work, special educatoin, etc.).

d. Evaluationto evaluate the progress of the child and the pro-
gram in which he has been placed or to reformulate hypotheses
concerning more effective placement.

It is assumed that to fulfill these functions the operational unit
would have available at its command: guidance services; psycho-
logical services, including appraisal, treatment, consultation; social
service, learning diagnosticians; health services; placement; atten-
dance and such other supporting personnel (clerical and paraprofes-.
sional) as needed to meet the needs of the pupils served by the unit.
The unit normally would not include instructional functions, i.e.,
special_ education, speech correction, etc., although they should be
available.



5. Differential Pupil Personnel Service. While it is anticipated that
each operational unit will have certain core services and programs.
high concentrations of special services are needed to help selected
children break out of the social and economic bonds inherent in
the urban ghettos and isolated rural area. To meet these special
needs, differential programs and staffing patterns will be necessary.
Major changes can be expected when the area served has high
unemployment rates, drop-outs, low family incomes, high delin-
quency, etc.

6. Staffing of Operational Units. Basic minimal staffing should provide
for certified personnel representing guidance and counseling, school
psychology, school social work, and health services. Recommended
staff pupil ratios per operational unit:

Pupil Personnel Administration 1

Elementary School Counselor 1:600
Secondary School Counselor 1:300
School Psychologists 1:2000
School Social Work 1:2000
School Nurse 1:2000

It is recommended that maximum ratios not exceed 50 percent.
These ratios assume that additional support programs or personnel
are availableespecially school physicians and health services and
community or area agencies for additional psychological and social
work referrals. They also assume that additional clerical and non-
professional assistance is available and that the geographic area is
not so large that unusual amounts of time are required for travel.

Special attention is now being given to the use of personnel
referred to as sub-professional, paraprofessional, counselor assistant,
psychometrist, etc., a counterpart of what some educators are refer-
ring to as teacher-aids for the classroom teacher. Under present
conditions of increased demands for personnel and increased re-
quirements for training in all educational specialties (current pro-
fessional recommendations for counselors, psychologist and school
social workers is at least a minimum of two years of graduate study,
usually with some internshi,piequirements), the ability to recruit
fully certified personnel is diminished considerably. At the present
time only a few studies have reported the selection and training of
such personnel, although it is widely recognized that many coun-
selors and psychologists have trained their secretaries or assistants
to provide a number of activities routine to their specialty.

It is the responsibility of the pupil personnel administrator to
provide for adequate staffing and for its effective utilization. It is
assumed that the administrator will wish to create a blend of spe-
cialists and assistants appropriate to meeting the objectives of the
pupil personnel program.
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i. Local and Intermediate Operational Units. An operational unit is
defined as the smallest operating unit (team) with basic minimal
staffing (see preceding section). It is quite possible that to attain a
sufficient pupil population base one unit will need to Serve more
than one administrative unit, possibly even one or more counties.
This latter condition is a distinct possibility in the Great Plains area
due to the low population density. It would appear that if a choice
is available between the reorganization of small districts (through
consolidation) and the establishment of intermediate ditsricts with
overlapping administrative and taxing units, then the former is to
be preferred, especially for pupil personnel operating units. In other
educational areas, particularly selected special education classes and
programs in vocational education, intermediate units (or area
schools) may be the preferred organization.

In Missouri, the most populous state in the Great Plains Area,
only about 15 percent of the school districts enroll as many as 2,000
pupilsthe basic pupil population for a unit. The remaining 85
percent, approximately 410 districts, will need to reorganize or form
intermediate units if they hope to be able to offer a minimum pupil
personnel program. It is estimated that the 410 districts would need
to be merged into about 135 districts if minimum pupil popula-
tions of 2,000 are to be achieved. There is little doubt that such
reorganization would result in decreased per pupil costs to such an
extent that the entire pupil personnel program and other consul-
tants could be subsidized without increased taxes in the area.

In many rural areas it will be impossible to establish efficient
operational units. In these cases special support will be necessary
and extensive use will have to be made of mobile laboratories and
traveling teams.

In large Metropolitan areas some districts may be so large as
to require multiple operational units. It is expected that the most
effective units will be those designed to serve from 2,000 to 5,000
pupils and that when the pupil population exceeds this number, a
loss in the coordination of services will result. In some pockets of
extreme cultural deprivation, units serving 500 pupils may be a
maxi mu in.

It should be recognized that the operational unit is not neces-
sarily centralized. It is expected that some services and personnel
will be housed in the attendance units, whereas other services or
personnel will be centrally lorated.

8. Program Evaluaiimi. Each prograai should be developed to meet
specific local needs. The program should be "action orientated."
The needs should be determined, the objectives procedures
outlined, and provisions made for the evaluation ,of outcomes. The
program should be so formally organized that it is capable of review
by the state department of education. It is recommended that the
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criteria for school classification include not only the qualificationsof the personnel and pupil ratios but also an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the program to meet the needs of the children served.

'9. Role of the State Department of Education. The state departments
of education will be required to provide a major leadership role
in the development of these expanded pupil personnel programs.
For the most part this will be an extension of their activities devel-
oped during the past two decades. Guidance in particular has maderapid growth during this period. Much of this can be attributed
to federal leadership and support through vocational funds, the
establishment of state directors of guidance, and state leadership in
the development of counselor certification standards and in assisting
local schools to develop adequate guidance programs. These leader-
ship activities should be extended to cover the broader base of
pupil personnel services including certification of all pupil personnelspecialties.

The state departments of education should locate in theirorganizational structure an associate superintendent for pupil per-sonnel services at the same level as the associate superintendent for
curriculum and instruction and other major areas.

Organizational Structure

State Superintendent of Instruction
ssoc. Supt. for

Curriculum and
Instruction

Assoc. Supt. for
Pup' I Personnel
Services

Assoc. Supt. for
Research and
Evaluation

Assoc. Supt. for
Business
Operations

In addition to leadership activities, the state department of edu-
cation should establish regional coordinating service centers. The
recommendation for these service centers comes as a result of the
mobility of our population. With the possible exception of the
major cities, most youth move in and out of our school districts
many times during the course of their schooling; in the urban and
suburban areas, it is rare that a youth finds employment in that same
area after completing his education. This situation, coupled withthe fact that most guidance and placement programs tend to be
rather provincial and restricted to current enrollees and consider
placements only in their own districts suggests the need to assistthe local programs to broaden their perspective and to utilize serv-ices outside their own district. The service provided by the districtservice center would be to the operating pupil personnel units and
not directly to the pupils. Suggested activities:

a. Information concerning jobs and job training opportunities.b. Liaison with state rehabilitation, employment service, com-munity action, and 0E0 programs, etc.
Development of surveys of graduates and school leavers ona district basis.
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-d. Providing opportunities for cooperative services betweenlocal district programs.
Many of these services are now being provided ( n an incidentalbasis by the state departments. The intent is to formally organizethese activities and assure their service. These centers should belocated in the major population centers with service provided toschools in their general labor market area. It is expected that fourto six of these centers would bc needed in each of the Great Plainsstates.

10. Curricular Opportunities. Effective curricular and pupil personnelprograms are interdependent. Neither program reaches its full po-tential without the other. No recommendations are made concern-ing curricular offerings except for the full recognition of the needfor enriched educational' programs providing for basic, vocational,and avocational needs.
The ability to implement these suggestions is dependent on the avail-ability of qualified personnel, especially pupil personnel administrators. Itwill be highly desirable that a iew pilot programs be supported as modelsfor evaluating program effectiveness.
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CH ATTER 9

SIZE AND DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

William E. Inman
Director of Title HI Program, Athens, Ohio.

Formerly Specialist in School District Organization
U.S. Office of Education

INTRODUCTION
During the past thirty-five years a voluminous hotly of literature and

informed professional opinion has been developing on the topic of size in
relation to the units of the educational organization which comprise a
state school system. Size is most often expressed in terms of pupil enroll-
mentthe number of pupils in an elementary school, a high school, a school
district, or an intermediate agency.

Much of the literature is in the form of doctoral dissertations investi-
gating one or more aspects of the size factor. Some consist of well-informed
professional opinion based upon the experiences of individuals working
in one or more sizes of a particular educational unit of a state school system.
Individual research efforts of learned professionals in the field of educa-
tional administration, state department of education publications, and
statewide surveys, often conducted by state legislative interim commissions
or committees, also provide information on this topic.

The assumption seems to be that size is an important factor to consider
when a state undertakes the task of organizing its school districts into units
which will produce the educational results the citizenry expects for its
investment in public education. The literature supports this assumption.
However, size in and of itself is not necessarily important; it is related to
the objectives upon which a State school system organization is based. Only
after such objectives have been carefully developed, studied, and considered
does the factor of size become meaningful. To begin a program of school
district organization on the basis of size alone would not appear to be a
point of departure deigned to meet with great success.

There is suspicion toward increasing the size of the units of state school
system structure in these times. While size of a unit in itself has not neces-
sarily caused this attitude of suspicion, it is nevertheless quite apparent.
Increased size is often ; threat to the autonomy of many units of a state
school system; it may even be a threat to the continued existence of many
units. Furthermore, increased size, brought about through reorganization,
poses a threat of loss of current position for some individuals, especially
the chief school administrators of small school districts and the members
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of boards of education in such school districts. The challenge which em,:-
nates from suspicion about larger size, the individual objections of some
school administrators, some school board members, and laymen generally,
must be forthrightly met by those proposing to change the status quo.

OBJECTIVES AND SIZE
As a state undertakes the rigorous work involved in reorganizing its

educational structure to meet the demands of its people in contemporary
society, clear objectives must underlie such a program. Failure to develop
and state these, and failure to communicate such objectives to those affected,
would be grievous omissions in such an important undertaking.

The following are stated as examples of objectives of state programs
of school district organization:
1. Each student should have the opportunity to participate in an educa-

tional program which will fully meet his individual educational needs.
2. The educational structure of the state shall be organized to provide an

equalization of the costs of education throughout the state.
3. The educational structure of the state shall be organized to provide

students with well-trained classroom teachers.
4. The educational structure of the state shall be organized to utilize effi-

ciently the specialized and technical school personnel in the state.
5. The educational structure of the suite shall be organized in such a way

that best use of monies expended for education may be realized.
The above objectives may not be all-inchtsive, but they do represent

the major aims of program breadth, financial support, well-trained class-
room teachers, efficient use of professional staff, and economy in program
operation. Let us turn now to the matter of size in relation to these five
objectives.

Objective One
Objective One: Each student should have the opportunity to participate

in an educational /)Fog ain which will fully meet his individual educational
needs. The relationship of this objective to size is clear-cut and concise.
This is a basic tenet of onr democratic society, and of our school systems,
which attempt to fulfill society's goal of emphasizing the importance of
the individual. The question is: "How does the organization of a school
or a school district relate to this, and why is size important?"

Individuals in our schools have many different educational needs. There-
fore, programs to meet individual needs must have breadth. To have a single
program which forces all students through an identical educational Aold
hardly meets this objective.

The literature on the relationship between size of school and educational
program breadth is almost unequivocal. Larger schools with greater pupil
numbers can ..and do oiler greater program breadth than the;r smaller coun-
terparts. Exceptions to this statement would be few and would he largely
limited to those rare cases where an unusual amount of local wealth sup-
ports a small pupil enrollment.
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It is impossible (within the scope of this paper) to make a presentation
of all the available literature relating to the first objective. However, pre-
vious statements do demand some specifics to support the rather strong
generalization made. 'The overwhelming bulk of the literature on program
breadth relates size to programs in the secondary schools. Size literature
relating to program breadth in elementary schools is noticeably lacking,
except. for the pupil achievement factor related to size. The available litera-
ture on this factor strongly suggests that students enrolled in elementary
schools of '2, 3, or 4 sections per grade level tend to score higher on stan-
dardized tests than do pupils in schools of lesser size.

Illustrations of the size factor and program breadth at the high school
level arc included in the following paragraphs plus Table I in the Appen-
dix. Information from one state study, one regional study, and one nation-
wide study were chosen for illustrative purposes.

A 1966 Illinois study entitled Education for the Future of Illinois re-
ported the results of a sample of secondary school 'program offerings by
size of school, using three size categories: (1) under 200 pupils; (2) 400-700
pupils; and (3) over 1,250 pupils. The secondary education program was
divided into 13 areas, and the number of credits offered in each area, and
in each size category, was determined.

In 10 of 13 curricular areas (except Homemaking, ,Agriculture, Health,
Physical Education) the relationship of size to number of credits was con-
sistent, The larger the size of high school, the greater the number of credits,
offered in each curricular area. In Homemaking, the largest high school site
category offered an average of .2 of one credit more than the middle size
category. In Agriculture, the medium high school size category offered an
average of 2.2 credits more than the average credits offered in the smallest
high school size category and offered an average of .1 of a credit more than
both the smallest and largest high school size categories.

A study of all high schools in eleven states, conducted at the George
Peabody College for Teachers in 196(3 by Joe L. Jackson, carefully examined
the size factor in relationship to secondary school program offerings. Jack-
son used twelve curricular areas to represent the broad scope of the secon-
dary school program. He examined the course offerings in these twelve areas
by high school size categories; (1) 99 or fewer, (2) 100-249, (3) 250-499,
(4) 500-999, (5) 1,000 1,199, (6) 1,500-1,999, and (7) 2,000 or more. In
addition to the size factor, Jackson also used organization pattern-grades
7-12. 8-12, and 10-12 and examined size in relation to organization pattern.

Jackson's rese:Ich findings indicated that course offerings in both aca-
demic and non-academic areas consistently increased in number as enroll-
ment increased regardless of the grade organizational pattern. Striking
differences in course offerings were apparent among the size categories in
basic skill areas such as English, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies.
Wide differences have often been pointed out between offerings in basic skill
programs and vocational programs. Seldom have the wide differences in
course offerings in basic skill courses been pointed out as clearly as in the
Jackson study. t Tsing only one organizational patterngrades, 10-12the
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range of courses offered in the English programs varied from 3 to 5 courses
in the 99 or fewer pupil category, to 5 to 16 plus courses in the 2,000 or more
pupil category. Similar differences in ranges of course offerings were shown
in other curricular areas.

A nationwide study published by the Office of Education in 1965,
entitled Subject Offerings and Enrollment in Public Secondary Schools,
examined secondary course offerings by size of high school for the school
year 1960-6I. Numerous courses in the areas of language arts, social studies,
mathematics, science, foreign language, art, music, industrial arts (non-
vocational) vocational trade and industrial, and certain business education
courses, of the type which are normally considered beyond basic courses,
were clearly more often available in the larger public high schools.

Perhaps a statement in the nationwide study "Project Talent" may
stumnarize the relationship which seems to exist between size of high school
and breadth of program:

It would seem that larger school size is a proper and important
objective in order to provide a greater variety and depth of
course offerings and to make available special services such as
groupings, acceleration and guidance.

Objective Two
Objective Two: The educational structure of the state shall be organized

to provide an equalization of the costs of education throughout the state.
One need only to make comparisons among assessed valuations per pupil
in the school districts of a state to see the extremes in the fiscal bases which
support the local educational programs.

One midwestern state reported extremes of $2,992 and $166,500 in 1967.
The residents of the district: with the former assessed valuation per pupil
paid 10 mills per thousand dollars of assessed valuation while the residents
of the latter district paid. 20 mills.

The above illustration. points out an important aspect of fiscal inequity
which exists in many states. It is especially important that the fiscal resources
of a state become available to more students in order to reduce the inequi-
ties in educational programs which result from the fiscal inequities. This
is especially true in those states which depend upon local tax revenues as
the major source of support for the schools.

It is virtually impossible to state precisely how large a school district
should be in order to have a solid financial base. Revenue sources simply
are not located where an equal distribution can be made throughout a state
under existing tax structures in many states. However, it can he said that
a school district should be large enough to have a tax base capable of sup-
porting an educational program which meets the needs of youth residing
in the district.

While state programs of financial support often attempt to provide some
equalization of the state monies available for elementary and secondary
education, it is well to remember that such programs equalize only to a
minimum level, not to an optimum or maximum level.
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State programs of school district organization should and do give atten-
tion to the reduction of the existing inequities in order to meet the objective
of equalizing the financial support burden over a state.

Objective Three
Objective Three: The educational structure of the state shall In orga-

nized to provide students will? well-trained classroom teachers. The litera-
ture seems to support the generalization that good-sized schools and school
districts generally have staff members with higher levels of professional
preparation than do smaller schools and school districts. As illustrations
from the literature on this point, information from three states plus a state-
ment from a U.S. Office of Education research summary, are presented
below.

A 1966 study of Georgia's school .systems reported higher professional
training levels for teachers, principals, guidance and library personnel in
the state's secondary schools when high schools reached at least the 500
pupil level. This study also reported that the best prepared teachers were
found in high schools with over 1,500 pupils.

A 1963 Oregon study concluded that smaller school districts tend to have
more non-degree teachers, and that larger districts have a higher percentage
of teachers holding regular teachers' certificates. A 1963 statewide study in
Ohio indicated that as size of high schools increased, so did the percentage
of teachers holding Masters degrees.

An Office of Education summary of research, related to this aspect of
the size question, conducted between 1956-1963, stated: "A number of
skudies found that in larger schools there were more experienced teachers,
more teachers with graduate training, larger percentages of teachers teach-
ing in major fields, and less staff turnover."

Size alone is probably not the sole determinant in larger schools and
school districts having more highly trained personnel. Factors such as
broader programs, greater local wealth, and school system personnel policies
which attract better trained teachers undoubtedly also contribute to this
d i fferenti al.

Objective Four
Objective Four: The educational structure of the slate shall be organized

to 'utilize efficiently the specialized and technical school personnel in the
stale. At a time when professionally trained education personnel are often
in short supply, it seems imperative that a state wisely use the personnel
available.

School districts are often faced with acute personnel shortages in one
Or more parts of the school program. States are often short of the number
of teachers needed as schools reopen each fall. At the same time, however,
low pupil-teacher ratios may exist in, many schools and districtsin the
very states in which shortages are being claimed. This situation gives some
credence to the view that available personnel arc not being utilized
cflirient 1y.
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Two aspects of stall utilization emerge from the literature. First, the

pupil-teacher ratio factor often reveals excessively low numbers of pupils

per teacher in small districts. Second, the specialization training of teachers.

is often wasted, or poorly used, in small school districts. Illustrations of

both of these are presented in the following !paragraphs and in Table 11

in the Appendix.
A 1961 statewide study of education in New Hampshire concluded that

through proper reorganizationplacing greater numbers of high school

students in larger schoolsthe actual number of high school teachers in the

state's public school system could be reduced. A similar conclusion was

reached in regard to elementary teachers. In this instance a state survey

group appeared to be suggesting that a surplus of teachers was actually

employed to compensate for an ineffective school district structure.
Other studies of this aspect of teacher utilization have pointed to exces-

sively low pupil-teacher ratios in small schools and districts. Jackson's

regional level study of all the secondary schools in eleven states indicated

that only as high schools reached the 500-999 size category did pupil

teacher ratios rise to a 25-1 ratio.
Barr, in an Indiana study of pupil-teacher ratios by size of school dis-

tricts, wrote, "The most efficient pupil-teacher ratio was found in systems

which enrolled 2,000 or more pupils in grades 1-12. Of 133 school districts

in this Indiana study, only 25 reached median',pupil teacher ratios of 30

to 1."
The preceding remarks should not be interpreted as encouraging large

classes. Instead, they are meant to indicate that it may be possible for a

state school system to make better use of the teaching staff already employed

through an effective dirt,-' t structure.
Another aspect of t xation is assignment of teachers to major fields

of preparation. Jackson's regional study of all high schools in eleven states

indicated that the percentage of pupils taught by non-certified teachers

decreased as schools became larger. The largest percentage of pupils taught

by those teaching outside of certificated fields was found in small high

schools. Teachers working in the area of their certification in all fields

increased as the size of the high school increased.
The 1966 Illinois Study of Education stated: Another restriction on the

utilization of staff is the small size of many schools and districts. This is
particularly true where the district has only one high school. Teachers per-

form best in one area, or at most two areas, of special knowledge-and skill.

A school which has only one class in physics and one in chemistry seldom

can attract and hold a specialist in these fields, when the major part of

his time will be spent teaching in fields in which he has less competence

and interest.
On a nationwide basis, the 1962 Census of Governments reported the

number of full-time equivalent instructional personnel per 1,000 students

by size of school system in the country. The U.S. average was reported to

be 13.7 such personnel per thousand enrolled pupils. In an examination

of this ratio by size of school systems a consisient inverse ratio was noted.
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The smaller the system the greater the number of instructional personnel
per thousand enrolled pupils. Ratios by selected size categories are sum-
marized in Table II.

While the number of instructional staff per thousand enrolled pupils
in the :1,000 or more size category may not reach desirable levels indicated
by knowledgeable people in the field of school personnel administration,
neither is it realistic to assume that small districts are so organized as to
effectively use the rather generous ratios identified.

Objective Five
Objective Five: The educational structure of the state shall be organized

in such a way that best use of monies expended for education may be
realized. Cost per pupil is an oft-used yardstick of educational finance mea-
surement. Comparisons of this factor among the school districts of a state
often reveal wide differences. Such comparisons may also be quite meaning-
less unless it is determined what such costs actually 'buy," in terms of an
educational program. It would be possible for district X to have a reported
per pupil cost of S550. District Y could have a reported cost of $800 per
pupil. Yet the $550 figure may represent a much superior educational
I rogram.

The literature consensus is that small school districts and small schools
are, when compared to their larger counterparts, more costly to operate
when using costs per pupil as a criterion. This then suggests that ninnies
being spent for education in a state may not be spent in a manner in which
the greatest educational return may be received.

An inverse ratio is often indicated in this area: as size goes up, the cost
per pupil goes down. This appears to be the case up to a point which is
not well-defined for all districts, however.

Statewide analyses of costs per pupil in various sizes of schoo districts
often point out the comparatively costly programs of small school districts.
Examples from two states appear in Tables III and IV in the Appendix.

SummaryObjectives and Size. Size suggestions are related to objectives.
Unless certain sizes can be reached, program objectives may not be met.
The importance of the size factor is not in the numbers themselves, but in
what the greater numbers can produce.

SIZE AND PARTS OF THE STRUCTURE
States have determined how their respective school systems shall be

organized. There are three organizational patterns over the country. First
is the three level structure composed of the basic school district, the inter-
mediate agency, and the state education ageuicy. Second is the two level
structure which omits the intermediate agency. Third is a single level
system in which the state education agency operates the schools. The size
factor relates primarily to the first two patterns, plus the individual ele-
mentary and secondary schools which are pacts of a school district.
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Structure, like size, is uoi important in and of itself. It is important
when related to the tasks that structure canccomplish to meet educational
objectives in a state.

In the following paragraphs, size and the various parts of the structure
ate discussed. Tables are included in the Appendix, where appropriate, to
indicate size suggestions and recommendations of professional organizations
or persons.

SIZE AND THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The consensus of the literature seems to suggest .a minimum size ele-

mentary school be at least large enough to have one teacher per grade level.
Recommended as better would two or three classrooms for each grade level.
A maximum seems to be -1 classrooms per grade level. Table V in the
Appendix presents recommendations from various professional groups and
individuals on the matter of elementary school size.

SIZE AND THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
The preponderance of the literature on size is focused on the American
high school. This focus has been perceptibly Sharpened since the Conant
study in the late 1950's.

The question of size at the high school level is more complex than
it may first appear. Size must be related to other units of school organiza-
tion if it is to be meaningful. For example, to indicate that a high school
should have a minimum enrollment of 500 students is irrelevant unless it

reasonably well understood what program can be offered in a high
school of this size. Of all the recent high school size recommendations, the
figure of 500 students appears most often. However, much of the literature
indicates that only some educational objectives may be normally met with
500 students. Vocational educational needs would probably scarcely be
touched with such a student enrollment if the 500 student high school was
expected to provide all of the high school program. However, if a vocational
high school program was available nearby, operated under the same or a
different administrative structure, then the 500 pupil high school might
be satisfactory.

The point is simply this: before high school size can satisfactorily be
established, it should be known how the needs of all students are to he met:
A figure of 500 students might be stisfatory under sonic structural arrange-
ments and inadequate in other cases.

The information in Table VI in the Appendix illustrates high school
size recommendations made in recent years.

SIZE AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
(The Basic School District)

In state programs of school district organization it is this unit of the
structure which feels the brunt of the movement. The consolidation of the
individual schools typically follows the realignment of the school district
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The number of pupils required for a complete educational proL.Jam is
the question of size in this case. The word "program.' implies diaerein
meanings and is again related to the total state educational structure, If
program includes primarily what goes on in the classroom plus the general
administration, this implies one size figure. If, on the other hand, program
includes all the ancillary services to support the classroom and its admin-
istration, then die size factor changes considerably. Perhaps it is here that
a most vital point in regard to state programs of school district organiza
tion can be made:

The individual parts of a state school system structure are inextricably
related, A balance exists based upon programs offered at each level and the
statutory .responsibilities which each part ?ist assume. To change any part
without giving careful consideration to the others may cause serious. prob-
lems throughout an entire slate.

Recommendations of contemporary literature on school district size
range froM 2,000 students to 50,000 students. Occasionally, a recommenda
tion may go beyond this. One often observes large differences among size
recommendations. It may well be that this is due to vastly different assump-
tions about what the basic school district should attempt to accomplish.
One should carefully examine and understand such assumptions before
making generalized comparisons of the size factor.

States which have undertaken programs of district organization in
recent years have typically set minimum sizes. This has been clone in two
ways: the statutes may enumerate the minimum size; or statewide stan-
dards, developed through the state education agency, may set the minimum
size.'

The information presented in Table VII in the Appendix illustrates
a number of district size recommendations made by organizations and

SIZE AND INTERMEDIATE AGENCIES
In the period 1962-67, seven states adopted new structures at the inter-

mediate level of school government. Size was a factor considered in each
case. Five of the seven states included minimum sizes in either the statutes
creating the new structures or in standards to be observed; minimum size
ranged from 5,000 to 50,000 students.

Four additional states have developed proposals for changed interme-
diate structures. Size has been seriously deliberated in each case. One such
state has tentatively developed a 100,000 pupil size base. Another has
suggested 125,000 pupils.

The factor of size, related to the intermediate agency part of state
school system structure, again appears to i)e objective-oriented. The objec-
tive is the provision of program-supportitw and supplemental services to all
children, not just those who happen to 'ive in economically affluent or
reasonably heavily populated areas.
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Iu Table VII. in the Appendix the states which have recently changed
Or added new intermediate structures are listed. Sizes a-:e included where
appropriate.

In Table IX- in the Appendix die four states considering intermediate
structural changes are listed. Recommended sizes are included where these
are known.

Sonic services demand a greater pupil base than others. It obviously
requires a greater number of pupils to adequately support an economically
feasible data processing service center than it does to provide a speech and
hearing therapy program operating from an intermediate agency.

SIZE AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
If educational needs are to be met within a state, attention must be

Oyu' to programs of vocational education at the secondary level. As pointed
out earlier, small high school enrollments probably can not sustain a VOCa-
tiona 1 education program of satisfactory breadth of offerings. Many school
districts are too small to offer such programs.

The literature does not contain numerous specific size recommenda-
tions on this aspect of the pmgrain. However, it is the experience of those
nuliiduals who have corked in the area of vocational education that a
satisfactory program does require a rather large pupil enrollment as well
as adequate financial resources. Illustrations of this, from personnel in the
Rockland County, New York, 110CES Unit. and the Division of Vocational
Education in the Ohio Department of Education are of some help here.
The former have indicated a need for a total enrollment of 75,000 pupils
From which to draw potential vocational education students for a broad
program. In Ohio, the Division of Vocational Education has stated that
approximately 12,000 pupils are needed as a base from which to secure
sufficient students to offer and maintain a I2-unit vocational education
program.

Only the largest school districts have such numbers of pupils, These
exist in reasonably heavily populated areas. Yet a student in sparsely popu-
lated areas may also have a need for a vocational education program, and
can benefit both himself and his society by participating in it.

In many parts of the country, it is geographically impossible to arrange
school district lines to include such pupil numbers. It would probably even
be undesirable to do so. Therefore, alternatives must be considered. .\
number of states arc facing up to lie problem by forming vocational school
districts or area schools or districts where vocational education programs
can be made available to high school students. This is a very important
part of the total school district organization problem and must receive the
careful attention of those who plan a statewide program.

It is the point of view of this writer that a state should not fall into
the trap of having to decide on a single type of district for vocational
educational programs. Multiple approaches, dependent upon such factors
as population and fiscal resources, appear to present a more realistic answer
to the problem.
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SIZE AND SPECIALIZED SERVICES
Au increasingly important aspect of the size question, and one which

relates to utilization of available personnel, revolves around the following
type of question: How many students are required for a service to be
offered efficiently and effectively?

Clear-cut answers do not appear to be available. This is undoubtedly
because situations in which similar services are offered vary so much. For
example, a speech therapist serving a small, densely populated area would
be in a far different situation than would her counterpart serving an entire
county in a sparsely settled area.

However, there are some helpful guidelines. These should not be ac-
cepted as absolutes, however: The figures presented in Table X in the
Appendix ...recommendations from the 1958 Yearbook of the American
Association of School Administrators plus those from position papers de-
eloped for a 1966 school district organization study in Ohio.

Other programs or services where size is important are included in
-Fable XI in the Appendix. This information is again subject to the limita-
tion of being from one state study, Ohio, in 1966.

There are two remaining pieces in the size picture not previously men-
tioned. -fhese arc student participation in extra-class activities related to
high school size and pupil achievement. In the former, the literature is not
in :ItIV general agreement about whether students participate in. extra -class
activities to any greater or lesser extent in large or small high schools.
There is an agreement that larger high schools do have <i larger number
of extra-class activities from which students may choose, however.

In the second item, pupil achievement. the literature strongly suggests
that pupil academic achievement, as measured by scores on standardized
achievement tests, is higher in larger schools, both elementary and high
school.

SUMMARY
Much of the information presented is not in the form of what many

readers would judge to be sound research on the matter of size. However,
it might also be said that a paucity of pure research exists on many aspects
of the size question.

In defense of much of the information, it may be said that it does
represent. in addition to some research, the soundest professional opinion
and connsei that many individuals can express on the basis of their analysis
of one or more :1SpeciS or size.

Knowledgeable individuals are often somewhat hesitant to express abso-
lute numbers when asked the question beginning with the words, `'What
size:" This is understandable because of many related factors. Perhaps the
most appropriate way for a state to answer We size question is to answer
lust these questions: (I) What do we want the state school system to accom-
plish: (2) Whit arc the structural alternatives that will be best for our
states:

Once these have been answered. size then becomes a factor in deter-
mining the success of programs within the structure:
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APPENDIX
TABLE I

Illinois High Schools - Breadth of Educational Program

Curricular area

Atei age number of cuu::, redit,

Under 200
pupils

00-700
pupils

Over 1,250
pupils

Language Ai is -1.3 1.8 6.9
Social Studies 3.0 -1.1 5.7
Foreign Languages 1.9 1.4 31.
Science 3.5

51;

Mathematics 4.3
.3

6.5
Business Education -1.7 6.9 8.1
Homemaking 3.5 3.3 1.8
Agriculture 2.-1 .6 0.5
industrial Arts 2.5 5.3 9.4
Vocational T 8 I 0.0 0.3 8.8
Fine Arts-Music 1.0 9.8 6.4
Fine Arts-Art 0.0 1.3 2.7
health -1'. E. 1.2 1.3 1.2

Nom r: IVilliani P. N1cLure. Education for ilte Future of Illinois (Springfield: St 111101 Problems Cum-
inis,ion, 1966). p. 33.

TABLE II
Number of Instructional Personnel Per 1,000 Enrolled Students

Size of school system Instructional Personnel

3,000 or more pupils enrolled 42.7 per thousand
1."00-2.999 1-1.0

600-1,199 -15.8
300- 599 -17.5

150- 299 50.3
50- 119 53.0

Less than 50 78.1

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, (:en,u5 of (:01-erriments, 1962: (:ompeudimn of puldu Emplomeni,
Vol. III, p. 400.

TABLE III
Colorado l'er Pupil Costs (ADA)

Current Operating Expenses, 1965-1966

District size P.antte Median

1- 99 $805.-S1,66. $989.
300- 399 $373.-S 795. 5627.
600- 699 $447.-S 699. $578.
900- 999 $5-17.-$ 792. 5599.

1.000- :1,999 $362.-$ 677 5515.
4,000- 6,999 $433.--$ 650. $47.
7,000- 9,999 $425. -$ 543. S-181.

10,000 25.000 $43.-$ 606. S-180.

Source: R)rntt Ilansford, Comparative Information, 1'065-66 (Denver: Colorado Department of Hduca-
nom 1967), p. 3.
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TABLE IV
lowa Per Pupil Costs by High School Size, 1965-66

If!ti5till School year
Site of high school costs per pupil

50-- 79 $610.
200-299 $52-1.
500-599 $457.
700-799 $51.

1.000 art-I over $476.

State Average $493.

,,,urce: Ellis 'Janson, Planning for School Dim' rict Organization in Iowa (Des Moines: Department of
Pti Idic Instruction, hay, 1967), p. :17

TABLE V
Elementary School Size Factor

(Attendance Unit Only)

huh+ oigmt,/ation Minimum Optimum Niaximum

White Douse Conference on 300 &
Education (1956) 2257250 12 teachers

National Education Association
Dept. Of Elementary School
Principals (1951) - 500

National Commission on School 175 & 300 &
Distrirt Reorganization (1948) 7 teachers 12 teachers

New York Council for
Administrative Leadership (1961) 500-600 900

Ohio Department of Elementary
School Principals (196(1) 300 500 750

Iiitini, Ohio, School of Education, (1 rooms
Guidelines for School District 1 teacher per grade
Organization in Oltio rlus K room 12-18 rooms

State Departments of Education= States which have formulated size statements appear
to agree generally on minimum size of one teacher
for each grade, optimum of approximately 2-3 sec-
tions per grade, and 4 sections per grade as a recom-
mended maximum.

Howard Dawson. Executive
Secretary Emeritus
National Education Assn.
Dept. of Rural Education 210 -280

Wil limn Rosenstengel l--6 175 525 750
1-8 250 550 825

M. 1.. Cushman 175 &
7 teachers

Ralph Soli:us Unpublished
Dissertation. Ohio State
University (1963) 300-499

C. Carpenter 1-6 175
K-6 225

Havid Basher Unpublished
Dissertation. University
of Iowa (1961)

Two sections
per grade

Clemens W. Wood Unpublished
Dissertation. University 1 -ti 175 1--6 525
of Colorado (1951) K-41 225-250 1-S 550

Includes California, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Pennsylvania. Wisconsin, 'West Virginia, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, ,Mississippi, Missouri, New liamnshire, New York. Washington.
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TABLE VI
High School Sin Factor
(Attendance Unit Only)

Intl n. it al/organization inimont Optimum Maxinium

White House Conference on
Education (1956) - 700-1,000

National Commission on School
District Reorganization (1918) 300150

State Board of Education Study Range of
In Vermont (1061) 60(1 -2,000 2.000

Interim Commission Stycly in 500 k
New Hampshire (196!) 25 teachers

Organization of School Systems
in Georgia (study by George 100 in
Peahody College) (1965) graduating class 800-1,200

Lloyd Andrews Unpublished
Dissertat ion. Stanford
University (1958) - 1,200-1,600

Clifford Smith Unpublished Disser-
Superintendent of Chicago Schools 0,000

Clifford Smith Unpublished Disser-
tation, Ohio SW,. University (1960) - `00-1.200

Calvin Grieder and William Rosen.
%tenet (195.1)

James Conant (1959) 100 in graduating class

State Departments of Education' States which have formulated size statements appear
to agree generally on either a 500 pupil or a "I00
pupil graduating class as a minimum size.

7-9 300 700 1,100
10-12 350 950 1.525
7-12 350 775 1,150

San Mateo County, California,
Curriculum Study 1,000 1,500-2.000 2.000

Ohio Association of Secondary
School Principals (1966) 1.300 1.500

Benjamin Willis. former General
Superintendent of Chicago Schools - 2.000

Korwitz and Sayres Study in
New York 300 600-80(1

William Mcl_nre, University
of Illinois 70t) 1 ,000--1.2(10

Int link-, Nrrc icncv, Nrw Hampshire, Noir York, Vermont, V Lalington, and 'Wisconsin.



TABLE VII
School District Size Factor

(The Administrative Unit)
I nil wil/oi g:11111,:li 1On i itilnum Opt inzti -.NI :Is 61111111

National Commission on School
District Reorganization (19'18)

laryard 1);,, National Education
Association; Department of Rural

10.000

Education (1918) 1,600 9,800-12,000
Harlan Been', Midwest Educational

Research Center
11,000

Edgar L. Morphet, University
of California

1,200 10.000
Ronald Campbell, University

of Chicago 2,000
R. M. Eyman, for Ohio

County Superintendents' Assn. 2.500 :0.000
Instittne of Administrative

Research, Teachers' College
'Columbia University (1961)

20.000-50,000
William P. NIcLure, University

of Illinois 5.000-6,000
CommitteQ for Economic

Development (1960)
25,000

Organization of Scho<. Systems
in Georgia (study by George
Peabody College) (1965) 10,000 15,000-20,000

Ohio Master Plan (1966) 3.500 20,000-35,000
Slate Board of Education

Study in VQrmont Range of 2,000 to 6,000
Stephen Kneze,idt, American Associ-

ation of School Administrators
10.000-12.000

St. Louis County. Nlissottri
Study (1962) 2,000

Coonect 4. t Department
(;,' Education 5,000 for regionalized school districts

TABLE VIII
Intermediate Unit Size

oil Minimum slit.
Colorado 1965 No number requiredtowa 1965 No number requiredMichigan 1962 5.000 studentsNebraska 1965 10,000 students used as a

guidelineTexas 1965 10,000 students, subject to
a sparsity factor

11117ti5.



TABLE' IX
Other Intermediate Unit Size Considerations

Stale
Minimum size

recommendation being considered

California
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania

35,000 students

100,000 students

TABLE X
Size and Special Services

Service area
Ratio professional Pei-sunny!

to students

AA SA

Art Cotistiltaut
Child Accounting
Educational Nlaterials Consultant
Guklance Counselor

High School
Elemenmy

Health Services
Homebound Youth
Language Arts Consultant
Music Consultant
Partially Sighted
Physical Education Consultant
Physically Handicapped
Psychologists
Speech and Hearing Therapy
Visiting Teacher

01110 NT t
Art
GuidanceHigh School

Elementary
Health Services
Librarian
Instrunic Nhisic
Neurological and/or 1'11,00/many Disturbed
Physical Education
Psychologists
Speech and Hearing Therapists

2,500 to 3,000
1-10,000
1- 5,000 to 12,000

1- 300 to .100
I- 600
1- 2,500
I- 1,250
1-10,000 to 12,000
I- 2,500 5.000
1- 500

2,500 to 5,000
1- 250
1- 2,500
1- 2,000 to 2,500
1- 2,000 to 3,000

1- 500
I- 250 optimum
I- 100 maximum

-150 optimum
I- 2,500
One in Every School
I- 500
I- 3 to 8 (teacher-pupil ratio)
1- 500
1-- 2.500
1- 3,000



TABLE XI
She and Other Programs

ritgtain --_-_-_-_- ^ - ----L ---
Adult Education 6,520

Comprehensive adult education program
(25,000 total population)

Adult Basic Education Program 1,1156(7,500 total population)
Chartered Evening High School 19,560

(75,000 total population)
Jul Time Director 19,560(75,000 total population)
Education Counselors fur the 10,560

Adult Edtication Program
Business Adminisir a don 55,000 100,000 plus
Data Pluctssilig 60,000 100,000 plus
Pupil '11-mm1En-tat ion 35,00(1 and/or based on sip-:io-economic areaCurl icitlum Development 35,000 and/or based on socio-ewnomic area



(.1IAPTER 10

A STUDY OF ADMINISTRATIVE
COSTS IN SELECTED SCHOOL

DISTRICTS OF IOWA, MISSOURI,

AND SOUTH DAKOTA
Dr. Richard P. Manatt
Dr. Anton j. Netusil

Iowa State University of Science and Technology
Ames, Iowa

Part One

INTRODUCTION
One of the economies expected from Lige-enrollment public school

districts is that of reduced administrative cost. When per pupil costs are
considered, it is assumed that .;(11-ninistrative expense, especially that of
central office services, will decline with increased enrollment. Determining
exactly how much administrative cost economy to expect from larger dis-
tricts had been difficult in the past because of reporting procedures to the
state education agency, variations in accounting- systems among states,
classification procedures (e.g., building- principals' salaries 'unwed togeth?r
in "General Administration"), and an understandable reluciance On to
part of some superintendents to be compared, on a per capita cost basis,

with those of other systems.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether 1J' re were signifi-

ca;:i differences in per pupil costs of central office aclm:misti.icion of districts
in South Dakota, IVeI; ,,1 Iowa and Missouri,. .,.c-fstigation of costs

was contracted researc, ie Great Plains tict Organization
Project, Dr. Ralph Puro irecurr.

;;NI

The general problem or the luvestigation was the cictertuilation and
analysis of costs for the ccn ral administration or public school districts
in South Dakota, Iowa, and Nlissouri for !he school year 1(.165Ifltili. Nfore
:,pecificallv the problem was to amwer the following questions:

It \vas necessary to eliminate all data from 'Nebraska, since tin- npnriing systclii turd
[no Frovffif2 !1),a.p,tuble inforntatinn with 11011 yuccivt.11 from ilie either

: :



I. What. were the costs of school district central administration exclud-ing costs of administering attendance units?9. What are the component costs of district central administration?:3. How do these costs vary per capita (per pupil) among districts andbetween states?
W' at is the relationship of district central administrative servicesoffered to district size?

5. Insof,Ar as can be determined, does efficiency (i.e., reduction of perpupil costs) continue to increase as district enrollments mount, oris there an "administrative over-burden" present in very large dis-tricts which ouninishes administrative economy?6. Is a broad range of administrative services generally available to alldistricts or are special services, educational supervisors, and admin-istrative specialists found only in larger districtsin high-costdistricts?

DELIMITATIONS
This study was de-Fr:ii.-1 to include only approved, public-school dis-tricts maintaining grade,. Ll2 during the 1965-66 school year in the statesof South Dakota, Iowa, and Missouri. The study dealt only with districtcentral administrative costs; excluded were costs for principals, counselors,incl secretaries of rttteudance units. The assumption was made that atten-dance unit administration (of a single elemenory or high school building)would be necessary and relatively constant no matter what district sizeswere produced by reorganization.
Furthermore, adMinistrative costs were defined as salaries, fringe benefits,and personal expenses; costs for office equipment and supplies, and fixedcosts were excluded. Official archival -ports to the state education agency(SEA) were assumed to be accurate; however where data we missi;,g onSecretaries' Annual Reports, local superintendents were contacted by tele-phonl or by mail questionnaire to assure complete cost figures.Cost figures were most readily available in Iowa because of the detailprovided by report documents to the SEA and the use of_ electronic dataprocessing. South Dakota and Missouri state education did not demandquite the detail found in the Iowa Secretary's Annual Report, nor were alldata in machine-useable form in these states. Therefore, the operationaldecision was made to include for detailed analysis only the ten largest dis-tricts, ten smallest districts and the ten districts clustered around eachstate's median enrollntent size.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Using the definitions presented in the following section, district centraladministrative positions were classified into: general i-v1ministration, admin-istrative secretaries, special service personnel, speciill



dices were held with 1)r. Ralph Purdy, project director and the project
state directors: Dr. Ellis Hanson (Iowa), Arthur Summers (Missouri), and
Earl G. lioxa (South Dakota). At that time operational definitions were
checked for accuracy in each state, cost-reporting procedures for each state
compared. and a uniform data sheet was developed as a source document
(See Appendix). Numbers of administrators and non-professional personnel
were needed for each district as well as expenditures by class and the fir
time district cure' :ent, grades kindergarten through twelve.

Initially, a total survey of all districts was intended. This would have
included: Iowa, -155 districts; Missouri. 217 districts; and South Dakota, 215
districts. Unfortunately, a spot check of records in the SEA's of Missouri
and Smith Dakota revealed that only total costs were available and consider-
able variation existed in the pcy.itions clef fled as "administration." Iowa
records were complete except that secretarial costs were not available as
a subtotal. Consequently, the decision was made to work with only thirty
districts in each state (ten largest, ten median, and ten smallest). All Iowa
districts were to be included in a subsequent study.

Using the data sheets, Iowa costs were obtained from a complete print-
out of the 196, Secretary's Annual Report to the Iowa Department of
Public Instruction. Numbers, types, and costs of secretaries for Iowa dis-
tricts were obtained by surveying district superintendents by mail. In the
remaining two states a hand-search -.)f financial reports and/or telephone and
mail requests to the district superintendents were used.

Data sheets were transferred to cards by keypunch and unit-record equip-
ment and desk calculators were used to produce summary data and per-pupil
costs. Analysis of variance techniques inoicated that the markedly different
costs by size of district were statistically significant.

Finally, rosters of personnel 1:--y district were compiled to determine
how the types of personnel were distributed by district size. Tables were
constructed by state and enrollment classes.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions are taken from:
E. B. Sessions. .1111(11. of Adminishative Co..ils iii Ohio School
The State Del ortment of Eder :I tion: Columbus, Ohio. November .9,, 194i.

school adminislialive distrid is used to denote
)ol district in which a single board or officer has the imme-

diate responsibiliiv '.-)r the direct adininistrat1on of. all the
public: schools located therein. Its distinguishing feature is that
it is a quasi-corporation with a hoard or a chief school officer
that has :he responsibility for, and either complete or partial
autonomy in, the adminisuation of all public schools within

1 Inf:1;;J'A;1 this f1SfinitiA11



unit" tiNtilelllti. The terms bfmic adatinistrativo districts. basicschool districis and basic administrativf.. units are usedsylltnIN 11101ISI V.

All Wit/dance unit comprises the geographical area servedIcy a single school. The territory within which children attend-ing an elementary school reside is an elementary school atten-dance unit. The territory within which children attending asecondary school reside is a secondary school attendance unit.A school attendance unit, as such, does not possess administra-tive powers independently of the basic school administrativedistrict of which it is a pan. It is not a quasi-corporation. Abasic school administrative district may consist of one, two,three, or a large nurtber of school attendance units.
It should be noted that this investigation is concerned with personneland costs of Administrative Districts and not with attendance units. Asmentioned in the Sessions definition above, the basic school administrativedistrict is a quasi-municipal corporation which has the responsibility forthe administration of all public schoolsattendance unitswithin thedistrict boundaries.

Personne' defined as district central administrators were:
Administration:

1. Superintendent
2. Assistant Superintendents
3. School Board Clerks
1. Business Managers
5. Secretaries

Educational Supervisors:
I. 1.11...mentary

a. Upper Grades
b. Lower Grades
c. Primary
Secondary
a. Art
b. Home Eco1.9mics
c. Industrial Arts
d. Music
e. Reading
f. Physical Education
g. Vocational

9.

Special Services:

1. Guidance

Psychologists
3. Speech Therapists
1 Nurses
5. Visiting Teachers
(3. Personnel Direct, s
7. Audio Visual
8. Dentists
9. Doctors

10. Specialists

11. Special Education
12. .Adult Education
13. Pupil Accounting
1.1. Health Services

15. Deaf and Hard of Hearin-8 °.



As was expected three positions were found in practically every school
districtthe superintendent, the board secretary, and an office secretary.
In ve:_y small districts the board secretary and office secretary positions
were filled by the saute person. The largest districts had one or more
persons in each of the positions on the list.

The above listing of the personnel for the district ccntral administra-
tion does not include the following:

1. Principals of Attendance Units
2. Assistant Principals of Attendance Units
3. Teachers
4. Custodians
5. Bus Drivers
6. Food Service Personnel
7. NIaintenance Personnel
S. Set retaries (Assigned)
9. Count -fors of Attendance Units
These are people who deal with attendance units, and it is assumed

that no matter what type of administrative district is established, the per-
sonnel listed immediately above will be required at each attendance unit.

Part Two

FINDINGS
The sclioe districts of Iowa, Missouri, and South Dakota are typically

very small. As shown in Table 1 the median enrollments grades K-12
were 714, 693, and 321 respectively, Thus in Iowa, a median-sized district
had less than 55 pupils per grade ill 1965-1966. South Dakota still has high
school g:-.tduating classes with [met than ten members.2 Examination of
Tables 2-4 reveals that, excepting the major city (or cities) of each state,
even the classification "ten largest districts" is comprised of a number of
schools under 15,000 in size and when Missouri is ignored, ]tiOSt of the
schools in the top ten have less than !0,000 students. It should also be
noted that the so-called median ten school district!) in each state are also
very :Allan.

TABLE I
Public school districts of Iowa, Missouri, and South Dakota maintaining high schools,

1965-1966.

NIttnher :and Siic ioica Missouri South 1)iikota

No. of Disn'icts '153 247 215

I.arf.4est Eitrollmettt 11.954 123,733 18 121

',Median Enrollment 71-1 693 321

Smallest Fluid Imktt 195 9f; 99

Dr, Merle Stoneman, for many )rats before his death professor of Educational Acnitt-

:t:1;:'.I1I-111 nf 1101 ut !-:1! of giving a EPinr-nEEMeI!t address at



Tables 2-4 contain general administrative costs, i.e., costs for superin-
tendent. assistants, secretaries, business personnel, and board of education.
These tables do not contain costs of speci-.4:. services personnel or educa-
tional supervisors.

Per Pupil Costs of.General Administration

The per pupil cost,: contained in Tables 2-4 are the very essence of
this report and vividli .support the original assumption that small school
districts have greatly increased per .pity expense for central administra-
tion. Iowa's ten largest districts spen about $11.00 per child for central

TABLE 2
Per pupil tort for general administration of large, median, and small districts in Iowa,

1965-66.

kank Dist t Enrollment
Cost of

Administration
Administrative
cost per pupil

1 Des :Ninnies 1-1,93-1 $322,932 $ 7.18
Cedar Rapids 23.590 228;190 9.68
Davenport 21,592 i97.742 9.16

1 Waterloo 19.109 168,021 8.60
5 Sioux City 18,321 111,951 6.27
Ii Council Mulls 15.252 80,228 5.26

1)111nique 8,861 01,981 10.38
Ottumwa 8,199 82,171 10.02

0 Iowa City 7.870 276.1-18 35.08
1(1 Fort 1)odge 7,812 81.041 10.37

938 Beaman-Conrad 723 16.056 22.20
239 Holstein 722 12,341 17.00
2-1(1 Turkey- Valley 719 21.419 29.60
211 Monte/tuna 717 23,9-1.1 30.10
212 East wood 71-1 60,891* 85.00
213 . \ dair-Casey 713 27,059 38.70
2 11 Ruff alo Center 708 16,196 22.75
215 'Fwin Cedars 708 16.991 23.00
216 MLA*. 707 19,510 27.05
217 1 nderwood 705 19.160 27.10

116 Diagonal 901 12,101 6.10
Ili Ayrshire 2(11 12.106 46.20

.118 Marathon 2-13 12,690 51.90
119 Garrison 237 7,727 32.50
15(1 Palmer 230 5,956 37.90
151 Ncw l'i ovidence 235 6,5:S0 27.90
152 Stea whom Rock 231 8,292 35.80
53 A.C.L. 226 19,399 85.40
P. 1 11 ::1::: /II 1 3 8`,1 :



administration during the 1965-1966 year." Median-sized Iowa districts in
the state spent about $33.00 per child for these services. The smallest ten
districts spent around .544.00 per child for central administration_ A similar
pattern of costs was found in each of the states. Median district costs were
double er triple those of the ten largest districts.

To simplify comparisons, the per pupil costs of each ,iassification were
averaged and presented for all three states. Data in Table 3 concerning the
"smallest-ten" classification indicates that small schools were spending
amounts from three to almost ten times that of the large-district mean per

TABLE 3
Per pupil cost for general administration ox large, median. .Ind small districts in

Missouri, 1965-1966.

Rank Nitric! Enrollment (Act rrwirst atirm
Arl nil nictrat iAc
cost per pupil

1 St. Louis 123.733 5970,579 $ 7.84
2 Kansas City 79.835 279.815 3.5'
3 Springfield 23,805 301,683 1°.'0

1 Fergitson 16.795 116,546 6. ')
5 St. Joseph 16,489 83,800 s.
6 Raytown :5,790 108,674 6.90
7 Independ,,f e 14,955 123,688 8.25
8 Ritenott- 14,677 141,680 10.05
'9 Hazelwood 14,536 11.465 9.76

1(1 Hickman hills 12,682 118,118 9.21

238 Albany 7.19 16,706 22.17
239 ()Jilin 710 15.762 22.19
240 Milan 706 13.381 18.95
211 Laddonia 697 11,798 16,86
212 Elshcrry 693. 16,385 29.11
213 North Plat re 680 20,135 29.5(3
211 Rich Hill 668 15.656 23.36
215 Conway 667 13.182 19.70
246 Rock Port (3132 21.122 11.82
247 Canton 650 15.897 21.16

76 Herm i loge 1.10 8,159 .`,7.46
77 WillM tummy!) 139 8,598 61.13
178 Dadevilie 133 8,650 80.52
479 Gorin 128 10.881 8.: .;;;;
480 Vyaconda 119 lit. 08 85.00
181 (1004cv 11)9 7,115 65.1)1

182 Wheel ing 108 8,898 83.33
181 Ravanna 105 8,833 83.81
481 Martinsville 97 0,760 100.62
485 Ethel 416 9,360 97.50



vupil expenditures. The differences were least in South Dakota, possibly
because the median- and smallest-ten classifications were quite similar insize. Furthermore, the "lzu.gest-ten- classification of this state contained
seven districts smaller than 5,000. Administration o)viously is a part-time
assignment in most of the small districts of South Dakota when annualcosts as low as 5891.31 were reported!

Actual-amount comparisons across state lines can be considered fairly
precise in the series of tables 2-5. In sonic instances sub-totals for secretariesor business managers were not available, but total figures were alwaysavailable.

Going beyond general administration to costs of educational stipervisots
and special services personnel proved to be more difficult. In the following

TABLE 4
Per pupil cost for general administration of large, mediae, and small districts in

South Dakota, 1965-1966.

Rank Distric Enrollment
Cost of

Administration Administrative
cost pee pupil

Sioux Falls 18,121 Si81.397 510.17Rapid City 13.369 113,183 8.17.
A bc.rdecn 5,967 11,316 (1.92

1 11 urtm 1080 48;415 12.17
Douglas 3.891 86,881 22.31

6 \Vatcrtown 3,781 .18,535 12.78
7 Mitchell 2,915 47,368 16.25
ti Brookings 2,855 '15.280 15.86
9 Pierre 2,763 39.124 14.16

Yankton 2,595 46.621 17.97
109 At moor 331 9,081 27.4-1
1111 Bowdle . .530 11.132 33.71105 I-lei-T.6d 326 1,175 12.81106 .Alexandria 922 11,985 37.22107 Egan 321 9.997 31.15108 I till City 313 7,910 25.37
109 Rost' w 511 7.673 24.67
110 Plankington 309 7.557 24.16III Veblen 305 5,223 17.13112 Tripp 903 6,305 A.81

201. Claremont I 1 1 1,156 10.42207 Vivian 110 87,0 7.73208 Worthing 106 6,800 65.00
209 Glen ham 103 1;137 I 3.95210 Volin 102 2,507 21.582! ! °chic Its 5 5,361 57.68212 Wito11 89 3,699 !1.56213 Interior 75 9,332 44.49

i2it1I ::::l



TABLE 5
Average per pupil costs of administration by size dassificatim, Iowa, issourF,

and South Dakota, 1965-i966.

Iowa Missouri South Dal.ota

Total no. of districts 155 247 215

.1/ ea It amI per pupil
1.a tges..' tett SI 1.20 S 8.08 .S13.71

".%ledialt tell 33.00 9 3 . 89

Smallest tell -13.80 77.85 31.71

TABLE 6
Per pupil costs of all central administration, large, median, and small districts in

Iowa, 1965-1966.

Rank District Enrollment

General
Adrninis
tratic.,

Special
ser%it es

Educational
Supervision

Total
Um. Cost

'Total per
pupil toa

1 Des Moines ,11,954 $345,411 $705,365 S21,173 $1,471,949 532.71

2 Cedar Rapids 23,596 251,482 376,7.10 2,13,695 871,923 36.95

3 Davenport 21.592 197,712 -
I Waterloo 19,469 192,741 148;188 290.6,98 631,867 32.1(1

5 Sioux City 18 321 1)17,771 220,119 164,230 552,126 30.13

6 Council Blues 15.252 114,398 81,596 1-:'3,138, 342,-132 22.15

7 Dubuque 8.801 130,761 135,981 116,438 383.180 3.21
8 thiumwa 8,199 93,714 103,497 83,865 281,106 31.1,

9 Iowa City 7.870 280,797 0 17,853 301,650 38.71

10 Fort Dodge 7,812 130,730 7.1,05(i )03,739 368.525 17.17

223 Beaman-Conrad 723 12.056 15,0110 103,850 110.906 191.89

221 Holstein 722 10.510 16,300 15,920 48,760 67.53

225 Furker Valley 719 30,296 10,583 6.512 47,391 65.91

220 Montezuma 717 31,71.1 15.000 0 16,714 65.19

227 East wood 711 67.600 30,499 6,7)10 901.859 1111.8(1

228 Ada i r-Cascy '31.:388 16.500 0 50,888 71.37

229 Buffalo Cent,. , 08 20.095 10.275 II 30,370 12.90

230 Twin Cut lars 708 19,391 10,950 0 30,311 12.85

231 11.1.X. 707 24,146 0 1.350 25.190 36.06

232 t 'titlerwood 705 22.100 13,700 10.100 5.960 05.19

.140 J)iagoltal 2111 12,111.1 0 0 12.1(11 10.60

t 7 Ayrshire 261 11,805 2.000 0 10,805 0-1.39

i t .., Marathon 213 12,089 0 0 12.089 52.22

1 I t; 1.. :a 1 rison 237 9.031) 830 1,715 8,955 18.81

150 :',i1o2e1 236 8,955 0 (1 8,955 37.91

151 ; \ cis' Pro\ idence 235 0.530 0 0 6,530 27.79

-152 Stea mho :t Rock 231 11,292 5,800 0 17.090 73.99

53 A.C.1,. 226 23,790 0 0 23.790 105.31

-154 Rake 211 10,270 0 11,220 51.199 21.1.07

'155 Rembrandt 195 (1,317 0 0 6,317 32.11)

General administration includes lost of board of edmation, superintendent and iv:se:tams. business



series of tables 6-8, the Iowa figtu es c re most complete; they included a
special cost break-out for secretaries by administration, supervision or spe-
cial services, provided by surveying the business officials of the districts
involved. Missouri data were equally comprehensive. South Dakota costs
for business manager, special services, educational supervisors and secre-
taries by area could not be obtained.

Inclusion of all central administration costs had equalizing cited on
distribution of per pupil costs. Large district expenditures for educa-

tional supervisors and special services personnel tended to increase unit
costs; median and small districts had few expenditures beyond those for

TABLE 7
Per pupil costs of all central administration, large, median, and small dist:Acts in

3r issouri, 1965-1966.

Rank District Enrollment

General
Adminis-
Int imo

Special
Services

Educational
Supervision

Total
Adm. Cost

Total per
pupil cost

I Si. Louis 123,733 5979.575 S I .332,816 S653,320 S2,965.711 S23.97
2 Kansas City 79.835 279,815 669;190 867,983 1,810.018 22.67
3 Springfield 23,805 30 I ,683 16-1,689 77.508 5-13,880 22.85

I Ferguson 16,795 166.56 72.000 83,850 322,396 19.20
5 St. Joseph 16;189 83.800 .111,500 13.200 167.509 10.111

ti Rd v town 15,790 108.671 13,000 190,1300 312;27 1' 19.78
7 Indepundencc 14,955 123.(388 52.232 30,715 20)1,635 I 3.89
8 Ititenour :1.677 1-11.680 0 89.861 221,511 15.30
9 Hazelwood 11 .536 1.11,65 15,8133 36.628 223,956 3:;.11

10 Hickman Mills 12.682 118,118 70,547 0 188,661 11,88

2:18 A lbanv 7-19 113.706 0 0 1(3 :706 22.:30
239 Qul in 710 13,762 0 0 15.7(32 22.20
210 Nlilan 7011 13.981 0 6.725 20,006 28.11
211 Laddonia 697 11.798 0 0 11.798 17.17
212 lsberry 693 16.385 0 13.3176 29,761 12.95
213 No! di Platte (380 20,135 0 0 20.135 29.131

211 1.1 ich Hill 668 15,656 0 (I 1:056 23,31
2.15 Conway 6137 !3.182 9.600 10,-100 3;3,!8'2 19.75
916 Rock Port 662 21.122 0 0 21.122 31.91
217 Canton 650 15.897 I) 5.(l05 20,900 32.16

176 I fermi' age 112 SA 59 0 0 8,159 57:16
177 'Williamstown 139 8.59 0 0 8,594 61,811

178 Dadeville 133 8.650 0 0 8,6;11) 65.04
179 Colin 128 10,881 0 (1 10,881 ,15.01

180 11'vaconda 119 10.208 0 0 10,208 85.78
.181 CtIlev 109 7.1.15 0 0 7.115 66.55
-182 Wheeling 108 8,898 0 (1 8,898 142,39

183 Ravanna 105 8.833 0 0 8,833 8-1.12

18.1 Martinsville 97 9.760 0 0 9,760 100.62



.),c.licnti administration. The largest districts still provided a per pupil
economy; for example, the Iowa mean per-pupil cost- for central adminis-
tration in the largest ten districts was $35.35; median districts, $78.88; and
in small districts the figure was $73.55.

Also of interest was the leveling of per pupil costs within district-size
strata. Consider the cases'of Iowa City, Iowa, and Kaii-s City, Missouri.
When oniy general administrative costs were considereo, Iowa City had a
per capita figure much above the other large districts, $35.08, compared to
a stratum mean of $11.20. On the other hand, total administrative cost per
pupil for this city was S38.7I compared to a large district mean of $35.35.

TABLE 8
Per pupil costs of all central administration, large, median, and small districts in

South Dakota, 1965-1966.

Rank I)isl Hut Enrollment

General
Iiis

tr:ition'
Special
Set% ices

I dncational
Supervision

Total
Arlin, ('t'i

Total per
pupil cost

1 Sioux Falls 18.121 8181.398 Not Avail:11)1e 8155,83 I S3,16.939 S18.77

2 Rapid City 13,369 113,181 72,758 185.91!! 13.91

3 Aberdeen 5,967 41,316 17.179 58.-195 9.80

1 Huron 3,980 48,145 , 9,577 58,029 11.58

5 Douglas 3,894 86,881 0,19(1 93.377 23.98
6 Watertown 3,781 8,336 1-1,020 90,359 21.3
7 Mitchell 2.915 7,168 0 17.1(18 111.25

8 Brookings 9,855 5,280 !1,113 18,593 17.02

9 Pierre 2,763 39,12.1 0 39,12-1 11.16

10 Yankton 2.''.95 -16,621 70 16,591 17.99

103 Armour- 331 9.081 Not A va i lahle It 9,081 27.11

104 Bowdle 330 11,133
,

(1 11.133 33.74

105 Hcrrcid 326 -1,175 6,698 10,801 33.14

106 Alexandria 322 11,986 0 11.980 37.22

107 Egan 321 9,998 0 9,998 31.11

!OS Hill City 313 7,910
, 0 7,910 . 25.37

109 Rosette 311 7,674 0 7.071 21.68

110 Planl,:ington 309 7,558 0 7,558 21,0
111 Vehlen 305 5.99-1 -1,867 10,091 33,09

112 "Irjpy 301 6,106 0 6,100 20.81

206 Claremont III 1,157 Not Available (I 1,157 10.12

207 Vivian 110 850 1e 0 850 9.79
208 Worthing 106 6,896 0 6,896 (35.0(1

269 (denim) 103 1,437 0 1,137 13.95

21(1 Vol in 102 2,508 1,100 3,608 35.37
11 Oel lit its 91 5,165 91 0 5,365 57.69

212 Witten 89 9,699 tr 0 '9,699 11.56

213 Interior 75 3.332 0 3.332 .11.43

211 Bison 72 2,070 0 2,07(1 28.83

215 Fairview 39 891 0 891 22.85

Ibid.
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Similarly, the \ry low Kansas City general administration per-pupil
figure of $3.51 made this district's central office operation appear much
more economical than the total per pupil cost of S22.67 reported in Table
7. Differences in budgeting procedures accounted for the rather misleading'
general administrative costs. Iowa City had higher general administration
costs than the typical district of that size classification but no special services
costs. Kansas Cit had rehlti VC!). 1110(leSt general administration costs but
relatively high educational supervisor costs.

Administrative Personnel
As was stated earlier, this investigation is not concerned w11 tIl quality

of the educational program, but is concerned with the ()ppm ti Witt- the

TABLE 9
Administrators, educational super, isors, and special services personnel of large, median,

and small districts in Iowa, 1965-1966.

No. No.
So. spec. Ser. Ethic.

Rank District l'crsontlel Super. lotal

I Des Moines -1-1,951 2- 1 I :..' 23.5 69.7
2 Cedar Rapids 23,596 ,,

._ 14.0 KO
3 Davenport 21,592

1 Waterloo 19,-169 : .7, 11,0 3-1.5
5 Sioux City 18.324 0 25.3 9,5 35.8
(I Cour-1611111111s 15.252 2 8,ii 11,0 21.6
7 Dubuque 8.861 2 10.5 9.0 21.5
8 OH umwa 8,199 1 1.1.0 6.0 21.0
9 Iowa City 7,870 0 0 90

10 Fort Dodge 7.812 2 9.ti 19.8 :11,1

238 Beaman-Conrad 723 1 2.1) 15.0 18.0
239 Holstein 722 1 2.1) 1.0 -1.0

240 Turey 1'a !ley 719 I 2.3 0 3.3
21I Montezuma 717 1 2.6 0 3.ti
212 East wood 714 1 .1.0 0 5.0
243 Adair-Casey 713 I 3.3 0 4.3
2+1 Buffalo Center 70$ I 1.6 0 2.6
245 1 'win Cedars 708 I 1.5 0 2.5
2,16 1-1.1..V. 707 1 0 0 1.0
217 l 'nderwood 705 I 2.0 1.0 1.0

416 Diagonal 261 1 1.0 3.0 5.0
Al 7 Ayrshire 261 I 0,3 0 1.3
-148 Marathon 213 I -
+4S Garrison 237 1 (1.5 0 1.5

50 Painter 236 1 - -
15I New Providence 235 1 (1,7 0 1.7
52 Steam4mat Rock 231 1 0.8 0 1.8
153 A .C.J.. 226 1 0.5 0 1.5

.154 Rake 211 I 0 6.0 7.0

.155 Rembrandt 195 1 - -
(Mr, Musty classroom teachers-1 he local staff of the numbers 421.

[1871



pupils have for effective learning in the schools. What central administra-
tion is provided? Are educational supervisors employed? What central
administration is provided? Are educational supervisors employed? How
many special services personnel support the district operation? In short,
what is obtained for the per pupil expenditure of ten, thirty, or eighty-one
dollars?

Tables 9-11 following contain numbers of administrators, educational
supervisors, and special services personnel employed by districts in each
of the three size classifications. The pattern, was generally the same for each
state: Ten large districts --a few administrative employees, rivny more spe-
cial services personnel and a slightly smaller number of educational super-
visors: Median districtsone or two aCluinistrators and an occasional spe-

TABLE 10
Administrators, educational supervisors, and special servi--es personnel cr large, me,'

and small . 'n Missouri, 1'465

R

, ..

4).

1111 it. o I

I

0
sl . 1 , 18

c)

5,-,

-18

!I9

70

3 Sim n, 23. .') I
99 35

I

5

Ferguson
St. Jostph

16,795

t5i .7189 ',01 1

6

1(1

9

5

20

19

6 Raytown 6 IS 99 13

7 independence 14.955 1 41 I 1 1

8 Ritenour 14.677 6 (1 I I 17

9 11 am ksood I 1,536 25 -1 3 3 9

10 1.1k kman :11 ills 12.682 6 I II 19

238 Albany 719 I 0 I

239 (emu. 710 1 3 0 1

210 Milan 706 r)
1 0 3

211 Laddonia 697 I 0 0 1

212 Elsherry 693 I (1 0 1

2 13 North Platte 680 2 0 0

211 Rich Hill (1)18 1 0 0 1

2 15 Conway 6117 3 3
9 8

2 16 Rock Port 662 I 0 0 1

217 Canton (rill 9
I 0 3

-176 Hermitage 1.12 1 (1 0 1

-177 kVillianisown 139 I (1 0 1

178 Dade% ilk. 133 I 0 0 I

-I'M ( ;orin 128 I (I 0 1

-180 AVvaconda 119 1 0 0 1

181 Coffey 109 I 0 0 1

.182 N1' heel ing 108 I (1 0 1

183 Ravanna 105 I 0 0 1

Is I Marinsv ilk 97 I Cl 0 I

185 1;7 lik-I 96 I 0 0 I
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cial scriccs person OF educational supervisor: 'Yen smallest districts one
administrator, the superintendent, who fr-quently was Leaching' part-Lime,
and 110 special services person or educational supervisors.

Obviously pupils enrolled in large districts had access to more varied
and complete administrative services. Those who are familiar with the
operations of small districts will point out that superintendents of small
schools serve part of the time as educational supervisors and work on spe-
cial service., tasks. Furthermore, count'y and intermediate unit services can
he said to supplement the central administration of small districts. Yet
those who are acquainted with the administration set-up of the large dis-
tricts in this study arc also quicl to point ow L.Ht superint,ndenis or Des

Cot tiC8 Or I. Louis also spend many hours )] - 1 1 work -,:eek <ts (it-

TABLE I I
Administrators, educationA supervisors, ;Ind special se! (..; personnei larg,:, median,

and small districts is South Mike Ifi` 1966.

1Z ank
n.

t).
:.11111.

1.01.

1 Sioux Falls 18,1 I 1 1 None Ft:Toiled 16 17
. Rapid Cit I 3.369 1 7 8

Aberdeen 5,967 I 1 2

I Huron 3980 I I
.

Douglas 3.98-I 1 I
I)

Ii Watertmvn 3.781 1
, 5,2 6.9

7 Mitchell _'.915 1 1 5

8 Brook iiigs 2,855 1 2 3

9 Pierre 2.7113 1

10
0 1

1(1 Yankton 0,595 1 0 1

103 At 1110111' 331 .8 None reported 0 .8

101 Bowd le :130 1 .-1 1.4

105 Ilerreid :t2 .7 0 .7

106 Alexandria 322 I 0 I

107 Egan 321 1 0

108 Hill City 313 .7 .1 0 .7

109 Roscoe 311 .0 .6

110 Plankingt on 309 1 0 1

I I I Veblen 305 0 .7

112 Tripp 303 1 0 1

206 Claremont III .5 None reported 0 .5

207 Vivian 110 1 0 1

208 Ww,,hing 106 1 " 0 1

209 Glen ham 103 1

.
0 I

210 Volin 102 .33 11 .33

211 Oelrichs 91 .33 0 .33

212 Witten 89 .5 ,, 0 .5

213 Interim 75 .5
.

0 .5

211 Bison 72 1 0 1

215 Fairview 39 .8 0 .8
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services xvorkers or ,as educational supervisors (if the same flexible defini-
tions are used). Moreover, in Polk County, Iowa, services from the county
educational unit are available to Des Moines schools; St. Louis County
SCViCCS are given to St. Louis schools quite as readily as to small school
district in that county.

Parenthetically it should nte;itioned that the position title of istant
superintendent or associate .-Aluer:itendent is used only sparingly the
large school districts studied. .\ any districts as large as C: Mar Rapie and
Davenport, Iowa, or Independence. .\Tissouri. had only one assistant s.iper-
intendent. :\Iany who were tItot qln to actually serve as :stain superin-
tendents were called -directors.- "supervisors," or "constrTILS." WitCtliff
for economy of salaries 31.1:1(11C(I. or because of out-dated .ffganizational
charts. large districts ,w1dont had more than o!!" person desi'::nated as assis-
tant superintendem. Since median-si/ed ten esedl:ie term assist;:in.
superinlenth at Io die only cern' ral achninisi ration !ie per .H:r the superin-
tendeni this positii..1 showed up as treguentl\ in districts pia 700 to 1,001)
students as in those districts with 10,000 or more!

Numbers of secretaries for administration, special services, and educa-
tional supervisors followed the now familiar pattern of larger numbers in
all three categories in the largest ten schools, and almost none in the classi-
fications of special services or educational supervisors when median- or
smallest-ten strata were considered (Tables 12-13). No secretarial data were
available for South Dakota.

Per pupil costs of special services and educational supervisors are shown
in Tables 14-16. Because these services were seldom provided in smaller
districts the cost pattern is reversed. Small districts, having few or no super-
visors and special services personnel, had no costs. Large districts generally
had per pupil costs for supervision and special services which amounted
to fifty or seventy-five percent. of the total administrative expenditure per
pupil. In the few instances when median-sized districts had supervisors and
special services personnel, the district's per pupil costs were higher than
those of schools in the top ten classification.

Per Pupil Costs for Secretaries

The computerized system of reporting used in Iowa and a special mail
qucstionn :'ire to the superintendents of districts involved afforded a careful
look at the per pupil costs of central administration secretarial services. As
was true of certified and professional employees, the highest per pupil costs
were associated with general administration (Table 17), special services
costs were second (Table 18), and per pupil costs for educational super-
visors' secretaries were least (Table 19).

Although not too meaningful because of the numbers of schools report-
ing "no expenditures" for the various secretarial classifications, the mean per
pupil expenditures by size classification are reported in the followiny, open-
faced table.
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.\verap,e per pupil costs lor ad 1111'Stralioll, .;vpervisorsainl special services' SCC:I't:Zi;-i t1 10 v; 965-1966.

DiNtrir( Classification

Largest l en

Willa)) Ten
'1111;111cm en

crret aria. ,!an per pupil t.---
Education

'itipersisor,

S .81

5.51

.00

Special
Services

$1.7!",

1.01

.00

of Education Costs
ma's accounting all(!

I(1 r '.alpine per put ii cosi Jet- lion:, of t H. boa
It 1;, ,1 secretaries. ,tice

although the iistril
,dministration expenditures.

',!: :portunity
. 711 and for

,lis icts IL.
. .Ver per pupil

-ti: ,.LI, much wore than those of other cen-

TABLE J2
Secretaries serving administrators, educational supervisors, and special service personnelof large, median, and small districts in Iowa, 1965-1966.

It anl, Insoict Etinilitutnit

Slumber 01 Secretaries

TolalAdmit), Spec. Ser. Ed. Super,

C)

Des Moines
Cedar Rapids
Davenport

11,951
25.591i
21.502

6
5

70
3

10
0

86
17

1 Waterloo 10,169
Ii 15Sioux City 18M1 12 10(1 Council Bluffs 15,252
I I 127 Dubuque 8,861 I1 2"Ottumwa 8,190 9 9
1 59 Iowa City 7.87(1 2 0

10 Fort Dodge 7,812 15 3 1 19
238 BeamanConrad 723 2 1 0 3()39 Holstein 722 1 1 0 1210 Turkey Valley 710 3 (1 0 '3211 Montezuma 717 1 0 1) 1212 East wood 711 2 I 0 9213 Adair -Casey 713 0 0 121.1 Buffalo Center 708 1 0 (1 I245 rwin Cedars 708 1 U I) 1216 11.LX, 707 1 0 0 1217 Underwood

7(15 I 0 0 I

11(1 Diagonal 2131 1 0 (1 1117 Ayrshire 261 1 0 (1 1118 ;Marathon 213
119 Garrison 237 _ .5150 Palmer 236

151 New Providence 235 0 0 0 (I159 Steamboat Rock 231 I 0 0 1455 A,C.I.. 296 1 (1 0 1154 Rake 211 1 (1 0 1155 Rembrandt 195



TA/11 ;
sei rut a ries serving administrators, ,Altication.. ,,upervisors, and special servit c ltc

of large. ::ctlian, and small di it.ts in Missouri. 1965-4906.

,m1)(1 01 `-,c.t ro

'1)4. . tit - 1 (I. Stip

1

I

fi

7

8

9

10

`o. Louis

-,i)I ingfield

_2,nson

r . Joseph
itilVt0W11

Independence
Ritenonr
Hazelwood
Hickman Mills

123,733

23.sic,
16.79-,

16,189

15.790

1.1.955

11.677

1.1.536

12.68"

ICI

.1

5

9

28

7

i

i

1

0

2

2

0

5
0

H."

;

1.1

2

0

0
2_

0

I 0.

16

10

8

7

9

35

7

238 .11banv 719 0 n 2

2139 Quint 710 1 0 0 I

210 Milan 70(i 1 0 0 1

211 Laddonia 697 1 0 0 I

212 Elsherry 693 I 0 0 1

213 North Plat te 680 I 0 0 1

2.1 Rich Hill 068 2 0 (1
()

2,15 Conway 667 0
(1 0 2

2 -16 Rock Poll 662 I 0 0 I

2.17 Canton 650 1 I) 0 I

-176 Hermitage 112 I 0 0 1

-177 IVillianistown 139 I 0 0
-178 1./adeville 1:13 I 0 0 1

-179 Colin 125 0
(1 0 I)

-180 1Vyaconda 119 1 0 0 I

181 Colley 1119 I 0 0 I

.182 Wheeling 108 1 0 0 I

.183 Ravannzt 105 1 0 0 I

181 Martinsville 97 I 0 0 1

185 Ethel 96 I 0 0 1
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TA11LE 11
Pct pupil cost for educational supenisors and special services personnel of large, median,

and small districts in ima. 1965-1966.*

It.m1; oisti:tt Lino Ilnient

-777.

.

l4

Pvi Pupil t:o.:1

1/11Pil
cost

Su

Total
cost

l'er pupil
coat

1 Drs Nloint,. 11.!151 S705,365 $15.69 5121.173 $ 9.37,, Cedar Rapii Is 23.596 376,7 16 15.97 2 13.005 If' 313 Ilavrninn i 21.592
1 Wale: loo 19.1419 118.1:.S 7.63 "90.638Sion \ Cits 18.321 220.119 12.02 ifil.Q34; 8.960 Council Mutts 15.252 81.596 5.35 1.1643s 9.4307 DnInnint SAil 135.981 15.15 116.11 1 13.13Oti:nowa r ..9 103.197 12,62 10.230 leas;[ Cp, 7.87D 0 D 17.8.13 2.07In 1:1061 Doilgc 7.x 1 2 71.056 9,1S 163,739 20.06

038 l4aman4 (uad"- 7"3 15.0(40 20.75 1(13,850 113.0"39 I lolsti in 722 16.300 .p).58
15,920 22.05"01 IutLls1,t31ct 719 10,5S3 11,72 6,512 9.0(3"11 \Ionic/um:I 717 15,000 20.92 0 02 12 East ts ood 71 1 30,199 12.72 0.700 9.17113 Ada ir-t -a'st 713 143.500 23.11 0 0"!. I Itill:ain ( until 708 10.275 11,51 0 0215 .1 iill trd,ii. 7IIN 1(1.950 15.17 0 Is216 11.1..V. 707 0 I) 1,350 1.91"17 1 tilt- t%,!,!,1 705 13,700 19.13 10.10(4 11.33

1141 1)4apprial 261 0 0 0 0117 As p.tliir 261 2,000 7.6i; 0 (/118 'Marathon 2 13 - - -IN Garrison 237 S30 3.50 1,715 7.2-1150 l'altnur 236 - -
151 New I'; oRictue "35 0 0 0 0152 Steamhoat Ruck 231 5.800 25.11 0 0153 .1.L.1.. 22(1 0 0 (1 017)1 Rake' ' "11 I) 0 11,110 If45.36155 1:ctolo andt 195 - -

' .;11 ictatial t.osh.
" Disti ,1 1,as in( hided (las.iriorn salaries in Educational Supervisors' budget.
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TABLE 15
Per pupil cost for educational supervisors and special services personnel of large, invdian,

and small districts in Missouri, 1065-1966.

R Ank Disiti( i I.n rollment

Per Pupil Cost

Spec. Serv. Pirson. F3.1. Super. Person.

Total
cost

Per pupil
cost

Total Per pupil

I

o

St. Louis
Kansas City'

123.733

79,835

$653,320

867,983

':: 5.'18

10.87

SI.: 12 806
6112,220

$ 0 77
8.30

3 Springfield 23.805 77.508 3.26 G 89 6,9"
1 Ferguson 16,795 83,850 .99 7.102 -1.29

5 St. Joseph 16, .13,200 2.62

2..81266 Rayton 15,790 190.000 12.01 11.000

7 Independence 14.955 30.715 ').05 52.238 3.19

8 Ritcnour 114,077 89,81;1 Too 0 0

9 Hazelwood 11 .536 36,62ft 2.5u 15.863 3.16

10 Hickm;.'n Mills 12,082 0 0 70.517 5.56

238 Albany 719 0 0 0 0

239 Qulin 710 0 (1 0 0

2.10 Milan 706 0 0 0,725 9,53

211 Laddonia 697 0 0 0 0

212 Fisher y (193 0 0 15,376 19,30

213 North Platte 080 0 0 0 0

211 Rich Hill 068 0 0 0 0

2.15 Conway 667 9.60 11.39 10,100 15.59

211i Rock Port 660 0 0 0 0

217 Canton 650 0 0 5,005 7.70

76 Hermitage 112 0 0 0 Cl

77 Williamstown 139 0 0 0 0

178 Dadeville 133 11 0 0 0

179 Corin 128 0 (1 0 0

18(1 Wvit«mda 119 (I 1) 0 0

-181 Coffey 109 0 0 0 0

-182 Wheeling 108 (1 0 0 0

181 1Z:walnut 105 0 0 () 0

181 Nlartinsville 97 0 0 0 0

185 Idle( 116 0 0 0 0



TABLE 16
l'cr pupil cost for educational supervisors of large, median, and small districts in

South Dakota, 1965-1966.*

Rank District ollrn

Ilt at iotril Supor%

mai Coq Per Pupil Cunt

1 Sion x Falls 18,111 $155.831 S 8.60
0 Rapid City 13,3651 79538 5.11

Aberdeen :1.697 17.179 2.88
1 Huron :!,980 9,577 2.41

Douglas 3,891 6,-196 1.67
ti Watertown 2,781 44,027 11.61
7 Mitchell 2,915 0 0
8 Brookings 2,855 :1,313 1.16
9 Pierre 1,763 0 0

10 N.:lawn 1,595 70 .03

10:1 Armour 331 (1 0
10 I llowdle 330 (I 0
105 Hcrreid 326 6,628 20.33
106 Alexandria 322 0 0
107 Ega:i 321 0 0
108 Hill Cii v 313 C 0
109 Roscoe 311 0 0
110 Plankington 309 0 0
111 Veblen 305 1,867 15,96
112 'Tripp 3C3 (1 0

206 Claremont 111 0 0
207 Vivian 110 0 0
208 Worthing 10fi 0 0
209 Glen ham 103 0 0
210 Volin 102 1,100 10.78
211 Oclrichs 93 0 0
212 NVitten 89 0 0
213 Interior 75 2910 39.20
21-1 Bison 72 0 0
215 Fairview 39 0 0

Costs for Spedal Services Iler,,ntn el not mailable in South 1)a k nu a.



TABLE 17
Per pupil cost !or general administration secretaries of large, median, and small districts

ill ,i.owa, 1965-1966.

No. t'ost
Rank Enrollment Sec. cost PL.!. Pupil

I Dos Moines 1-1,954 li S25.580 S .57
Cedar Rapids 23,596 5 22.991 .98

3 .1 Davenport 21.592
.1 AV,(terloo 19,169 .5 2.1.119 1.9-1

'.' Siciax City 18.321 12 52.821 9.88
6 Council Bluffs 15,252 9 3,1.170 2.11
7 Dubuque 8.861 9 38.778 1.38
8 Ottumwa 8.199 ,) 11,575 1.11
9 Iowa City 7,870 2 10,650 1.35

10 Fort Dodgc 7.812 15 19,690 6.36

993 Beaman-Conrad 723 ,) 6,000 8.30
221 llolstein 722 I -1,200 5.82
225 Turkey Valley 719 3 8,878 12.35
026 Monte/um] 717 2- 5.800 8.09
227 Eastwood 711 3 6,710 9.-10

Adai. Cascv 713 1 6,730 9.4.1
.'29 13n Ha ln Center 708 I 3.900 5.51
230 Twin Cedars 708 1 2,100 3.39
231 U.I.X. 707 1 1,600 6.51
'32 I'mlerwond 705 1 3,000 1.°6

1.16 Diagonal 261 I

117 Ayrshire 261 I 2.700 141.35

-118 Marathon 213 _

-119 Garrison 237 .5 1,303
...

5.50
150 Palmer 236 -
-151 New Proyidence 935 0 0 0
-159 Steamboat Rock 231 I :1,000 12.99
-153 A .C.I.. 226 1 .1;100
151 Rake 211 I 1,998 6.15
155 Rembrandt 195

tiet-tetary listed but no salur reported.



TABLE 18
l'er pupil cost for special tieniteti secretaries of large, median, and uta11 districts in

Iowa, 1965-1966.

Rank District Err() 11lliciii
No.
sec.

1 ocal
(.u'

(.0,1
('ti 1,1n,i1

1

u
Des loins
Cedar Rapids

1.1.951

23,590
7(1

0,,

S220,612

9.570 .11

1 Davenport 21,502 _

I Waterloo 19,109
1 10.738 .80

S Sioux City 18,321 2 0,500 .11;
0 Council Blulk 15.212 I 3.12(1 .21
7 Dubuque 8.80 i 11 13,780 1.81
8 Ottumwa 8.199 2 ;.595 1.17
9 Iowa City 7.870 (1 0 0

10 Fort Dodge 7,812 ;i 9.752 1.21

223 Beaman-Conrad 723 I 2.000 2.77
22.1 Holstein 722

I 2,000 2.77
225 'Flukey Valley. 719 0 0 0
220 Montezuma 717 0 0 0
227 East wood 71 1 1 2.197 3,50
228 Adair-Casey 713 0 .0 0
229 Buffalo Cents.r 708 0 I) 0
230 Twin Cedars 708 (1 0 0
231 11.1.X, 707 0 0 0
232 1 mletwood 705 (I 0 I)

110 Diagonal 201 1 *

(17 Avishire 201 0 0 '0
118 Marathon 211
119 Garrison 237 (1 0 0

.110 Palmer 230
151 New Providence 235 (1 0 0
152 Steamboat Rock 231 0 11 0
151 A.C.J.. 220 0 0 0
151 Rake 211 0 0 0
155 Rembra. 1! 195 -

SCCIT1:11Y IkitO b111 110 :1:11110 )(Timed.
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TABLE 19

Per pupil ost for educational supervisors' secretaries of large, median, and small districts
in Iowa, 1965-190.

, look I )is1 Hit Enrollment
No.
Sec.

Total
Cost

Per Pupil
Cost

I Do Nloines .10,)51 !(I .".;19.258 .91

" Cedar Rapids 93.596 9 21.393 1.03
., Davenport 21,592 -
1 Waterloo 194139 ti 21,892 1.28

5 Sioux City 18,324 5 17,912 .98

11 Council Bluffs 15.252 , 6,280 .11

7 Dubuque 8,8111 2 5,673 ,(11

8 Ottumwa 8,199 I -1,201 .51

0 Iowa City 7,870 2 8,253 1.05

10 Fort Dodge 7,812 1 3,120 .0

223 BeamanConrad 72: 0 0 0

22-1 Holstein 722 2 1,000 5.51

225 'Iurkey Valley 719 0 0 0

226 Montezuma 717 0 0 0

227 Eastwood 711 0 0

228 AdairCasey 713 0 0 0

229 Buffalo Center 711,. 0 0 0

230 Twin Cedars 708 (1 0 0

231 H. L.V. 707 0 0 0

232 l nderwood 705 0 (1 0

I It; Diagonal 261 0 0 0

117 Ayrshire 261 0 0 0

118 Marathon 213 -
-119 Garrison 237 0 0 0

15 Palmer 2311 - - --

.151 New Providence 235 0 0 1)

152 Steamboat Rock 231 0 0 0

153 A .C,I.. 226 (1 0 (1

151 Ralle 211 0 0 0

115 R. enthrandt 195 -



TABLE 20
Per pupil cost for board of education and board secretaries of large, median, and small

districts in Iowa, 1965-1966.

Bank District Enr(tIlment
Board ami Sec.

Cost Per Pupil Cost

1 Des Moines -11,951 S 51,710 S 1.15
2 Cedar Rapids 21.596 121,206 5.1 I
3 I )....avenport 21.592 6.1,503 2.99
1 Waterloo 19,169 8,166 .1 I

5 Sioux City 18,321 13.129 .73
6 Council Bluffs 15.252 30,113 W
7 Dubtique 8.861 7.705 .87
8 Ottumwa 8,199 29,715 3.61
9 Iowa City 7,870 190,982 `)1.211

10 Fort Dodge 7812 37.102 -1.70

22 3 Beaman- Conrad 723 .1,279 5.911
221 Holstein 722 ,252 5.88
225 Turkey Valley 719 ,5.11 6.30
226 Montezuma 717 1,980 6.85
227 Eastwood 711 18.270' 07.50
228 Adair-Casey 713 5,617 7.91.09 Buffalo Center 708 3.155 .15
230 'twin Cedars 708 5,911 8..10
231 H.I.V.. 707 0,672 3.78
232 l'nderwood 70; 1.736 6.70

116 Diagonal 261 2.050 7.85
117 Ayrshire 201 2.702 10.30
1.18 Marathon 213 5,091 23,1`)
1.19 Garrison 237 2,170 9,17
ISO Palmer 236 .1,-199 19.00
151 New Providence 235 1,86.1 7.91)
152 Ste:intim:it Rock 231 515 2.31

-153 A.C.I.. 220 3,708 16.30
15.1 Rake 211 1.199 8.50
155 Rembrandt 195 2,177 11.11

Thh item inathertently contains 1PRS mil FICA payment.: lor all employees for the Lastwootldistrict for I905-1966.



Part Three

SUMMARY

The general problem of this investigation was the determination and
analysis of costs for central administration of public school districts in South
Dakota,. Iowa. and Missouri. Financial reports to the state education agency
for the school year 1965-1966 were examined from thirty school districts
in each state. Districts selected were the ten largest, ten clustered around
the median district size, and the ten smallest.

I. "What were the costs of school district central administration exclud-
ing costs of administering attendance units?"

Tables 2 through 4 contain total and per pupil costs of general admin-
istration for the 90 districts studied. Of course, total dollars expended were
greatest in large enrollment districts; however, as district enrollments
dropped, per pupil costs increased rapidly. Larger districts in Iowa and
South Dakota spent more per pupil for general administration; when small
districts were considered, the per capita costs for administration was greatest
in Missouri.

2. "What, were the component costs of district central administration:-
Total costs for central administration (Tables 6-8) were found to include

expenditures for the board of education and board secretary, superintendent
and assistants, business manager and assistants, educational supervisors,
special services personnel, and clerks and secretaries assigned to each of
these areas. lArge districts generally spent more for special services than
supervision, and a still smaller amount for general administration. Median
sized districts spent more for general administration than for special services
or educational supervisors. The small districts of each state spent almost
nothing for special services, and the total allotted to general administration
would seldom equal the superintendent's salarv, indicating a secondary

such as teaching.
-flow do these costs vary per capita (per pupil) among districts and
bet Weell states ?'

Per capita expenditures for both general administration and total cen-
tral administration varied inversely with district enrollntent. Per pupil
costs fur general administration were least in large districts, considerably
higher in median sized districts and, on the average, had increased three- to
tenfold among the smallest ten schools. Generally speaking, South Dakota
schools had Ille lowest per pupil expenditures for general administration
followed by Iowa and Missouri. (Table 5).

Per capita expenditures for total central administration also varied
inversely with the size of district; however, the addition of costs for special
services and educational supervisors tended to reduce the range of per pupil
costs. Larger districts still had a significant per pupil economy, e.g., the
Iowa mean per pupil costs by size classification were $35.35 for the largest
teas districts. S78.88 for median districts, and 573.55 for the smallest ten
districts. Interstate comparisons of total central administration costs were
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possible only for Iowa ;Ind Missouri because- secretarial and special servicescosts were not available for South Dakota. Missouri costs generally vereslightly lower in each size classification.
1. "What is the relationship Of district central administration servicesoffered to district size?"
Small- and median-sized districts did not have the services of educa-tional supervisors or personnel assigned to special services (Tables 9-11).Districts with 10,000 or more students spent more money for supervisionand special services than for general administration. Districts of mediansize 6. smaller spent most of their total administrative budget on superin-tendents. assistants, and secretaries.

5. "Insofar as can be determined, does efficiency (i.e., reduction of perpupil costs) continue to increase as district enrollments mount, oris there an administrative over-burden present in very large districts-which (Iiminishes administrative economy?"
Inspection-04.1;11)1es 2-1 and 6-S revealed no evidence of administrativeover-burden in very large-districts. Each of the three states has one or morerelatively large districts (l)es Moines,,St. Louis, Kansas City, Sioux Falls).Invariably these districts had the greatesf iittnther of administrative, super-visory, and special services personnel among the ief-slistricts in their sizeclassification. Nonetheless these "super districts" consistently-- -had lowerper pupil costs than the bulk of the districts sampled. If over-burcieil-dos,_,indeed occur in very large districts, the districts studied were not largeenough to demonstrate this phenOinenon.

"Is :1 broad range of adminiStrative services gisnerally available toall districts. or are special services, educational stIperviSors. andadministrative specialists found only in larger districtsin high costdistricts:"
No! Only the larger districts included in this study offered a broadrange 01 administrative services, and because these were three slates havingmostly small communities and school districts; even some of the districtsin (he top ten classification had fewer than 5,000 students and rather limitedservices. Obviously, however, if two districts have about the same enroll--Went and. one employs many more supervisors, administrators, and specialservices personnel, that district will have higher per pupil costs for totalcentral administration.

Conclu.sions and Recommendations
Several assumptions and limitations of this study should be consideredin evaluating the findings and the conclusions. First, a sample of thirtydistricts was useda sample selected to show contrasts, not a random sampleof all districts. Second, numbers of personnel reported are on a "schoolYear basis- while financial reporting was on a "fiscal year basis." The neteffect was to over-report budgeted amounts in terms of staff and probablyin terms of enrollments. Third, the services of county and other interme-diate educational agencies are not considered. In all fairness, these,agencies
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can and, in some instances, probably do make up for the lack of super-
visors and special service workers in small districts.

Finally, when considering school district reorganization two factors
generally predominateeffectiveness and effinency. Effectiveness is usually
expressed in terms of the adequacy of the educational program, while effi-
ciency is expressed in terms of getting the most for the tax dollar. This
research has been concerned with both effectiveness and efficiency; however,
no evaluation has been made of the educational quality of any of the admin-
istrative services examined. The study dealt with the educational opportat-
:Mies provided to pupils in attendance units by the present administrative
districts and the costs involved.

The following conclusions and recommendations seem warranted and
in keeping with the limitations and findings of the investigation:

1. The tables in the findings section of this report which deal with
salaries of administrative personnel and salaries of supervisory and.

,ervices employees definitely show that many small- and
qan-sized districts are not as effectively operated, either from

the economic point of view or from a consideration of opportunities
for effective educational program, as are large districts.
Assuming total educational costs of 500 to 600 tax dollars per child
per year, administration of small districts is taking big a slice,
80 to 100 dollars per child instead of the 10 to 20 dollars of a large
district.

3. The high per pupil costs of small districts were not a result of exces-
sive salaries. Generally, only a superintendent was employed and the
salary amounts were modest for this position in small and median
districts.

1. In addition to having lower per pupil costs, it would appear that
larger districts obtain the services of better, more qualified personnel.
For example, Iowa's top ten districts had nine superintendents with
doctorates, the superintendents of the median-sized districts held
master's degr:.es and were in their forties, the superintendents of the

--smallest districts generally had the least formal preparation and were
veryyeung or nearing retirement age.

5. If the assmiiption_is made that educational supervisors and special
services personnel -Inc -necessary for an effective school educational
program, then these three- states need larger school districts.

6. Perhaps it is impossible to say just how large the pupil enrollment
should be in any given school district; however, the data presented
in this report show that it is expensive to operate' Schools with small
enrollments. For example, only one of the thirty large distrius studied
expended as much per pupil for administration salaries as the
age per pupil expenditure of median-sized districts.

7. The tables in this report do give some indication regarding the size
of a school district and the services available from the central admin-
istration. Below 3,000 students, few districts had more than one or
two supervisors and half a dozen special services employees. Median-
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sized districts of these states had almost no supervisors and very few
special services personnel, Districts in the "smallest ten" classifica-
tion had almost no central administration employees other than
the superintendentwho often was devoting only part of his time
to administration.

8. Reorganizing the smallest districts so that the bulk have enrollments
equal to the present state medians would not suffice, even though this
would mean a ten-fold increase for the smallest districts. These states
have median enrolhnents so small and, of course, half the districts so
small, that grass roots reorganization with one small community
joining with one or two others would be practically meaningless to
administrative eflHency and effectiveness as measured by this investi-
gation.

9. To obtain the kinds of per pupil economy and the availability of
special services and supervisory personnel found to be possible (and
deemed desirable), mergers would be needed which would result in
total K-12 enrollments of at least three to five thousand,

10. Considering only the administrative aspects, the adjacent. town type
of traditional school district merger really holds little promise for
obtaining the district size necessary for the economies needed. The
process would take too long and would of necessity involve too many
communities with too many local interests and too much built-in
resistance to change. Intermediate- and county-type agencies could
provide services missing, but these tend to add another layer of
administrative costs to the existing expensive small-district pattern.

11. It is recommended that, in each of the three states, more authority
be given by law to the state education agency to plan and direct
reorganization of all school districts. With this authority for change
should be given suitable power for forcing compliance, such as the
power to reduce or withhold state aid.

The new basic administrative school districts should have a minimum
of 3,000 to 5,000 pupils in these three states. Larger districts would be desir-
able-20,000 or morewerever such enrollments can reasonably be com-bined.

Finally, a plea must be made for more cost analysis of educational ser-vices. Per capita or per pupil costs have no unique magicbut they do pro-vide a very interesting, if seldom used, research tool for evaluating educa-tional inputs and economies. Educators seldom use more than the gross
figure of annual cost-per-child because present accounting and reporting
procedures almost totally block a more careful scrutiny. These blocks canhe removed.

Public school leaders, university-based researchers, and state legislativeresearch bureaus should use, and encourage the use of, per-pupil cost com-
parisons. The present writers are convinced that this move would do much
to promote the kind of "healthy dissatisfaction" with the status quo ofdistrict organization, a dissatisfaction needed to trigger a massive, state-widechange in the basic administrative structure of our public schools.
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CH A PTER 11

STRUCTURING EDUCATION
FOR

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Robert L. Whitt
Professor of Education
College of Education

Drake University
Des Moines, Iowa

INTRODUCTION.

Studies of school district organization generally include an examination
of enrollments, average daily attendance, assessed valuation, potential and
predicted growth rate, bonded indebtedness, school district boundaries,
transportation, special services and other educational factors,. but little con-
cern or attention is given to the business functions.

It is easy to discuss physical size and geographical boundaries, but it
is very difficult to grapple with the more nebulous concept of service, par-
ticularly in an area that covers such extremes.

When one attempts to define School Business Management, it can best
be delimited in terms of functions and responsibilities. The following is
an abbreviated list of areas that are considered relevant to business man-
agement as it relates to educational :1(11111111W:160M

1. Personnel administration
9. Office management
3. Accounting
1. Budget making
5. School building construction and planning
6. School building operation
7. School building maintenance
8. Purchasing
9. Cafeteria management

10. 'Transportation
11. Insurance
12. School surveys and population studies
13. Sc! tool lawl

uto,, Nviuian, I1., S ch ool B Mao ogrowo (Ncw York: NlcGraw Book Co.,
191i1), pp. 9-10.
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A longer and more anapleie list is found in Bulletin 21 of the Associa-
n:-;n1 of School Business 0111( lals of the United States and Canada.

:\ ajor Areas of Responsibi lily of School Business Administrators.

A_ Budgeting and Financial Planning
B. Purchasing and S. !pply Management
C. Plant Planning and Construction
I). School-Community Relations
E. Personnel Managemelit
F. In-Service Training
;. Operation and Maim ii. ince of ,'lint

H. 'Transportation
Accounting and Report

. Accounting and Reporting
K. Office Management

-Libulation of Typical Duti_zs.

Financial Planning
21. Accounting

III, Debt Service and Capital Fund Management
V. Auditing
V. Purchasing and Supply Management

VI. School Plant Planning and Ca .nstruction
VII. Operation of Plant-Custodial Gardening, Engineering Services

VIII. Maintenance of Plant
IX. Real Estate Management
X. Personnel Management, Rea. ds, Supervision of non-instructional

staff, Relationships with instructional staff
XI. Permanent Property Records and Custody of Legal Papers

XII. 'Transportation of Pupils
XIII. Food Service Openi Lions
XIV. Insurance
XV. Cost Analysis

Ti,eporting
XVII. Board Policies and Administrative Procedures at Related lo Fiscal

and Non-institutional Matters
Responsibilties fo School A -esF-ment, Levy, and 'Tax Collection
Procedures as 112ity 1)e set. by la

Thus it is clear tlia . define ,triction
.niceilbly comp:ieated. Be ( .lose of the h.! oad nature of
iel because of Hie lack of a ten)atic- aim: disciplined :

business management, it hccoi difficult li propose
that are defensible in terir ,)! ,cientifie

Bulletin No. 2;, "Thc Saito
Patsiney, Officials, 1960), pp. 16,

narrow limits is
le job description

it i.ent of school
Ind guidelines

Hess Administrator" (Chicago. iation of School
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The problem is to propose criteria and guidelines for the establishment

of school districts which would make possible efficient and effective school
business management, with economy of operation; to give consideration to
optimum and minimum criteria for varying geographic factors. In working
with :his problem, primary consideration will be given to a system of func-
tional administrative units that will provide quality programs and services,
efficiently and economically, in a rapidly changing social and economic
socier

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Attendance Unit

This shall mean the local school building including the administrative,
professional, and non-professional staff along with the students in
attendance.

District or Local Administrative Unit

This shall mean the locally constituted school district, as legally defined
in each state, operating under a local board of education and carrying
out the various activities prescribed by law.

Area or Intermediate Administrative Unit
This shall mean a geographical area larger than a district; an area that
may include a county or more than one county contiguous'to each other.

Regional Administrative Unit
This shall mean a larger geographical region than an area. It may
include several intermediate units held together because of a regional
urban area, or a natural geographical region.

State

This is the structure responsible for education in a given geographical
area.

Multi-State

This is the cooperation of two or more states in providing services, direct
or indirect.

PURPOSES OF THIS PAPER
The purposes of this paper are to identify the problems of school business

administration through an analysis of:
1. Those services best provided at the attendance level, with economy and

efficiency, and consistent with accepted practices.
9 Those services that can best be accomplished at the district level with

economy and efficiency, and consistent with accepted practices,
3: Those services that can best be accomplished at the area level with

.economy and efficiency, and consistent with accepted practices.
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.1. Those services that can best be accomplished at the regional level Witheconomy and efficiency, and consistent with accepted practices.5. Those services that can best be accomplished at the state level witheconomy and efficiency, and consistent with accepted practices.0, Those services that can best be accomplished at a multi-state level witheconomy and efficiency, and consistent with accepted practices.

SCHOOL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONSAT THE LOCAL ATTENDANCE CENTER
The local attendance center greatly benefits from educational businessmanagement in terms of sevices received. An effective and ecomimic opera-tion will yield services that are connected with all the facets of school busi-ness administration. To provide these services, the individual attendancecenter must be large enough to warrant the extension of all known assis-tance. There is evidence that elementary centers should be large enough toprovide services for between 300 to 500 students, K-6, with ap- rent trendstoward a maximum of 900. Limits on Junior High Schools, 7-9, wouldscent to be from 300 to 500 with a minimum recoMmenclatim of 100 ingrade nine with apparent trends near 200. Senior high school enrollment,grades 10-12, range from a minimum recommended 150 to 1,801) with trendstoward 2,500."

Similar figures are supported by Morphet, Re ller and Johns.
Elementary schools with kindergarten through six might range fromapproximately 200 to 700. A student population of 300 to 900 would beregarded favorably for a junior high school. Senior high schools with apopulation of 900 to 1,500 would appear desirable.4

However, the educational park concept would indicate that urbancenters may be moving to extremely large junior and senior high schoolattendance centers. Some of these centers may enroll upwards of 20,000students.

. , consideration Of a plan whereby a city of 100,000 population mighthave only one school for its 15,000 or even 20,000 students. A school ofthis size con1d afford to employ specialists whose energies would not bewasted in traveling from school to schoo1.5

The following list itemizes the service functions that should be pro-vided to a local attendance unit when that unit falls within the minimumand maximum sizes that have been identified in various studies and research.I. Provision for hiring, placement, supervision, and dismissal of non-certificated personnel.

Inman, William E., "The Factor of Site and School District Organization," Unpub-lished Paper. The Great Plains Project, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1967.
Mot phut, Edgar, Johns, Roe I.., Relict-, Theodore L., Educational Organi:atimi ?maJilminiAlralion (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1967), p. 324.p. 315.
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2. Provision for a system of effective and efficient office management.
Provision for centralized accounting services.

I. Provision for school building maintenance at a centralized level.
5. Provision for a centralized purchasing program.
6. Provision for cafeteria assistance and food services.
7. Provision for student transportation.
8. Assistance in budget making and control.

Assistance in building operation.
The primary purpose of educational business service is to provide sup-

poll to the educational functions of a school. Education takes place at
the attendance unit. Few school business activities should then take place
within these confines. Business management activities should take phice at
a higher level with service the essential role within the individual school.

DISTRICT ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
The local district is the basic administrative unit in American educa-

tion. Here the local board of education establishes policy and the superin-
tendent operates with his staff in implementing the basic wishes of the
constituency.

The functions of school business management have generally been
handled at the central office level of individual districts, although some dis-
tricts have delegated some functions, such as purchasing, to the various
schools in the district. Whether the central operation of all functions has
been uniformly economical or effective is a flatter to be questioned. How-
ever, it is at this level of educational administration that the question is
most frequently asked, "When does a school system need a school business
administrator?" Bulletin No. 21 of the American School Business Officials
identifies the following basic criteria for making this decision.

I. Does the district do its own bookkeeping?
9. Does e district write its own warrants?
:I. Does the district operate a pupil transportation program?
1. Does the district operate a food services program?
5. Is the district growing rapidly?
6. Is the district engaged in a building program or a planned program?
7. Does the district have a separate research office or is the business de-

partment expected to do considerable research?
8. 'Is the school district required to make its own planning studies?
9. Is the business manager expected to exercise considerable supervision

and direction for non-certificated classified employees?
10. Is the district custodian of its own funds?
II. Does the district have fiscal independence?6
If a majority of the above questions can be answered in the affirmative.

then there is good evidence to indicate a need for a qualified school business
min:igen

Fredrick W., The School Illirine,s.s AdmiulAtrulor, Bulletin No. 21, Association of
School Business Officials, Chicago. 1960.
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In identifying the qualifications of such an individual, the same refer-ence lists the preparation that is desirable.
In the preparation of future school business administrators, having chiefresponsibility for all school business functions. it is probable that a mini-mum of a 13.5. or B.A. degree, with appropriate SVstematic study inschool business administration, general administration, school law, financeand accounting, school plant operation, planning and construction, schoolcurriculum, matiage!,,, techniques, and personnel work, as well asbroad general education, will he required. In manv communities noadministrative posts will he assigned to persons having less than a NIas-ter's degree. . . Preference will he given to those whose training andexperience include some aspect of education or teaching.'

Concomitant with this problem of "is a manager necessary" comes thequestion of what size should a school district be in order to provide ;.ide-quate services to the local school.
There is evidence to suggest that the size of an ideal school district hasmoved upward and is continuing to be evaluated in terms of a larger ratherthan a smaller dimension. This dimension would include both numbersof students and geographical proportions.
In defining the size of a school district, there is a large and conflictingarray of figures, ranging from a minimum of 1,000 (Washington State De-partment of Education) to a maximum of 50,000 (Ohio Department of Ele-mentary School Principals.8

Research suggests that larger school districts cost less to operate. In astudy by Hanson in 1963, there is evidence to indicate costs per pupildecrease with increased school district size.
The costs per pupil were found to decrease in every state in the sample.The median difference in per-pupil costs in districts with 1,500 studentsand those districts whose costs were lowest was about $27 per pupil.
Table 1, below, shows the dollar decline in unit costs as districts increasein size from 1,500 students up to that size where costs were found to belowest,u

TABLE 1
Cost and size by' selected states.

Stme Diitrtt.. in rust
per student Most Economical Size

(Students)
Nebraska

$15 20,000New Jersey
19 30,000California

21 50,000Nlassachusetts 26 79,028Washington
27 9^.. 91,762Oregon
2t 50,000New Mexico
33 4,000Wisconsin
3(i 86,667New York
90 160,000Nledian 07

50,000

'Ibid., pp. 30-31.
Inman, William E., op. (11.. p. 9.

" Hanson, Nels IV. "The Influence of Site on Per Pupil Costs in Public Schools,- SchoolIltisiness Affairs, November 1965, p. 249.
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Given a business manager and a school district with enough pupils to
operate effectively and economically, somewhere between 1,500 and 2,500

as a minimum and 50,000 as a maximum, then what services can be recom-
mended at this level.

A primary service to be provided in business management is Budget
Making. The school budget is an expression of the educational program
and philosophy of the district. The business manager is in a position to
take the leadership in formulating plans that include:

I. Materials for budget preparation.
2. Budget calendar.
3. FormalizIng the budget.
1. Financing the budget.
5. Publishing the budget.
6. Controlling the budget.
A second area in which service may, be provided to the local school is

within the scope of Fund Accounting.
Every school district needs to maintain complete books and records of

financial expenditures and use of school property, using standardized forms
and accounting procedures, authorized by local board action. This system
requires that the local board receive from the superintendent, via the busi-
ness manager, monthly reports on the current status of all district funds
and accounts, in turn, these transactions will be formalized by placing
them in the district minutes.

Accounting is now changing rapidly due to the utilization of mechanical
equipment and/or a data processing installation that enables districts to
do a more complete job, faster and more accurate with less manpower.

A third function of the district business manager would be to help
standardize office procedures for each attendance unit. Research Bulletin
No. of the Association of School Business Officials lists guiding principles
!o follow in office management. They include the following:

I. Office organization.
9 Staff relationships.
3. Office policies.
1 personnel admin istration.
5. Communications.

Forms.
7. Office layout and equipment "'
In the preparation of this paper, and in visit many small school dis-

tricts, it has been evident that the local school needs much help in organiz-
ing and developing good office practices. In a majority of the schools, the

lack of organization and accepted procedures is obvious.
School Plant Planning, a fourth consideration, is a particular function

at this level of administration. The local board, with the citizens in the
various attendance districts, needs to become involved in a mutuality of
understanding as it relates to the planning, construction, and use of school

'" Bragitt. Jeanette, -Gttiding Principles and Practices in ()Bice Nfanagement," Associa-.
tion of School Business Officials, Bulletin No. 4, Chicago.
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facilities. If the concept of the Intentional Community with the communityschool as a necessary adjunct of this viable partnership is to be the goalof reorganization, then the local district must take leadership in this area.Business managers play a large and important role in this function. Poenlists twenty-eight procedural steps in the planning and construction of aneducational facility. he local district cannot escape this role. since muchof the financing of school buildings will probably continue to be carriedout at the local level, at least in the foreseeable future.
A fifth activity at the level of the district administrative unit would beOperations. The Association of School Business Officials identifies theseoperations in Research Bulletin No. 6. A list of these activities include:
1. Housekeeping (cleaning and sanitation)
2. Operation of mechanical and electrical plant.
Zl. Safety and security.
1. Equipment servicing and operation.
5. Upkeep of grounds.
6. Minor repairs.12
To be sure, the local principal provides a large amount of the day-to-day supervision of the operations (custodial) program, but the central officestill retains primary responsibility for purchasing custodial supplies, over-all supervision of the custodial service, setting district-wide standards,assignment of personnel, after-school use of facilities by community groups,and so forth.
A sixth area of concern at the district level would be Cafeteria Manage-ment and Food Preparation.

School cafeterias exist primarily to make available to pupils a nourishinghot lunch at the lowest possible rates. Besides this primary function,there aie educational advantages in a cafeteria activity. Propertly inte-grated into the total program, it provides opportunity for many learningexperiem es in the areas of health, social living and civic responsibility."
The local district develops the following:

1. Policies for operation.
2. Administrative procedures.
1. Cafeteria accounting.
.1. Inventories and inventory control.
5. Employee records.
Central kitchens can he developed by a district or By a larger adminis-trative unit. This enables provision of better service at a more reasonablecost. School kitchens seem to be disappearing.

" Roe, William IL op. cit., pp. 178-179.
" Schaefer, John W.. "What is Operari,ms," Association of School Business Officials,Research Bulletin No. hi, Chicago, 1967.
"Superintendent of Schools, San Diego Comity, California, "A Guide' to School BusinessServices- (Office of the Superintendent of Schools. San Diego County, California, June1956), p. 38.
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Central kitchens. this plan concentrates food purchasing. menu planning
and meal preparation iu one or more central locations. Vehicles with
specially designed vacuum containers and heated compartments are used

to distribute the food to individual schools. Central kitchens have gained
initial acceptance in the largest cities, where they have generally been su-
cessful. But mote and more smaller cities, with no more than 100 or 150
cafeteria employees are investigating this method of food prparation."

Advantages front such kitchens include:
I. Lower labor costs because of more efficient methods of food prepara-

tion.
2. Better purchasing and inventory con t

Uniformly high quality standards.. Reduced total expenditures for food preparation equipment because
of the elimination of unit kitchens in individual schools.

5. Considerably less space required in the school buildings.",
A seventh area of concern at the district level would be Transportation.

with all that this entails. Transportation will be covered more fully later.
An eighth area of concern is Purchasing. Local district purchasing, except.

in N'ery large districts, may be a thing of the past. Because of this, purchas-
in will be covered in detail at a later time.

Maintenance of property, which includes upkeep of grounds, repairs
to buildings and repair of equipment, will probably continue to be handled
at the district level rather than the school level because of economies of
operation. In sparsely populated areas, greater economy might_ be achieved
by going to a regional or area-wide organization for these functions. This
was evidenced when the author visited with over twenty small school districts
in Iowa and discussed the possibility of joint maintenance. operations. Dis-
trict after district expressed the concern over being able to find qualified
mechanics, custodians, skilled craftsmen, etc. The problem is not one of
knowing how or what to do, bnt that of finding skilled personnel in areas
of sparsity.

The last area, and one in particular that needs attention, is Student
Activity Accounts.

In our present period of educational growth, there is a plethora of school
activities, with the attendant collection of funds.

The rationale for collecting and-expending funds for student activities
is to promote the well being of the students and their education.

The raising and expending of activity funds by student bodies can have
only one basic end in view: to promote the general welfare. cchication
and morale of all the pupils and to finance the normal legilimate extra
curricular activities of the Modem body organization without embarrass-
ment to any individual student."

" Casey, Leo M.. p.

Jlricl., p. 105.
iu "A Manual of Accounting Principles and Procedures for Student Activity Funds"

(Association of School Business Officials, Bulletin No. 17, Chicago, 1956), p. 10.
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he «tncept of what is normal and legitimate is cogent to the issue.
Fite funds ace never to be used by the principal or superintendent as apersonal "slush fund,- to buy meals for visitors, for travel to games, etc.The management of student activity funds shall he in accordance withsound business practices, including sound secretary and accounting practiers as well as audits in the same manner as regular school funds."AREA OR INTERMEDIATE ADMINISTRATIVE UNITIntermediate Administrative Units are becoming recognized as a futuretype of district

organization, and not too far in the future at that. There is
every reason to believe that these units will become more and more preva-
lent in Me near future. There is also evidence that these units may move
forward 11102T rapidly than previously believed.In this time of rapid technological, social, and economic change. there

is need in the over-all administrative structure of publication for a unitwith the responsibility and ability to cope with new problems and imple-
ment new programs. A dynamic,

flexible intermediate unit that is task-
force oriented can respond best to the workload

demands created by theseconditions, The State Department of Education is too remote and districts
ate too involved to function adequately without the services such a unit.an provide.

The intermediate unit should provide it level of leadership support andservices to all disuicts. regardless of size.
No definite pattern can he applied through the state in determining
which specific functions or services belong to the school district. When a
district is unable to meet adequately the needs of children because of
sparsity of population. large concentrations of culturally deprived chil-
dren, or other fundamental constraints., specific services may have to beprovided by the intermediate unit.lh

Size of the intermediate unit or area may vary from state to state. The
largest unit in California has nearly 2 million pupils and encompasses some
85 districts. The smallest intermediate district in California has fewer than
200 pupils and only one local school district (in reality one district and
two superintendents). Michigan is contemplating a change in their presentsystem which now includes an intermediate district that must have 5,000pupils enrolled, regardless of geographical size. There is consideration to
raise the pupil enrollment to 10,000. At present Michigan has 60 interme-
diate units and is giving consideration to reducing this number to forty-five.Examples of business services that can be provided by this unit include
the following:

1. General Functions.
2. Accounting Functions.
;1. Maintenance; School Building and School Bits.-I. Purchasing Functions.5. Transportation.

0. Data Processing.
"/bid.. p. 10.
"California Association of County Superintendents, "The Future of the Intermediate

i nit- (Publication
by C.A.C.S., 1960), pp. 1-2.
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General Functions
The intermediate unit can counsel and advise districts in the develop-

ment of superior business practices, in the preparation of budgets, and in
the planning of special expenditure programs, such as federal and special
funded programs.

Districts need help in administering the statutory requirements passed
by the legislature. Rules and regulations of the State Department of Public
Instruction need interpretation and definition.

Functions of approval are essential to good business administration.
Approval of budgets, contracts, expenditures, transfers, special funds, etc..
are a service rendered by this unit.

Auditing is a requirement for fiscal soundness and demands the approval
of an outside agency.

Accounting Functions
The area administrative unit is able to do a great deal in this area.

Because this unit represents a larger area, and because the assessment base
is larger, data-processing equipment can be made available. This would
enable the district to provide:

1. Accounting of receipts and expenditures for constituent districts.
2. Payroll functions; preparation of payroll, making deductions, and

keeping payroll records up to date.
3. Maintaining employment and retirement system records.
.1. Other accounting functions as may be required.
There may be a criticism that this service is too far from the local dis-

trict; however, modern data processing equipment and the records from
this equipment are as close as the nearest telephone. All school districts in
Oakland County, Michigan, will be tied into the data-processing center.
districts representing some 250,000 students, and will be able to have instan-
taneous reports and information on students, accounts, attendance, etc., by
using the tele-data equipment available in each district and in each school
building.

Maintenance Functions
Maintenance relies on people. There is a great deal of work that needs

to be done in the area of school building maintenance. There is a question
as to whether there are sufficiently qualified people at the local level to
do a professional job. The intermediate unit can provide selection and
service standards that are of a higher level than those of the local school
district. There is a great deal of concern for school bus maintenance. Dis-
tricts are finding it increasingly difficult to provide adequate service. Would
it not be feasible to have an area garage and service facilities in which
the full-time mechanics specialize in school bus work, properly supervised
and controlled by an agency that is equipped to provide such services?
Other areas of maintenance can also be developed to a higher level.
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In a unified district all of these functions may he consolidated and coor-
dinated for greater economy and efficiency. Since they are not educational
functions, there is no need to break them down by attendance centers or
leighborhood educational units, as is so desirable in the instructional

program. On the contrary, these functions usually are performed more
effectively when they are centralized.'"

Purchasing Functions
When all the various business functions are considered, the one func-

tion at this level that demands particular attention is purchasing. Coopera-
tive purchasing is a development with probably less than 10 percent of the
2,000 ASBO member districts participating in such programs.'2" However,
the advantages are recognized and need to be considered.
I. There is evidence that cooperative purchasing is of considerable value.

In cooperative purchasing agreements, several school districts together
submit a single large purchase requirement rather than several small
individual purchases of the same items.9 Cooperative buying with discretionary selection can be easily achieved
through the intermediate administration unit which is rapidly becoming
a service unit to local school districts.

3. Cooperative purchasing agreements clearly indicate their usefulness.
Saving can result through buying in carload lots and case lots rather
than small units.

-1. Where cooperative buying has taken place, it has proved to be both
practical and economical. Savings from cooperative programs werereported to be from 17 to 43.5 percent. Many schools have discovered
the advantage of cooperative buying with city or county governments.5. An orderly calendar of purchasing requirements during slack manufac-
turer season can he determined to provide an additional cost reduction
and contribute to production volume during these periods.

h, More often than not the same supplier offers services to the saute
locality rather than quote to representative bids with a diversity of crash
deadlines. A smaller number of bids in volume can be attended to moreefficiently in cost analysis utilizing carload lots in many instances from
their respective factory suppliers. Service and delivery schedules can be
projected.2I

Several counties in upper-western New York State have developed acooperative purchasing combine to purchase fuel oil, gas and oil, busses,
transportation contracts, cafeteria supplies, food, bread products, ice cream,
paper supplies. and janitorial supplies. A summary statement indicates their
acceptance of this program.

," San Joaquin County. California Unification Studies, "Proposed Lodi Area Unified
School District." January 6, 1966, County Office, San Joaquin County, California, Stockton,
California. (Fugitive Material)

2° Section Meeting Report, "Purchasing and Supply Management." 5th Annual Volume
Of Proceedings (Association of School Business Officials of the United States and Canada,October 15-19. 1962), pp, 206-207.

Ibid., pp. 207-208.
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hIt techniques of the purchase function hate been explored in great
du' It not only by school purchasing officials but by all sectors of the
(A -iontv both private and public. The legal and practical aspects of com-
petitive bidding as a part of purchasing arc well known to every compe-
tent purchasing official. Ily and large the era of the small independent
vendor with limited capital and market opportunities has given way to
mass distribution Of an extremely broad range of products with widely
varying characteristics and prices. If school districts are to share fully in
the economic advantages of mass distribution, they must of necessity
explore the techniques of mass acquisition.22

This same area has reported that there has been a savings of between 12
and 30 percent on common items used by participating school districts.
Oakland County, Michigan, has had the same results. There they were able
to save between $14 and 20 dollars on group purchases of typewriters.
Nassau County, New York, has been cooperatively purchasing fuel oil, gas
and oil, busses, food, bread products, ice cream, milk products, and coopera-
tively bidding on transportation services. An interesting quote illustrates
their evidenced savings:

One cannot expect the average householder to be exuberant about bid-
ding whether it be by one school district or several combined. It is com-
parable to asking the full service department store to rush across the
street to greet the new discount merchandiser.2"

Training Functions
Another aspect of the area or intermediate unit should be the function

of training personnel. The Oakland County Schools in Michigan have
actively pursued the concept of development, maintenance, and implemen-
tation of in-service educational programs for the non-instructional personnel
of local school districts."

In rural states in particular, this function could be critical. Bus drivers,
cafeteria employees familiar with food handling procedures, maintenance
personnel, custodial employees, and even clerical and secretarial personnel
should be trained and supplied to the individual districts. In a non-linear,
rapidly changing society the local district will continue to have a very
difficult time in finding adequate replacements for service personnel.:) large
geographical area with a much larger population pool could be one answer
to meeting the needs of the local district and the local attendance center.

Transportation Functions
Tem 3::.ilLion students ride to and from school each day '.-t/ school busses.

This is mar1-! 20 percent of the total school population of tlef United States.

22 l'OSitiOn Paper, Mid.Hutlson Chapter, Nassau County Chapter, Southern Tier Chap-
ter, Re. truster Chapter, New York, 1966. (Unpublished Paper, in Sles of Association
of Sclmoi Busintn,+Officials Research Center, Chicago, Illinois.)

23 p. 9.
21 11!UlDescrsion Title. Oakland County Intermediate School District., Nfichigan: Direc-

tor of 7c..rsonnel .fob Des( ription: "The Intermediate School District, \fiddle Echelon of
Michiga: 's Thrzt..-Echelon State System of Education," Michigan AssociYtion of Intermedi-
ate Scho,,! Administrators, January, 1967.
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Such a large proportion of the population, with the concomitant costs
involved, requires more than passing concern.

School officials now regard school transportation as one of their major
responsibilities. It is almost universally regarded as an integral part of
the total educational program with the general objectives of providing
equalization of educational opportunity and broadening the scope of edu-
cational programs. All children and youth, regardless of where they live,
should have equal access to the services of a good school. It is often more
practicable to attain this objective through transportation rather than
by placing schools within walking distance of children. Also, the trans-
portation program, if used wisely, can immeasurably broaden the scope
of educational opportunities afforded children.'n

An area or intermediate unit could well be responsible for development
of board policies, use of computers to develop bus routes, training of bus
drivers, inspection services, purchase of busses on an area wide basis,
approval of special transportation contracts and maintenance services for
transportation equipment.

San Diego County, California, has spent a great deal of time and effort
in developing a continuing program in this area. Oakland County, Michi-
gan, has likewise developed a colleagueal role in transportation services.

The primary responsibility and function in the corporation (Oakland
Intermediate School District) is the development. maintenance and opera-
tion of a bus driver education program for the bus drivers of the coo-
stituent school districts. 'Hue law enforcement function of the intermediate
school district of the school transportation code which includes the audit
Of bus routes and the certification of the annual mileage by the school
district is assured. Also, the director consults with directors of transporta-
tion of the local school districts on current problems and long range
planning._"

In the future, :,s our society changes more and more rapidly, equal educa-
tional opportunity tciil become more of a vital issue, although sonic may
feel that is the real crux of our immediate prob!em. However, it is the opin-
ion of this writer that the full impact of equality and quality is yet to hit
the educational scene. Because of this, school bus transportation will become
more and more important and at the same time more and more of an issue.
Transportation is expensive, costing from just a few dollars to yell over a
hundred dollars per pupil per year.

Equalization of educational opportunity is vital to democracy. It is the
birthright of every American youth to have the opportunity to develop
his constructive capacities to the utmost. At the same time America can
nourish and prosper anti be truly democratic only if Lite talents of all are
developed and allowt.t1 to contribute 10 the well-being of the nation....
A factor which plays a major role in safeguarding equal educational
opportunity is the school transportation system which serves pupils ice

rural and suburban areas.'

2'. Council of Chief State School Officers,--1'he Responsibilities of State Departments of
Education for Pupil Transportation Services and School Plant Services" (Washington.
1958). pp. 8, 9, 10.

"Oakland County Schools, op. (H.. p
"Roe, William op. rit., p. 227.
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It is evident from this quote and others that school transportation plays
a vital role in the educational process. A more thorough understanding and
support of educational transportation needs to be considered. With the
many problems at the local level, assistance from a higher level is mancla-
tory. The area or intermediate unit can play a commanding role in the
development of high standards of quality.

Data Processing Functions
As has been previously mentioned, our society is changing quite rapidly.

American has become a protean society and a non-linear society that has no
choice but to be swept along at an fantastic speed, appearing at times to be
without sense of direction and purpose in its actions.

A great deal of this instability is due to the technological revolution
brought about by the use of data processing equipment and the computer
that continues to feed this electronic monolith. Traditional approaches to
the problems in education have been found wanting. On the horizon stands
a "society-eating-dragon," waiting expectantly for this dynamic culture to
falter. Within this structure, education plays a consuming role. Because
education is so closely related to the success of this society, it is imperative
that the use of this equipment and the processes allied to it become
part. of the business and learning process.

The computer is something to get excited about. Some school adminis-
trators may wonder whether the computer is a friend or an enemy, but
one thing is certain: school administration is destined to be changed
radically by it. It is a source of hope for the administrator confronted
with many Complex problems that thus far have defied solution.2'

It is particularly important that the area or intermediate unit give
serious consideration to this developing process. This is evident when
research is considered. Costs for local districts are prohibitive, even to the
most wealthy political subdivisions.

In a state pilot project in California, this whole problem was attacked
in a systematic way and definite conclusions were drawn.

A major concept in the program of the State Pilot Center was the feasi-
bility of establishing regional centers for the processing of school data.
Under this arrangement several districts within a region could utilize
central equipment, staffing, and facilities and thereby realize a greater
budget economy and greater uniformity in procedures and products.
state funds might conceivably be allocated for such a purpose.'"

This project limited itself to attendance accounting, grade reporting,
standardized testing, by-products of these basic applications, and some
cumulative record keeping. This project worked with a student population
of sonic 35,000 students. The costs of this program were not exceedingly
high

,"%A.ASA Committee on Data Processing, "Educational Data Processing and the School
Administrator" (American Association of School Administrators, Washington, D. C., 1967).
p. X.

u" Richmond City Schools, Richmond, California: "A Report an ExperimentThe
State Pilot Project in Educational Data Processing." 1964, p. 18.
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On the bar is of the experiume gained by the State Pilot Project, the stallpersonnel estimated that data-processing services for a school population
of 35.000 would cost about $2.28 per student. This was the figure com-puted after breaking down the following costs given for a year: equip-ment, $33,000; materials and supplies, $10,000; salaries, $37,000.3°

.1.licre should be consideration given to the concept regarding the minimumsize district in terms of equipment, stall' personnel. and other specific needs.
The project staff estimated that for a unified school district of approxi-mately 50,000 students, the necessary data-processing equipment shouldconsist of a key punch, a verifier, a sorter, an interpreter, a reproducingpunch, a tabulator, and possibly a collator. The processing staff should
comprise at least two full-time employees, one to operate the key punch
and tabulating machine, one to do both types of work and be able toattend to machine wiring as welland a third employee to act as a back-
up operator for each of the two regulars on the basis of, such part-time
assignments as might be needed. The rental cost for equipment would
range between $400 and $900 per month, allowing for variations in thenumber and kinds of applications. An average cost might be $600 or$700.33

A larger district would provide better services and more economicalOperations.

Referring to a unified school distiict that would have as many as 10,000students and that would be going into data-processing for the first time,the project staff estimated that a district of this size should have EDP
(Educational Data Processing) personnel and facilities equivalentto thoseof a district with 5,000, but with this important refinement: the tabulat-
ing and accounting machine should be one that has great abilities. Gen-erally in this situation the tabulator would be doing a good deal morethan financial accounting as a major job; it would also be doing pupilpersonnel jobs involving a large amount of alphabetic data. Although the
staff size would be about the same, additional part time help might be
required at times. Machine rental costs would approximately be the sameas for districts having less than 10,000 enrollees downward to 5,000; pos-sibly there would be a slight increase in the costs due to the acquisition
of a higher-ability tabulator. Staff salaries would be approximately the
same."

The same report indicates that districts of 15,000 or more would useapproximately the same amount of equipment, only with higher ability.Here ability refers to the efficiency of the equipment and its adequacy tostore information, print at a more rapid rate, versatility, handling of mul-tiple tasks, and the technical aspects of the equiment in terms of speedand range of programming. Rental would run approximately $1,500 to52,500 a month. Staff would remain about the same, but there would bemore salary because of additional time.
In a district with a student population of 25,000 or more, the needs fordata-processing services are typically greater and of course much morecomplex.

30 Ibid., p. 29.
al Ibid., p. 35.
3 2 Ibid., p. 37.
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In districts of this type and of this range and size, the trend is away from
mechanized equipment of slowto-moderate speeds toward electronic
equipment of high speeds with optimum ability. Monthly costs for
renting electronic machines would be greater and the salaries paid key
personnel for programming, analysis and managenient would be generally
higher, the increased expenses would be considerably offset, over a period
of time, by the elimination of several pieces of prior equipment. The
rental costs for maintaining an installation of this magnitude, on the
basis of a computer system, would amount to approximately $3,750 per
month, or $4.5.000 per year."3

The costs of data-processing are recognized. The returns from these
services are not as easily recognized or accepted. California has taken a
seriote, look at this whole problem and has made recommendations con-
cernin-A the addition of this service to the educational structure.

sinan distlicts of hiss than 10.000 aerage daily attendance may wish to
send original- source documents (instructional and pupil) directly to the
regional center for processing. These districts typically do not have :min-
c len! minute to warrant the installation of their own data processing
equipment.'

This study done by the Intermediate 1.Inits in California considers districts
of medium size, somewhere between 10,000 to ` -;0,000, ready for minimal
equipment necessary to convert information fr:;ni source documents into
punch card or magnetic tape form. Larger school districts, beyond 30.000,
could have a fairly complete line of equipment. However, they recognize
that there is a great potential for this equipment and much needs to be clone.

The greatest unrealized potential of data proce:ising is in the instruc
Hotta] fields, such as the instructional area of programmed learning and
the future development of instructional material retrieval systems."'

Regional Units of Administration
ln !he future, several area or intermediate units way "hook-up- in a

complex to provide services that cannot be met at sub-levels of

Large computer based programs will by necessity be regiona:ized because
of the expenses involved. However. the techno:ogy of these machines will
make such programs feasible and not in the least unwieldy. One caution
must be given. however. This has been recognized by the intermediate units
in California.

In order for a regional data processing center 10 be succe:,sfol, it must
he responsible to customer needs. District-level personnel should have

'a voice in determining the "output," i.e., the information and reports to
be furnished to the districts. 'Fins decision determines the "input.- i.e.,
the kind of data that must be fed into the machine. Without local sup-
port. a center cannot be successful.'

"n /hid_ pp.:19-10
' "The Future of the Intermediate Unit,- (q). cif., p.

", p..111
p. 9.



I'lte size of a region may be debatable. However, Michigan has given
consideration to a region encompassing; around 250,000 students. In the
state of Iowa this would make approximately three regions: ,in Missouri,
live regions; South Dakota would have a state-wide network: and in Ne-
braska. two regions would serve the entire state. 'There is evidence to indi-
cate that this type of service is a step that must be taken if computers and
education are to mesh properly.

Purchasing is another function that could take place at this level of
administration. Large purchases, bidding on multiple buildings that are
needed. purchasing of land, insurance contracts, etc.. could lveil be a regional
function.

State Level Functions
At the state level there are two functions with recommendations that

In particularly well, The first recommendation is that states, either singly
or it groups, purchase all school busses and school bus equipment. The
problems of safety. economy, adequacy, and efficiency should not be left to
the local level. Recent inspections in Iowa indicated that 50 percent of the
school busses did not meet National Safety Standards. Problems such as
these could be eliminated if the states would purchase the busses at the
state level and provide consistent updating of these standards at time of
purchase. Since the slates do set the standards, the burden of maintaining
these regulations should be placed upon the state.

A second function that should be given serious consideration would be
the establishment of state insurance. The success of the state retirement
systems is evidence that more protection can be provided by the state than
through commercial companies and at a much cheaper rate.

The states of Alabama. North Dakota, and South Carolina have provided
insurance for school buildings for many years at a substantial rate of sav-
ings to districts, some 10 percent less than commercial rates in those states.

The Association of School Business Officials of the United States and
Canada have published Bulletin No. IS. "Fire Insurance Principles and
Practices." In this research bulletin they indicate that insurance for school
dis:ricts is far too high.

In discussing- public schools they indicate:

This is a IC111111 of 31.81 cents of each dollar paid fur ill:Mr:MCC. When
we consider Hun the average loss ratio for all tire insurance companies
(hiring the year 195-1 was 57.2 cents per premium dollar collected, and
that with this loss ratio companies could still make a profit of six cents
per premium dollar, which is one cent above the recognized( legitimate
level, school business officials can well ask where the additional 25.4 cents
is going."7

This would indicate that states could and should become involved in
writing insurance for school districts, both in terms of quality and quantity
of savings.

"'Salmon, Paul B "Fire Insurance Principles and Practices.- Research Bulletin No. 18
:(Association of School Rosiness Officials, Chicago, 1958), p. 39.
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Multi-State Functions
There is reason to believe that states in the future may become region-

alized into compacts that will provide services of various types and cooperate
in terms of education. Research he the key area of cooperation, hilt.
as yet little is being done. However, the fact that "The Great Plains School
Organization Project" is in operation gives a clue to the future programs
that may be developed.

Summary Statement
At a meeting in Omaha, Nebraska, in November, 1967, several profes-

sional business managers met to hold a "brain-storming session" concerning
the problems of business management functions and school district organi-
zation. In general, the following conclusions were reached:
1. There seem to be reasonable expectations for economy to be realized

through merger of services, if for no other reason than volume. This is
particularly true at the intermediate or area level of administration.

2. Larger, merged districts have the money to hire more highly skilled
employees with the resultant improvement in leadership and knowledge
of business processes.

3. Uniformity of service over a broader area is desirable for both economic
and educational reasons.

-1. Benefits to be derived overshadow the disadvantages which may arise
(i.e., greater distances traveled, communication problems, etc.).

5. Community respect for, and support of programs are enhanced by involv-
ing a larger area (i.e., more respect for a larger operation).

6. Efficiency and economy are realized because of the pooling of resources
in terms of personnel and facilities.

The following is a model of school business administration
services provided at various levels to provide economy and
effectiveness with efficiency.

Local Attendance Center
K-6 300 to 500 plus students
Jr. High 300 to 500 plus students .

Sr. High. 150 to 1800 plus students
A SERVICE- RECEIVING ROLE THAT INCLUDES:

a. Certified personnel
b. Office management assistance
c. Assistance in budget making
d. Budget control procedures
e. Assistance in building operations
f. Assistance in building maintenance
g. Assistance in purchasing
h. Assistance in food services
i. Assistance in transportation
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District or Administrative Unit
1,500 to 2,000
5,000 to 10,000

10,000 to 30,000
50,000

Minimum
Desirable
Optimum
Maximum

A SERVICE PROVIDING AND SUPPORTIVE ROLE TO LOCAL
ATTENDANCE CENTER THAT INCLUDES:

a. Administrative leadership
h. Fund accounting
c. Office procedures and standards
d. School plant planning
c. Cafeteria management and food preparation
I. Purchasing
g. Transportation
h. Maintenance
i. Operations, supervision, etc.
J. School activity accounting
k. Data processing

Area or Intermediate Administrative Unit
15,000 to 30,000 Minimum
30,000 to 50,000 Optimum
50,000 to 100,000 Maximum

A SERVICE-PROVIDING AND SUPPORTIVE ROLE TO THE DIS-
TRICT OR ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT THAT INCLUDES:

General functions
Maintenance
Purchasing
Transportation
Data processing
Research and development

Inter -Area Cooperative Units (Regional)
250,000 Student optimum

A SERVICE-PROVIDING AND SUPPORTIVE ROLE TO THE INTER-
MEDIATE DISTRICT, THE LOCAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
THAT INCLUDES:

a. Data processing and computer operation
b. School plant planning and building programs
c. Research and development
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State Adgninistrative Unit

A SERVICE PROVIDING ROLE TO ALL DISTRICTS TO INCLUDE:
a. Insurance
b. BUS purchases and supervision of safety standards
c. Data processing and computer operation
d. Research and development

Multi-State Units

A SERVICE-PROVIDING ROLE TO STATES AND ALL DISTRICTSTHAT INCLUDE:
a. Data processing and computer operation
b. Research and development
c. Data banks

CLOSING STATEMENT
Throughout this paper, emphasis has been placed on improving effi-ciency and economy through the consolidation of services, or centralizing ofvarious administrative functions. Nvhenever feasible. It does not necessarily

follow, however, that increasing size is good without limit. There are prac-tical limits of size and distance that grill tend to reduce efficiency, make
communications difficult, and tend to "bureaucratize" an organization tothe point where local needs are no longer recognized. Some of our larger city
districts, such as New York and Chicago, are recognizing this and beginningto take steps to break up their great, monolithic districts into many smallerdistricts of more manageable size. Size, itself, is not the wily factor inachieving economy (although it is probably the single most important),and the goal should be to find that optimum size where efficiency andeconomy will not be increased .rig-nificatitly by any further increase in size.
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CHAPTER 12

THE EMERGING REGIONAL
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY:
THE NEWEST MEMBER OF THE
RESTRUCTURED STATE SCHOOL

SYSTEM

Dr. E. R. Stephens
Division of Educational Administration

University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

and
Dr. John Spiess

Department of Educational Administration
University of Toledo

Toledo, Ohio

INTRODUCTION
The middle echelon agency has many titles in the several states which

have a three-level structure. The most common title is that of the county
office of education or the county school system. Other titles used include
Intermediate School District (Michigan), Educational Service Unit (Ne-
braska), Board of Cooperative Educational Services (New York), and Coop-
erative Educational Service Agency (Wisconsin), and a number of variations
of these basic titles.

The multiplicity of titles attached to the middle echelon agency makes
precise definition of the regional education service agency somewhat diffi-
cult. Therefore. for purpose of this discussion, this unit of school govern-
ment is defined as follows:

In a three-echelon state school systcm. the regional educational service
agency is the echelon unila unit which is organized on a regional
base and which is structured primarily to serve local school districts.

The term "regional educational service agency" (or RESA Unit) rather
than sonic other term is used because it most accurately describes certain
concepts which will hopefully be incorporated in its development, mainly, a
rrgionall base rather than a single county base, and an organization with a

Regional should Ise undersmod io mean the joining of several administrative 'units
within a state rather than the joining of units which (MSS state- boundaries.
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posture of service to local school districts rather than a unit which is essen-
tially a regulaiory or supervisory arm of the state education agency.

Organizational Patterns of State School Systems
Essentially, school government in the several states is organized tround

three basic organizational patterns;
I. One-echelon systems in which there is a single state unit of school

government.
2. Some states are organized on a two-echelon system in which there is a

state educational agency and a number of local school districts.
3. Still other states are organized on a three-echelon system in which

there is a state educationat.:..itgencv, local school districts, and a middle, or
second-echelon, unit.

In the 1965-66 school year, the most recent year in which comparative
data are available, one state, Hawaii, operated a one-echelon system. Seven
teen states, the majority of which are located in the South, operated a two-
echelon system. and 32 states, or approximately two-thirds of the 50 states,
functioned with a three-echelon structure. The most common form of
second-echelon unit of school government is the comity office of educ:;tion.

History of the Second-Echelon Unit of School Administration
The county school system, or the Intermediate School District., in those

states that have them were, until recently, creatures of another age. They
were initially created to perform one or more of the following tasks for
member districts:

I. To provide an official to examine and certify teachers.
2. To provide active supervision, including Visitation of schools, to the

thousands of rural schools found in most states.
3. To supply the state education agency with information on the condi-

tion of school buildings, expenditures, and programs of study and other
data.

These traditional functions are fast diminishing in importance in it state
school system. Circumstances are now different, requiring ;t new kind of
middle-echelon unit of school administration.

For over a half century attempts have been made to restructure state
systems of schools, and specifically to restructure the county or Intermediate
1Juit of school administration. In sonic states, particularly those with large
metropolitan centers, these ellorts have been relatively successful. In many
other states, especially, those in the Midwest, the office has withered on the
vine.

Recent Interest in a Restructuring of the Second Echelon
There is considerable activity relating to the Intermediate l'nit of school

administration in it large number of tales, resulting in a reconfiguration
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of the state school system and, in a majority of cases, a strengthening of the
second-echelon unit, whatever it might be called.

In the far West, several states have been, or are at present, involved in
strengthening the middle unit of school administration:

I. Washington in 1965 enacted permissive legislation creating 15 new
regional, multi-county service areas. In January of this year, six units had
been formed. Efforts were exerted in the past legislative session to mandate
the creation of the remaining nine districts.

2. Oregon in 1963 enacted legislation which changed the functions of
single county Intermediate Units from that which was essentially supervision
and control to an emphasis upon a broad range of responsibilities and serv-
ices to both local school districts and the state education agency.

3. The past session of the California legislature also greatly strengthened
tIv county unit. Predictions are that sixteen to nineteen service units will
be created in California in the very near future.

Midwestern states, including Nebraska, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan,
Ohio, and Iowa, hae also taken significant action in recent years or are
involved in study planning:

1. Nebraska in 1965 passed legislation creating 19 Educational. Service
Units. With the opening of school this fall, 17 units were in various degrees
of development.

2. Wisconsin in 1965 abolished the county school office and created 19
new State Cooperative Educational Service Units.

3. Michigan in 1961 passed legislation requiring counties of less than
5,000 students to merge with another county. There are now less than 60
Intermediate Units and this number will, it is sale to say, be greatly reduced
within the near future.

4. In the state of Iowa, the Sixty-first Iowa General Asesmbly in 1965
enacted permissive legislation allowing two or more adjacent counties to
merge by concurrent action of county boards of education. To date, three
mergers involving eight of the former 99 single county school systems have
taken place. There is considerable merger discussion in nearly all parts of
the state.

In the East, New York and Pennsylvania have experienced considerable
legislative activity relating to the Intermediate Unitin all cases, action
which would result in a strengthening of this unit.

These recent developments are illustrative of the current widespread
analysis of state school systems, and, more specifically, of the recognized
potential of the regional educaLional service agency concept as a means of
improving and strengthening the state school system and education at all
levels.

The regional service concept is the biggest innovation in school govern-
ment in this country today, although it is not. universally recognized as a
movement in all quarters.
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THE MAJOR NEEDS OF PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION AND THE NEED FOR A NEW TYPE

OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY
In many if not in most of the states, the major needs in .the provision

Of elementary and secondary education essentially relate to the inadequacies
of local school districts. (The assumption is made here that this unit of
school administration will continue to be the central figure in the provision
of educational programs in most states.) These inadequacies stem in large
part from one or more of the following characteristics of many local school
districts:

1. Inadequate enrollment size.
2. Deficiencies in educational programs.
3. Failure to provide professional personnel.-
-I. Inadequate financial resources.
Nearly all of the characteristics are interrelated and it should be recog-

nized that it is frequently difficult to determine the cause-and-effect
relationships of the four characteristics. In the discussion following, these
interrelationships are to be recognized.

inadequate Enrollment Size
Many states have a large number of small school districts. There are

relatively few districts in the several states which have enrollments in excess
of 10,000 students, the figure identified as optimum through a comprehen-
sive examination of the literature relating to adequate size of local school
districts conducted as part of a recent Iowa study.2

In most states the additional reorganization of local school districts and
the creation of larger administration units will surely be beneficial, but this
will still not create in many situations school districts of adequate size to
provide many programs and services characterizing an optimal educational
program.

Deficiencies in Educational Programs
One of the factors relating to size of enrollment is the comprehensiveness

of course offerings, an important characteristic of educational programs. It
has been repeatedly shown and is generally recognized that there is a direct
relationship between the size of enrollment of high schools and the com-
prehensiveness of course offerings.3

A second major deficiency of many educational programs of local school
districts relates to matters of curriculum development. Many local school
districts are unable, because of lack of human or financial resources, to
develop their own curriculum objectives, units of study, and educational
materials, and thus rely heavily upon textbooks for the direction and imple-
mentation of educational programs.

The Iowa Center for School Administration, College of Education. University of Iowa,
The Alalti( ronaly Regional Ed Hcolimicd Service /1 gene.). in loiva. E. R. Stephens, Director
(low it (:ity, Iowa: The Iowa Center for Research on School Administration, September,
1%7). p.

"ibid., pp. 8.5-1i28.
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A third major deficiency of the educational program of many elementary
or secondary schools is the lack of provision of special services. The com-
plexity of modern society and the resulting demands being placed on educa-
tion are well recognized. The present-day educational program. is complex,
requiring the services of a large number of specialists and supportive pro-
grams and services. Vet relatively few elementary or :,,:condary schools pro-
vide, or are able to provide, adequate guidance programs, elementary and
secondary curriculum consultant services, library services, special teat !ers for
art and remedial reading, health services, supervisors, most special education
programs, and other needed programs and services.

A final major deficiency of the educational programs of many local school
districts relates to the inadequacy of programs and services for exceptional
children. Not all of the exceptional children are provided the most suitable
educational opportunities. Many of the special classes for exceptional chil-
dren which are administered by local school districts or county school sys-
tems in Iowa, for example, arc those for the educable mentally retarded. In
addition, only a limited number of specialists in most areas of special -educa-
tion are employed by the school districts of the state. Little is being done
for the emotionally disturbed child, the child with physical! or other handi-
capping conditions, or the child with specific learning disabilities, to cite
but a few examples.

Failure to Provide Professional Personnel
No educational program can function effectively withc, .! the provision

of a sufficient number of highly trained, competent profes- .c.:rtal personnel.
A problem related to the size of enrollment of a school district and one
which has a direct bearing on the quality of an educational p: :gram is that
of the assignment of professional personnel to hill-time teaching assignments
in their major area of preparation. A .number of studies have shown that
the assignment of high school teachers to their major area of preparation is
directly related to the size of the enrollment of the high schoo1.4 Typically,
only the larger high schools arc able to meet this objective.

Another aspect of the topic of professional personnel as it relates to
possible shortcomings of local school districts is that of the professional
development of personnel while in employment. Iowa school districts, for
example, typically expend few resources for the continuous development or
in-service training of their professional personnel. The continuing develop-
ment of stall personnel should be one of the most vital concerns of local
school districts. This is so because of the key role played by the professional
stall in a quality educational program. Further, the salaries of professional
members typically constitute approximately three-fourths Or more of the
total expenditures of local school districts. The need to protect and develop
this investment in human resources is critical.

However, a survey by the Iowa Center for Research in School AdMinis-
Lra 6011, (;allege of Education, University of Iowa, conducted in 19(iri. showed
that the I:18 responding school districts which made up ;i0.1 percent of the

Ibid.. pp. 310-312.
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school districts in the state and enrolled 55.2 percent of the total state enroll-
ment expended in direct in-service training in the 1961 -65 school year an
average of only $1.50 for each thousand dollars of total operating costs. This
amounted to .71 cents per pupil annually, a pitifully small investment in
manpower development.

Moreover, this is an age of specializationin business, in industry as well
as in education. The clay of the administrative generalist is past, and must
be supplemented by highly trained, well qualified specialists in many fields,
such as business administration, finance, new building .construction, build-
ing operation and maintenance, quality con'rol in both educational pro-
gramming and in business management, and many others. If a state is
serious about providing quality educational programs and services with an
efficient and economical expenditure of the taxpayer's dollar, it must have
the trained manpower to make this possible. .Again, the day of the adminis-
trative generalist is over, and the day of the administrative specialists is
here and now.

Inadequate Financial Resourcf,
The finr,zicial ability of a .oco.I school district is clearly related to thf-

quality of ..1? -educational program of the district, the special services thLt
district can niro-.7.ide its students, personnel factors, and the provision oi:f
physical iiinis to house the educational program. Indeed nearly all
aspects of puhlic education, elementary and secondary, are related to finan-
cial support.7

The ti\ -r-v of local school in many states to support many edu-
cational .,tns and services adequately has been severely restricte:
because 1.1'..ponderant dependence on the local property tax for th:1-
great majorin. of financial support.

In vil tile concern of educators for securing adequate financial
resources in.: the competition, not only within education but generally, for
the tax do: "he question of economy and best use of available resources
is crucial_ 16 :Anition of the fact that over three-fourths of the local school
districts in ,:p-1- in the 1966-67 school year had fewer than 1,500 students,
for example . raises serious questions concerning the economic and efficient
functioning of these units in the provision of quality educational programs
and services, many of which have been shown to require larger student
poptilai ions.6

The Need For a New Type of Regional Educational Service Agency
The foregoing observations suggest that substantial educational deficien-

cies exist in the several states at the present time.
Some of these are attributable to the small enrollment size of the major-

ity of local administrative units, making it impossible for these units to
provide even basic programs and services. These districts must receive assis-
tance in order to provide even a minimal educational program for their

7. /bid.. pi). :303-306.
p. :120.



students. Efforts by these units, as presently structured. to increase the com-
prehensiveness of their programseven if this could be achieved in the face
of limitations of financial and human resourceswould probe to be an ineffi-
cient and uneconomical use of the educational resources of many states.

It appears that the larger school districts in the several states also have
service needs, although differing somewhat from those of small school dis-
tricts; which are not most efficiently and effectively met on an individual
district basis. Afany of the larger districts still do not have sufficient enroll-
ment to provide for many comprehensive educational programs. For exam-
ple, the pupil enrollment base required for an efficient and economical data
processing facility ranges from a minimum of 60,000 to 100,000 students, with
optimum enrollments in excess of these figures. Also, many authorities in
educational media speak in terms of a strident base of approximately -10,000
as the optimum enrollment for a comprehensive educational media center.?

Recognizing the needs of local school districts to receive assistance from
an outside agency. questions concerning the nature of this agency arise. in
most states having a three-echelon structure, rhe most obvious agency to
consider is the middle echelon unit. The middle unit of a thee-echelon
state system appears to be the most desirable agency to serve in this crucial
role. This is true because of its place between the two other levels of school
government making it close enough to local school districts to be aware of
and responsive to local needs and yet broadly enough conceived to provide
needed services. However, as presently structured in most states. the middle
unit of school administration is wholly unable to fill this role.

If the middle unit in most states is to hold its place legitimately in the
state system of public education, it must undergo pronounceli changes in
its structure and philosophy.

The necessary adaptations must begin with Cne creat,on 01- regional scr-
vice units possessing sufficient enrollment and financial r .sources to be able
to plan comprehensive programs and services in response to the needs of
local school districts, large and small, within its constituency, and attract
qualified personnel to implement these services at a high level of compe-
tency.

In view of the unequal educational opportunities in most states and the
increasing demands placed on education by :1 changing society. the need for
this adaptation is urgent.

CHARACTERISTICS OF STRONG REGION AL
EDUCATION SERVICE AGENCIES

OrganizatiOnal patterns are a means to an end. Therefore. there prob-
ably is no "best" design, or "optimal" structure for a regional educational
service agency. In that state school systems differ in certain fundamental
respects and the circumstances in which educational programs are provided
differ widely, variations in the organization, adminstration. and Operation
of regional educational service agencies will undoubtedly be necessary,
indeed wholesome, both within individual states and between states.

7 Ibid., pp. 387-406.
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In spite of the need for variation and organizational flexibility, certain
characteristics of strong regional educational ,-,7.rvice agencies can be identi-
fied. These relate to the following five broad topics:

I. Area or service base.
2. Programs and services.
3. Financial base.
4. Staffing patter:7:s.
5. Legislative struaure.
Following is a brief description of some of the more desirable character-

istics of regional educational service agencies utilizing he foregoing topics.
The characteristics, or criteria, to be identified are based on one or both

of the following:
I. A comprehenF'-ve review of the literature.
2. Visitations to lutstanding Intermediate Units, or regional educa-

tional service agencies, in all parts of the nation.
A listing of the exemplary units which served as a basis iior the character-

istics of strong educational service units follows:

TABLE 1
Approximate Pupil Population and Total District Anti in
Square Miles for Sixteen Illustrative Intermediate twits

Star r Agency
Approximate

Pupil Populatint,

Approximate
Area In

Square Miles

Washington King (Seattle) 218,000 2,1004
NVashington Snohomish (Everett) 59,000 1,7004
Oregon NIultnontalt (Portland) 110,000 100
Michigan %'ane (Detroit) 395,000' 100

Michigan Oakland (Pontiac) 220,000 901)

Michigan Shiaasec (Near Flint) 18,000 1,00(1

Pennsylvania Bucks (Doylestown) 82,000 1,000
Pennsylvania Allegheney (Pittsburgh) 206,000" 900
New York Erie (Near Buffalo) 80,000 1,0004
Iowa Polk (Des Moines) (13,000 600
Iowa Scott - Muscatine (Davenport) 60,000 1,400
California Contra-Costa (Near Oakland 150,000 900

"California Sao Diego (San Diego) 290,000 4,300°
California A Itneda (Hayward) 240,000 700
California Riverside (Riverside) 100,000 7,200'

'TeNas Harris (Houston) 350,000 5,000°

Driving time to at least one attendance center exceeds one hour.
Central city public school enrollment not included.

. information on these four exemplary units was secured from two of the most recent publications
on the intermediate Unit of school administration: National Education Association, Department of
Rural Education, Regional Educational Services Agency Prototypes, Optional Statutory Arrangements
and SliggrAtirms For Implementation (Washington: National Education Association, January, 190),
ncl Pennsylvania State Board of Education, Intermediate Units En the United Slates: A Survey of Twelve
Units (ilorrishorg: Slate Board of Education of the Commonwealth of Penn.sylvania, 1966).

These units were analyzed Through the use of a taxonomy which incor-
porated the following major criteria: organizational patterns, administration
organization, programs and services, financial structure, staffing patterns,
legislative structure, population characteristics, and local school district
struct ure.s

' /bid_ pp. 162-161.
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Area or Service Ease

The criterion concerning the area to be included in an Intermediate
Unit is illustrative of a broad guideline which has some degree of appropri-
ateness in many situations. For example, most mahorities seem to agree that
a multi-county or regional base for the middle echelon agency is dictated by
modern needs and conditions. Further, agreement is apparent that the boun-
daries of the Intermediate Unit should be coterminous with logical combi-
nations of local school districts. It is generally-recognized that there is nonecessity for these boundaries to be related to the traditional political
counties.

Generally stated, the size criterion is concerned with both total geo-
graphif area and population within the service district. Thus, area stan-
dards -.-ill usually state that the territory embraced by the intermediate
distric hould be sufficient (I) to provide challenging opportunities for edu-
cational leadership, (2) to have well-prepared professional personnel to carry
out a variety of needed special service programs, and (3) to provide a maxi-
mum offering of programs and services so that present and future needs can
he met. Writers hasten to point out that the intermediate constituency
should not cover an excessively large area in terms of geographic region
and/or population. Accessibility to services is considered an important fac-
tor, and the unit must be small enough for adequate communication, coor-
dination, and sensitivity to specific local needs.

An area sufficiently large in terms of resources and people is a requisite
for quality and effectiveness of operation. However, "reasonable limits" and
extenuating factors, such as a large geographic area or lack of population,
cannot be overlooked. Adequacy of the total area, or proper provisions to
overcome district structural limitations, must be met if the potential for
operational efficiency is to be assumed.

Recent recommendations concerning pupil populations within a single
intermediate district range from Michigan's 1962 minimal standards of
5,000 pupils to a suggested 125,000 in New York. In between these two ex-
tremes, 10,000 is the enrollment figure cited for Nebraska; 20,000 for Wash-
ington; 25,000 for Wisconsin, and a 1967 publication of the National
Education Association cited a minimum enrollment base of 50,000.

The recently completed Iowa study recommends a minimum enrollment
base of 30,000 for Iowa. This figure was deemed necessary for the economic
and efficient provision of many of the programs and services that the pro-
posed RES; Units for Iowa should provide. The rationale used in adopting
the minimum enrollment size employed, in .part, student incidence ratios or
staffing ratios which are commonly accepted in the professional literature.
It is to be emphasized that the enrollment figure of 30,000 is a minimum
and was influenced by the demographic and geographic characteristics of
the state.

Several qualifications regarding the intermediate district size usually
accompany enrollment criterion. These qualifications include a maximum
driving time of one hour from the intermediate office to any local district
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attendance center in the intermediate corporation, a maximum radius of 50
to 60 miles, and an optimum area based on a natural socio-economic
community.

Programs and Services
Among the generally acceFect standards for ' l_erinediate Unit operaLien

is the statement that "the basic orientation (resyli-Isibility) of the int'7..inedi-
ate school district should be to the local disri.. in the intermediate district
area.- Acceptance of this criterion is La' among: to acceptance of the con-
cept that the Intermediate Unit's primary emphasis should be service to
local school districts. Stated in slightly different terms, some writers have
noted that the Intermediate Unit's responsibility should be generally

to those functions desired by local school districts.
Middle echelon programs and/or services do and of necessity should var .

greatly from area to area and state to state. Flexibility is essential and all
programs undertaken should be adapted to specific needs of the service
(..onsequently, in each state and in specific areas of individual states, a (Icir-
mination and clarification of intermediate role and function is required.

In order to insure the flexibility which is a .mark of an effective anti:
responsive intermediate service operation, adjustable characteristics must be
built into the system. Thus, both in structure and functions the effectiv-F
Intermediate Unit must be sufficiently flexible to adapt to changing educ:
tional needs. As local districts become larger through reorganization, unifi-
cation, or population increases, their service needs change. The intermediate
agency should be flexible enough to discontinue services and add others
which changing conditions necessitate.

Financial Base
If the service agency is to be an integral part of the state's total system

of public education, its financial resources must be as definite and reliable
as those for the other levels of school government.

District tax funds, state assistance, and local district reimbursements
based on contractual agreements are usually listed as the three principal
sources of support for the middle echelon educational service agency. Addi-.
tional financing often comes from federal grants, other special grants, and
occasional gifts or bequests.

The six most commonly recommended characteristics of desirable Inter-
mediate Unit financing are (1) fiscal integrity, (2) fiscal independence, (3)
independent tax levying powers, (4) a right to enter into contracts, (5) au-
thority to incur bonded indebtedness, and (6) eligibility to receive state
financial assistance based upon a state-aid-to-education formula.

Staffing Patterns
Isenberg is among the many writers who have noted that the services of

the Intermediate Unit should be of a highly specialized nature.9 The rela-

" National Education Association, Department of Rural Education, Regional Educa-
tional Service Agency Prototypes (Washington: National Education Association. January,
i)67), P. 76.
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tionship of specialized intermediate services which are non-duplicating,
complementary, and supplementary in character to staffing considerations is
obvious. If the intermediate agency is to function as an integral part of the
tri-level state educational team, it must preserve what has been described as
its "institutional integrity."1-0 Therefore, the quality of the intermediate
staff becomes a key factor in the total operation. It is in the realm of "insti-
tutional integrity," then, that the necessity for quality personnel becomes
particularly important.

Emerson reinforced this concept when he stated:
Mature kilo-mediate districts are constituted on a horizontal team basis
to operate within (huh- constituencies. The clinical team, the team of
Ph.D. instructional specialists, the research team, the special education
team, and the data processing Leant all are staffed with highly specialized
and highly qualified people, all are available to attack specialized tasks
within their constituencr. They are effective. Their services are in
demand."

It is therefore recognized that highly trained, specialized personnel oper-
ating within a discrete division of labor are required in an effective Inter-
mediate Unit. In the more functional operations observed, highly trained
practitioners were allowed to specialize in their specific area of preparation.
By means of this discrete specialization of functions, a few regional educa-
tional service agencies are able to offer the very best in the way of so-
phisticated practice that technology and educational and Para- educational
disciplines have to offer. These units have been able to assemble specialized
staffs of recognized quality who are in great demand by constituent local
districts.

In attempts to secure a highly qualified professional staff, some Interme-
diate Units observed have Fostered relationships with institutions of higher
education. Typically, these relationships involve the employment of Inter-
mediate Unit personnel by the institution of higher education on a part-
time basis. This practice has a number of advantages for both parties. For
the Intermediate Unit, the major advantages of such arrangements are that:

I. Personnel gain valuable teaching experience.
2. Personnel are provided with opportunities for contact with profes-

sional colleagues.
Personnel are stimulated toward professional growth.

-1. Channels of communication are established for other types of coordi-
nation and cooperation.

Legislative Structure

Examination of the literature and observation of operating units show
that, in reference to the middle echelon of school government, wide varia-
tions in legislative provisions exist in the several states.

''' p. 76,
" William J. Emerson, the Intermediate School DistrictMiddle Echelon of a Three-

Echelon State System of Schools," a paper presented to the National Conference of Profes-
sors of Educational Administration, Arcata, California. August, 1965, p. 3.
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Specific: characteristics of the legislative structure under which the units
function include the following:

1. Provision of flexibility required for functional and organizational
changes.

2. Provision of legal authority for intermediate district reorganization
on a regional basis.

II. Recognition of the regional service agency as a ;full partner in the
state's educational system, particularly with regard to the financial support
criteria identified previously which result in the revenue sources of the
Intermediate Unit being as definite or reliable as those piovided for the
local and state echelons.

.1. Provision of fiscal integrity and independence, including taxing
powers.

5. Provision of a total approach to the systematic reorganization of all
educational echelons.

6. Delegation of responsibility to intermediate boards for a degree of
administrative and program and service self-determination. Especially crit-
ical are those legislative provisions which call for a popularly elected board
and/or a policy-making board with the authority' to appoint its chief execu-
tive officer.

7. Authority to incur bonded indebtedness and to hold title to real
property.

8. Authority to develop cooperative programs and services with other
educational, health, welfare, and social agencies in the public and private
sectors.

9. The total area of the state is included in a regional service unit.
THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF REGIONAL

EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCIES
The proposed role and function of regional educational service agencies

are not easy to classify into discrete categories. For purposes of identifying
the recommended major areas of concern of these units, the diverse program
and services envisioned for these units are classified into three major cate-
gories; articulative functions, coordinative filnctions, and supplemental
service functions.12

A brief description of each category and illustrative examples of the wide
range of possible programs and services within each category follows.
Articulative Functions

The regional educational service agency as an arm of the state education
agency and financed in part by state aid should perform a number of regula-
tory and ministerial functions for the state education agency. In this sense it
localizes state school system operations and at the same time represents and

large number of taxonomies are currently in use classifying programs and ser-
vices of Intermc:liate Units. 'Elie system used in this report, that is. the major categories
articulative. coordinative. and supplemental service functionswas perfected by Alvin E.
Rhodes in his excellent monograph: "Better Education Through Effective Intermediate
Units," Department of Rural Education, National Education Association, Washington.
I) C., MI
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interprets local educational needs at the state level. By performing these
liaison functions, the regional educational service agency serves a vital role
in the vertical and horizontal development and implementation of statewide
educational planning and the administration of the state school system.
Coordinative Functions

The coordinative role of the regional educational service agency should
be one of its major contributions to its constituent local -school districts and
to the state system of education. By coordinating the work of local school dis-
tricts, it serves a vital leadership role in the improvement of education. This
will usually be done by assisting local school districts in working together
to solve their common problems and needs.

In addition, these coordinative functions help protect the local control
and the independence of local school districts in that coordinative functions
are provided among and for school districts rather than assumed by the
regional educational service agency as being primary responsibility for them.
Supplementary Service Functions

The regional educational service agency, in its supplemental service role,
complements the role of local school districts by providing direct educational
:services to them which they are unable to provide efficiently, effectively, or
economically by themselves. Generally, these direct services are the type that
local school districts are unable to provide because of limited student popu-
lation, financial resources, personnel, or other factors.

The provision of these direct services also protects local control and, of
great importance, helps to equalize and extend quality educational opportu-
nities to all children, regardless of birthright or place of residency. It does
not necessarily follow that the provision of these direct services to smaller,
marginal school districts will perpetuate such districts and serve as an ob-
stacle to the creation of administrative units of adequate size. Rather, there
is sufficient empirical evidence that a strong regional educational service
agency will promote, not retard, local school district reorganization, particu-
larly when other complementary legal incentives for school district reor-
ganization exist. This is true because regional services, by equalizing
opportunities, remove one of the major obstacles to school district reorgan-
ization.

Illustrative Examples of Programs and Services
The potential programs and services of regional service units are many.

For purposes of illustration, programs and services found in exemplary units
have been arbitrarily classified into the following five categories: (1) Admin-
istrative and Staff Personnel; (2) Instructional; (3) Student Personnel; (4)
Special Education; and (5) Research and Development.
( I ) Administrative and Staff Personnel Programs and Services

A large number of administrative and staff personnel programs and ser-
vices are required in the effective operation of an educational institution.
Illustrative examples of potential programs and services of a RESA Unit
include:
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I. Administrative and business management consultant services.
2. In-service programs for members of boards of education and board

secretaries and treasurers
3. School building site consultant services.
4. School district reorganization consultant services.
5. Data processing services.
6. Public information services.
7. Cooperative purchasing programs.
8. In-service programs for .classroom teachers, specialists, supervisors,

consultants, and administrators.
9. In-service programs for non-certificated personnel including transpor-

tation, food services, maintenance and custodial, secretarial and clerical,
and other supportive personnel.

10. Substitute teacher services.
11. Services for the state education agency.
12. Coordinative activies with other health, welfare, and social agencies

in the public and private sectors, and other governmental subdivisions.
(2) Instructional Programs and Services

It is in the area of instructional programs and services that regional edu-
cational service agencies can make their greatest contribution. This is its
primary raison d'etre. Illustrative examples include:

I. Educational media center.
2. Elementary and secondary curriculum consultant services.
3. Remedial instruction programs and services.
4. Testing programs and services.
5. Health consultant programs and services.
6. Outdoor education programs.
7. Institutionalized children's educational programs.

(3) Student Personnel Programs and Services
Student personnel services have become a highly specialized area in

recent years. The contributions of comprehensive student personnel services
to an educational program are well recognized. Illustrative examples include:

Specific characteristics of the legislative structure under which the units
function include the following:

I. Consultant services for student personnel programs.
2. In-service programs for guidance counselors and other professional

personnel.
3. Other student personnel programs and services including graduate

follow-up studies and drop-out studies.
(4) Special Education Programs and Services

As part of its commitment to assist constituent local school districts in
providing the best educational program possible for all children, RESA
Units have a major responsibility in the education of exceptional children.
Illustrative examples include:

1. Programs for trainable retarded children.
2. Work-study programs.
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3. Programs for emotionally disturbed children.4. Psychological and psychiatric services.
5. Programs for physically handicapped children and childr..m with spe-cial health problems
6. Programs for exceptional children of pre-school age.7. Homebound instruction programs.
8. Programs for gifted children.
9. Programs for partially-sighted and blind children.10. Programs for hard-of-hearing and deaf children.11. Programs for speech handicapped children.12. School social work services.

13. Programs for children with specific learning disabilities.14. Providing coordinative and cooperative efforts for the many health,welfare, and social agencies in the public and private sectors.(5) Research and Development Programs and Services
Educational research is a main form of investing in the educationalprocess. Yet few school districts are able to engage in necessary research anddevelopment programs. While colleges and universities and professionalorganizations do contribute greatly to educational research, it is recognizedthat a definite lag exists in the implementation of the findings of thisresearch.
It is in the area of research and development that RESA Units can makea major contribution. The role of a RESA Unit is visualized as follows:

Coordination
Theory Research Practice

Dissemination/
The agency is in a key position to develop theory into practice, to con-duct action research in the examination of current educational practices,and to coordinate and disseminate the findings of research. This will proveto be a major contribution to education and exemplifies the regional educa-tional service agency's vital role in the state system of education. Illustrativeexamples include:
1. Budget analysis and cost studies.
2. Long-range financial planning.
3. Community surveys.
4. Enrollment studies.
5. Pilot projects in various curricular areas.6. Evaluation of instructional materials.
7. Development of local school district and regional norms for standard-ized tests.
8. Evaluation of various types of organizational and grouping practices.The above listings of illustrative examples in each of the five categoriesshould not be considered as complete. Rather, they are intended to show thenature and scope of potential .programs and services which might result fromcareful study and analysis of a given area.
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In summary, the major thrusts of the emerging RESA Unit appear to bein the following areas:
1. The provision of consultant services of a wide variety to constituentlocal school districts.
2. The provision of in-service programs for professional and non-certifi-cated personnel of local school districts.
8. The provision of special education programs and services.4. The provision of research and development programs and services.The physical and opemtional hub of the emerging RESA Unit will be acomprehensive educational media center. The educational media cnter willprovide a variety of services to constituent local districts as shown below:It will also serve an important role for the staff of the RESA Unit. Manyof the specialists of the service agency will utilize extensively the. resourcesof the media center in the provision of programs and services to constituentlocal school districts.

MAJOR BENEFITS RESULTING FROM THE ESTABLISHMENTOF A STATEWIDE NETWORK OF REGIONAL
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCIESIf a network of regional educational service agencies is developed in moststates and if these units are allowed to function without basic structural defi-ciencies, several major benefits to state systems of education will result.These new units of school government can:I. Protect and promote local control and local determination in publiceducation.

2. Equalize and extend educational opportunities.3. Assure economical and efficient operation of many educational pn0-rams.
4. Improve the quality of many educational programs.5. Provide a needed change agent in education.
6. Promote the restructuring of school government consistent with devel-opments in time public and private sectors.

.7. improve the coordination of local, regional, and statewide educationalplanning.
It is not the purpose of this position paper to discuss each of the abovemajor benefits in great detail. Space would not permit this. Some of these, itis to be noted, were implicit in the previous discussions of the needs of localschool districts and the characteristics of strong regional educational serviceagencies.
Before proceeding wit: 1 this brief discussion of major benefits, it is wellto recall at this point that u.- one test agairst which any plan, arrangement,or reconfiguration of school government must ultimately be judged is simply"What does it. do for the child in the classroom?"

Protect and Promote Local Control and
Lcca! Determination in Public Education

Local control and local determination are important and cherished isea-ures of the American public school system. Many observers hold that these
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characteristics. althougl, t pr An undergoing profound reassessment and
redefinition, indeed profound c. ige, are still of such import that they need
to be guarded and preserved at all costs. Even should one disagree with this
position. the political realities are such that local control of education, how-
ever defined and evaluated, will continue to be a critical concern of many.

The regional educational service agency is basically a local agency. While
it performs certain ministerial and regulatory duties for the sta:e education
agency, it aids in adapting these to local needs and local circumstances.

Further, the regional educational service agency, by equalizing and ex-
tending educational opportunities through its programs and services for
constituent local school districts, makes these districts stronger units while
retaining maximum policy determination at the local level.

Equalize and Extend Educational Opportunities
A second major benefit to be derived from the establishment of a strong

network of regional educational service agencies is that such a network can
help to equalize and extend educational opportunities for all children.

The provision of programs and services to constituent local school dis-
tricts which, because of limited student population, limited financial re-
sources, and/or lack of specialized professional personnel, are unable to
provide an adequate program, will serve to equalize educational opportu-
nity for all children regardless of birthright. The "accident of birth" is per-
haps more basic in education than in any other single area of human
-ctivitv. It must be removed as a serious problem in education:

Further, the shortcomings of instructional programs in many schools are
recognized. The regional educational service agency through the provision
of supplementary programs and services can help to extend the educational
programs of local school districts. Related to this is the recognition that not
all children benefit most by the same educational program. Some children
need more instructional attention than others in grades K-12. In addition,
many school children require. special types of instructional programs in
order to receive "an equal educational opportunity." The regional educa-
tional service agency through its supplemental and consultative programs
and services can help local school districts to provide the "best" educational
program for each child.

Assure Economical and Efficient Operation
of Many Educational Programs

A third major benefit which can be realized through the establishment
of multi-county regional educational service agencies is the more economical
and efficient operation of many educational programs and services on a
larger scale. Examples of the types of programs which are best suited to the
regional approach are many administrative and business management func-
tions, such as joint purchasing and clata processing; in-service programs for
professional and non-certificated personnel; P.nd many programs for excep-
tional children. The profession, in view of the severe competition for
financial resources, can no longer ignore "economics of scale" which have
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application for education. Nor can the profession fail to implement pro-cedures which promote the more efficient utilization of human and financialresources in face of demands for more comprehensive edlicational programs.
Improve the Quality of Many Educational Programs

A fourth major benefit which can result from the establishment of re-gional educational service agencies is the improvement of quality ofmany educational programs. The regional agency, operating on a broaderbase, serving a larger student population, and having greater financial assetswill be able to attract highly qualified personnel to serve in consultative aswell as functional roles in assisting constituent local school districts, bothlarge and small, to improve the quality of their educational programsthrough the provision of needed programs and services to both.
Provide a Needed Change Agent in Education

Another major benefit which can result from the establishment of re-gional educational service agencies relates to organizational theory. Moststate school systems are in need of a u7 t which is free from the inhibitingrestrictions which accompany an organization with narrow focus, free fromthe inadequacies of finance, personnel, and time, and free from the encum-brances of custom which impede innovative effort.
So, too, is education in desperate need of a structured, systematic vehicleto implement change. This will require, among other things, a plannedmeans whereby an organizational unit in the state system of education is ina strategic position and is capable of assessing and evaluating developmentsin all sectors of society, and; at the same time, is flexible enough to adapt itsprogram to needed change. Local school district officials, by the very natureof the organization they administer, must devote a disproportionate amountof time and energy to "maintaining the organization." The state educationagency tends to be similarly restricted. It appears that the regional educa-tional service agency has the necessary organizational features to play asignificant role in promoting change in a state system of education.The limited research on innovation in education which has been con-ducted has not yet established all of the conditions necessary for the stim-ulation of change. More is known, however, about the elements in aneducational institution which tend to inhibit change. These elements in-clude traditionalism, accepting the status quo, educational bureaucracy,insufficient financial resources, insufficient number and quality of personnel,insufficient time, and community apathy or resistance.

It cannot be guaranteed that the regional educational service agency canovercome these elements and serve successfully as a needed change agent.However, it appears that the structural characteristics of these units can domuch to minimize many of the elements which are known to inhibit change.
Promote the Restructuring of School Government Consistent
With Developments in the Public and Private Sectors

Educational concerns do not exist in a vacuum. Thus, they must reflectdevelopments in other areas of human activity. Since education is dependent
[2.1:31



upon public support and understanding and since it serves a'common clien-
tele with other public and private agencies, it is important that the restruc-
turing of school government be consistent with discernible trends in the
public and private sectors. Further, this is true because many problems of
education are not confined to the classroom, the local school district, or even
the region. They are affected by socio-economic and political developments
in the state and nation as well.

A number of discernible trends in the public and private sectors are
apparent which must be reflected in the reconfiguration of school govern-
ment. Several of the more significant trends which relate to the restructuring
of tlw middle echelon unit of school government in Iowa and in many other
states arc:

1. area function concept which approaches economic planning and
development and tire: soItuion of socio-economic problems on a regional
basis. in 'Iowa. economists have devcitped the implementation of this con-
cept around the state's major cities, advocating that economic planning and
development be initiated around these core cities.

2. Sociologists in many states are similarly advocating that the provision
of many social and health services be carried out utilizing the same center-
city concept. A number of Iowa's governmental, social, health, and mental
health agencies have redesigned their state organizations, incorporating on_
or more features of the center-city concept. There is evidence of considerable
public support. for these developments.

3. In school government, the newly created area community college and
area vocational-technical districts give recognition to the center-city concept.
Further. the Iowa State Board of Public. Instruction has also utilized area
echicaticu districts in the development: and implementation of state plan-
ning fi If ties I I, III, and VI of the Elementary and Seconlary Act of 1965.

A. Iowa, Which has been considered largely a rural state, will have by
1980. according to nearly all population projections, over 50 percent of its
people concentrated in approximately ten standard metropolitan statistical
areas. This trend exists in many states.

5. In the broader spectrum of government, political scientists and public
administrators have for many years advocated the broader approach to the
provision of public services and the solution of governmental problems.
This has taken a number of forms, among which are numerous proposals for
the reorganization of county government to encompass a broader area in
order to provide services more efficiently, effectively, and economically. Con-
sistent with this, Iowa now has permissive legislation for the creation of
regional hospitals and penal institutions.

G. A number of federal programs, both within and outside of the Office
of Education, encourage. and in many cases prescribe. that programs em-
brace the "area or regional concept.' Examples of the latter include many
programs for conservation, flood control, mental health, highway improve-
ment. metropolitan planning. and urban and rural planning.

7. Interest in intergovernmental relations on the federal-state, interstate,
state-local, and inter-local levels is increasing. Legislation in many states,
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including Iowa, permits, and in fact encourages joint planning by govern-
mental subdivisions, joint exercise of governmental powers, and joint em-
ployment of personnel. This trend is based in large part on the recognition
that planning and implementation of programs are in many cases directed
toward identical services, purposes, and achievements, and that cooperation
and coordination among and between governmental agencies is essential.

8. The increasing need for specialization is evident in many areas of
society. Similarly increased specialization on the part of personnel in educa-
tion is required, due to the growing complexity of educational tasks.

Improve the Coordination of Local, Regional,
aml Statewide Educational Planning

A final major benefit resulting from the establishment of regional educa-
tional service agencies is the improved coordination of educational planning
on the local, regional, and statewide levels.

On the local plane, the regional agency can assist local school districts,
through the provision of consultative and supportive services, in long-range
planning and program development with the assurance that needed pro-
grams and services will be available on a consistent and continuous basis.

Regional educational planning can be facilitated through research and
development, planning, and coordinative efforts by the regional educational
service agency for the local school districts within its constituency. Further,
the regional unit is in an ideal position to bring about cooperation and
coordination with other governmental subdivisions and quasi-governmental
agencies within a region principally because it is less restricted by existing
political boundaries or other "artificial" constraints.

Regional educational service agencies will greatly assist statewide educa-
tional planning in that these units will provide the state educational agency
with a small number of "local" agencies which can serve in a communicative
capacity to the state agency because of their closeness to local school districts
and their resulting awareness of need, Further, these agencies can serve in a
coordinative capacity for the implementation of long-range statewide plan-
ning because of their consultative and supplementary service role to local
school districts.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES FOR THE
IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATION

It is to be recognized that there are a number of other alternatives for
the improvement of a state system of public education which are available
to decision-makers in the several states. The major alternatives appear to be
the following:

I, To encourage the formation of larger local school districts.
2. To encourage cooperative agreements between local administrative

u i ts.

:i. To decentralize the state education agency and create regional admin-
istrative and service branches throughout the state.
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1. To assign the responsibi.ty for providing ervices to local school dis-
tricts to post high school institutions.

Each of these approaches is currently in prirtice to some degree in a
number of s. .es. Each t be pertain, has a uumber of arguments in its
favor. Howevo, each has a number of basic philosophical or structural dis-
advantages which outweigh the advantages of their use individi, 'Ilv or
collectively in most states.

Encourage the Development of Larger School Districts
Most states have made great strides in the past in reducing the number

of small. marginal high school districts, and, in general, improving the legal
structure of local school district organization. Past efforts in dais regard arc
to he lauded. Further, the continuous efforts of state education agencies and
other organizations and individuals to create more adequate local adminis-
trative units are to be supported by all educational interests.

However, the creation of' local school districts of the size required to
provide a quality educational program faces serious obstacles. The feasibility
of establishing administrative units with minimum enrollments of 10,000,,or
more students is questionable. The geographic and demographic character-
istics of many states make such efforts questionable from both a practical
and philosophical standpoint. Even if this were possible, there would still
exist a need for a service agency to provide a number of programs and ser-
vices to local units which could not provide such services as economically,
efficiently, or effectively as could a service agency:

Encourage Cooperation Between Local Units
Another major alternative available to decision-makers is the encourage-

ment of cooperative agreements between local school districts. This ap-
proach, which could be promoted through legislature, financial, or other
incentives, could take one of two major forms, or a combination of both.
The smaller districts in a state could be encouraged to cooperate with other
small districts for the provision of needed educational programs, or smaller
units could enter into cooperative agreements with- neighboring; larger
districts.

This approach is at best a stop-gap measure toward the regional concept.
It is vulnerable to changes in personnel or changes in the commitment of
administrative and policy-making bodies in the units i.-ivolved. Such agree-
ments would typically be subject to annual negotiation or would lack other
vital features necessary to long-range educational planning.

Such cooperative activities would in many cases require agreements be-
tween many school districts in order to secure the necessary enrollment or
financial base. The necessity for coordinative efforts to initiate, maintain,
and ,improve agreements of this temporary nature appears to be a serious
obstacle.

Decentralize the State Education Agency
A third major alternative to the provision of programs and services to

local school districts is the decentralization of the state educational-agency
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by creating regional administrative and service branches in various geo-graphic regions of it state.
This plan would tend to create an environment in which the ministerialand regulatory functions of such service agencies would be likely to domi-n,ite. To lie certain, these functions are crucial in the administration of astate system of education. However, in the unit. designed to provide servicesto local school districts, these functions should be secondary; if allowed todominate, they would tend to lessen the effectiveness of the service role, and,in addition, tend to weaken the important educational considerations oflocal determination and local control.
Further, this plan would require a large number of professional person-nel in the state agency, a seemingly undesirable and unnecessary centraliza-tion of staff.
Also, the greatly increased involvement of the state agency in the servicefunction would lessen its ability to continue to perform the important roleof educational leadership, coordination, and long-range planning so vital toa state system of education.

Provide Services Through Post High School Institutions
.\ final major alternative to the provision of needed educational pro-grams and services to local school districts is to provide these servicesthrough post high school educational institutions such as area communitycolleges, area vocational-technical schools, public four-year colleges anduniversities, or some combination of both,
Although these agencies do have important roles to perform for publicelementary and secondary education in most states, these are essentially con-sultative in nature. The primary role of post high school institutions is theprovision of educational programs for the post high school age populationof state. For them to dissipate their human and financial resources andundertake still another vital role would tend to weaken their existing com-mitments. Further, it is questionable whether or not personnel and policy-making boards can reasonably he expected to be competent in such diverseplanes as would be required,

SUMMARY
The regional educational service agency has a bright future principallyfor these reasons:
I. It is the most feasible approach, at this point in history and in theforeseeable future, of overcoming existing inadequacies and of providingequal educational opportunities for all, regardless of birthright, and of pro-tecting local control and local determination, important features of theAmerican public school system.

2. It is an improvement in the structure of a state system of education,a necessary prerequisite to die implementation of many needed innovationsin public elementary and secondary education.
3. It permits greater efficiency and economy in the provision of manyeducational programs and services.
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4. It is consistent and compatible with a number of major discernible
trends in both the public and private sectors toward the area approach, and
developments in intergovernmental relations.

5. It is supported by recent legislation or interest in many states in all
parts of the country.

6. It has the support of a number of professional organizations and
agencies. Among these is the American Association of School Administrators
which in 1967 adopted a resolution supporting the Intermediate Unitthe
strongest position which this organization has ever taken in its support.

The regional service agency in its newly emerging form is a product of
efforts to meet new needs in education. Its benefits have been demonstrated
in many parts of the United States.

If the RESA Unit is to meet its potential it must be developed, or re-
structured where it now exists, around educational purrses rather than
around pol;tical k'gic and/or expediency. As indicated previously, the RESA
concept, although not universally recognized, is one of the biggest move-
ments in education in this country today. Its stay in court has ended. All
that remains now is for the profession, the public, and state legislatures to
recognize its potential and support its development.
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INTRODUCTION
Unless educational or other major social services are organized and

provided in a manner congruent. with the patterns according to which
people live and the problems and goals of the populations they serve, edu-
cation cannot be carriecl out with the effectiveness, efficiency, and economy
needed to maintain the viability of a complex, industrial society. In a
highly urbanized nation such as the United States, the areal unit in which
large numbers of persons interact with and are interdependent On one
another is the metropolitan area.' No analysis or set of recommendations
concerning the organization or structure of education in the Great Plains
states, therefore, can be adequate if it fails to take into account the major
problems characteristic of the metropolitan area and the way in which
metropolitan growth has occurred or is-likely to occur in a modern, urban
society.

-The general concept of a metropolitan area,- according to the Bureau of the Census,
'"is one of an integrated economic and social unit with a recognized large population
cutlers- Each SALSA [Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area] contains at least one central
city with at least :50,000 inhabitants or more. The SNISA includes the county of such a
central city and adjacent counties that are found to be metropolitan in character and
economically and socially integrated with the county of the central city. The largest city is
considered the nucleus and usually gives the tame to the area- (U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Metropolitan Area Statistics; reprinted from Statistical Abstract of the United States. /067
[Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1967], p. 897). "Integrated" economic and
social units, in turn, are identified with reference to specific criteria related to work and
commuting patterns .as well as to the exchange of productive goods and services between
communities.
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Since emerging metropolitan patterns in the Great Plains Region are
similar in many important respects to those encountered in metropolitan
seas throughout the United States, it is useful to describe important metro-

todiran developments which have particular relevance for education before
tcinsidering specific ways in which these problems may be exemplified in
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota. Educators have not always
viewed major social problems as having any real significance for the organi-
zation and operation of the educational system; but as education has become
the central function in our society, it has become obviousfor reasons which
we hope to make clear in this paperthat the manner in which educational
services arc provided can no longer be viewed apart from the social and
demographic context in which the schools fu' tion. Among these problems
are the proliferation of governments incapable of dealing with serious issues,

,Lioeconomic stratific.;zion and racial segregation, fragmentation among
ializin au ,l edttc:Itive institutions, and the weakening of social and

aditical consensus which has occurred as a result of the way urban society
has evolved in the United States. Each of these developments, in turn, has
great implications for the subsequent growth of metropolitan society as
well as for the way educational services must be organized to maintain the
functioning of such a society in accordance wili the ideals and aspirations
which have guided its development in the past and will affect the welfare
and happiness of its inhabitants in the future.

STAGES IN METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT
The evolution of metropolitan society in the United States can be char-

acterized in terms of the following five distinct stages= through which our
metropolitan areas already have passed or are now passing:
I. Early Development. The development of the metropolitan area usually

can be traced back to the founding of a small trading town which grew
to be a city large enough to possess a distinct geographic and social struc-
ture within which one could distinguish betwe:,.n relatively well-to-do
or "upper crust" sections and areas on the "wrong side of the tracks" in
which lived working-class families and other low-income groups.
The Structured City. As growth in commerce, industrialization, and the
division of labor caused the appearance of still more structure to govern
and facilitate the interactions among the people of the small city, dis-
tinct sections of the city could be identified in which various social and
economic functions such as factory production, transportation networks
and terminals, large-scale retailing, outdoor recreation, commercial inter-
change, and artistic activities were centered. Large numbers of people
typically are attracted to the city during this stage, and many cities
grow to have populations of several hundred thousand or more. Choice
residential areas, meanwhile, tend to be located at the outer edge of

For a more complete description of these stages, see Robert J. Havightirst, Education
in Metropolitan .4 reit.% (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1966), pp. 33-47.
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the city, while some of die working-class neighborhoods near the t.tt-tories
and early market cente-s deteriorate and become recognizable as urban
slum areas.

i. Differentiation Between Central City and Suburbs. The main character-
istic of this stage is the appearance and settlement of politically-distinct
suburban areas. At first these suburban areas tend to be relatively
exclusive residential areas occupied particularly by upper-middle class
families and located along transportation lines that lead into the city.
As middle- and upper-income families move into the suburbs from the
city or from elsewhere in the region or nation and as low-income fami-
lies continue to move into the central city, the proportion of the low-
income residents in the city and she size of its slum areas continue to
increase. Parts of the city become obsolescent and government officials
find it increasingly difficult to finance the public services needed by the
residents of the city.

-I. The Metropolitan Complex. Particularly after World -War II, the sub-
urbs began to grow very rapidly. Industrial decentralization, too, pro-
ceeded very rapidly, accelerating the decline in employment opportuni-
ties and financial capacity in the city and leading to a greater differen-
tiation in economic functions and types of communities characteristic
of the suburbs. At the same time many low-income citizens. particularly
Negroes and members of other minority groups from the South as well
as the rural parts of the border states and the Southwest, were moving
into the inner core sections of the central city, even though mechaniza-
tion, decentralization, and discrimination were making it increasingly
difficult to obtain unskilled or semi-skilled work there and the building
of highways as well as the clearance of deteriorated residences were mak-
ing it more difficult to obtain adequate housing.

The general pattern of this differential growth of suburbs and cen-
tral city which has impoverished the central city thus involves a series
of events which has been characteristic of nearly all the laru,er metro-
politan areas and can now be seen taking- place in mane of Ole smaller
metropolitan areas as well:

. both whites and non-whites are leaving the very core of the central
city; the white population is failing to maintain its numbers in the mid-
dle sections of the city while the non-white residents arc accumulating
there very rapidly; the outer zone of the central city is adding to its
white population at a much reduced rate; the suburban ring is growing
at an extremely fast pace, especially that part of the ring which is adja-
cent to the central city; in absolute numbers almost all of the total in-
crease in the ring is the result of additions to the white population . . .
these trends could be seen developing at least twenty to thirty years ago
and most of them arc accentuated during the 'riffles.'

The more differentiated structure of the metropolitan area which
develops in this stage brings with it a host of problems for both central

3 Leo P. Schnorc, The Urban .S'rene: I-Inman Ecology and Demography (New York: The
Free Press, 1965), p. 257.
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city and suburbs. Many of the suburbs, for example, do not have the
financial resources to build public facilities or provide public services as
quickly as desired by their rapidly-growing populations, while others
have 111;IIIV residents who must live almost beyond their means if they
are to enjoy the advantages of the suburban environment. Many of the
established suburbs, moreover, face the need to rebuild older sections
which have begun to deteriorate; and the physical unity of the metro-
politan area means that the increase in air and water pollution, noise,
traffic congestion, and shoddy commercialization along major transporta-
tion arteries arc equally if not more the problems of the suburb and
urban fringe areas of the cennal city. It is likely that the volume of
out-migration from maiy of these suburbs will grow larger, unless they
develop urban renewal programs that hold people and attract new
middle-class residents.

Thus the fourth stage of metropolitan evolution has produced a
metropolitan complex in which the earlier simple distinctions between
central city and suburbs arc losing their validity. As problems increased
during this stage. the movement of urban renewal gathered momentum
in preparation for the next stage, in which it must become a pre(lomi-
nant concern throughout the metropolitan area.

5. Pula), Rciiwo/ Smgo. Although most of the larger metropolitan areas
are now in stage four, some are in stages two and three, and some small
cities are becoming metropolitan areas. At present, thewfore, all stages of
metropolitan development are visible. The newer metropolitan areas
are evolving more rapidly than the older ones, and given changes in
transportation and the pace of urbanization and industrialization, some
will combine stages three and four. Thus although it is predominantly
the oldest and largest metropolitan areas in which the central city and
t he sections which surround it are on the verge of a major convulsion,
turban renewalwheth&r as a corrective or preventive measure to assure
the future viability of the social and political structure in our urban
societyis relevant for metropolitan areas of all sizes and all stages of
development. The concept of urban renewal, in turn, is seen as increas-
ingly involving an emphasis on social renewal and on the development
of human resources in the metropolitan area. Since the educational
system is one of the foremost institutions responsible for the develop-
ment of human resources in modern society, this emphasis on urban
social renewal is as salient in its implications for the organization of
educational services in a metropolitan area such as Dubuque. Iowa. with
a 19{41 population of 80,048, as it is in the New York Metropolitan Area
with at population of 10,tiff-I.ti53.

METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT IN THE
GREAT PLAINS STATES

By 19(i0. 15.1 percent of the population of the four Great Plains States
of Iowa. Miouri. Nebraska. and South Dakota lived within the thirteen
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urbanized areas -which are located wholly or partly within these states and
which met Census Bureau criteria for official designation as a Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). Although this figure represented
a smaller proportion of the population living in metropolitan areas than
was trite for the United States as a whole,., it had grown from 35.9 percent
in 1950 and probably will reach at least 50 percent in 1970 and then con-
tinue to increase in the future:.

The thirteen metropolitan areas which include the centers of population
in these four states are in various stages of development. Kansas City and
St. Louis, the two which are among the twenty-five largest metropolitan
areas in the United States and definitely are well into the latter stages of
metropolitan development, had 51.3 and 63.6 percent of their respective
populations living outside their central city areas in 1960. None of the
remaining eleven typified the pattern in the nation's oldest and largest
metropolitan area which experienced extremely rapid suburban growllt
rtel. 19-10 or 1950 and by 1960 had one-half or more of its inhabitants res4t-

ing outside the central city sections. The metropolitan areas of the Great
Plains tend. instead, to be relatively small and to have experienced only
moderate increases in their central city and suburban areas in the past
few decades. Eight of the thirteen, for example, rank in the bottom half
in size of population among metropolitan areas in the United States, and
in manly of them. as shown in Table 1, either the central city appears to be
still growing more rapidly than the suburban areas or the suburban areas
actually have lost population over the last forty or fifty years. What these
figures indicate, in general, is that most of the population centers in the
Great Plains tend to be small enough to accommodate substantial additions
in the population concentrated in their central city areas and that the
increase in urban population which is a .consequence of urbanization is
coalescing around population centers which arc fairly old, but which are
not particularly dense to begin with and are located within larger areas in
which population has been distributed relatively evenly; among them,
probably all but Sioux City, Iowa, and St. Joseph, Missouri, now have at
least one fifth of their respective populations residing outside the central
cities. As compared with many metropolitan areas in the western states
that tend to have more of their residents concentrated in central cities
which until it few decades ago hardly were considered cities at all, the metro-
politan areas in the Great Plains" thus show a moderate-to-high degree of
structural complexity and differentiation. The conclusions suggested by the

' The 1960 population of the 231 a icas which were designated as WA's in 1967 repre-
sented 65.9 percent of the total population of the United States at the time of the last
decennial census.

r* AS noted by Ellis G. Hanson on p. 18 of his paper On PeoplePlacesPerspectives:
The Great Plains .Stales (Lincoln, Nebraska: The Great Plains School District Organization
Project, February 8, 19(68), the total population outside the SMSA's ill Iowa, Missouri, and
.Nebraska decreased between 1950 and 1960, while it increased by only 2.1 percent inSouth Dakota. It is safe to conclude. therefore, that nearly all the population growth in'these states is occurring in their SMSA's.
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data shown in Table I, therefore, are that the SNESA's of the Great PI;tins
states either are already confronted (e.g., St. Louis, Kansas City, Otuaba)
or will tend to be confronted with typical problems and imperatives (see
next section) associated with metropolitan development elsewhere in the
United States, and that these problems are likely to intensify in the future
as the central cities in the Great Plains states become too dense for miloy
tastes and as population growth accelerates more rapidly in suburban areas.
Implications of these differences between the larger and smaller metropoli-
tan areas in the Great Plains states will be discussed in the concliRlifig
sections of this paper.

TABLE 1
She and Distribution of Populations in Metropolitan Areas Wholly or Partly in Itr-a,

Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota, 1960.
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1910 816 648 1920-1940 3 255 1910 55.7
1930 822 565 1900-1920 198 142 1930 59.3
1920 773 394 1920 66.3
1910 687 345 1910 66.6
1900 575 252 1900 69.6

1,092,5-15 22 1960 476 564 1950-1960 19 206 1960 45.7
1950 57 358 1940-1950 57 70 1950 56.1
19 -10 399 287 1920-1940 75 83 1940 58.1
1930 400 266 1900-1920 161 03 1930 60.1
1920 324 201 1920 131,3

1910 248 174 1910 58.8
1900 164 142 1900 53.6
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1900 50.3.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
'Size and Distribution of Popu!ations in Men- titan Areas Wholly or Partly in Iowa,

Missouri, Nebraska, any ith Dakota, 1960.
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Davenport- 319,375 93 1960 18-1 87 1950-1960 23 13 1960 68.0 32.0
Rock Is.- 1950 161 74 1940-1950 18 19 1950 68.6 31.4

1510 143 55 1920- 1910 20 11 1940 72.1 27.6
Iowa-111.. 1930 131 45 1900-1920 21 9 1950 74.6 25.4

1920 123 44 1920 73.8 26.2
1910 92 S9 1910 70.2 29.8
1900 72 35 1900 67.4 32.6

Des Moines, 266,335 95 1960 209 57 1950-1960 31 9 1960 78.5 2111
Low 1950 178 48 1940-1950 18 12 1950 78.7 21.3

1910 160 36 1920-1910 33 8 1940 81.6 18.4
1930 143 30 1900-1920 64 7 1930 82.5 17.5
1920 126 23 1920 82.1 17.9
1910 811 2.1 1910 78.2 21.8
1900 62 20 1900 75.2 24.8

Lincoln. 155,272 146 1960 129 27 1950-19(10 30 6 1960 82.8 17.°
Nebraska 1950 99 21 1940-1950 17 2 1950 32.6 17.-1

19.10 82 19 1920-1910 27 -12 19.10 81.5 18.5
1930 7(3 24 1900-1920 15 6 1930 75.7 24.5
1920 55 31 1920 64.0 36.0
1910 -II 30 1910 59.6 40.1
1900 40 25 1900 62.0 38,11

Cedar Rapids. 136,399 161 1960 92 -15 1950-19110 20 13 1960 67.2 32.8
Iowa 1950 72 32 1910-1950 10 5 1950 69.3 30.7

1910 62 27 1020-1910 17 -1 1910 69.7 30.3
1930 56 26 1900-1920 20 - -I 1930 68.1 31.9
1920 96 28 1920 61.6 36..1
1910 33 28 1910 54.0 16.0
1900 26 30 191)0 46.3 53.7
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TABLE I (Couitimicd)
Sift' :Ind Distribution of Populations in Metropolitan Areas Wholly or Partly in Iowa.

Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota, 1960.
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Springfield, 126.276 . 170 1960 96 30 1930-1960 27 -8
Mo. 1950 67 38 1940-1950 5 9

19-10 61 29 1920-1940 22
1930 58 25 1900-1920 16

1920 40 29
1910 35 29
1900 23 29

Waterloo, 122.482 172 1960 72 51 1950-196(1 7 15

Iowa 19.50 65 35 19-10-1950 13 7

19-10 52 28 1920-19-10 16 8

1930 -16 23 1900-1920 24 1

1920 313 20
1910 27 18

1900 13 20

Sioux City, 120,017 18-1 1960 89 19 1950-1960 5 -1
Iowa-Nebr. 1950 8-1 20 1940-1950 2 -1

1910 82 21 1920-19-1() 11

1930 79 22 1900-1.920 38 -1
1921) 71 21

1911) 18 20
1900 33 21

Si . Joseph. 00.581 197 1960 81) 1 I 1950-1960 I -7.
Mn. 1950 79 18 19-10-1950 3

19-1(1 76 18 1920-1940 -2 3

1930 81 18 19(10-1920 -25 -3
1920 78 16

1910 77 i6
1080 103 19

Pea ent oi
NI et ropolitaii
p,')011:0 00

1960 75.9 2-1.1

1950 1)3.7 36.3
19-10 67,6 32,4

1931) 69.1 30.6
1920 57.7 -12.3

1910 55.1 44.9
1900 1-1.1 35.9

1960 58.6 41.1
1950 64.9 35.1

19-10 61.7 35.3
1930 66.8 33.2
1920 61.0 :16.1)

1910 59.5 -10.5

1900 38.8 61.2

19110 82.7 17.3

1950 80.8 19.2

1910 79.5 20.3
193(1 77.9 22.1

1920 77.3 22.7
1910 70.7 20.3
1901) 60.6 39.1

1960 88.0 12.0
1950 81.2 18.8

1919 80.5 19.5

1930 82.1 17.9
1920 83.2 111.8

1910 83.2 16.8
1901) 81.5 15.5



TABLE I (Con! blued)
Size and Distribut ion of Populations in Metropolitan Areas Wholly or Partly in Iowa,

Missouri, Nebraska, and South DakotP., 1960.
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Falls. 96,575 198 1960 65 21 1950-1960 19 3 1960 75.6 24.4

N. Dakota 1950 53 18 19-10-1950 12 1 1950 74.3 25.7

191(1 41 17 1920-1940 16 1940 70.N 29.2

1930 n3 18 1900-1920 15 4 1930 65.6 31.4

1920 25 17 1920 59.1 40.7

191(1 11 16 1910 17.6 52.-1

1900 10 14 1900 -12.9 57.1

Dubuque. 80.048 202 1960 57 23 1950-1960 7 2 196(1 70.7 29.9

Iowa 1950 50 22 1910-1950 (1 2 1950 69.0 30.1

1940 -11 20 1920-1910 5 I 19-10 68.8 31.2

199(1 -12 20 1900-1920 3 -1 1990 68.1 31.9
1920 99 19 1920 67.2 32.8

1910 38 19 1910 67.0 31.11

1990 36 20 1900 61.1 35.6

Solo U. Bilican of the Ceteac.4. U. Si, Census of the Population: 1960. Vol. 1, Characteristits of the
'I ukul
and

Citircitt Report:, Series P. 23, No. 23, October 9, 1067.
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MAJOR PROBLEMS AND IMPERATIVES ASSOCIATED WITH
METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

I Fragmentation in the structure of local government. Because most metro-
politan areas have grown so rapidly and because the political structureof the United States makes it very difficult to adjust government boun-
daries and functions to changing circumstances, nearly every metro-politan area includes a multitude of local governments which are not
rationally organized in accordance with population and land-use pat-
terns to provide effective public services at a reasonable cost. Least of all
can the political structure of most metropolitan areas be conceived as
organized to. serve the public purpose of the area as a whole. In mostof the nation's SMSA'sthat is to say, municipalitiesschool districts,
special districts, counties, townships, and other government units havebeen allowed to persist or have been formed to accomplish limited
objectives even though many of them are too small and isolated to be
operated effectively or efficiently or to accomplish the tasks for whichthey are responsible.

The proliferation of local governments in the metropolitan area
results in a number of obvious problems which constitute a nightmarefor the political scientist and layman alike. Government units-too smallor too poor to perform the functions they are organized to carry on,competition among coterminous or overlapping units for their indi-vidual shares of the tax dollar, confusion among- citizens concerning
to whom and why they pay taxes and consequent weakening in the tax-
payer's willingness to 'provide adequate financing for local government,duplication among services to the detriment of government's ability toexpand the scope and scale of needed services, lack of coordinationamong government units which inhibit and even block each others' pro-gramsthese are but a few of the problems typical of the crazy -quiltpolitical structure which is typical of most metropolitan areas.

-I-he net result of ibis fragmentation of local government structure,its summarized by a noted political scientist who is now an UnderSecretary in the Department of I- lousing and Urban Development., isto create an urban political system characterized by:
(1) A substantial divorce from the process of social mobilization as it

produces "real needs" occasioned by interaction of people in spacethatis, it functions only minimally to "solve problems" except the mostroutine ones;
(2) On the part of the public, incliffetence to, at best, or frustrationby, at worst, the operations of the system;
(3) Incapacity on the part of active participants to coalesce in mean-ingful power centers;
() ." disposition on Ow part of authority- wielders to seek automatic

tit voluntary resolution of conflict rather than actively to secure settle-ment;
(5) The use Of institutions to raise issues rather than to settle them:
rti) The creation of new power centers actors the metropolitan terrain

fasnr :Imo the merger or regniari/ing of relations among old fines;
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(7) An increasing disposition of the system's output to be a functionof stimuli from outside its own boundaries. In short, compared to criteriawhich suggest that government normally possesses qualities of purpose-fulness, rationality, regularized processes, and the power for the delibcrate resolution of issues and conflicts, urban politics is devoid of mostf the properties of a manageable enterprise."
The dysfunctional consequences of this fragmentation are particu-larly acute, moreover, with respect to public services which require anunusual amount of specialized knowledge to perform satisfactorily, foras pointed out by an economist who has written the only book specifi-cally concerned with urban economics, political fragmentation in themetropolitan area limits.
. the absolute size of local government and thereby the total budget
available to support the high specialization and professionalism neededfor a first rate staff. Perhaps even more important, municipal employ-
ment may he frustrating to the most able people because the spatialextent of their power falls short of that necessary to effect bold and fruit-ful po.iic ics.7

A Ithough Mule of the metropolitan areas in the Great Plains statesinclude the thousand and more local governments to be found in thevery largest SMSA's.such as New York and Chicago, Table 2 shows thatthey are plagued with the same proliferation and fragmentation in localgovernment structure units as exists elsewhere in the United States.For example, in St. Louis, which has the largest population amongmetropolitan areas in the Great Plains, there were I99 local governments
existing in 1962 in the major counties on the Missouri side of the area.Forty-eight of these governments, moreover, were school districts, eventhough nowhere near these numbers of school and non-school govern-ments were needed to serve the 1,572,905 people who lived in the coun-ties which contained these governments. Similarly, in Dubuque, Iowa,which is the smallest metropolitan area in the Great Plains, there werea total of 40 local governments, 17 of them school districts, to serve apopulation of only 80,048 people. Granted that some of these areasnow have fewer school and non-school governments than was true in1962, it is unlikely that even the staunchest supporters of small localgovernments would argue that units which serve an average of two- toten-thousand persons provide an adequate base to accomplish importantpublic purposes in a modern, industrial society.

Sorioeconomic stratification and racial segregation in the metropolitanarea. The middle and latter stages of metropolitan evolution, as notedin the first section of this paper, have left the central cities with a dis-proportionate share of the low-income population of the metropolitan
" Itolicti C. Wood, "The Contributions of Political Science to the Study of Urbanism,"in II. Wentworth Eldredge (ed.), Taming Megalopolis (New York: Praeger, 1967), Vol. I,20(i.

Wilbur R. Thompson, "Urban Economics," in II. Wentworth Eldredge (ed.), op. cit.,189,.
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TABLE- 2
Number of Local Governments, Number of School Districts, and Total Population Served
by Local Government Units in Selected Counties Included in SI1SA's in Iowa, Missouri,

Nebraska, and South Dakota in 1962.

Number of
Counties and Lot al

State. SA1SA1 Goeruntents

lowa

fissottri

Nebraska

South Dakota

Cedar Rapids (Lion (:ounty) -17

Davenport (Scott County) :45

1)cs Moines (Polk County) SI
Dubuque (Dubuque County) -10

Sioux City (1.Voodbury County) -II.
Waterloo (Black Hawk County) 3(3

Kansas City (Jackson
and Clay County) 97

St. Louis (Sr. Louis City, St. Louis
County. jelferson ( :ounty. and
St. Charles County) 1911

St. Joseph (Rucliattan County) 20
Springfield (Greene County) 17

Lincoln (Lancaster County) 85
Omaha (Douglas County. Neb.; Sarpv

Comity. Ncb.: Pottawattantie 4
count)., low:n 91

Sioux Falls (Nihon:baba County) 155

Number of
School

Dictrictg

Total
Population

23 1314.899
10 119.007
27 266,3-15
17 80,0.18
22 107.8.19
25 122:182

15 710,200

I8 1,572,905
9 911.551

9. 126,270

58 155.272

59 915:176

119 80,575

SDore r: t'. S. Iturean of the Census. Census of Governments: 1062, Vol. 1, Gos ernmental Organization.
Figures in this table are 1, SNISA counties in the four Great Plains stales.

, Population data for ,,inuties arc based on 1060 census figures.

area. As our society has grown in si/c and as middle-income residents
have sought to obtain the amenities of a prosperous economy by moving
to rapidly exp;;nding suburban communities made accessible by improve-
ments in transportation and communications, more and more Americans
each year have settled in or have found themselves living in primarily
single-class neighborhoods and communities. Concentrations of low-
income residents do exist, of course, outside the central cities, as do
middle-class neighborhoods in the central cities, but even in the suburbs
economic, social, and political forces arc tending to create communities
in which it is less anti less common to find people of differing economic
status living in close proximity to one another.

'ibis socioeconomic stratification is closely tied in with the racial
segregation that tends to exist in metropolitan areas which have sub-
stantial number of non-white residents. Partly because so many of the
latest and poorest immigrants to the cities have been non-whites,
partly because social discrimination and related forces have restricted
non-whites to relatively compressed communities in or near the core
Darts of the central city, socioeconomic stratification and racial segrega-
tion have become practically synonymous in much of the country. The
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resulting crisis regard to poverty and race in the United States is
too well-known to require extensive explication, but we do wish to call
attention here to certain aspects which have particular implications for
the schools. Although this crisis can he traced primarily to social-class
developments in American society, its racial components nearly always
serve to reinforce and compouml the problem to the point that it has
become the major domestic issue of our times. Despite the fact, there-
fore, that the general points which follow arc presented mostly with
reference to social-class developments in the hiller core of the big cities,
attention will be drnWil as appropriate to ways in which metropolitan
problems resulting primarily from socioeconomic stratification are exac-
erbated by racial discrimination and injustice.

To understand what is happening and how the crisis is affecting the
sLhools, it is necessary to recognize that there are a variety of forces
which determine whether and how well youngsters will succeed in a
society such as our own. In the language of the social scientist, these
are the "socializing" institutions which should operate to prepare young
people for positive personal adjustment and for social mobility. In our
society, the mo important of these institutions are the church, the
school, communhy agencies which serve families and children, the adults
and peers who provide models of behavior for the child to emulate., and,
above all, the familyparticularly the nuclear family which consists of
both parents and their children living separately from alI or most of
their relatives and other people.

. Having noted the crucial institutions which socialize youngsters for
upward mobility in our society, it is instructive to take note of the
changes that have occurred in the "socializing environment" which now
exists in the heart of American cities, particularly in the inner core
sections that have served for at least a century and a half as the "port
of entry" for migrants from rural areas and for immigrants from other
lauds. What happened in America's cities between 1800 and 19-10 must
be counted among the most glorious achievements in all of human
history, for surely there was a unique beauty to the process wherein mil-
lions of people sought to build a more prospero...is way of life for them-
selves and their children by exchanging one set of traditional customs
and behaviors for a new set more suited to an industrial economy. In
many cases, the family; the school, the church, the community agencies,
all these and other institutions as well worked together in a way that
helped individuals to acquire the skills and attitudes which equipped
them to move out of the inner core and to prosper in the wider society.
Low-income youngsters growing ;v maturity in the inner city, moreover,
could sec this happening all around diem, making it possible to persuade
them to adopt behavioral patterns which had obviously served success-
fully for other people much like themselves. Thus, as pointed out by
two perceptive observers vIto have studied the problems of poverty in
American history, the slum served as
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. . a iraliSitiOlial community, a social environment halfway between the
preindustrial society of the rural worker and modern industrial, urban
society. This function provides an opportunity for gradual adaptation to
the complex demands and expectations of an unfamiliar and challenging
environment. . . In this way lower-class areas facilitate a gradual and
selective movement out of the more limited and parochial atmosphere.
These movements may take place initially around the necessities of work,
of shopping, of schooling. Slowly they encompass a larger range of activi-
ties and engender a broader sense of the city as a meaningful geograph-
ical and social entity....'

Thus, too, millions of middle-class citizens either grew up in poverty
or are but one generation removed from ancestors who started in poverty
or semi-poverty but worked successfully to attain an improved station
in life. For these millions, the "American Dream" was not so much a
dream as a reality. Today, however, youngsters growing up in the inner
core areas of our big cities live in a much.different world than did their
counterparts as recently as thirty or forty years ago. Where once low-
income parents were aided in raising their children by a web of reinforc-
ing social institutions, conditions in the inner city have changed in many
important respects, so that the social forces in the low-income sections
of the big city now conspire to mire many youngsters ever deeper in
despair and poverty. Among these changes, the following appear to be
the most important:

Since urban areas contain more people and are more stratified than
they were years ago, the .slum is generally larger in area and denser
than it used to be. Instead of living in a low-income tenement or block
from which he could come into personal contact with alternate social
environments, the low-income child more often is confined within a
large area in which the only world he knows at first hand is that of the
defeated and alienated. Rather than having opportunities to make selec-
tive contacts with a wider society in working, going to school, or explor-
ing alternate institutional arrangements outside of his immediate:, paro-
chial environment, he tends to become anchored within nearly homo-
geneous slum environments which often encompass several square
More often isolated in many cities by the sheer size of the modern slum.
he has correspondingly fewer opoprtunities for "gradual adaptation to
the complex demands ... of an unfamiliar and challenging environ-
ment."

Youngsters in the modern slum less frequently have the highly
motivating example set by large numbers of friends, relatives, and
acquaintances who give up the habits of low-income life, acquire the
skills of middle-income life, and move out into the wider society to
compete on an equal basis with other Americans. It is very much harder
today for the low-income individual, no matter how hard lie may work,
to make a meaningful career for himself. Automation and mechaniza-

^ Mal( Fried and Joan Levin, "Some Social Functions of the Urban Slum,- in Bernard
J. Friedun and Robert Morris (eds.). Urban Plooniag mid Social Policy (New York: Basic
Books, 19(18). p. (38.
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Lion have done :INV:1V \Vail most of the unskilled jobs which traditionall.
emblecl the poor to get a good skirt in life. Even wheie still available,
unskilled and semi-skilled work generally represents a deadend in life,
a fact which is quickly lecognized by young people. To make matters
even worse, fields of work which enable a person to rise on the social
ladder almost -universally have come to require a better educational
background than is being provided in schools in the inner core parts
of the big cities.

The school, the church, and other social institutions are no longer
able to exert as positive an influence in the low-income neighborhood as
they did thirty or forty years ago. In the case of the school, stratification
has meant that middle-income students who set an example of good
school behavior are no longer available to provide this needed stimulus.
In the case of the church and the family agencies, stratification has meant
that the financial support for these institutions, and often even their
professional personnel, have moved far out to the suburbs, thus leaving
community institutions in the inner city to struggle along as best they
can.

The family unit in the inner core parts of the central city is less
frequently of the nuclear unit type than was true years ago. Among
whites, for example, families which have been unable to extricate them-
selves frolir the central city slums tend to be third- and fourth-generation
welfare families in which one or both parents have psychologically if
not physically withdrawn from the competition for social mobility.
simong low-inCome Negroes, families often were systematically broken
up during slavery, and .the efforts of Negro adults since then to establish
a nuclear family pattern conducive to positive socialization for success
in an increasingly impersonal social environment frequently have been
tragically thwarted by discrimination in employment and by recent social
welfare policies which have discouraged attempts to build strong nuclear
ties.9 In some low-income parts of the ghettos of the central cities, as a
result, as many as three quarters of the young people are growing up
without the full support of family resources which most sociologists
believe could help protect them from the negative influences in -a socially
and economically depressed community.

To make matters still worse, the modern slum is now used explicitly
as the "dumping ground'' for society's misfits. In earlier times "skid row"
was zi separate area clearly set apart from other parts of the community,
but today "nice people" are no longer willing to tolerate having atten-
tion fixed on the disgusting behavior of its hopeless inhabitants. The
skid low areas, as a result, are being demolished to make room for urban
renewal projects, and the derelicts, perverts, and addicts who once lived
there in exile are shifted to the nearby ghlto. Parents in the ghetto, in
this situation, rightly feel that they have become "everybody's cloorrnat,"

" jessit M . 411arrieige Fri mil.). I .i mong X pgrors (Englewood Clill.s, Ncw
jerse: 19(3(i).



and their children are still more pervasively exposed to the example
of social failures in order that youngsters in middle-income areas may
be completely shielded from this harmful influence.

Forty or fifty years ago inner-city parents striving to persuade their
children to work hard to attain long-range gcals in school and society
were aided by newspapers, magazines, hooks, and other mass media
which told the child to save for the future, to renounce worldly pleasures
in favor of spiritual ones, and to view the satisfaction of many of his
impulses as sinful and paganistic. Does anyone believe that this is still
the case? Today the messages communicated to children by the mass
media tell them to "buy 110W, pay later" and to regard the satisfaction
of worldly desires as the most glorious and personally fulfilling of all
human pursuits. These messages are directed, of course, at middle-class
as well as low-hlcome children, but it is the lower-class child who is most
victimized because the inner-city environment does not provide him
with the alternate social and psychological support available to the
middle-income child.

Given the stereotypes which are held concerning thte poor in a rela-
tively prosperous but stratified society, inner-city youngsters whose de-
velopment deviates in significant ways from the patterns held acceptable
by the larger society are unlikely to receive the meaningful opportunity
and the encouragement to be "redeemed- and to make a fresh start that
was frequently provided by the small-town society in which many genera-
tions of Americans grew up.1" This situation is compounded, of course,
for Negro youngsters, among whom stereotypes resulting from the racist
attitudes held by so many of their fellow citizens often have a particu-
laly debilimting effect.

The results of poverty on socialization patterns among low-income
Negro youngsters in the inner-city shun are still further magnified by
discrimination patterns which have prevented even low-income Negroes
who do acquire middle -class habits and skills from moving out of the
ghetto to enjoy the full range of opportunities and security which should
be the fruits of their hard-won achievement..11 Stratification and segrega-
tion of the Negro thus effectively destroy the influence of parents attempt-
ing to socialize their youngsters by arguing that "You can succeed and
move out in the world if only you work hard and follow the advice of
adults who have your best interests at heart."

Considering all these was in which the central-city slum in our
increasingly stratified metropolitan areas is different from time low-
income neighborhood of even the recent past. is it any wonder that 1.01.-
income parents throughout the United States are bitterly reporting that
-I can't seem to control my children anymore?" Or that thousands of
p:irents literally lock their children in confined quarters in a last-ditch

1" Page Smith. As er y U poi? a Hill: The Town in 'aerie-an 1-1 istory (New 'Vol
nupf. 11.1(16).
" Rohr] t C. AVCIIV(21% The U rbern Com plex: Human Values in Urban Life (Garden City,

Nrw Douhlcdity, 19611. p. 21i4
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but seldom-successful effort to protect (hem out the unwholesome envi-ronments into which many of the city's pour have been systematicallysqueezed? Or that in our big cities we have produced a generation ofyoungsters inclined to strike back violently and indiscriminately againsta society which has condemned them to stand at the bottom of the socialladder? It is almost as if we were determined to establish and maintaintwo nations at once, one of them the genteel and child-nurturing world
of the middle-class suburb, but the other the child-destroying worlds=
of the big city core in which, as anthropologist Oscar Lewis has pointedout. "the seven-yea -old boy ...has seen more of life than a lot of hisschoolteachers ever will seeand I mean the really rough side of life."The end result, then, of the increasing stratification which is nowoccurring in most metropolitan areas is the creation among both whitesand Negroes of what many social scientists have termed an "underclass"

of alienated and dispossessed people who have little hope for themselvesor their diehard' and little reason to maintain a commitment to tradi-tional American approaches to political and social change. AmongNegroes, furthermore, we are witnessing the development of "crisisghettos" in which poverty and hostility have begun to feed on them-selves like a malignant disease. Titus it recent report from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics showed, for example, that while as a group Negroes
have made impressive gains in employment, income, education, housing;mil other areas,

in the poorest neighborhoods [of Cleveland] all these social indica-tors showed decline.

In Hough, which is one of the worst of the poor neighborhoods, the
incidence of poverty increased, the proportion of broken homes increased,
and the nude unemployment rate was virtually unchanged. A similarstudy was made in various neighborhoods in South Los Angeles after theriot in Watts several years ago, and showed much the same pattern.Despite the general improvements in the conditions of life for Negroesnationally, conditions have grown worse places like Hough and Watts.As. Negro families succeed. they tend to move out of these economicallyand socially depressed areas to better neighborhoods where they andtheir children have the oppOrtnnily to lead a better life. They leave be-hind increasing problems of deprivation in the heart of our cities.'".NIthotigh no one is sure what will solve the crisis in the cities, one

thing is certain: those wishing to do nothing but c:onduct anti-poverty
or it.lated programs in the inner city while righteously telling the low-
int< !MC p:1 IC1 It to "Shape Up" and redouble his already-desperate efforts
to keep his children in line are prescribing a remedy appropriate to itworld which no longer exists. Stratification, segregation, and other"'N1 petsottal accounts of how the large-scale slum in the central city now

functions to destroy tlic children of ibe poor. see Phi Thomas. Down These Mean streets
(New York: Knopf. lf167) :Ind Claude Brown, Alaneltilst let the PIMItiArfl Load (New York:
Macmillan, OW)).

"Sot fel aart f,oueeuup c (.nleelilion. of NegilA la the l'adred Stales, October 1967 (BLS,
Report No. 332. Current Population Reports rids p. 23. No. 21). pp.
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changes in our society have made die world of the inner city a qualita-
tively different one from what it was years ago. It is no more realistic
to expect the child condemned to live in the new world of the inner city
to "pull himself up by his bootstraps" than it would have been to expect
most corner grocery stores to have competed successfully with A k P or
other giant food retailers. In this context, for a citizen to write off the
problem of growing up in the inner city as it now exists by reiterating
the statement that "My people did it and so can you" constitutes little
more than blind misunderstanding of the disasters which :ne being
generated by stratification and segregation in the metropolitan area.

Lest anyone believe that the stratification and segregation patterns
typical of the largest metropolitan areas of the east and midwest are
absent in the SMSA's of the four Great Plains states of Iow:t. Nebraska,
Missouri, and South Dakota, Tables 3, 1, and 5 show that: (1) poverty

TABLE 3
Percentage Of Families with 1959 Incomes of 54,000 or Less in the Central Cities and Out-

side the Central Cities in Metropolitan Areas in Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska,
and South Dakota

State in which lletropolitan
Population is Located

Percentages of Families with
1959 Incomes Below 54,000

Central City outside Central citv
Iowa
Missouri
Nebraska
South Dakota

.°0

.30

.21

.17

.12

.15

.28

Source:' U. S. Census of the Population: 1960. Vol. 1, Characteristics of the Population.

TABLE 4
Percentage of Non-white Families with 1959 Income of S4,000 or Less in Metropolitan

Areas in Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska.1

Sta I e SNISA Petcent

Iowa"

Missouri

Nebraska

Cedar Rapids .50
Davenport .45
Des Moines .61
Sioux City .58
Waterloo .44

Kansas City .65
St. Joseph .72
St. Lott is .70
Springfield .81

Lincoln
Omaha

.07

.62

Source: U. S. Census of the Population: 1960. Vol. 1. Characteristics of the Populatica.
1 Equivalent data are not available for the Sioux Falls. South Dakota, SNISA, but other census data

show that nonwhites in urban areas in South Dakota tended to be considerably disadvantaged econom-
ically both absolutely and relative to whites when the 1900 census data were collected. These figures
hotv that the percentages of "urban persons" fourteen years or older in families with less than
54.1v10 income in 1059 were .55, .72, and .82 for whites, Negroes, and "others." respectively.

The-e d.ita are net available for Dubuque, whit h was not officially designated as :in ;NKA tnttil
after 1960.
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TABLE 5
Selected Poserty Statistics Based on 1965 Individual Income Tax Returns For Residents
in Des Moines, Iowa; Kansas City, Missouri-Kansas; Omaha, Nebraska -Iowa; and St.

Louis, Missouri-Illinois Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

SNISA

Percent of
Returns With

Ad justed Gross-
otter 33.000

Percent of
White Families
Below Poverty

Ewell

Percent of
NonWhite

Families
Below Poverty

Percent of
NonWhite

Families
Residing in

Poverty Area=

Dcs Moines 19.8 8.2 33. 35.8
Kansas City 26.8 23.2" 51.7 86.7
Omaha 30.5 9.8 33.2 75.6
St. Louis 26.'1 S.9 :12.1 86.9

source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Metropolitan Area Statistics. Reprinted from Statistical Abstract of
the United States. Washington, D.C. 1967.

Poverty level is defined as Family Income of $3,000 or less for the year 1964.
=Poverty area is defined according to criteria specified by the Bureau of the Midget.
"The white population of Kansas City includes many low-income citizens of Mexican - American

descent.

tends to be concentrated in the central city sections of metropolitan
areas in Missouri and Nebraska; (2) poverty is a particular problem
among nonwhites in metropolitan areas throughout the four states,
including even those which have relatively few non-white residents (the
percentages of nonwhite families having an income of less than $4,000
per year as reported in the 1960 census varied from a low of 44 in Water-
loo to a high of 81 in Springfield); and 3) that incipient if not full-
fledged "crisis ghettos" have been allowed to develop in St. Louis,
Kansas City, Omaha, and Des Moines."

3. Inadequate Social Environments for Middle-income Students in Single-
class Sections of the City and the Suburbs

Examined in terms of the preceding discussion of the effects of strati-
fication in the inner city, it is clear that to some extent the relative isola-
tion of the single-class, middle-income community is being purchased
and maintained at the expense of the poor and the minorities in the
central city. In a number of important respects, furthermore, even pre-
dominantly middle-income communities in the metropolis do not pro-
vide a good environment in which to raise youngsters.

Such communities apparently do succeed, to be sure, in providing
a congenial setting which is satisfactory to their adult residents, and there
is alsb a good deal of evidence which shows that local institutionspar-
ticularly the schoolsare doing a fairly good job in helping children
acquire the specialized skills needed to compete successfully in the society
at large. But, often inhabited primarily by persons with similar life
styles and previous experiences, homogeneous suburban areas (or out-
lying neighborhoods in the central city) are not necessarily good places

" It is quite possible that similar developments may he occurring in others of the
:cut:titling nine metropolitan areas in the four states, but we do 001 have equivalent data
nu the smaller SMSA's in the region.
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h.- youngsters to grow up in or for preparing them to participate in a
pluralistic society.

AII too many homogeneous, suburban-I ype neighborhoods. for one
thing, can be described as being faced with the following problems
which Herbert Gans recently found prevalent in Levittown, New Jersey:

The adult conception of Leittown's vitality is not shared by its ado-
lescents. Many consider it a dull place to which they have been brought
inoluntarily by their parents. Although most adolescents have no trouble
in their student role. many are bored after school and some are angry.
expressing that anger through thinly veiled hostility to adults and van-
dalimn against adult property. Their relationship to the adults is fraught
with tension, which discourages community attempts to solve what is
defined as their recreational problem."

like most suburban comimmities. Levittown was planned for families
with young children. The bedrooms are too small to permit an ado-
lescent to do anything but study or sleep; they lack the privac: and
soundproofing to allow him to invite his friends over. Unfortunately, the
community is equally inhospitable.'"

Part of the adolescents' dissatisfaction with the communityas with adult
society in generalis that they arc functionless outside of school. Ameri-
can society really has no use for them other than as students. and con-
demns them to spend most of their spare time in recreational pursuits.

hey are trying to learn to be adults. but since the community and the
larger society want them to be children, they learn adulthood only at
schooland there imperfectly 2L

Like their counterparts in the inner city, middle-income parents often
have much to worry zbout when their children grow up in a setting
which gives them only a meagre opportunity to cope with the problems
of adolescence and to learn to fulfill constructitve roles in society. juve-
nile delinquency, alienation from parents and school, sexual promiscuity,
drug usage, and a variety of other behaviors frowned on by adults arc
appearing with increasing frequency in the middle-class community;
and the schools, like the church, the family, and other social institutions,
seem unable to cope with the situation very effectively. A certain amount
of deviance among middle-income adolescents is inherent in the process
of growing up, but the schools could and should do much to help adoles-
cents adjust. to the pressures of modern life by working closely with
youth agencies, employers, and others to provide more appropriate
recreational and employment opportunities fir middle glass Youngsters
and by addling specialists to impler it a curriculum -wAich would deal
more meaningfully with such_ topic,. as drug addiction, sex education,
and parent-child relationships.

A second major problem involving the socialization of youngsters in
relatively homogeneous middle-income sections of the metropolitan area
is reflected in the mounting evidence which shows that children growing



tip in the protective cocoon of such communities acquire negative ster-
eotypes concerning the members of low-income and other minority
groups in the metropolitan area)" While social scientists have not been
able to reach definitive conclusions concerning the best methods for
providing experiences NVII1C11 develop intergroup and interracial under-
.aanding among children (or among adults, either, for that matter).
almost all do agree that it is extremely difficult and perhaps impossible
to combat prejudicial and discriminating attitudes very effectively in
the absence of direct contact and shard experience with those wIto are
the victims of these attitudes. In this sense, of course, the middle-income
community and the school which serves it can be considered as incu-
bators of prejudice and engines for inaintaing the very patterns of strati-
fication and segregation which already hi.ve dune so much to divide
American society and tints prepare the grottnd for the holocausts and/or
repressive police-state measures which loom over the not-too-distant
horizon.

1. Weakening of the Unifying .\ "D-its which Facilitate Productive Inter-
action among Citizens in the Metropolitan Area.

If any society is to function well, common understandings arc
i.eeded so that can aid -itcli o:ter in solving one another's prob-
lems and in Avorlonh together productively to achieve agreed-on goals.
Produced in large measure by shared symbols and experiences, widely
accepted understandings concerning what is right and proper in human
behavior are difficult to maintain in a society in whicit social and poli-
tical institutions keep people identified with various groups physically
and spiritually separate from one another. 1-he essential issue which
:Tins arises as a result of metropolitan development has been defined by
Gideon Sjoberg as follows: Is a complex division of labo sufficient to
snstain an industrial-urban order ? -1" Recognizing that the coniples
division of labor in modern society requires a set of social norms .which
facilitates cooperation among interdependent individuals who make
diverse and increasingly technical contributions to the industrial econ-
omy, Sjoberg- also notes that an intensive division o!: labor tends to foster
"... vested interest gamps that crystalize about specialized occitoations
and vie for the social rewards that derive from industrialization.-20

Admittim.; that the division of labor does not in and of itself prevein
the development of nnifying norms if people are sufficiently aware of
what it means to be dependent on one another, there is no guarantee
that behavior and beliefs will reflect the high degree of interdependence
in which we live. In an iiu stratified and fragmented society
such as our own, the inhibitions on personal interaction ber,.een people

1' \ NIicl. The Shortchanger, Cbibirru of Suburbia (New York: institute ()1
.4,, a,



of varir!xi social groups and the lack of a political mechanism capable
of cleating very effectively with social problems except within limited
local jurisdictions militate against the development of commonly-
accepted definitions of reality and, therefore, of the measures which
might be taken to cope with urban problems.

The consequent weakening in unifying norms and perceptions Which
bind people together in working constructively to achieve a common
goal are illustrated in many rontemporary situations. Among the poor
in the central city, for example, the feeling develops that the social wel-
fare system is consciously organized so as to make them feel degraded
and powerless, while many of the :luent citizens in middle-class com-
munities come to feel that thousands of people in the poVerty area are
seeking to live "high off the hog" on beneficent welfare rolls. Given the
extremely complicated social system which is the metropolitan area,
many in the lower-middle class find it convenient to believe that govern-
ment is controlled by a rich and powerful clique at the same time that
members of the upper class are concluding that government officials
are attempting to confiscate wealth and destroy their status.

The effects of these perceptions, in turn, are reflected in the rejection
of proposals to improve the urban environment and in continual stale-
mate among social groups among which there is little understanding
concerning the conditions of each of the others and only very general
consensus concerning the nature of the public interest. Without com-
mon social experiences which allow the development of these under-
standings and perceptions, it is difficult to see how social and human
resources can be mobilized to maintain the viability of the metropolitan
area. Indeed, as Lewis Coser has pointed out in his study of the dynamics
of social change, conflicts in such a society are more likely to intensify
than to be peacefully resolved:

Different p:1:ien Ina% disagree violently On whether a given event is to he
considered decisive or of only incidental significance, :inch contentions
are likely to be more deep-going the less integrated the social structute.
. . In highly polarip..0 social systems Where a number of internal con-
flicts of different sorts are superimposed upon one another, there exists
}tautly any common definition of the situation binding atl members of
the society to commonly held perceptions."'

5. Physical Deterioration and the Crisis in Public Finance in Pa2Is of the
Metropolitan Ire('

. \s metropolitan development proceeds, relatively large sections in the
central city begin to deteriorate and pockets of poverty and blight in
the suburbs begin to be enlarged. Although massive amounts of physical
and human resources are needed to renew these areas, political frag-



mentation and socioeconomic Stratification in the metropolitan area
generally result in a situation wherein the communities most in need of
additional resources are the least able to secure them. In the central
city, for example. the high cost of providing services to deal with sued!
problems not encountered with equal severity in most other parts of the
metropolitan area places an extra burden on the municipality and tends
to set off a vicious circle in which a level of public services inadequate
to deal with social realities and the flight of middle-class resik tents rein-
force one another. thus creating a fiscal crisis for many governments in
the city.

Nearly all We metropolitan areas in the .Great Plains Region arc
sufficiently far along in their evolution to be faced with serious problems
of physical deterioration and fiscal incapacity in their central cities and
in parts of their suburbs. The larger ones, such as St. Louis and Kansas
City, have evolved in a way similar to most other metropolitan areas of
one million or more people, and the smaller ones, such as Des Moines and
St. Joseph, typically find that their established connuercial centers have
been losing ground to newer enterprises locateC, more conveniently
along major interstate and interurban highways or have been suffering
from the competition of larger metropolitan areas elsewhere in the
region or the country. The challenges of urban pL4isical and social
renewal and of alleviating financial crises in the central as a result,
are present in metropolitan areas throughout the Great Plains states.

Partly because urban redevelopment projects are carried out under
plans which need btu cannot really require the participation of a multi-
tude of private individuals and public as well as private organizations,
and partly because many of the inevitable components of renewal seldom
can be provided adequately by a single municipality (e.g., tiansporta-
Lion networks, water supply systems), sir -ssful urban renewal depends
on ooperative planning and action on part of many social institu-
tions. Projec.- to clear a slum or stabilizc declining neighborhood, for
example, seldom will succeed unless school officials work with planning
officials to provide and maintain chicational programs attractive to
middle-income as well as low-income patents. Projects intended to main-
tain the commercial and industrial strength of the city, similarly, depend
on the combined efforts of highway planners, tax assessors, private uti".
ties, and many other individuals and institutions, and planning tut
recreational facilities calls for cooperation on the part of park depart-
ments, housing tract developers, school administrators, and zoning
officials, among others. Without widespread cooperation of this sort,
resulting in the coordination of many diverse :;ocial systems throughout
the metropolitan arca, first the central cities and then many of the
suburbs likely wilt face a spiral of continuing physical deterioration and



6. The Need for Goo ft 'ration to Solve t he Ma P» Problems of the Met ro-
pol tan wet

Urban renewal is not, of course, the only problem which requires
widespread cooperation between the .schools and many other social insti-
tutions. All the well-known problems of urban society, whether they
manifest themselves in physical forms such as progressive fouling' of the
air we breathe and the water we drink or in social forms such as the
unrest among our young people and the meanness with which people
treat each other as individuals or members of groups, depend for their
solution on the cooperaiivc elioyt of a variety of institutions and organi-
zations throughout the metropolitan area. With interdependence heroin-
Mg an r more pervasive characteristic of modern society, solutions
to the critical problems arising from technological change cut across the
primarily perceptual botindaries which separate one organizational
activity from another. Forced to recognize this, the federal government
undertakes to provide training for jobless, alienated young men and
women, and immediately turns to industry and the universities to oper-
ate its job corps centers. The fire depitiment in a prospering suburban
community find!' chat the costs of modern equipment exceed its not
nnlimited ln [get, and turns to nt''..ghboring towns and villaes for help
in time of need. The public health officials in one community fight a
_hopeless battle against insect-borne pestilence spawned in marshy swamps
adja( hit to communities twenty rn:les distant, :Lnd have no recourse
but to work with distant counterparts or leave the job unfinished. The
point is so obvious ulna there.is really no need to belabor it: the organi-
Y.:I' ion in an i! terdependent society is charged with tasks it cannot do
::lone: it is beholden to :1 myriad --)1 other org-nnzations, and no amount
of determination can restore the self reliance it may have had in the less
complicated past.

Particularly among goverunulit officials, accordingly, there is grow-
ing awareness of the need for interinstitutional )operation to maintain
and improve the quality of fife ill the net.:-opo'iiin area. While it once
was thongt ,Ifficient to coordinate Eh(' Or_ of organizations engaged
in a single such as the o hospitals, it has heroine
clear Hull ..hensiv p17::!,;ng is le) coordinate a variety of
services such as mcdka! (ry cusp i,,u1 social welfare plan-
ning. While the goak v;:newal and urban impro.ement could
be disrnsse.I in :he 1920's ano 1930's priliarily ,emits of city plan-
ning,the formation and strengthening of metropolitan planning units
throughout the United States is a direct response to the fact that these
goals :;f1: no longer atta',nable without arcalvidc planning. While urban
plaimers formerly g:ve most of their attention- to the improvement of
the physical environment, today it is widely recognized that physical

1 I lllll lc; I lir, t c.flifr 1.1-1 am; -,, 11,1,1 41,



that, "If a proposed highway would disrupt a neighborhood, displace
homes, increase pollution, destroy jobs, or invade a park or scenic area,
these detriments should be calculated and subtracted from tile potential
benefits in determining whether the highway should be built.-22

If, similarly, the siting of a new public school will increase segrega-
tion and stratification. place a heavy burden on major traffic arteries,
cause an overload on \ ater and other utilities, or make it diffictlt for
students to have easy access to part-time jobs in established commercial
centers, the welfare of the residents of the metropolitan area requires
that decision_ ',wide by school officials be closely coordinated with dec
sions made by officials in other social systems.

As soon as one enumerates and recognizes the critical problems ()I'
the metropolitan area, furthermore, it becomes apparent that solutions
to many of them depend on the cooperation and participation of the
educational system. Consider, for example, the following commentary
by Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall concerning the quality of
he social and physical conditions which have come to exist in our

metropolitan
This nation le--ins the world in wealth and power, but [it] also leads in
the degradation of the human habitat. We have the most automobiles and
the worst junkyards. We are the most mobile people on earth and we
endure the worst congestion. We produce the most energy and have the
foulest air. Our factories pour out more products and our rivers carry the
heaviest load of pollution. We have the -.mist goods to sell and the most
unsightly signs to advertise their north.''

As is implicit in this capsule description of the metropolitan ellVil-011-
mem. the problems which ate .,;rowing so severe in the modern metropolis
are attributable not so much to lack of technical knowledge for coping
with them as to the underlying attitudes the establish,.s.d social and
nolitical arrangements which prevent us from appl), ,g this knowledge
to their solution. Here, then, is a major challenge to the educational sys-
tem, which, after all, has become society's major organized institution for
developing constructive social attitudes as well as valuable technical skills
among children and adults alike. and which, for this reason. is rapidly
being recognized as the most central public institution in the modern world.

Since education has heroine one of most central if not the single
most important social function in modern society, and since the function-
ing of the schools is so directly tied to other characteristics of the social
context in which they operate, the educational system ha:; it very large r,ile
to play in comprehensive. areawide planning and action to achieve the goals
toward which most Americans aspire. Certain social goalssuch as adequate
recreation, training for employment, and the building of good human rela-
tionships among the people in :t pluralistic: societyare particularly depen-

latold Gilliam, "The Fallacy of Single-Purpose Planning," in Stephen R. Granbard



dent on cooperation between the schools and other social institutions, but
there is hardly a single social function in the metropolitan area which can-
not be significantly facilitated given close working relationships between
educators and other public and private officials. In a very broad sense, there-
fore, planning for the future of public education in our urban society must
recognize she desirability of restructuring the educational system so as to
enhance the likelihood that the schools can take a major part in comprp
pensive areawide efforts to cope with the problems of metropolitan society.

SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROBLEMS IN EMERGING
METROPOLITAN SOCIETY

The problems and imperatives cited above as major problems of emerg-ing metropolitan society are interrelated. With too many units of local gov-
ernment to allow for effective operation or productive cooperation to servethe larger public welfare, with low-income, often alienated citizens con-centrated in physical and social environments which make it inordinately
difficult to obtain an equal opportunity to compete in an inclustria; econ-
omy, and with its residents cut off from the kinds of contacts which couldhelp them learn lo understand and work constructively with one another,he metropolitan area as we know it today and as we see it developing inthe Great Plains States of Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota doesnot appear to be a very promising instrument for achieving the material
and spiritual goals with which the United States traditionally has been
identified. Arising, in the words of Bernard Frieden, from a context. of inter-
governmental relations and intergovernmental warfare "... in which con-siderations of municipal finance join with social prejudices in creatingincentives for public officials to prevent the poor from living within theirjurisdiction ... ,"24 the problems of the metropolitan area are not likelyto be solved without major changes alined at reorganizing its political struc-ture so that governmental units can be more effective in their own right and
can work effectively with each other as well as with a multitude of private
groups and individuals. As a central institution in modern society, thepublic schools nu st directly and heavily involved in both these aspects ofmetropolitan reform.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION AND FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT
ORG.A7 'ZA".0:10N IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA

Insofar public education is a major governmental function in the
metropolitan area and is provided by governmental units which rmcounterproblems similar to those by other governments in the same geo-graphic territory, many of the major problems in metropolitan education
are direct reflectirns of the broader problems of the metropolitan area as
a whole. Based, therefore, on the fc,L'going six problems and n,iperatives



identified as emerging problems associated with metropolitan developmentin the United States in general and the Great Plains states in particular,definite conclusions can be drawn with respec. to implications for publiceducation and for school district organization in the metropolitan area.Just as general political fragmentation in the metropolitan area is synon-ymous with the existence of many government units too small to operateefficiently and to attract the quali),- of personnel needed to provide theincreasingly technical and specialized public serves of an industrial society,so, too, the multiplicity of school distvicts in most metropolitan areas meansthat many of them are too small to provide specialized educational servicesat a cost which the taxpayers who support them are willing to tolerate. Therecognition of this problem is basic, of course, to every one of the studiesbeing conducted as part of the Great Plains School District OrganizationProject, but it has special relevance in an analysis of emerging metropolitandevelopment in the Great Plains states.
Keeping in mind that the metropolitan area by definition is the geo-graphical arena in which people are sufficiently close to one another andin sufficient contact to make them directly interdependent upon one another,it can be inferred that some educational functions which are particularlyexpensive and lend themselves especially well to economies of scale or whichare designed to cope with critical educational-social problems that aremetropolitan in scale should be provided on an areawide basis rather thana.:Toss solve smaller section of the metropolitan area. Among the formerfunctions are educational research, which is greatly facilitated by the avail-ability of large populations and the existence of standardization in admin-istrative and organizational procedures across large units, and others whichare being identified by a variety of experts serving as consultants to theGreat Plains Project. Among the latter are functions, identified in the nextpages of this paper. which arc related to the problems enumerated inour w,alysis of the development of the metropolitan area in the UnitedStates.

1. Implications Arising from the Fragmentation in "'re Government Struc-ture of the Metropolitan Area.
In addition to the fact that many Of the school districts which existin most metropolitan areas are too small to be able to employ a varietyof specialists who could make a major contribution to the improvementof instruction in the public schools, there is also evidence which sug-gests cAzil the multiplicity of school governments is one importantobstak:ie that makes it difficult to coordinate the work of the educationalsystem with other social systems in achieving comprehensive, area-widaplanning and action in the metropolitan area.25 Since we have seen that

Daniel t1. Levine and Jerry ti. Clavner, ulti-jurisdictional Metropolitan AgenciesIOU! Education: A Study of the -r .



comprehensive, area-wide cooperation is a vital ingredient in develop-
ing human and material resources and carrying out urban social rene,. '

to solve the problems of an industrial society, it follows that the number
of independent school districts in most metropolitan areas is too large
to facilitate the performance of these broad social and educational
funci;:ms.

Except. possibly in the very largest metropolitan areas such as New
York and Chicago, w!...ere there may be too many people to allow for
adequate representation of local interests in organizations which are
area-wide in scope, the easiest and surest ways to facilitate interaction
and cooperation between the educational system and other area -wide
functions such as are performed by metropolitan planning commissions,
highway planning departments, or metropolitan employment agencies
ar2. to ,,,rganize a single public school system in the metropolitan area or
to bring school districts together in an intermediate unit responsible for
coordinating the work of the educational system with the efforts of other
so.ial systems in the area as a whole. From this point of view the mini-
mum goal for the eductoional system in the metropolitan area should
be to organize a single intermediate district with sufficient authority to
assure that decisions concerning education are defensible in terms of
comprehensive. multi-functional planning to maintain the viability of
metropolitan society.

2. lathlications Arising from the Patterns of rial Stratification and
ial Segregation in the Metropolitan Area.
Because the topic obviously is so central an aspect of the urban

risis, we devoted a good deal of space in an earlier section of this paper
to describing how socioeconomic stratification and racial segreg:,ion
patterns in the United States are associated with the existence of :,ocial
environments in which it is e- :temely difficult if not impossible to pro-
perly raise childrenespecially minority group chillen who live in
parts of the metropolitan area in which poverty is massively concen-
trated, lin' way in which the educational system is particularly impli-
Laced ill this broad social problem should be viewed in terms of what:
is known concerning the effectiveness of the public schools in attempting
to provide adequate educational opportunities for students from low-
income families, Briefly. research presently available supports the fol-
lowing conclusions regarding the success or lack of success of the schools
in overcoming the educational disadvantages experienced by low-i,icome
groups and minority groups in American culture:

a. Most social scientists are in agreement that there is no g( rc
to conclude that the children in any particular social group are born n
a general capacitN for learning superior to that of children in other
social, groups and that the inherent capacity for learning- and achieve-
ment of human beings in any social UTOU 1) has never been fully developed



p()lcin instrument for providing equal educational opportunities to
the nation's youth. Students generally perform about as well in school,
that is to say, as one would expert, given the advantages or disadvantages
which accrue to them in their family and community environments.
Students front high and middle-income families tend to get a relatively
good start in school because their early experience and their socializing
environments prepare them to perform well in the role of student.
Students I. m low-income families, on the other hand, to be
unskilled -1 the formal artguage used in the school and to lack various
other skills and experiel. .s which would help them do well in the class-
room. Not only do students whose background experiences are such
as to prepare them for success in school maintain their relative advantage
and tend to do well in the competition to enter college and gain reward-
ing positions in later life, but students with educationally disadvantaged
backgrounds tend to experience a "cumulative deficit" which results
finally in a widespread failure to graduate from %igh school and to
acquire the vocational skills neeecld to succeed in an industrial economy.

b. Partly because most teachers have not been specifically prepared
to and do not know how to provide effective instruction for the low-
income child, partly because traditional instructional practices do little
to help the disadvantaged child learn, and for a number of other reasons
associated particularly with the problems of grow.;.zg up in the slum
or the ghetto which there is no space to cm unerate-,in this paper, major
changes and improvements, must be made in instructional programs if
the school is to overcome or "compensate" for the learning difficultie:
which most disadvantaged children now experience in tl,e nation's
classroon',.. These changes must, indeed, be so thorough ant' expensive
that no one can now be stare exactly what it will take and how much it
will cost to provide adequate educational opportunities for the disad-
vantaged, and the only certainties that regal gess of the setting or
sequence in which educational expel .aces arc provided for the disad-
vantaged, (1) a great deal of attentior must be given to making these
experiences specially appropriate for distu'ivantaged students; and (2) the
cost will he much more than is now' being -pent to provide education
for the disadvantaged child.

c. Because the low achievement of the disadvantaged child can be
attributed in part to the special problems encountered by teachers, the
lack of good "models" of how to perform in the role of student, and the
sense of isolation and lack of control over one's future experien«d by
pupils in the school made up predominantly of low-income pupils,
placing disadvantaged children in classrooms with a majority of middle-
income pupils can make a significant contribution toward improving
the achievement of the former without detracting. from the achievement
of the latter.. Providing- an educational setting in which there is a good
ha' ice of students from various social-class groups does not, however,



as for all other children in the school. Socially destratified education
(which often takes the form of integrated education for the low-achiev-
ing, minority student) and compensatory education should not, therefore.
be seen as mutually exclusive approaches to the pro-vision of equal edu-
ptional opportunities for disprivileged ildren, but rather as comple-
mentary goals in the sense that destratification in the school provides a
desira ale and potentially effective means for facilitating the implemen-
tation as well as significantly reducing the very high costs of any educa-
tional program seriously aimed at overcoming the learning difficulties
presently experienced by students from low-income and jor minority-
group families.

The three clearest implications c. these conclusions concerning the
organization of public ethical.. he metropolitan area are as follows:

a. In order to provide th sums of additional money needed
to improve educational opportunities for disadvantaged children, the
metropolitan education system must be viewed as a single source of
revenue for attaining the area-wide quality of education required in
an industrial society, and steps must be taken to make sure that the
resources of the area as a whole are drawn or-. to whatever extent
necessary to make education more effective in sc. ')ols or classrooms
which have substantial numbers of disadvantaged children. As a bare
niinimum, this perspective suggests that an appreciable percentage of
..he funds utilized for public education shOuld be determined and col-
lected by a metropolitan-wide education taxing authorhy. One way to
do this would be to have the state government' collect a much larger
amount and percentage of education revenues on the basis of ability
to pay and to redistribute these revenues more in accordance with the
real needs of students in local districts than is presently the case.''
Although this alternative would fix responsibility most clearly on the
state government which constitutionally is obligated to provide equal
educational opportunities for the children in a state, the metropolitan
area itself probably constitutes the more appropriate taxing and distri-
buting unit inasmuch as the sophisticated determination and redetermi-
nation of educational needs based on measures related to the proportion
of disadvantaged chil,:ern in a local school or community can be made
more easily and more rapidly at the metropolitan level than at the
state level.

b. In order to provide equal educational opportunities aN econonli-
Cully as possible and to ensure t'. it compensatory educational programs
have the potential to be effective, there Hhould be a metropolitan unit
with sufh nt authority to initiate measures which would begin
i-everse trends toward stratification and segregation in school and society

For a promising proposal along these see John Shannon, "The Role of the Stan
in Equalizing Eciticational Opportunityan ACIR Legislative Proposal," The Challenge



in the metropolitan area. Though space does not here permit a full
analysis of what such a unit should or could do toward this end, it is
clear that the range of activities which might be engaged in by a metro-
politan service unit or a metropolitan school district in this regard
ranging from selection of school sites and the construction of new school
facilities to the provision of strong financial incentives for destratifica-
tion in local parts of the metropolitan areais very broad. In previous
historical periods, perhaps, there was less need for a metropolitan un'i.
to take effective action leading toward destratification and desegrega-
tion of the metropolitan educational system, but the increasingly critical
nature of the problems arising from stratification and segregation,
together with the fact that large numbers of low-income and/or minority
students are beginning to be concentrated in sections outside as well as
inside the central ctiy, means that the organization of such a unit is an
important step toward maintaining the long-range viability of the
metropolitan area.

c. In order to enhance the quality of education in schools serving
predominantly low-income students, metropolitan-wide policies must
be put into effect -which are explicitly intended co improve teaching
and administration in the inner city. In part this goal might be attained
merely by making more metropolitan resources available to train teachers
anti reduce class size in the inner city, but in view of the body of research
indicating that quality of teaching is the single most important instruc-
tion- related factor which influences the achievement of disadvantaged
students27 and the fact that there is a shortage of outstanding teachers
willing to undertake a career in the low-income school,28 it is particu-
larly important to devise some-sort of metropolitan education district
with sufficient authority to help low-income schools compete for good
teachers by enfo,:cing policies to assure that teachers in low-income parts
of the metropolitan area are paid at least as much as are teachers in
middle-income communities.

3. Implications. Arising fro- the Inadequacy of the Single-class Commu-
nity /Ls an Environment in which to Raise Middle-income Students.

I he utucational system can do much to overcome the sense of aliena-
tion and meaninglessness which seems to be spreading an(' growing
deeper among middle-income students in the suburb:.. School programs
can be ::nd are being devised, for example, to help students deal with the
temptation to misuse drugs and to provide them with accurate informa-
tion which might help them cope with problems involving sex and
social relationships during adolescence. Much can be done to utilize
school building,:. the afternoon and evening for le;.sure programs
designed to help ,aents learn adult roles without feeling that they

latnes S. Coleman, et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity (Wasi
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are being overly supervised by their parents. It is certainly possible,
above all, to impiove curriculum and instruction in such a way that. more
middle-income students will begin to perceive their schoolwork as having
greater relevance to the real Nvorld outside the school.

To do these things, however, most school districts need mote money
to train and/or employ personnel with specialized skills in developing
and carrying- out new or different curricula aimed at improving or sup-
plementing instructional programs currently being carried out in the
schools. It is difficult to perceive any justice in the present situation
wherein with the exception of a few large cities and especially wealthy
suburban school districts, few' metropolitan school districts are able to
employ specialized personnel to prepare and staff adequate instructional
programs designed to help our young people deal with the problems of
adolescence or to make school curricula more releva ,ti and eliciting than
they generally are at the present time. To be able to combat growing
alienation a: sang middle-class students, therefore, schools throughout
the metropolitan area must be able to draw on the services of a cen-
tralized administration or of an are7;wide intermediate unit which has
the resources to sponsor curricular improvement projects which few dis-
tricts can afford to undertake by themselves.

'Xith respect to the need to piavide middle-income students in single-
class communities with opportunities to meet and work with students
from differing social backgrounds, a metropolitan educational unit with
authority to take action aimed at reducing stratification and segregation
in local school districts could contribute as much to achieving the plural-
istic goals of American society as to the equally-immediate goal of im-
proving education for disadvantaged youth. In this context, moreover, a
metropolitan unit could sponsor and supervise the development and
implementation of curricula dealing with human relations and inter-

r-lations in every classroom in the metropolitan area, dim making
.,ole for the educational system to begin discharging its very pro-

., A d responsibility to help Americans of various social and racial groups
learn to live together in a united rather than a divided nation.

4. brip/irotions Arising from the Weakening of Unifying Norms -which
Facilitate Productive Interaction among Citizens in the Metropolitan
A rca.

Inasmuch as the major programs which the educational system should
soidertake to encourage contact and cooperation between individuals
and groups in the metropolitan area have been implicitly described in
the preceding three sections, implications arising from the emerging
problem in metropolitan society can be stated quite briefly at this point.
If, in other words, the metropolitan educational system were restruc-
tured so as to facilitate comprehensive, area-wide planning and action
to improve the quality of life in the metropolitan area, to reduce pat-



and habits needed to maintain the worability of ; pluralistic nation. the
public schools could become a significant force in developing unifying
norms which the educational systemalong with the nE:ss reli-
gious bodies, and other key social institutionsmust now define tis one
of the most important. of their basic: purposes. As above. therefore. the
conclusion Follows that either ;t single school district or a metropolitan
intermediate district is needed if the schools arc to play their rightful
role in maintaining; the yiabilitx of our societN-

5. Implications Arising from P/r'sici!1 Deterioration and the Crisis in Public
Finance ill Parts Of the Metropolitan r1 rca.

We have already indicated that the renewal of visibly deteriorated or
deteriorating parts of the metropolitan area with a ;;neater- than average
need for public services and a declining tax base depends on joint effort
on the part of the schools and many other social institutions; and we-,
have pointed out that the establishment of a metropolitan school dis-
tric I or an area-wide intermediate unit would greatly facilitate coopera-
tion between the schools and other organizations. In addition. attention
also was drawn to the contributions a metropolitan educational unit
should make in redistributing school revenues so as to provide more
fonds to low-income schools in the ;entral city and other parts of the
metropolitan area which cannot now draw on adequate resources to
provide equal educational opportunities for the scudents who attend

It should also be pointed out. however, that in several respects the
functioning of the educational system is crucial in perpetuating or over -
coining the vicious circle which is responsible for proliferazing sociai
problems in many parts of the metropolitar area. It is becoming widely
recognized, for example, that projects to clear slum buildings and build
new housing in order to keep some middle-income parents in the central
city are unlikely to succeed unless the local public schools provide high
quality educational programs which are attractive to these parents" and
that without a middIe-class population base the cities have a very bleak
future, but central city schools often are unable to raise as much in taxes
to support such progiams as ate many wealthy suburban school dis-
ric ts.3"

Thcre is also evidence. furthermore. that the presence or inmigration
of well-educated, high status residents iii relatively aatent parts of the
metropolitan area makes it possible to raise additional funds that are
used to .strengthen school programs which in turn attract still more high-

Itobert. J. Ifavighurst, Ed/real/on irr 11(.1ropoliian Arena, op. rd.; Edmund. K. Falten-
mayer. Redoing Cities (New York: Harper ann Row, 1968).

"0Scvsnour Sacks, "Central C,itv and Suburban Public Education: Fiscal Resoz;rces and
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status families31 who commendably desire to pass on educational advan-
tages to their children. From the point of view of the individual college
educated parent, differentials thus created in the quality, of education
and the adequacy of local communities seem just and proper, but the
overall effects of this development are to generate and reinforce the
process of stratification which results in socially-harmful and indefensible
illeqnities in the metropolitan area as a whole and to make it necessary
to establish a metropolitan educational unit empowered to collect and
redistribute school revenues on a more equitable and socially-justifiable
basis.

Implications Arising from the Pervasive Need for Cooperation to Solve
/u Major Problems of the Metropolitan Area.

Since the metropolitan area by definition is a discrete geographic
territory in which people and groups are highly interdependent on one
another, and since the complex affairs of a metropolitan society cannot
be carried on very well unless individuals and institutions work closely
together to solve the extremely complicated problems which exist there,
we have tried to show why the metropolitan educational system must be
reorganized in a manner which recognizes the interdependence of the
metropolitan area and the imperatives for cooperation which arise from
this interdependence. In general we have seen that this could be achieved
either by reorganizing local districts so as to constitute a single school
district in metropolitan areas no larger than those in the Great Plains
states or by establishing a metropolitan intermediate unit with sufficient
authority to take action to help solve the major problems of metropolitan
society.

Whether the former or the latter alternative should be considered a
better approach for correcting deficiencies associated with the excessive
multiplicity of school governments in the metropolitan area is not com-
pletely certain at the present. time. In view, however, of the importance
of relating school decisions and programs as closely as possible zu the
local community, we believe that it is generally desirable to provide edu-
cational services through autonomous local school districts whenever
this traditional pattern of school organization meets well-known criteria
of effectiveness and efficiency and does not conflict with the public
interest in the larger community. Mainly for this reason, therefore, we
hope that it will prove possible for a number of local school districts
to function in most metropolitan areas, while joining together to form

li!-carth conducted hs C. Alan Hickrod. for example, indicates that "... growth in
cumin lonn;!:. resources Of a school district appears to be more important to growth in
local cs.pundituc awl fiscal effort than is growth in property valuation," "Ecological
-Chango; Within a `.stool District and Expenditures for Education." Journal of The
A rh Edura'ional lorarrli sacialion, May. I967. 2.11-252.
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all intermediate metropolitan district. 1.o carry out certain functions such
as those enumerated on the preceding pages.'''

To what degree the member school districts in an intermediate
metropolitan unit should retain their present identity and ;111E0110111y
is also something of an open question. It would be possible, on the other
hand, to establish a metropolitan unit to serve member districts vir-
tually as discrete and autonomous as is currently. the case; to do this,

local school districts need only enlarge and formalize ey, :Jive inter-
system cooperative efforts which presumably already exist in ,,my metro-
politan areas."' It would also be possible, on the other hand., to redefine
the legal status of the member districts so that they are desigmot ,1 as
"semi-independent community districts" which are compone. in a
metropolitan district with the clear authority to act in the loh12,-range
interest of the metropolitan area as a whole. The latter alternative is
being widely discussed in the Louisville Metropolitan Area," and its
inherent. nnambiguity makes it, in our opinion, the most promising
plan now being considered as an approach to reorganizing the metro-
politan educational system in accordance with the functional integrity
of the metropolitan area.

It should also be noted, finally. as the
school which arc charged wtilt clever 1.)ing He human anu physical
resources of a metropolitan society can hardly succeed in this task with-
out accurate and constantly p-dated information concerning the prob-
lems with which they are dealing and the success or lack of success they
are experiencing in endeavoring to deal with them. Since many of the
problems and challenges which now are being posed for school systems
arc metropolitan in scale and since their .solution requires cooperative
action throughout the metropolitan area, many kinds of data must be
collected on an area-wide basis if a metropolitan intermediate district
is to function effectively to serve the long-range interests of the metro-
politan area as a whole. The establishment of a metropolitan unit would
do much in and of itself to assure the collection of necessary and useful
data on an area-wide basis., but even so it will be desirable to identify
the collection of certain kinds of data as an explicit responsibility of
such a unit, mair.ly because traditional and present data collection
practices generally have failed to provide adequate data for educational
evaluation and planning. This i. particularly true in connection with
the need to obtain educational data which deal with the interdepen-

*This recommendation, however, should not be interpreted as denying t`tat it :nay
prove preferable to consolidate all present school districts in Great Plains SMSA's with less
than 100,000 population (St. Joseph, Sioux Falls, and Dubuque) into single area-wide school
districts.

32 Frederick C. lirechlcr, Patlerns of ,Pichnol District lnterre!atiorrships; A Study of tlw
Kasa.% City Metropolitan Area (Kansas City, Missouri: The Center for the Study ofMetro.
politan Problems in Education, 19(i7), (in process).

""1.nvern 1.. Cunningham, "Organization of Education in Metropolitan Areas," in
Robert J. Ilavightirst, Melropolit«ni.sm: Its Challenge to Education, op, cit., pp, 91-122.
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dence among individuals and institutions in 1.11C area and
which draw particular attention to development.4 involving the provi-
sion of equal edtwational opportunities:" and the relation between edu-
cation and the quality of human life iu metropoFtan society. One par-
ticularly crucial activity of this kind. and one which ;1 metropolitan inter-
mediate district would he uniquely well-situated to carry on. involves the
(1(1(.101)1nel-it and refinement of measuresnow often termed "social indi-
cators"which assess how well the schools are achieving the goals for
which they arc responsiblc in a modern society as well at: the nature of
the inputs which affect their capacity to achieve these goals ;35 by collect-
ing such data, an intermediate metropolitan district could *move us much
closer toward the goal of providing equal educational opportunities for
all the people of the metropolitan area.

SI1MMi :1RY OF IV "L1CATIONS F/Wf 4. TION 1?,
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,tlely. ollicial, desigi: -.7 iiicLropoli.. into-
distric ts 5110111(1 be iornied which should ha\ c the authority to ',wt.-

form the following functions for semi-inclependent member school districts
in the metropolitan areas of Iowa. Nlissouri, Nebraska, and South ILkotat"''
I. I:cpresent and act on behalf of member districts in working with other

area-wide and multi-jurisdictional organizations and institutions such as
metropolitan planning commissions, higlr.va departments, park and
recreation agencies, social welfare deparP.fients, urban renewal depart-
ments. IllliVertillieS, and state employment units to achieve comprehen-
sive planning and :idiot] aimed at developing the human and physical
lesourc es of the inctrOpolitan area.

9 1::1;,512 a portion of revenues for public education through all area-wide
tax set at a level high enough to ensure that realisti- sums of money are

"; As Mar\ in Alkin recently pointed out in a paper on "Revenue for Education in
letropolitan Areas":

State aid to education has failed to equalize educational opportunities
in the past because of an unwillingness to recognize that disti:cts have
varying educational neeck This failure has had several effects, especially
in metropolitan areas in which the needs requirements are so diverse.
What is needed is an adequate measurement of need, Educational need
must he recognized as a routine part Of the description of school districts,
and this can only occur if a satisfactory tool o assessment is developed.

(iii Robert J. Ilavighurst [ed.], Metropolitanism: Its Challenge to Education, op. cit..
p.

Danit I U. Levine, "Using Social Indicators to Assess Priorities in Metropolitan Pla\
fling for Education," unpublished paper available from The Center for the Study of
Metropolitan Problems in Education. University of MissouriKawas City.

l.egal difficulties might make it necessary, however, to restrict the intermediate dis-
tricts proposed herein 10 those pat's of the nation's metropolitan areas which- lie within
he Great Plains States.
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avollahle for high (wants; eiluc.itional programs for ( N'CFV 1)0N. ;111(1 girl
in the mc.,tropolitail are.-,;I ;111(1 1.1111. 10C:11 ("01111111111ilieS or member districts
;Ile nol 10 prOVille ;.1(1C(111:11C (-ducational opp(rrtunities (111C 10

'Tv( (1111.1(11111CS 111CV nr.iv encounter ill obtaining revenues 1.0 01)CMIC
111Cir !.:(110015. At the vety least, therefore, a metropolitan taxing autlmrit
for education \could he expected to reverse the inequitable pattern 110W
existing ill 'ILION' Or 0(1F stales that provide funds to local school districts
in such a way ;is to favor sulmrban school districts over central city
districts hich face the most difficult educational problenis and hence
111VC the greatest need for additional. suite aid.37

:I. initiate and imi)lemen progranis ;.) r-. ',ice social-class stratificatiol as
well IS racial and edit», segregatioi in re school,: of t1.2 metropolitan
area

I. Ensure that teachers an( administ1'. pred,iinar,lv
hanschools are paid at least much as o,

dominantly middie-inew schools ol;!(,rwis .(ct
qualit ot the instructim: stall in 5( serving LIrge 11111111)
dents from iolv-income k (lilies.

Employ specialized personnel and develop ;111(1 sponsor instructional proj-
ects designed to mix school curricula more challenging for students in
all parts of the metropolitan area and more relevant for helping them
solve problems Ivhich -re of in»»ediale 1 011CC111 tO 1110dC1'11 V011t11.

r), Develop and implement projects to introduce ;Ind provide instruction
related to the improvement of !Milian and intergroup relations in class-
rooms throughout the metrupolitan area.
Collect. area-wide educational statistics and develop improved measures
to assess the quality of the schools and determine how well they are
functioning.

Based On the recommendation of other consultants to the Great Plains
School District Organization Project, additional functions dealing with edu-
cat lona! research or other services that require highly specialized personnel
and expensive facilities undoubtedly will be identified as being appropriate
to be carried out by an intermediate unit which operates on the scale of the
metropolitan area. The a»alysis inChl-.1."paper, it should be re-emphasized,
has been concerned strictly with the implications for school district organi
zati(m of educatiL nal imperatives which arise from or are associated writ.:
the problems we face in our heavily urban and increasingly metropolitan
society. this context attention was given but by no means limited to a
pivotal crisis which two perceptive students of our society recently described
as being the fruit of an inner contradiction ill American lifeof promis-
ing equality and opportunity for all while systematically excluding most

St'111()iir MAS and 1);10(1 C:. ltanney, "Suburban Education: A Fiscal Analysis.- in
(cd.), Educating au Urban (Beverly California: Sage.

067), pp. 60 ,7(1.
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sep,ments of the poor, especially' the Negro poor.-"s but the problems asso-
ciated with low-income groups and minority groups are Only part of a
larger pattern wherein the interdependence characteristic of the metropolis,
as pointed out in a recent publication released by Urban America, Inc., has
been paradoxically accompanied by a pervasive separation between people
and places in the metropolitan area

Work Iva, (arated from residence, siren !ling ianslu,. :tion faril:!ies
sometinn, , the breaking point. Cities welt. spatated fro suburbs.
suburbs fr(In melt other, by a thickening tainglu oi jurisdicih,n,.
Families of 1( cer income wen: separated flow ihe well-10-d it cost to
to live fan he:- oil:. Andpartly as a totollat 1 cconomli hitane, I; it

only partivN: :zrocs were separated from whites.

This pervasive separation among people the metropolitan. area is
no small or unimportaro matter. More than an': other cause, for t- :ample,
the lack of contact and the consew rent disc-,:trit-! in. perceptions whit-, accom-
panv separation between social cups e:Lplit'.72 why the crisis of c and
poycl-:-: is becomiT4 so f-_,:posive in inetro-.olit:.!: areas like St. Loui, Kansas
City, Ad Omaha. How else can one accom: .or the fact that the public
opinion polls stow white Americans have become annually a little more
favorable toward integration and sympathetic to the traditional goals of
civil rights and at the same time more rejecting of policies and proposals
which might prevent the emergence of two separate sub-societies in destruc-
tive disequillbritan peKt to one another? How else explain why black Ameri-
cans believe that whites are becoming increasingly racist whereas in reality
the drift of opinion has shown a consistent forty-year movement toward
social equality? 1-Tow else explain why many suburbanites who believe in
equal rights for all Americans are able to persuade themselves that they
need to rush out and purchase rifles to defend their homes against imaginary.
invasion by faceless Negroes from the central city?

Whether the schools in the Great Plains States will act constructively to
.discharge their responsibility to participate in metropolitan development
will depend, in good measure, on whether the metropolitan educational sys-
tem can be organized on a more rational basis than the present pattern in
which a multiplicity of local and fragmented school governments serves to
compound rather than minimize separation among groups of people in the
metropolitan area and otherwise hampers rather than facilitates the coopera-
tion needed to maintain and of life in the metropolis.

VARIATIONS IN THE CHALLENGE TO METROPOLITAN
EDUCATION IN THE GREAT PLAINS STATES

Residents of Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota are fortunate in the
sense that the social problems o1 the nietropolitan areas in these states are

88 Lawrence Winner and Gibson Winter, "Strategies of Power in Community Organiza-
tions" (a research paper prepared for the Consultation on Community Organization, Uni-
versity of Chicago Center for the Urban Studies, April 12-13, 1968), p. 65.

3° Crisis: The Condition of fhr Amcrirqn City (Washington, 1). C.: Urban America. Inc.,
1968), p. 3.
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not so difficult to deal \vial !hey an .11 sonic states. While metro-
politan areas ill the Great I. state enci, for ex mple, to be fairly far
alo i,. their evolut:ini be co: touted Wit' :he typical problems
characte, istic Of metropolital Helopn 'It in the 1 States, many of
the cities with 25,000 or t),: y,quilatilol ill the ion states are above the
national average on mediian i.ine for such citie,: and below the national
average on density and cm p :Alt of nonwhite ,.esic_ ,ants who often face
the special problems gencr:H by raci,,I and so,ial discrimination and
po-eriv. (Table 6). With -ption of the II! -P r tour largest cities
nd SMSA's in the Great _;lion. therefore. y wople of Iowa,
,tti. Nebraska. and South arc ir. position

deal with emit-gin!, !!!);t: r -Akins h:,,yre :Imre nearly
manageable. , system alonge "l_roV:lH:111
re ; ;.) be realistic about the situation and

Idlich exist but to avoid exaggerating them out of proportion in a
11:I V that might lead people to become immobilized or incapacitated by the
magnitude of these problems. Just as \\Tallinn L. C. Wheaton has advised
,educators in the Rocky Mountain States. we should recognize that

ton often read the national publications about these dramatic
ohlms and delte:cd into believing that our cities or our nizmro-

politan areas face identical problems. In fact, this is not the case. 1.ct me
ilhistrate this point. Five years ago I visited with planners and public
officials of a great mid-west metropolis which ihtl. IV, percent of its
population Negro. That city was acting in the some fear . . that now
(It:waded/es Washington, D. C., Baltimore or Philadelphia, where nearly
half of the ccotral city population is Negro. . . . this metropolitan area
believed it had a major problem when -in fi :ct it had . . [an]. entirely
manageable problem."

There are other ways, too, in which the situation itt Iowa, Missouri,
\chraska, and South Dakota tends to be relatively favorable with regard to
die need to organize education and other public as well as private services
in a way that can maintain and enhance the quality of life in the metro-
politan area. Only St. Louis and Kansas City, for example, have popula-
tions larger than one million, and the number of people residing in the
Missouri portions of these metropolitan areas is considerably less than is true
for the two SNISA's its a whole. All but two of the remaining eleven SMSA's
in the Great Plains States had populations less than 300,000 in 1960, itnd
.only three had metropolitan populations greater than 200,000.

Thins the problems of metropolitan developments in general and metro-
politan education in particular in the Great Plains States are not generally
complicated by the difficulties and complexities encountered in the nation's
largest metropolitan areas which have populations of several million people.
Due to the fact that it. becomes increasingly difficult and sometimes seem-
ingly impossible to communicate information adequately and to coordinate

"William L. C. Wheaton, "Urban and Metropolitan Development," in Edgar J.
Morphct and Charles 0. Ryan (eds.), Prospective Changes in S3ciely by 1980 (New York:
Citation. 1967). p. 140.
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TABLE ti
1960 Dec il Rankings on income. Percent Nonwhite, and 1)c!,,...4, .11 notig ,niri(;ii)

of 25,0110 or more .owa, Missouri, Nebraska, and 4)1'

0,000 or wore l',:pulation.

Siate MC111;111 Iii ,1iC

lalca (lc( hi R.Ipid 7 I

(.1ain4 II illIH L 1

1);Ivuli i

II; , :\i. 13 I)

Iffitnaitic ii .")

Iowa (.i4 N. 31 0 I

Sioux (:ily .4
., :i f)

VatutIno fi i

MititiOtlii Independence Ii :'

Kansas City 1 7 3

St. Joseph 9

St. Louis 9 9

Springfield I 1 I

liliversitv t) 1
o

Nebraska Lincl.n .1 I r,

()m.dia ti 4i 7

Smith Dakota SiOUS, Ea IS

sourer: Jeffrey K. Haddcn and Edwtr F. Ito/gain:I. Anieririo4 Thrli Swim' (:lifiretcr,,,:ers I( :ltirat o:
Rand McNally, 194:,..).

social activities effectively as political units grow to exceed an tytimuni site,
many political scientists and other knowledgeable ol)servers who study
these questions have concluded that the ideai population of a metropolitan
area should not exceed about 500,000 people. III order to gain sufficient
benefits from the division of labor and technological advances which make
possible economies cf. scale ill modern society, On the other 11:tild, most.

scht).-.)is tend to agree that it is desirable to have a popuiation of .at least
100,000 in the metropolitan area. front this technical point of view. there-
fore, most of the metropolitan areas of the (;rcat Plains States even have
some room to wow before one would expect that cooperation to solve the
emerging problems of metropolitan society might he inordimaelv difficult
to achieve.

In recent years, siEarly. students of metropolitan education 11-,,,vc tended
to come to the conc,usion that schoo, district units which pe)form most.
educational functions at the local :evel lose efficiency and flexibilitv in ser-
ving student populations much greater ilnnl 10,000 to 50,001) p(ii)i;01 since

--------
" E.g.. 1:cmald 1.tiNcrii I.. Cunningham, and Ito:leviA :McPhee, The

torganizaCam aad Cm11101 01 :1 merican Schaal., (C:olunthus, Ohio: Merrill. !!)(i5): Edgar 1..
Roe I_ Johns. and "Flieodore I.. ItrIl('r. Erlacaliaaal Orgartizatiaa and Adminis-

oatioa: Cancepts, Praclices, and 1.ssae.; (Englewood Cliffs, New jerse): Prentko-I tall, Il167);
Austin I). Swanson, The Etlect rice .tike nn Schaal Costs 1.New York: The
11'csteI'll \('W Yuck School Study Council, 19(ili).
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eVell itttcrtnccliate 111(1.01.10iii:11: MIURA (litiiiiCiS in the Great Plains Sim--
generally would not exceed these figures in lOtiti 1)111)11 enrol:- -II
nroNoects for rric, ive rot' and cuorC

Hi7 i!cSe appear to he com,pondingly
Aus . (it the ineln,poiitan areas of the Great Plains States do notexceed size that makes their problem!, scent relatively unmanageable, manyof the general challenges generated by urban growth often are not treatedthe tn.eueN, justified by their present and potential impact, and so.

too, opportunities for metropolitan area planning and coo! 'illation tend tobe similarly neglected Or postponed. Somewhat paradoxically, oil the otherhand. it is precisely tltese metropolitan areas which have populations of
approximately 100,000 to 200,000 people that might be most successfulin avoiding th^ problems of a difficult Moire by recognizing and actiligun their rela' 21y advantageous position to implement plans for metro-
politalt planning and action.

In addition to the emerging prohlems of metropolitan society which havebeen described at some length in preceding sections of this paper. the par-ticular challenges which tend to be characteristic of moderate-sized metro-politan areas such as exist, in the Great Plains States appear uniquely sug-gestive of metropolitan responses which coordinate the wink of the educa-tional system and other social SNtileillS throughout the metropolitan area.In metropolitan areas of this relatively ideal size, !or example, it generallyis still possible to think ill terms of ;maintaining and/or revitalizing the cen-tral city as a cultural and economic resource center easily accessible andavailable to all the people or the area without the astronomical expendi-tures
adillilliSiTatiVe burdens confronted

in larger SNISA's such as New York and Chicago. Most Of the metropolitanareas of the Great Plains Slates. similarly, do not have populations largerthan can be served most economi ally and adequately by single administra-
tive units respectively providing or sponsoring modern medical aiul medical
education services, outstanding library collections, regional post-secondaryvocational and technical training, high quality community college programs,and other county or area governmental services operated at Or near a cen--etral location. "flirough comprehensive as opposed to single-function plan-ning and coordination, moreover. each such service would greatly benefitfrom area-ide cooperation with metropolitan school district units (eithesingle or intermediate districts), and cooperation of this sort in the meto-politan areas in the Great Plains States thereby could make it possible tomove forward at a time when government. officials and laymen in the largestS'AISA's will he lighting hard to maintain the present state of social andeconomic well-being.

Reviewing the differences which exist in Great Plains SNISN's such asSt. Louis, Kansas City, and Omaha ott the one hand and St. Joseph, SiouxFalls, and Dubuque on the other, it is reasonable to conclude that aftertaking steps to provide certain specified educational services (see above)on an area-wide basis. educators may need to work toward the reduction ofthe site of the central city school districts in the larger metropolitan areas
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and the esta!)lishment of single metropolitan districts in the smaller ones.
Whichever alternative may be called for in a particular metropolitan :1-ea.
moreover, decisions must be made explicitly in accordance with the need to
reduce barriers that separate groups'of people, to provide for socioeconomic
diversity in each areal unit, and to generally work to devise structures
which can facilitate solutions to the most important emerging challenges in
modern society. In responding to metropolitan area-wide challenges. there-
fore, in a sense educators will be acting parallel to and hence congruent
with the actions and suggestions of other government officiak and scholars
who necessarily are asking themselves how the largest SISA's in the United
States can be reconstituted into optimal-sized units, how the smaller ones
can be consolid: into metropolitan governments, and in what ways
moderate -sized 117 tropolitan areas can be recognized in various tiers or
levels of governnhnt units to 7,,st serve the welfare of the people who live
in them.

A NOTE ON ORGANIZING SCHOOL DISTRICTS LARGER AND
SMALLER THAN THE METROPOLITAN AREA

Our attention in this paper has been with the question of how large
school districts should be if they are to play their proper role in the develop-
ment of the metropolitan area. Our conclusion has been that to conduct
cenain specific educational functions, intermediate districts 3hould he
formed which serve the entire metropolitan area in SMSA's no larger than
those which exist in the four Great Plains States of Iowa, Missouri, Ne-
braska, and South Dakota, This conclusion in no way conflicts, however,
with the recommendation of others who believe that it may be desirable to
organize intermediate districts larger than the metropolitan area, nor does
it in any way suggest how large a territory or how many students should
be included in the member districts which make up the intermediate district.

On the first point, it is relevant to recognize that the influence of the
metropolitan area or the large city in the United States tends to extend
beyond the territory included within the county or counties which the
Census Bureau officially designates as part of a Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area. Within this larger territory, as noted in the discussion of
the Functional Economic Area (FE.) in another paper prepared for the
Great Plains School District Organization Project,12 are many people who
identify with the metropolitan area or its central city and who are almost
as interdependent with the metropolitan population as are the inhabitants
of the SMSA proper. Except perhaps in the very largest and most popu-
lated SMSA's, this coalescence of a metropolitan and non-metropolitan
trading network around an established urban center tends to take place
within a. maximum_ of one hour's travel time from the limits of whatever
city is being considered.

Ellis G, Hansen. op. cit.: A. FON, "Functional Economic Areas and Consolidated
Clhati Regions of States" Social .rictirc 1?c.s.rarrh Count il Ilem% iDetsither,.
1967). pp. ,15-AS.
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One alternate way to characterize demographic patterns and trends in
tile United States is to view the spatial order of the United States as
basically constituting "an urban field." Like the SMSA and FEA (Func-
tional Economic Area), according to John Freidmann of the Ford Founda-
tion and John Mailer of 111.1.T., "The idea of an urban field is similarlybased on the criterion of interdependence.'" But rather than being artifi-
cially delimited by metropolitan boundaries, the urban field

... represents a fusion of metropolitan spaces and non-metropolitan
peripheral spaces centered upon core areas (SNISA's) of at least 300.000
people and extending outward from these core areas for a distance equiv-
alent to two hours' driving over modern throughway systems (approxi-
mately 100 miles with present technology). This represents not only an
approximate geographic lima for commuting to a job, but also the limit
of intensive weekend and seasonal use (by ground transportation) of the
present periphery for recreation. A system of urban fields delineated by
this criterion without attempting to draw. a dividing line between metro-
politan cores that are less than 200 miles apart . . [contains between]
85 and 90.percent of the total United States population ..."

Recognizing that both the Functional Economic Area and the urban
held are attempts to identify concentraqous of people who are clearly inter-
dependent upon and significantly interact with one another, our analysisof the problems of the metropolitan area and of the implications of theseproblems for school district organization probably could be applied with
a good deal of validity to enlarged geographic areas as much as one or two
hours' driving time from many of the metropolitan areas in the Great
Plains States. We see no objection to this, and we wish further to notethat doing so might have the additional advantage of making it possibleto proVide the modern educational services needed by semi-rural popula-
tions which art editor of Fortune has aptly described as being involved inthe process of urbanization to a degree comparable to that experienced by
their counterpart within the confines.of the metropolitan area:

The U.S, in the 20th century is an urban nation, net in some superficial
sense of its population densities, but in the fundamental sense that it ismade up of divers:: people, pluralistic in belief and habit, who live byexchanging the products of very different and highly specialized skills.
A high degree of interdependence among heterogeneous inhabitants is the
key characteristic of the modern citywhat sets it apart from the typical
agrarian society where each family unit, approaching economic self-suffi-
ciency% tends to work and to live in approximately the same way as everyother family unit. Even our farmers today are specialistsand in that
fundamental sense share the urban characteristic of almost total intet-
depndence with other farmers and with non-farmers. Our actual lives
are lived in huge organizations joined by intricate market, transporta-
tion, and communications systems."

" John Freidmann and John Miller, "The Url:an Journal of the AmericanInAtilute of Planners (November 1965), p. 31-1.
" Ibid.

lax Ways. "The Deeper Shaine of the Cities," Fortune, January, l968.
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On the second poim concerning the site the member units vhich
should make Op an intermediate metropolitan district, '.'e wish to empini-
size that the establishment or metropolitan area-wide intermediate -units
need not mean that it is undesirable to decentralize a variety of school
decisions which are now made in the central (aces of relatively large school
districts; it does mean that certain actions. such as those designed to encour-
age destnitificatioll and desegre,gation in the schools, should be initi:led and
implemented by an aieit-wide school district authority, while others. such
as those involving the selection of an administrator for an individual school,
might be delegated at least in part to the citizens in the school's immediate
attendance area. During the next few years there may well be a :along
thrust toward the decentralization of larger central city school districts
such as exist in Kansas City and St. Louis, particularly with respect to
groups of schools which serve predominantly low-income, n.inority clientele
groups in the inner core of the cit. Among the many reasons for giving
parents and other citizens in individual school attendance areas a greater
voice in school decisions than they now have is the possibility that doing so
would lead to greater parental and hence student support for the efforts
being made by teachers and administrators, to a building up of a sense
of identity with and pride in local neighborhoods, and to an augmentation
of the feeling that people have some control over decisions that affect their
lives. All three goals are important ones in an impersonal society in which
citizens who are not sharing in the general prosperity of an industrial econ-
omy tail easily come to feel that outside forces operate to prevent their
children from having equal opportunities in school or society.
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CHAPTER 11

NEW CONCEPTS ON THE
EDUCATIONAL HORIZON

Robert S. Gilchrist
Director

slid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory
Edna Mitchell

Associate Professor of Education
William Jewell College

It has almost become a cliche to speai: of whats new on the educational
horizon. We are constantly reminded that we liVe in a time of change and
of unprecedem..:d opportunity. Repetition, however, does not alter the fact
that we now do have unprecedented technological resources and skills for
improving education not only in public schools but also in the broad
spectrum of institutions and programs whose pttrpose are the education
of our citizens. Advances in knowlalge occur daily, revealing further op-
portunities and potential for application of new theories, techniques, and
materials to the improvement of the learning process. There are both ex-
citing and sobering possibilities for the future. We hear predictions of
future uses of chemicals for drastically increasing the capacities of human
inemory and expanding other metal activity; we can foresee fantastic uses
of the computer which could make the school, as we know it, a completely
outmoded system for learning. We can easily see, already on the horizon.
the process of formal education spanning the period from early childhood
throughout the entire lifetime of a citizen, not as a luxury but as a necessity.
In 0 60's we spoke of job-retraining, but the future will demond con-
tinuous vocational re-education. both for those in skilled trades and for
those in professions. Skills in all Gelds will be continually obsolescent as new
developments require different specializations. Even today the partnt who
says, "I hope Johnny will be a doctor, or a teacher. or a plumber when he
grows up" is talking about vocations which.l'cill not be in existence in dn.
near future in the same sense in which they exist. teday.,

While new advances multiply and take directions which stagpr our
imaginations, there is much unfinished business to complete Ivhich looms
large on today's educational horizon. Sluch of that which needs attention
we have "talked about" for a long time, and 'are only now beginning to
realize in actual practice. 10.'e arc just now becoming more able to bring
Theory and oracLice into harmony, to make the structure match the blue-
print. Our ideas about the purposes of education and the goals of the
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school are taking on much more clarity. and we have the capabilities
needed to make the experiences offered by the school consistent with our
stated aims and purposes.

The future educational picture can be discussed most clearly by ex-
autihing four interrelated dimensions: (I) Curriculum, (2) Teacher Educa-
tion. (3) Administration. and (1) Research and Development. In action
terms these could be called "What to Teac," "How to Teach," "I-low to
thgatiiie," and "The Why of IL All." The first three are old categories, but
atch is permeated with new concepts. The emerging dimension of Research

and Development has caused a flurry of vigorous activity in each of the
other areas. The following laser-beam analogy makes these relationships
more understandable: a new kind of instrument, the holocode. can record
impressions of objects in their three-dimensional forms, but these im-
pressions arc only scattered unrelated print spots until a laser beam is
directed toward the film', causing the fuzzy dots to take on meaningful
shapes which can be viewed from all sides. R & D acts as the laser beam
for education. It provides the sharp light of investigation and evaluation
which pierces through the other dimensions of education, bringing all parts
into locus and into clearer relationships with one another.

It would be impossible to list or to discuss adequately the individual
innovations in education today. Much is happening in reasearch and ex-
perimentation. Only a few examples will be used to illustrate the larger
trends in the direction of education to which the innovations are con.
tribming. Fundamental to a consideration of any developments in education
are certain assumptions which form the framework for consideration of the
lour dimensions to be discussed. These assumptions are:

I. Each individual is a unique and worthy person in his own right.
°. The individual is a total organism, active, growing, and becoming a

human self through the process of interrelating and interacting.
Creativity and uniqueness rather than conformity and uniformity are
the values most appropriate for nourishing human beings in process.

Curriculum Development
An avalanche of new facts has forced us to consider the basic aims of

the total curriculum and the objectives of its separate parts. The old talk
about defining goals in behavioral terms is gradually being implemented.

Whitehead in Aims of Education expressed it this way: "A certain ruth-
less definiteness is essential in education. . . One secret of a successful
teacher is that he has formulated quite clearly in his mind what the pupil
has got to know in precise fashion." While we don't wish to imply that the
teacher "knows the answers" and sets the limits on learning, we do believe
teachers and pupils must have clear purposes. When people know what to
do and what is expected of them, they function better.

Curriculum development in the future will be influenced by the realiza-
tion that children will not live in today's world tomorrow. We cannot pre-
pare 111cm for the future by truing to store them with knowledge. We will
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give up trying to "cover the groom!" by the end of a school term. We will
give up "covering the textbook." We will certainly give up "The Text-
book,' as we know it today, but we must also change the mind-set that is
textbook-oriented.

Hie curriculum \vitt be idea- anti process-centered, The structure of a
discipline will provide the framework for the development of an .under-
standing of broad concepts. Even as curriculum developers work with the
ordering of content in;.o sequences and hierarchies, it is naive to think that
There is one best or only order for learning the material. There must be
many varieties of programs and organizational p,merns. Tomorrow will
bring not it national uniform curriculum, but an even greater diversity in
programs as nationally developed materials are tailored to local use.
Teachers and pupils will determine which programs, or parts of several
programs, are most appropriate for the unique needs of a school system
or class, This assumes a level of competency which will be essential for the
professional teacher.

This does not mean, as it did in the past, that each school will build
its own curriculum and write its own curriculum guides. These "guides"
have all too often been a lockstep substitute for a singe-text approach. They
have too frequently been built by borrowing from one another rather than
as responses to the needs of the children in a particular community. New
curriculum materials will 'be available which will be sequentially planned
to enable children to expand an idea, to grow in their power to under-
stand, apply, and interrelate fundamental concepts of a discipline. Efforts
in this direction have been made by the National Science Foundation which
spent sixty million dollars developing new approaches to teaching math
and science. Even now a complete K-12 sequence is not available, but these
are in various stages of preparation. The National School Health Study is
developing :t K-12 program which shows promise of filling this curriculum
need.

The application of specific behavioral objectives will enable us to apply
a systems concept to instruction. There 's nothing mysterious o compli-
cated about this. It simply means we will be more skillful at changing
traditional objectives into measurable goals, We will be able to define the
objectives of instruction for a given person for a given subject, and then
we will utilize in a rational manner all the tools available to meet those ob-
jectives. We will be able to evaluate much more intelligently and to use
our outcomes as means for shaping subsequent procedures, systems, and
environments. Systematic evaluation will be essential for every facet of
education. The systematic application of evaluation techniques will be a
reality o5 the future. We will not think of evaluation as a final activity
or a single criteria, but we will be able to apply multiple criteria to that
which is being evaluated.

Stufflebeam is probably on the growing edge of new thinking evaluation
when he says evaluations must fit the kinds of educational decisions to be
made at each point. The decisions are classified as 1) planning. 2) pro-
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granuning, 3) implementing, and -I) recycling. Consequent.; there are four
kinds of evaluation, one for each decision step; I) context evaluation, 2) in-
put evaluation. .3) process evaluation. and .1) product evaluation. The
adequtic.' or the evAlation must ;1150 be appraised in terms of validity,
timeliness, credibility, etc.

second future development, ill curriculum will be more realistic pro-
visions for active learning. The curriculum should provide opportunities for
pupils to relate i;leas from different disciplines to the real problems of life.
This requires'an active participation in an idea-centered curriculum. Thc
concept of an idea-centered curriculum leads us to acknowledge the nete.,sity
lor the learner to participate in setting goals, planning steps toward his
goals, following through, and evaluating his learning experiences. When
we act on our belief that knowledge cannot be "covered," that remembering
Facts is not an education, that a person cannot really have an idea without
developing it, then we will accept a partial reversal of roles between teacher
and pupil. We' may at last recognize the responsibility of the teacher as a
coordinator, a facilitator, all expeditor of learning (to use Carl Rogers'
language).

We will someday stop behaving as though adequate learning can occur
in a curriculum with an organized graded structure or with a certain num-
ber of units to be completed. Sonic steps in this direction have already
been made through the varied approaches to non-graded classes, multi-age
classrooms, !nodular scheduling, etc. The North Central Association recently
announced that it would no longer require the completion, of a specified
number Of Carnegie Units. With the increased use of flexible scheduling,
other alternatives for high school graduation will now be acceptable. This
has been too long in coining and (Nell now will affect 100 few high school
graduates, but it is a sign of future directions.

1 he directions of the future will certainly lead its to provide for inch,
vidualiiing instruction in a variety of ways. Students will be permitted to
travel at their own speed not simply through programmed learning, but
through materials and facilities which allow for a depth of independent
concentration and absorption in a discipline before the student moves On
to something else. Individual and independent learning are the emerging
realities of tomorrow's education. This will require capitalizing on techno-
logical resources in most intaginatiy. wars. The use of the computer for
individual instruction will require imagination and creativity in preparing
mateirals which have, up to the present, not been demanded of educators.
Already there are exciting reports of the use of computers in teaching
beginning reading and math to children in Palo Alto; the use of California
cmnputer facilities by children at computer terminals in Kentucky and Mis-
sissippi shows the application of this technology in reducing the gap between
the rural disadvantaged schools and a university lab school. We are still
in our infancy in knowing how to utilize these tools; there is a danger that,
as we become enamoured with our machinery, we will find ourselves work-
ing for the machine instead of making it work for its.
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edlICll1011 mil he smuttier lone of the future. The concept,
of a contintious-learning society will he an overriding necessity. Even now
the need for continuous education is recognized as junior Colleges are
springing up across the nation at a number estimated to be about one a
week; and in New York plans are under way to provide for public educa-
tion on a voluntary basis to all 3- and 1-vear-olds by 1971. Soon the practice
of continuous life-long learning gill he commonly accepted. i\lready highly
successful adult education is sponsored by business and industry as \Veil :IS
by schools. Sonic school systems are reported to have more students enrolled
in achilt education than in their regular day school program.

Teacher Education and the Professional Teacher

The second major area which will be necessarily different in the near
future is teacher education.

Teacher education programs are changing and will continue to change
in the following directions:

I, Vreparation will no 'anger consist of a specified number of course
hours. with "student. teaching" as a culminating experience, but will
he viewed as a teacher education continuum with participation in
teaching experiences in toe public schools planned early ill the
college program. The separation between pre-service and in-service
echo ation will disappear. An internship period and in service profes-
sional education will not be separate parts, but will be a continua-
tion of a program of professional development which will be an
expected part of die life of the professional teacher. Teaching will
very soon be a full-time professional job with year-round responsi-
bilities.

The education of teachers requires thorough understandings of
academic disciplines as well as professional preparation for teaching.
Academic departments and teacher educators must work together
as a team sharing specific responsibilities for the best possible prepara-
tion of teachers. A teacher needs to be a well educated person with
a breadth and depth of knowledge which is his social heritage. Ile
also must have professional understandings and skills. The old argu-
ment between the "what" and the "how- of teacher education is long
outdated,

;I. As education in the schools improves. institutions which provide
teacher education will he forced to evaluate their own teaching
methods, The hypocrisy of lecturing to students about "how not to
lecture !brit students" can no longer he tolerated. The learning
environment for prospective teachers must contain the same ele-
ments of independent learning. individualized instruction, stimula-
tion for continuous ongoing .study, provision for active participation
in goal setting and evaluation which arc to exist. in the desired
learning experiences of children they will teach.



-1. Teachers in training will he prepared fora new role in the prole.,
sional team, There should be provisions for individual differences
in teaching styles and areas of special competencies for the teacher
of the future, just as there must be fcr the pupils they teach. Teach-
ers will be prepared to become part of an instructional team rather
than the sole captains of self-contained classrooms. Teaching will
consist of a cluster of roles including sequence planner, script writer,
team leader, resource and discussion guide, etc. The staff of para-
professionals (teache aides, playground assistants, data secretaries,
etc.) will become one of the largest of the service groups.

5. w he skills and competencies of teaching will be defined and measured
in behavioral terms with technology aiding the development of
teacher sensitivity to the affective climate of the classroom. For ex-
ample, through audio and video techniques teachers can analyze the
effects of their verbal and non-verbal behavior in the classroom. In-
teraction analysis is now the popular term, but these techniques will
'le relined and will become routine procedures in helping teachers
learn to look for ways to improve both the cognitive and affective
aspects of learning.

6. The recently enacted Teacher Development Act gives promise 01
immediate attention to the all-too-slow improvements in teacher
education. Don Davies has accepted a key position in the United
States Office of Education, and will provide aggressive leadership
as this legislation is implemented.

Administration and Organization

A third major dimension which is vital to the success of the emerging
programs is the quality of administration and organization in a school
system. There are new insights taking shape in the broader field of school
organization. Reorganization is taking place within classrooms, within
schools, and throiughout school systems. On a district-wide level, reorganiza
tion is needed not only in rural areas where the population is dispersed
over wide gc:?graphical spaces, but also in the cities where impractical,
illogical district boundaries must be reorganized into manageable units.

There are other stirrings of reorganization as we see the evolvement- of
Intermediate Units replacing the old county system of educational juris-
diction. There are demands for service and leadership 'beyond the district
limits but below the state level. We are witnessing the development at the
national level of what will probably become a reorganization of federal
relationships to educationperhaps \Tn soon we will have a separate De-
partment of Education with a representative on the President's cabinet.
Even on the international level, through UNESCO for example, there are
cooperative efforts to improve educational opportunity and to focus on
educational problems which aC of international concern. However, the
real evidence of improved educational opportunnity must come from the
organization for learning within each school.
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Administrators must recognize, less verbally and more pragmatically,
that schools should be organized for the kind of learning expected to take
place. Schools which are closed as soon as the children leave can hardly
offer a community image of encouragement to continuous learning. Schools
which force students to a prescribed requirements of lime, sequence, and
content are denying the necessity of educating unique individuals to the
limits of their potential. Administration has to be a means to an end; that
end is to facilitate teachers in their work with children. The administration
most provide a supportive stall which strengthens new teachers, which pro-
vides security for the innovative teacher, and which respects and encourages
the participation of the teacher in administrative decisions related to in-
structional goals.

Schools must be administratively planned as learning centers, as self-
instruction and inquiry centers. School libraries will be the learning lab-
oratories of the school with slides, records, tape recordings, computer
terminals, facilities for listening and viewing. Materials creation centers will
also be an integral part of the school plan including audio-visual specialists,
artists, and writers who can free schools from overdependence on .corn-
mercial firms.

The school will be a community school in the broad sense of the word,
tied organically to the community through programs which meet practical
immediate needs and through a continuous interchange of school to the com-
munity and community to the school.

A school administration is often judged by the number of new programs
or innovations launched. However, often administrators too hastily intro-
duce new programs simply to heighten their district's reputation as "in-
novative." For example, the use of computers has made the ideal of flexible
scheduling a real possibility. Yet, in one school recently, when a few teach-
ers wanted to group for team teaching, the administrator in that school
replied that it couldn't be done because it would upset the .computerized
scheduling. There are the "instant innovators" who want to do things
differently without really changing anything. Administrators must place
highest priority on their educational leadership roles. They must act
responsibly in the best interests,of children without succumbing to pressures
and without yielding to irresponsible critics.

Research and Development

The final dimension in the changing shape of education is the research
ingredient. This is the emerging "laser beam" which will permeate the
entire scope of education. We have come into an era when educators must
become respectors of facts and data.

Schools in the future will be devoting a certain percent of their regular
bodirct to research and development of their own. A minimum requirement
would he about three percent. One national authority has estimated school
systems are now spending less than one-half of one percent on research and
devehipinent.
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Julian Stanley has made clear this need for a research orientation:
"Every school system probably needs at least one educational-research
specialist whose chief responsibility is to study research reports, particularly
those published in well-referenced professional journals, and tell interested
school system personnel their importance for the ... It would seem
wise that this resource person not he called 'director of research,' and that
his administrative and pupil accounting activities be kept to an absolute
minimum." As research and planning become part of the mainstream of the
educative process, educators \VIII More readily define their own goals and
ask researchers more fruitful questions.

The future may well be in the hands of the future planners. (Harold
Shane makes a sharp distinction between planning for the future and plan-
ning the future. He calls the latter fulure planning.) Judging from the
number of books, conferences, and projects on predictions for the future.
the planners are many in number and include diverse segments of society.
The public has become alert to its vested interest in education, Congress is
supporting educational research, acadeiic specialists are becoming partners
in educational planning, and large corporations representing the publish-
ing industry, the communications held, and research are investing in dc-
'eloping educational.products which are future-oriented.

The business of education is a giant concern and is too compleX to be
the sole responsibility of the school. Other supporting institutions are emerg-
ing. The Regional Laboratories provide an illustration of one type of new
institution being created. Their responsibility is to find, and organize for
use, pertinent research and valid practical procedures for improving class-
mom practices. They must invent or design a program model, give it pre-
liminary tests, analyze, revise, strengthen and field test. Finally the labs can
provide assistance to school systems as the schools test these programs (or
products) operationally. The Regional Laboratories have an opportunity
and a challenge to be on the growing edge of moving theory and research
into its most rewarding classroom applications.

Conclusion

Four dimensions in education have provided the basis for this discus-
sion of future horizons. These Four areas are interdependent. One cannot
work to improve or change a single area (for example, administration)
without affecting the other areas.

We have intended to underscore the broad changes which will tin
doubtedly mark the future of education: the changing structure of educa-
tion in terms of time spent in school, classroom organization, teacher roles,
re-creation of the content and methods in curriculum, revised administra-
tive and organizational patterns, and provisions for research and develop-
ment.

Future opportunities in education seem brighter than ever when one
reviews the facilities, technical skills, and knowledge now available. But
immediate tasks for education, which will "dog our steps" well into the
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future, are those cre...ted b\ the iritical social problems of today. These
are the prolflems Atilt in poverty. discriniinat ion. depersonaliiation, ancl
tirl)a sprawl. SoL ions of these problems will be lound as Neakoesses
education are eliminated ti,rotig the improvements We anticipate. As we
bring resources, et-eli now available, to hear in building diverse, efficient, vet

proi,Tatits of education, many cunt nr. social problems will he
simultaneously Ilevimed. The future will not vait for 11S to solve todav's
problems. \\'e 11111; Use th. vision of that bin :.e to give us courage and
determination to apply tomorrow's solutions tt today's problems. and to
channel future pot into today's sch<ols.
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CHAPTER 15

FIVE TOUGH QUESTIONS

Floyd A. Miller
Commissioner

Nebraska State Department of Education

Editorial Note

The following is a brief of an address delivered by Commissioner Miller
in Wilcox, Nebraska, on June 11, 1968. The material represents a syn-
thesis of some of the perplexing questions posed by Nebraska citizens,
and the analysis made by the Commissioner. It is included in this publi-
cation because of its significance and relevance to the Project, not only
for Nebraska, but also for each of the Great Plains States.

BACKGROUND

Nebraska is a large stale measuring approximately 430 by 210 miles, or
76,612 square miles in area. It contains approximately 2,100 school districts,
19 intermediate districts known as Educational Service Units, and 26 Eco-
nomic Development Units involving combinations of whole counties. There
are 39 villages and municipalities each with a population of over 2.500. and
588 under this figure. The State's population of 1,411,330 has been fairly
constant over the past several years.

Within the State there has been much shifting of population which gen-
erally follows the national pattern. In other words, communities of 2,500 or
less are for the most part declining in population. Those above this figure,
particularly our larger cities, arc becoming larger. Along with the popula-
tion trends which have been mentioned, a recent study of school district
census figures of 1967 shows a rather alarming decline in the number of one-
year-olds as compared to the number of six-year-olds. At the'same time there
is a significant out-migration of many young adults of child-bearing age.

Five major problems have emerged out of this mobility of the popula-
tion, from declining populations in sparsely populated areas, from the out-
migration of young adults of child-bearing age, and out of a concern by the
people in Nebraska for the future of their State. As they become aware of
the facts and have a chance to look at the problems and the issues, there
come to t'le front the following five tough questions:

1. HMI. MUCH LONGER CAN NEBRASKA AFFORD TO MAIN-
TAIN APPROXIMATELY 2,100 SCHOOL DISTRICTS?
This number of districts, approximately 1,800 of which are rural school
districts, constitutes a waste in dollar power, teaching power, and educa-
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tional power. With proper planning giving due attention to communi-
ties of 2,500 and school systems of a Niro>: tely 1,500 students, a school
district organization could be built consisting. of not more than 125
school districts.

CAN ADEQUATE, STABLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS BE BI*11.T IN
INADEQUATE, UNSTABLE COMMUNITIES?
Current demographic studies clearly argue that stable school districts
should be organized :around communities of 2,500 or more. Obviously,
there could be geographic and economic factors which would create some
exceptions to this general rule. In far too many instances Nebraska school
districts are providing sustenance and nourishment to dozens upon doz-
ens of weak Nebraska municipalities. Status quoers have rallied around
the cry that this must be done "in order to keep our community." The
viability of a community, however, does not depend upon having an
administrative school district. There are many small communities in
Nebraska which have shown a revival of activity when such a problem
as trying to maintain an adequate high school was resolved. The tragic
loss or cost of this practice can well be illustrated by using the analogy
offered by a patron of one of Nebraska's inadequate districts: "What is
going on in our town and school reminds me of the practice of the
ancient Greeks who would place their children on the flaming fares of
their primitive altars as sacrifices to the Gods."

3. CAN .1 SOLID INTERMEDIATE SERVICE UNIT BE BUILT ON
A SUITOR-I OF QUICKSAND?
The Educational Service Unit in Nebraska does not include all the
counties of the State. From election year to election year a SIM II group
can petition that the matter of withdrawing or remaining within the
Unit be brought to the people. The solid planning required to make this
echelon of organization live up to its potential cannot be achieved.
There should be a reconstituting of boundaries of the Service Units
based upon a combination of blocks of the 26 Economic Development
Units, with all counties being placed within the new district. This would
permit an orderly transfer of the functions of certain county offices to
the Service Unit and indirectly might provide an answer to the present
county structure.

'1. HOW LONGER CAN NEBRASKA AFFORD THE LUXURY
OF 93 COUNTY GOVERNMENTS AND FOR WHOM ARE THESE
MAINTAINED?
All the material related to the previous questions, plus the fact that
transportation is now universally considered in terms of time rather
than miles, would relate to this question. The time is already past in
terms of service rendered and high operational costs for the restructuring
of county governments in keeping with the needs and demands of a

people living in the last third of the twentieth century.
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CAN THERE BE ANY RESPONSIBLI.: AMOUNT OF LOCAL CON-
TROL IN ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCY WITHOUT A CORRE-
SPONDING AMOUNT OF LOCAL STRENGTH?
Nebraska, as well as every other state, needs to take a sharp look at its
definition of local community in terms of the facts of the situation in
1968 and then modify that definition. Without the strength of sufficient
tax resources aml people, local control in any political subdivision is a
myth and a delusion.

These are tough questions. "Fo use a popular plirase, they represent
"gut" issues. The facts which relate to them, or perhaps the facts which
require that the questions be asked, are a part of the situation. They are not
notions and opinions of people with vested interests. They come right out of
the soil and the resources and the people.

Sooner or later the people of Nebraska will have to find answers to these
questions. Hopefully, they will apply the same kind of imagination, strength,
and courage that have been applied during all the years of Nebraska history
as the State, which was once considered a part of the Great American Desert,
has been transformed into a rich agricultural and industrial state with great
promise for an exciting future.
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CI- IAPTER 16

CONSULTANT SUGGESTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS TO

THE PROJECT STAFF

Ralph 1). Purdy
Project Director

The Consultants

W. E. Bishop, Superintendent of Schools, Englewood, Colorado
William Emerson, Stiperintendent of Oakland County Schools, Pontiac,

Michigan
Robert Gilchrist, Director, Mid-Continent Regional Education Laboratory,

Kansas City, Missouri
Thomas Quick, Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction, The State

Department of Education, Columbus, Ohio; President, National Educa-
tion Association, County and Intermediate Unit Superintendents

Arnold W. Salisbury, Superintendent Cedar Rapids City Schools, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; President, The American Association of School Admin-
istrators

E. (:. Stimbert, Superintendent Memphis City Schools, Memphis, Tennessee;
Member Executive Committee, American Association of School Adinin-
istra tors

The Conference

Date: 8:00 A.M., Tuesday, 12, 1968.
Location: Center for Continuing Education, University of Nebraska, Lin-

coln, Nebraska.

Purpose of the Conference

More than 50 position papers concerning various educational programs
and services have been prepared by Consultants to the Project Office and to
the Directors in the four states. Each one contained significant implications
for the structure of education (school district organization) to provide these
programs and services at a high level of quality for all boys and girls,' and
to provide them with efficiency of organization and economy of operation.
It was intended that these reports by specialists within the several programs
and services would be utilized in determining guidelines for school dis-
trict organization to meet present and anticipated educational needs and
objectives.
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The judgment, the undeistandings, the insights and the perceptions of
knowledgeable and experienced administrators of national reputation were
sought in an effort to give direction to planning for school district organiza-
tion, and to express value judgments on many of the factors which must be
given consideration. Accordingly, a one-day conference was planned, With
the above named six administrators invited to serve as special consultants
to the Project Staff.

No effort was made to be fully definitive or completely analytical about
any topic posed for comment or reaction. Any one or all of the consultants
were free to share a comment, a suggestion, an idea, or a proposal which, in
his judgment. merited consideration in the planning of guidelines for school
district organization to meet the educational needs of today and for the fore-
seeable future. The statements contained in this report represent individual
points of view unless consensus or unanimity is indicated.

COMMENTSSUGGESTIONSRECOMMENDATIONS
Needs to be Met

There appeared to be a general acceptance and approval for the state-
ment of "Needs" as prepared by the Project Director.

The major need is to develop an organization which will provide stimu-
lation for self-learning.

Education is primarily concerned with (1) what to teach; (2) how to
teach; ;old, (3) how to organize for learning. (Education is really concerned
with what to learn and how to organize a learning environment. What to
teach and how w teach are sound terms only when the educator keeps in
mind that the goals are learning goals and not teaching goals.)

There is a danger in communities reorganizing around something r, Sher
than organizing for purposes other than to get something done, or in .;'.Dt
knowing for what purpose they want to organize.

Quality or Excellence

There are six aspects of quality education:
Competency of the staff (qualified professionals).
I.evels of practice.

Breadth and scope of the educational program.
Providing ability levels meaningful to the students. (There are also
many other factors.)
Development of conditions which permit quality (but which do not
guarantee it).

The ultimate testwhat happens to the child.
Quality in education is dependent upon the framework for education.
Quality in education has primary dependence on quality of staff. Selec-

tion should be based on: (1) academic preparation; (2) experience; and, (3)
some personal qualifications that can be identified in interviews. Manage-
ment recruits personnel on this basis, with the final decision being made on
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their best professional experience and judgment. Another criterion is that
the stall member accept the philosophy of the school system and be willing
to try to achieve its goals.

The only way to achieve quality is to have day-to-day contact between
the practitioner, the consultant, nd the Ph.D. specialist. (A high-level ex-
pert f needed, but the Ph.D. does not necessarily guarantee it.)

Quality in education means the providing of opportunity for every child
to make of himself what he is capable of being.

Quality education provides educational opportunities at the level where
the child can succeed.

We need evidence that the individual student has profited from going to
school. Then we can determine the quality of that education.

If von cannot measure it by paper and pencil test do not ignore it. but use
best evaluation instruments possible. In some instances you must rely on
judgment only.

Elementary Attendance Center

The best elementary attendance centers are those units which, with a%
given number of students and a given number of teachers, can best be re-
lated to each other.

The desirable elementary school is dependent upon the services available
to it.

Beware of talking in terms of grades and of sections per grade. The trend
is toward the non-graded school. Numbers are secondary to programs and
services, although an important consideration in relation to the cost factor.

Optimum, minimum, or maximuni enrollments are meaningful when
you have a nice, even distribution of people. It has limited value in sparsely
settled areas.

Time/distance is the most decisive factor.
Suggested proper travel time--30--I5 minutes in almost all areas.
Size and time has nothing to do with quality, only with economy,
Each attendance center should be so established that it will have:

One full-time speech correctionist
One full-time social worker
Guidance and librarian services
Other services as may be appropriate

Build the attendance center that can provide these services within the
building, If you cannot (sparsity factor), then put these people on the road,
even though it decreases their efficiency.

Four to five sections per grade makes a good school, but it does not guar-
antee quality. Four to five sections per grade schools generally provide more
services and better programs than :tree section schools. There will be no
less than four sections per grade schools where density of population will
niNkc it possible, or the equivalency in numbers of pupils.

Factors over which. you have no control may determine what you may
have to do,
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Secondary School Attendance Center

Provide the programs that you can iu the attendance centers, but you
will have to have other centers for comprehensive educational opportunities.

Don't get locked in by classifying education as 8-4, 9-12, 7-12, etc. Keep
it open for inevitable changes that are already in progress. Keep it general,
such as secondary education.

You can still personalize the school, even if it is large, by the different
ways you break it down.

Each secondary school attendance center should enroll 500 or more stu-
dents, or expect to provide decreased opportunity at greatly added cost.

Each secondary school attendance center should offer as much vocational
education as can be offered with good programs and without excessive cost.

In some situations it would be advisable for the legislature to support
more programs even if it cost considerable more money.

If vocational education were provided in secondary attendance centers
only, it would result in too many shops in some areas, with limited equip-
ment, and no programs in many needed areas.

In the more sparsely populated areas, more of the vocational programs
at the secondary level will have to be provided in the area vocational centers.

Parents trill permit their children to go as far as they know the road.
Resident schools should be approved for very sparse areas. In many com-

munities this is already being practiced, with the students staying in homes
at the high school center.

Experience has indicated in some areas that the parents will let the pupils
live in dormitories after they have dropped out of school. Why ]et them
become drop-outs before providing or approving resident centers for them?

Very large high schools may be comprehensive. Truly comprehensive sec-
ondary programs must be multi-district, or multi-attendance centers in high
enrollment districts.

Organ iza tion

The major responsibility is at the local attendance levels, not at the
administrative or intermediate levels.

Organization must not be the tail that wags the educational clog.
Structure, or school district organization, is concerned with making pos-

sible the best conditions for learning, based on what should be taught and
how it should be taught.

Organization must bring together three levels of professional personnel.
One is the practitioner at the local level; one is a clinical person at the
consultant level. which may be at the local or intermediate level; one is the
Ph.D. specialist, primarily at the intermediate level. The latter two might he
the same person.

Organization will bring the consultant and Ph.D. specialists into daily
contact with the practitioner. Therefore, this person must be at the local
and/or intermediate level, not at the state level.

Organize from the top down, using travel criteria, cost criteria and
neighborhood criteria. Then allocate educational functions and plug these
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in from the bottom up. First, the state education agency serves the whole
state. Second, create area educational service districts; anywhere from seven
or so to 15-19 per state. Then, put together everything you can put together
politically as long as ethical and neighborhood interests 1611 coincide. Re-
member, the local people do have a real and valid concern about the kind
of show their kids go to five days a week.

Schools should be organized to meet the behavioral goals of education.
Administrative responsibilities occur at the local level. This includes the
whole management team within the local school district.

The administrative local level is the local school district regardless of size.
Optimally this would be the number of kids you can get together without
liaving to spend more than one hour to get them.

Conditions that would not make for optimum educational opportunities
lor all children should not be permitted in suburbia. It should be noted
that many suburban communities suffer from the homogeneity of their stu-
dent bodies.

The new concept of administration is to have not just an administrator,
lint an administrative team. He must have the necessary people to help him
to do what he has to do. This means a team approach, which is the new
scientific approach to educational leadership.

There are too many "overhead" costs in the way we have broken clown
our pattern of school district organization. The socio-economic area could be
the administrative district, with major delegation of responsibility and "deci-
sion making to the heads of the various attendanke centers in their respec-
tive communities. (Some consultants disagreed, saying that districts can get
too big.)

There should be something in the report that joins theory and practice
in administration at each echelon. It should help to clarify the kind of
leadership that is needed for today's schools.

The role of the administrator in the intermediate unit is primarily one
of helping the administrator in the local school district to do better in the
interacting of units with each other. It is a coordinating function and
service.

The new era in school administration places emphasis on human rela-
tions rather than on managerial functions. It is working with people, with
materials of education, with ideas, and in setting the climate for the learning
process.

The Area or Intermediate District
The three echelon organization system was unanimously recommended

by the consultants.
The breadth and scope of both programs and services for today's schools

necessitate the practical flexibility made possible through the intermediate
unit.

A preliminary study prepared by Dr. Emerson indicated the following.:
1. Iowa and Nebraska have 16 and 19 area educational service centers
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2. In Missouri it would not take more than 15 minutes to get to any
one center.

3. Use the area educational service agency as the tax base for all educa-
tional functions served by the AESA.

1. The state education agency should serve all of education through the
area educational districts; or, all functions served the area district.

5. Then put everything together at the local level that can he put to-
gether politically, retaining as much coinmunity interest and neigh-
borhood interest as possible. Local people do have a real interest and
a real concern.

6. Design structure on the basis of (1) travel time: (2) cost criteria; and,
(3) some neighborhood criteria. Then, allocate educational functions
between local and intermediate units where they can best serve kids
and get the most for each dollar.

Kansas is trying to set up an intermediate district under the State Board
of Education. Community and junior colleges would be under the same area
board.

Area districts are essential to provide communication and coordination
within the several programs and services.

The area educational service districts will be the agency. in most in-
stances, to work with institutions of higher education, with research organ-
ization, and with the Regional Research and Development Laboratories.
There are nine research and development centers located at major universi-
ties. There are 20 regional educational laboratories engaged in development
work. The target of the labs is to improve instruction in the classroom
whereas the R C D centers do more research of a basic nature.

The area educational service district should be a primary tax base for
education (general agreement). One consultant suggested that it be limited
to the function served but not limited to only one tax base (more than just
the property tax).

Data processing, equipment should be an area service.
The AESA will provide for a concentration of special education pro-

grams when profitable and necessary.
Programs and services in one area may be different from those in another

area.
Unless we are careful in the future, the administrative and the manage-

ment team at the intermediate level will fall flat, because we don't know how
to manage their respective functions and responsibilities most effectively.

The AESD should provide some high-powered help for the KI2 pro-
grams, and for decision making about these programs at the local school
district level. This help must be provided in order to assist in bringing order
out of all of the confusion of the many national programs that are now
available, and out of all of the pressures that are going to come. The AESD
ought to have somebody who can be helpful other than by his authority to
assist local school districts in making decisions and in findingresources.
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Vocational Education

The term, "vocational education," needs clarification. We can define itverbally, but it is difficult to define it by practice. Occupational educationis a more inclusive term, since it includes the total, educational program,such as that offered to the boy headed for medical college.
Every school district should provide an adequate vocational program(unanimous agreement).
Vocational education must be a part of the secondary school program.The Federal 'Vocational Act has already answered this question for us, sowhy argue about it. These programs will be provided in the high schoolsand in area vocational school centers. These programs must lead to employ-ability upon graduation or point toward employment entrance.
Multi-school districts will be required to develop vocational programs ata defensible and economical case load level (unanimous agreement).
In the past we have graduated students without saleable skills. We shouldbe ashamed of ourselves. General education becomes real when occupationaland general education mesh together. Kids live in their extra-curricularprograms, not in the classroom.
The vocational education position paper (Shoemaker) is useful for sizeand cost factors. We must not think of school organization and vocationaleducation as divorced from the social realities of the metropolitan environ-ment.
Go where the action is to determine what vocational programs shouldbe offered and when they should be offered.
If you have a decent computer system, you can make annual calculationsand predictions of employment needs and program requirements.
Vocational and technical education should be under the area board ofeducation.
All secondary school programs are preparation for a vocation.
The program of education ought to fit society. It includes the entireofferinggeneral, vocational and college preparatory. The humanities is apart of all of these.
'Without vocational education we haven't kept in touch with the needsof our times.
We don't train a doctor; we train a person to enter training to become adoctor. We don't train a kid to run a big machine; we prepare him to beadaptable to running a machine, to becoming a salesman, to being a book-keeper, etc. We simply don't know how to do this kind of training at thehighly skilled and/or technical level.
The Missouri proposal for five Carnegie !mils of vocational education inevery high school is impractical. It is too little too late. Needs will vary, butsmall centers will not have the capacity or the capability of meeting them orin changing with the needs. Also, there will probably be too much duplica-tion and too little breadth to the program to meet the needs of either thestudents or of business and industry. Furthermore, you almost have to gomulti-district to develop a defensible and economical case load; and tomulti -high school attendance centers in the big cities.
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;:-ational Education Rehabilitation
Vocational rehabilitation is primarily for the drop-outs., post high school,

a; I adult training and retraining.
Education is a major component of vocational rehabilitation. As such it

should be under the State Board of Public Education.
Vocational Education rehabilitation interfaces with the educational pro

grams out of the arc ; educational service center.
There was unar :mous agreement that vocational education rehabilita-

tion should be administered by the Area Educational Service District.

Curriculum
Curriculum improvement and development is dependent on the practi-

tioner (the teacher and the department head) having access to consultants at
the doctoral level. The Regional Service Center should provide this person.

Curriculum research is dependent on the availability of two types of
people: (1) the skilled person who knows educational statistics, the various
systematic ways of thinking about and handling statistics, and how to apply
them to the instructional environment; and (2) the business and manage-
ment function and someone who is a qualified operation analyst. Nothing of
credit will be clone without these two kinds of people.

The State Departments of Education, the colleges and the universities,
and the Regional labs must have some of the developmental personnel to
serve the people at the local and intermediate levels.

The second echelon agencies of an area of state and/or regional labora-
tories ought to be able to provide the qualified and experienced personnel
for curriculum research and development (consultant and/or Ph.D. level).

There must be access to a decent computer system (Area Educational
Service District).

Increasing attention must be given to how to organize for learning. This
means individual prescribed instruction, although all learning should not be
on an individual basis.

Education is presently structured for grades and subject matter areas.
Some place in the future, perhaps within I() years or less, we will not be
slicing the educational program into subject matter fields as now conceived
and practiced. The Great i'lains Project should give consideration to the
changing curriculum, and to the designing of an organizational structure
that will not be out-of-date before its inauguration.

Guidance
Guidance and instruction have tended to pull ,part instead of getting

The guidance person and the teacher nee._:: to get together in set-
ting up a learning environment for the student. The guidance person
should have a big role in this, but he isn't doing it yet.

TIL!_tre arc: too many guidance people alreadypinple who are not quali-
fied is do anything. They are not qualified to give- and interpret sophisti-
:atai sychological instruments, they are not qualified in the field of social

work, :hey arc 1-eally not qualified to do anything (admittedly a biased posi-
tion on the pail of the respondent).
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The orientation should be toward social welfare worker aspects instead
of guidance counseling.

It takes a different kind of person to do guidance work in the elementary
school. It's a different orientation from secondary school counseling.

The guidance counselor/pupil ratio may be 1:250-300 in the secondary
school, and 1:3-500 in the elementary school. (There was no general agree-
ment on this point.)

We should think of a team to serve children, either elementary or sec-
ondary. This includes the teaches: the administrator, the psychologists, the
specialists, the counselor, etc. This team should serve approximately 1,500
children. Thus, it isn't a counselor for every 300 kids, but a team of people
for 1,500. This team must be multi-disciplinary. More may need to be
known before establishing an arbitrary number.

There should be somebody around the school that knows the pupil and
stays with him. Both the pupil and the parent should know that they can
get help from this person at any time.

Computerized Instruction
Software is lacking for the hardware. We need clear ideas as to what a

computer can do best, and then have programs to put into the computer.
At this time, instruction is not designed for compuzuization. The differ-

ent kinds of terminal possibilities, conceptualized CAI, and software ma-
terials are in the early stages of development.

Some automation will continue.
Nobody in the school business knows enough empirically about what

goes on in the classroom to conceptualize the software for the hardware.
It is probable that some insightful discoveries along the lines of com-

puter-based instruction will precede anything very productive in the way
of CAI.

Teacher education should be making more use of some of this technology
than it is at the present time.

Any school district that is adequate can afford tape equipment.
ETV tape is more flexible and cheaper in accessing the students to the

technology than in any other way.
The Area Educational Service District should have primary responsibility

foi experimental and clinical use and adaptation of ITV and ETV.

Special Education
Few authorities will agree with the incidence per capita for lny handicap

or disability.
Pupils needing special education facilities should be provided for within

the local school to the extent that it is possible to do so. Separate and iso-
lated buildings and centers should be avoided as much as possible.

Segregation is not the solution for many of the handicapped. They
should be with normal students as much as possible.

The degree of hard-of-hearing deficiency just isn't that different from
some other speech anomaly to divide your kids into deaf kids, hard-of-
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hearing kids, speech defective kids and non-verbalizing kids. The skills that
the teacher has to have to deal with these kids arc identical.

The crippled, the mildly handicapped, and the emotionally disturbed
are taught by identical methodologies.

'Try not to move the kids from their home base any more than necessary.
They arc more nearly like other kids than we normally think that they arc.

The trend is away from segregation; it is to treat these kids as normal
kids to the extent that it is possible to do so. Keep them in their local
attendance centers to the extent possible.

One solution is to provide a two-hour class for the handicapped in the
same building with all of the other children.

Correct assignment of a child to a special education facility is an ex-
tremely important decision. Diagnosis and assignment of handicapped pupils
is not a rule of thumb exercise.

In one school district the incidence of incorrect diagnosis was wrong two
out of five times. Even among sophisticated faculty members, recommenda-
tions on a kid as being mentally retarded will be fallacious two out of five
times. The incidence of incorrect referral of emotionally disturbed will be
way above this. (Report by one member of the consultant team.)

The system ought to provide for an order of clinical practice at the Ph.D.
level and on a multi-disciplinary level.

Multi-disciplinary: used in a clinical sense. including those disciplines
which apply to clinical practice: namely, speech development. speech path-
ology. audiology, psychology, and social work.

The AESD should provide for a concentration of special education
programs.

Education Media
There are two different categories of media. One is professional library

and professional media, and the other is instructional library and instruc-
tional media. Some materials cost fifty cents, and some $1,500.

The sparsity factor make:i it necessary for the leadership and services in
media to be provided by the area educational service district.

In the field of professional library and professional media, only the State
Department of Education can serve this need. Example: in-service education
sound films and tapes, these are very expensive, and can be loaned to the
administrative districts. They have limited usage, but are very valuable.
Only the State Department of Education can afford a comprehensive set of
these materials in many states, or heavily populated areas of some states.

The State of South Dakota cannot afford six comprehensive media cen-
ters for a full blown professional services media and library. This should be
provided through the State Department of Education to all sections of the
sta te.

Universities do not serve the professional needs (educational media) of
administrative leaders in their respective areas.

The universities could serve schools n their respective areas through
their extension services.



Business Management

There are areas of business management to be performed at each level
of the three echelon system:
State LevelPurchase of school busses and other major items.

Safety regulations throughout the state, with particular reference to per-
formance and equipment in transportation.

Finance.
Intermediate LevelAdvanced team system for business management.

Primary concern for local school district operation.
Establish bus routes to avoid duplication; computerize transportation

routes.
ovide the resources for efficient and economic business management.

Data processing.
Computerize business management functions providing detailed lath-Illa-

tion for decision making at both the local and intermediate level.
Cooperative purchasing of many items: paper stock, business machines,

common foods.
Programs and services as mandated or delegated by the state legislature.

Local LevelBusiness management primarily a local school district concern.
Operation and implementation of business management programs.
Business management must be close to the local school district where the

education is taking place.
The local people have an interest in and a concern for business manage-

ment functions.
Provide all pupils with access to food service programs.
School buildings.
Decision making should be as close to the local level as possible.
Cooperative effort is most effective on non-critical issues and services.
Common agreement at the local level can make possible major financial

savings through a regional level. For example, the Detroit City Schools and
the Oakland County Schools agreed on a format for Digiteck sheets. This
resulted in a savings of $9,000 a year to both Detroit and to Oakland
County.

School administration is in a period of transition. In the past (and pres-
em) administrators feel comfortable and safe in going out and buying paper,
pencils and school bussses, but when it comes to getting out into the school
buildings to improve instruction, they feel just a little hit nervous. Yet,
school administration is moving in this direction, with increasing attention
being given to leadership for the improvement of the learning process.

Data Processing

The system should be conceived on two operational levels. One is the
main frame and advanced systems team; the other consists of terminals
located in the attendance centers and administrative Offices and connected
via telephone wires with remote access capabilities to the main frame.

The main frame and advanced system team would be a regional opera-
tion, and in some states it might be a state operation.
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The terminal gear and the process applications would be a .local school
district operation.

The Size Factor
Units can be too big. There is a bill in the Michigan legislature that

would break Detroit into 26 districts.
A district is too big when the board of education covers. a constituency

that has so many neighborhood interels that it simply cannot rationalize
those interests in a ruionable way.

The optimum size for an administrative district is 25,000-40,000 pupils
(one consultant, "I wish I really knew").

More children can be accommodated in a larger school district with
decentralization of organization.

There exist radical differences among school districts of about the same
size. The type of problems, the type of organization, the quality of educa-
tion and many other factors can make a difference between systems of the
same size.

Care must be taken in the utilization of size factors. You need to think
of the community, the social structure, the kinds of communities within one
given community.

When is "large," large enough? When you get past 25,000 pupils you
begin to degenerate.

With a completely centralized structure, 25,000 pupils is large enough.
If the structure is decentralized, the district can accommodate very satisfac-
torily many more children.

Question: How would you organize a 4-5 county area, 50 mile radius,
and 1.1,000 pupils? Answer: One administrative district with one superin-
tendent. There would be extensive delegation of function and responsibility
to the heads of school attendance centers.

Louisville-Jefferson County, Kentucky, is breaking clown their system
into three areas. I think this is wrong. It should be one system. There should
be fewer and fewer chiefs and more and more Indians.

There should be one administrative organization for a major area, such
as a socio-economic area, with attendance centers and location of such cen-
ters determined by time/distance factors and program offering. Certain
programs and services would be concentrated at some central location.

School districts can get too big. The people in Hawaii think you can get
too big, and they are trying to break their one echelon system into a two
echelon system. The people in New York and other large cities think they
are too hig.

There are a lot of "overhead" costs in the way we have broken down
our pattern of school district organization into many districts, each serving
a small number of pupils.

Educational leaders in four major school systems in the United States
are recommending operational units of 20,000-30,000 kids.

We must not become so involved in size, or bigness, that we forget what
happens down in the classroom.
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There should be large administrative units Ivith major responsibilities
delegated to the local attendance unit.

AESD and Socio-Economic Areas
Road patterns gill determine the number of high school centers in an

-economic area.
Education can no longer be separate from the governmental structure

of the area of which it is a part, and it should be increasingly relating to it.
The configuration of state systems of schools won't be related directly to

other governmental structures, but rather the program of the schools as you
configurate them may reflect this. State lines will interfere with the influence
of metropolitan areas, but the programs in the schools must reflect the influ-
ence of the labor market, even though that labor market is located in
;mother state.

In order to get a complete range of services, rural South Dakotans will
travel 60 or more miles.

Education is a part of the total governmental structure. The basic ques-
tion is concerned with thcse points where the need and the evidence or such
relationships impinges upon our conduct.

Parents will permit their children to go as far as they know the road.

Finance
Finance should be area in nature. The tax base for education should be

the entire area. not just local school districts as it is at the present time.
Schools should be financed from multiple sources. The source should be
fluid and expansive to the needs.

South Dakota might go to seven area districts, each one of which would
he the tax base for that area. This would equalize the tax load and the
mileage rates.

It should be recognized that all educational costs are not going to be the
same. Many programs and services will need (I) more pupils, and (2) more
money.

Voluntary mergers will occur with the establishment of the area as the
tax base. since the incentive of the tax islands will have disappeared.

.\s state aid increases, minimum levels of performance will apply.
It is possible to conceive of some things that are of regional concern, and

ought to get regional tax attention. Also, it is possible to conceive of other
things as being purely local concern, which should get local tax attention.
Both should receive state aid attention. Regional taxation should support
special educationits housing, its equipment and its operation: subject
matter specialists; data processing; and other types of region-wide programs
and services. The operation of K-12 programs is a matter of local concern.

Any plan for school district organization that you can dream up will find
its determinate items in other than the tax base. Such things as geography
and population criteria will make you do things that don't have anything
to do with the tax base.

There are a lot of "overhead" costs in the way we have been breaking
down our patterns of school district organization.
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Time-Distance Factor

You should not have a high cost, highly-trained. professional employee
spend.ng too much time on the highway.

People tend to want school buildings in the direction which they travel
he most.

The time /distance factor is the most decisive factor in determining at-
tendance centers.

The suggested travel time for elementary children is a maximum of
minutes in most areas.

The Sparsity Factor

The sparsity factor is a reality. You have to provide for it.
If you are going to have equitable education, it is going to take more

services and more kinds of programs in some places than in others. For
example, a very remote area with 300 pupils must be served with good
educational opportunities for all children.

Apply the time/distance factor and do the best that you can front the
standpoint of attendance centers.

Attendance centers and administrative districts are not one and the same
thing.

School District Organization and Desegregation

If you provide all the programs and services that are needed, desegrega-
tion will not be an issue. Activities and experience are more significant and
important than racial mix.

Desegregation per se is not related to school district organi.zation.
The courts are not consistent nationally concerning desegregation,
The people in these schools want a different kind of educational pm-

gram. They, through their own representatives, have a right to direct what
those programs should be, to determine what they want. If they are members
of a large school, then the school board, according to law, must treat every-
body equallypersonnel policies, curriculum, budgets, school book adop-
tion, etc. This simply doesn't work. It doesn't meet the needs of these areas
of the city. If you can avoid this, avoid it. The people in these areas should
have something to say about what happens in their school rooms.

There are underprivileged children in rural areas and in urban centers.
They should have the opportunity to be with and to associate with other
children. They need a comprehensive kind of environment where they can
learn what the real world is about, and what it is like.

If some way we could shift the schools into being places where kids learn
rather than where something is dished out (the traditional concept), then
they would become educated through this process, and the problems of seg-
regation, desegregation (whites and blacks; Indians and whites; Spanish-
American and American, etc.) would not he an issue, but rather each would
be learning from the other.

Also, we must remember that in lots of places we do harm to kids be-
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cause we get different kinds of cultures and backgrounds into the same place
and then we give them experiences that might not hurt one of the groups
but might do damage to the other.

The desegregation issue will be solved eventually with quality educa-
tional programs for all children, rather than by moving bodies around.

Different segments of the minority groups have not reached agreement
among themselves.

Write the guidelines so that there will be no doors closed to anyone.

Suburbanization and School District Organization
Racial issues will tend to preserve suburbanization.
Suburban districts arc a part of a total community. Essentially, they are

one district.
The suburban districts tend to fragment the socio-economic patterns of

a Iota! community. It is ridiculous that within a radius of a few miles there
are separate and distinct administrative districts that are basically and fun-
damentally one community.

Factors Affecting Change

Change in the status of the home and of the family is affecting change in
tducation.

Lack of stability in home after home is bringing about change.
The impact of poverty is a change agent in society.
The increasing employment of mothers is affecting change in our society,

and in education.
People going from rural to urban living are finding the adjustment diffi-

cult .to make.
Urbanization and suburbanization is forcing us to think about the

changing values held by the people.
The mobility of people forces change. In Memphis, we change from

5.000 to 6.000 addresses of pupils eveiy 20 days.
Especially do we find an exodus of rural people into the more urban

areas. Sometimes, these peoplejust don't quite fit for a little while. There
is an adjustment period that is different for them to make.

The affluent society has changed the peoples' sense of values.

Higher Education

Consideration should be given to combining community colleges with
public education.

Community, colleges should be tinder the area board of education, work-
ing on a cooperative basis with the Board of Regents.

Boards of Education

There should be only two levels of boards of education within any given
area of the state. These would be the local board of education for the
administrative district and the district board of education for the AESD.
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Legislation for School District Organization

Some reorganization will take place with permissive and semi-permissive
legislation for school district organization. But it will generally be too little
too late.

There was general agreement that there should be sonic: form of manda-
tory legislation.

Some General Recommendations for the Final Report
The final report of the Great Plains Project should contain a preamble,

or a Bill of Right:: in terms of children and education.
Recognize that the purpose of structure is to facilitate the learning

process. This must be predicated upon the fact that a revolution is taking
place in which there is a movement toward idea kind of learning, or con-
cept t,,pe of learning, a sequenciaI K-12 type of learinng. This necessitates
a Very different role of the teacher, one in which we don't talk about sections
and classroom units as we used to do.

Give consideration to the new trends in educationthe non-graded
school, the emphasis on ideas rather that' subject matter, the changing role
of the teacher, the findings of research for education, etc. Sometime in the
near future we will not be slicing the educational program into subject
matter fields. The Great Plains Project should give consideration to the
changing curriculum. and to the designing of an organizational structure
that will not be out-of-date before you get it clone.

The Project Report should join theory and practice at each of the three
echelon levels.

Write the guidelines so that the school doors will be closed to no one.
An organizing center for the project should be the development of a

structure which will provide stimulation for self-learning.

The report should be so written that legislators will not do what Con-
gress has done and make administrators pull up the rose bush every week
or so to sec how the roots are doing. Sufficient time should be allowed so
that when assessment is made, the reading will be a fair and a just one.

It needs to be said forcibly in your report that the programs and the
services for this new education will demand new structures and new work-
ing relationships. The old will merely prolong, \ chat we have done wrong
too long already.

A revolution is taking place in education. The structural organization
for education must provide for a more active learning environment, with a
new definition of the role and function of the teacher.

Concluding recommendations by Dr. Henry Cone, The Commission of
the States, Denver, Colorado:

I. Boil clown the detail which is a background for the general recommenda-
tions in the writing of the final report.'
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2. Recognize early in the report that changes in school district organization
have been taking place, are taking place and will be taking place. The
best that we can recommend will not he good enough because it is and
will be a continuous-proposition. Conditions that we think are great
today, will be out-of-date in a very short period of time.

.1 he c!ecisions that are going to he nu«le will be made by the legislatures.
They will hinge around matters of (Mance, The State Department of

16
1-1dtu :Ilion should be encouraged to deal more directly with the legisla-
I tires on these' points.

1. The report might \\ell be lritten xvith the Legislative audience in mind.
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CHAPTER 17

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
REPORTED IN THE POSITION PAPERS

Ralph D. Purdy.
Project Director; Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

and
Ellis Hanson

Director Iowa Project Office; Des Moine, Iowa
The response to the "Invitation, to Planning in Education," which was

extended in each of the four states, was most gratifying. A total of 101
studies and reports were prepared and utilized in arriving at the guidelines
proposed in the Project Report. Of this number, fifty-four were position
papers developed in the areas of educational needs, demographic factors,
curriculum and educational programs, educational services, organization
and finance (See Table below). Sixty-five of the position papers and reports
have been published in brief, annotated form for general distribution; all
others were made available for committee study and analysis in mimeo-
graphed form.

The authors of the various papers reviewed the literature in their re-
spective fields of specialization and assessed the research pertaining to
structure and organization to prcr:ide the desired quantity and quality of
programs. They interpreted the empirical judgment of knowledgeable lead-
ers about the programs, and what was considered to be essential in structure
and organization to adequately fulfill the purposes and objectives for which
the programs had been developed. This report is a summary of the findings
and recommendations as presented by the writers of the several position
papers and related studies and reports.

TABLE 9.1
Reports and Publications Great Plains School District Organization Project

Legend

Number of Reports

Iowa Nlissoori
Nc

braska
South Project

Dal:oi a Office Total
Position papers:

Ed licit tiona I needs 1 2 :

Demographic reports I 1 2 1 5
Curriculum R.: Ed. Programs I 2 12 7 22
Ed. Services I 2 2 'I 9
Organization R.: finance I 1 3 6 11
Miscellaneous

1 I
9 1

Total 4 5 15 8 90 5.1

Related reports and studies 8 4 .1 4 33 50

Grand Total 12 9 16 12 JJr r 10,1

' Prepated with the assistance of Dr. Ellis G. Hanson, Project Director for Iowa:
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Factors Effecting Change

American society can best be dacribed today and in years to come as
fluid and rapidly changing. The explosion of knowledge and the conse-
quent technological developments arc exercising a profound influence on
every facet of man's existence. In addition, the quest for full citizenship
rights by all citizens is resulting in social upheavals in every part of the
nation, including the Great Plains States. The rights and responsibilities
of the individual in relation to the total society are undergoing dramatic
assessment and reevaluation.

Within this general societal change, several distinct trends that have
relevance for educational planners are identifiable in the Midwest. The
most significant of these social and economic adjustments in Iowa, Missouri,
Nebraska, and South Dakota are as follows:
I. The continued implementation of technology in the agricultural in-

dustry is resulting in:
a. consolidation of family farms.
b. acutely declining rural population,
c. decli- ag population in villages and small cities,
d. the expansion of technically oriented ag-related industries and serv-

ices. and
e. a significant increase in the labor force in service-related occupations.

2. A population decline exists in most communities under 2,500, an
apparent stability in most communities of 2,500, and a pattern of growth
in communities above 2,500.
Ninety percent of all growth within the four states during the past
decade has occurred within 32 Midwest cities. However, central city
populations are declining and suburban populations are mushrooming.

. Urban unrest has been created by inadequate housing, unemployment;
poverty. lack of opportunity to exercise citizenship, difficulties encoun-
tered in adjustment to urban living, in many instances segregated edu-
cation resulting from adherence to the neighborhood school concept,
and the desire for local determination of educational policy within the
central city school system.

5. There is considerable overlapping of many governmental services.
6. There has been a substantial outmigration of the highly trained 18-45

year age segment from the four states to other parts of the country.
7. Birth rates and growth rates are substantially below national rates.
One significant characteristic has prevailed in the patterns of growth
that have characterized community structure and organization, and which
has contributed directly to the growth or decline of centers of social and
economic activity over the past two centuries. This is the approximate one
hour travel time to and from the center of the socioeconomic area. The
principal elements contributing to the constancy of the one hour factor and
the ever expanding distance have been the following:
I. The general acceptance by the people of a maximum of one hour travel

time in relation to their respective needs. Small and large trading centers



have been developed or have deteriorated on the basis of this criterion_
2. The number of people to be served.
3. The spatial distance to be covered.
4. The speed of transportation of the period, and within the area served.
5. The time allotment for the movement of goods and services.
6. The technology man has created to facilitate living.
Throughout the history of our country, the one hour travel time factor
has remained as a constant, but the distance factor has undergone remark-
able change as a result of changes in transportation and communication.
Communities, or sections of communities, grow and expand on the basis
of this one primary characteristic; and they deteriorate and disappear for
the same reasons. This characteristic has been a major determinant in school
district organization over the years, and will continue to be a significant
influence in the future.

The fundamental necessity for a successful life in a rapidly changing
society is the ability to be flexibleto adapt to change. Individual flexi-
bility is a manifestation in part of one's ability to think, that is, to compare,
relate, and associate confronting situations in a rational, logical, and ana-
lytical manner. Organizational flexibility is manifested, in part, by the abil-
ity of existing institutions within society to adapt and adjust to altering
needs and demands imposed by the society. Future designs for educational
organization must possess the capacity for both individual and organiza-
tional flexibility if education is to serve as a vehicle for sustaining and im-
proving the society. This can be realized best through the provision of
high quality comprehensive educational programs for all youth and adults
based upon identified needs and conducted by efficiently organized and
economically operated educational units.
Needs

The basis of all educational planning must be predicated upon an as-
sessment of needs. The organization of education with a state system is not
an end in and of itself. An appropriate structural organization enables a
state to meet the identified educational needs by providing comprehensive
educational programs and services at a high level of quality with optimum
efficiency and economy.

Most educational needs identified by federal, state and local govern-
ments, by society, labor, business and industry, and by the individual
student relate to one or more of the following:
1. the acquisition of knowledge and understandings,
2. the development of skills,
3. the development of individual and social value systems,
4. the development of capacities for individual and group fulfilment,
5. the ability to theorize, to conceptualize, and to relate theory to reality.
6. the maintainance of good mental and physical health, and the correc-

tion and improvement of physical and mental defects, and
7. the development of individual potential to its highest level.
Education's main purpose is to prepare youth and adults for the society
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in which they liveto prepare them for satisfying, contributing, and par-
ticipating membership in that society.

Comprehensive Programs and Services

Comprehensive educational opportunities for all students are made
possible through provision of programs and services to meet the educational
needs identified at each level within the state school system. A total of
twenty-two papers pertaining to the curriculum and various program areas
were prepared by representative leaders in each of the four states and
through the Project Office. Seven facets were consistently emphasized by
these writers as basically important for the achievement of acceptable and
desired results:
1. There is a need to clarify and define the goals for each of the respective

areas of the curriculum, and for the total curriculum.
2. There exists a body of content material within each of th several

areas of the curriculum which is important, which is in the process of
change, .and which must be related meaningfully to the indivicioal
student.

3. A breadth of program offering is essential if the basic concepts, the ob-
jectives of the program area, and the adaptation of the offering to in-
dividualized needs, and in program adaptation to ,changing needs of
students and of society.

-4. Appropriate staffing with well trained and experi,:.1,,!ed teachers is a
primary factor of quality in program developme: and in program
adaptation to individualized needs and changing nee..:s of students and
of society.

5. Each writer emphasized the essential requirement of adequate equip-
ment and facilities for the satisfactory ach -?ment of the educational
objectives as related to their respective prog areas.

6. Some writers placed stress upon the changiiv .:urriculum. the changing
methodology, the recent developments in child. learning theories and in
program adaptation to these changing developments, the increased em-
phasis upon individualized instruction, and the increasing availability
of new and improved tools for learning.

7. Some writers placed stress on a change from compartmentalized, highly
structured subject matter areas to an interdisciplinary and interrelated
approach for more meaningful learning situations.
Maxey and Thomas pointed out that the smaller the school, the greater

the chance that the teacher will: (1) teach in two or more subject areas;
(2) have a greater number of subject preparations; (3) be more poorly
prepared; (4) receive less salary; and (5) have a much larger pupil load.
Also, they found that schools with a total enrollment of 1,500 pupils or
more were required in order to secure acceptable benefit of teacher pre-
paration, and for the availability of more specialized personnel.

In another section of the same report Maxey and Thomas stated that
on a computer analysis of the curriculum offering in all Iowa High Schools
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the average number of curriculum offerings in senior high schools was
69.8 in school districts with an enrollment of 500-749; 77.7 in schools with
an enrollment of 1,500-1,909; and 100.7 in schools with an enrollment of
3,000 or more. The curriculum offerings in junior high schools of similar
district enrollments were 3-1.0, 38.0 and 56.8 respectively. Significant differ-
ences favoring the larger districts were found in the number of curriculum
offerings by subject matter areas. These included foreign language, fine
arts, and all areas of vocational education. Maxey and Thomas summarized
their findings as follows:
1. The larger the school district the more course offerings that are available

to the pupils.
2. As enrollments increase, the more different course offerings are avail-

able in the areas of foreign language, business education, vocational
education, anti technical education.

3. Many course offerings in the larger schools are not found in the small
enrollment schools.

4. Larger schools tend to combine, to coordinate and to strengthen offer-
ings i ways that may na possible in the smaller schools.

TABLE 9.2
:,,,,m-_,._Itequency Distribution of Selected Areas of the Curriculum in Iowa

By Size of District

nd

District enrollment
500-
749

1500-
1999

3,004
above,

No. St'7:. , S. curriculum. cfferings 69.8 77_7 100..7
No..11--.-:i:r !-L S. curriculum offerings 34.0 3S.:0 56.8
No. Sciic...- i'-1. S. curriculum: offerings:

0,-,-r-Hinication skills . 7.1 6.6 8.2
Fir.,! 7.rts 4.9 4.5 7.3
1:, 7i language 2.4 3.6 8.4
NIraff.=tics 6.5 5:7 6.6
Scici., 5.1 4.4 4.8
Social Studies . .... ........ 5.8 5.4 5.1
Agriculture 1.0 1.0 1.2
H omemaking t

3.1 3.2 2.8
Industrial education 3.6 3.0 3.5
Business education 3.3 3.7 7.9
Vocational education 2.7 3.0 4.1

Marketing - - 1.0
Special education - 1.8 1.0
Technical education - 6.8

Source: Maxey, E. James and Thomas, Donald R., "Selected Comparisons of Teacher
and f".urriculum Characteristics Related to Educational Innovation for the Great Plains."
(Prepaml at the Iowa Educational Information Center, The University of Iowa, Iowa
City. Iowa. Prepared for the Great Plains School District Organization Project. Mimeo-
graphed. 1967 1 124 pages.
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The President's Panel on Vocational Education and the President's Com-
mittee on Youth Employment in 1963 placed great stress upon the need for
programs of vocational training. Subsequent national reviews and reports
have reemphasized the urgency of this need to be met throughout the
country. Major increases in the allotment of federal money for this purpose
have been made during the past five Years. Shoemaker, in his position paper
on vocational education, stressed the importance of providing comprehen-
sive educational opportunities for all youth and adults at both the second-
ary and post high school levels. He supported the position that an adequate
pupil and financial base is to be found in an area vocational school serving
multi-administrative districts, or one which serves multi-secondary school
attendance centers in one administrative district. In general. a pupil enroll-
ment base, K-I2, of 14,000 to 42,000 pupils is required to make possible
efficiently organized and economically operated comprehensive vocational
educational opportunities.

Turner reported that a district would need 20.000 to :1'5.000 students
in order to meet all conditions for the curriculum in a satisLactory manner.
After analyzing curriculum needs and programs of instruction he recom-
mended that secondary school attendance centeys should have a pupil 'en-
rollment from 500 to 1,500 pupils. The findings and recommendations
by Maxey, Thomas, and Turner appear to be consistent with the projec-
tion of pupil enrollments to meet the identified needs as interpreted by the
writers of the several position papers both in the content fields and in the
newer concepts for child learning and development.

The several writers emphasized the need for comprehensive educational
opportunities for all students. It was indicated throughout the papers that
the availability of comprehensive educational opportunities is enhanced
by the following:
I. A balanced, flexible, and articulated program, prescht)ol through grade

12.

An elementary school curriculum which includes:
a. A language arts program, with emphasis on oral and written expres-

sion; listening; spelling; handwriting; literature; a second language.
b. A social studies program that enables tin: child to understand the

historical developments of our nation, its form of government, our
economic system, and the relationship of our nation to others in the
world.

c. A science program that enables a child to know and appreciate
science; to perform simple experiments; to interpret, record, and
report accurately; to distinguish between truth and superstition;
and to associate and apply science to daily living.

d. An arithmetic program with emphasis on the usefulness of arithmetic
and its practical and scientific applications.

e. A health, physical education, and recreation program.
f. A fine arts program in which the child learns to express himself

through music, art, and language.
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S. A secondary school curriculum with a brold program of studies auk;
:activities including:
English, language arts, and Physical education and health

literature Drama and speech
Two or more foreign languages Mathematics
Vocational Education: Sciences

AgrictIluire
, education Art

HomeaLaking Creative writing
Distributive education Music
-frade :aid industrial education Humanities

-I. The provisions of special programs and services include:
a. A scl media program (Instructional Reso orce Center).
b. Pupi: uersonnel services including:

Guidance I.earning diagnosticians
Placement health services
Psychological services Attendance personnel

c. Special education programs for at least the following areas:
Ciftec Orthopedic handicaps and special

retarded health plc»blems
Vistia1.- impaired Speech am'. lamguage impairment
Acous:ically handicapped EmotionaL'T disturbed
Cerci)!II dysfunctions De limper:

d. Pni) :.ransportation services.
e. Sch, 1 lunch services including:

BroAki'ast program Special assistance programs to needy
lau,oli program Non-food assistance programs
Milk program Government commodity program

f. Adult and Continuing education programs.
Aslin. in summarizing a defensible minimum for a comprehensive edu-

cational program, reported the need for a curriculum offering of time fol-
lowing units:

Mathematics 5-6 Social studies 6
Foreign language 4 Communication skills 6-7
Business education 5-6 Health and physical
Industrial arts education 2
Science 5 Art and music 5
Home economics 2 Vocational trade areas -I or more

Total number of units--in excess of 60.
It must be realized, of course, that this system of counting units may be

antiquated within the near future. Significant developments and reported
remarkable progress is being made with non-graded elementary and sec-
ondary schools, non-sectioned classes, and individualized instruction with
the use of the computer and with other kinds of hardware and related
tools for learning and instruction. However, it appears at this time that
the school district organizational requirements to facilitate one or the other
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:Ire not too dissimilar, and that the guidelines for the one are probably
:.ippropriate for the other.

TheA: requirements appear to be somewhat less than the desired course
offering as recommended by writers within specialized areas of the cur-
riculum. However, As lin provides for these needs by his statement that the
60-unit course offering is a "defensible minimum for a comprehensive edu-
. ational program."

Quality
Quality is one of the more intangible aspects to describe in education.

Discussing quality is attempting to describe what happens to an individual
in the educative process, what happens to him as a result of attending school
and participating in school-directed activities.

According to Schwartz quality education should produce individuals
Who:

I. utilize talents and abilities to the maximum of their potential,
2. seek to continue education throughout life,
3. are able to participate actively and positively in the world of work,
-1. can engage in problem-solving at abstract and concrete levels, and
5. are developing positive patterns of values which sustain them as in-

dividuals and as members of society.
Schwartz identified ten keys to a quality educational program:

I. Professional staff with high qualifications are employed and are given
the opportunity to perform the duties for which they are qualified.

2. Educational programs are designed to maximize the educational attain-
ment of all the people in the community.

3. Specialized personnel and instructional services are available for all
students.

4. Modern instructional media are available to all teachers and provisions
for their effective and efficient use are assured.

5. Experimentation, innovation, and the process of change are readily
apparent.

6. Systematic and organized evaluation and research are conducted con-
tinuously and the findings are used to improve programs.

7. Supporting services and personnel are available to maintain an effec-
tive and efficient system.

8. Physical facilities conducive to a stimulating educational environment
are available.

9. Community support and understanding are readily evident.
10. Adequate financial support to provide for the essential ingredients of

quality education is made available.
Schwartz held that the final assessment of quality is in terms of the per-

formance of the finished product of the school, whether it be the dropout
or the graduate. The measurement of quality is not in terms of buildings,
motion picture projectors, teacher aides, or homeroom coffees. While there
appears to be substantial evidence that the level of quality of a school or
district is directly related to the extent to which the conditions described
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earlier are available, the burden of proof pertaining to cite level of qua lit%
is found in performance measures. It remains for the pr.--'tssio,..11 persor...Rel
to develop imaginative approaches to evaluate f.',1e (nu. Jf the school
system.

Efficient, -- Economy

Efficiency in education._: organization relates to the optimum utilization
of all human and materia ,resources in support of the comprehensive pro-
gram. Efficiency is enhanced by having an adequate number of pupils to
insure the employment and full-time utilization of well-trained teachers,
administrators, supervisors, and special personnel.

Economy in the conduct of the state system of education to insure opti-
mum utilization of the tax ,dollar requires that:
1. all areas of the state to be in a district maintaining at least a preschool

through twelfth grade program,
2. a large geographic area for the taxing base to eliminate inequities,
3. an adequate pupil population to guarantee reaso]kable per pupil costs

for comparable programs and services, and
4. state contributions to administrative district operations which approach

or exceed 30-40 percent of basic educational costs.
Whitt found that an optimum district for efficiency and economy in

business administration necessitated an administrative district servicing
educational programs for 10,000 to 30,000 pupils, and an intermediate ad-
ministrative unit servicing 30,000 to 50,000 pupils. He also indicated that
inter-area cooperative or regional units were essential for some kinds of
services, such as data processing, school plant planning and building pro-
grams, and for research and development. Purdy reported a probable mini-
mum of 60,000 to 100,000 pupil base for efficient and economical utilization
of electronic data processing. Robinson recommended an intermediate
unit media organization to make possible the essential breadth and scope
for school media programs. In a study of school building costs in Missouri,
Englehart found that per pupil costs ranged from $1,540 in buildings hous-
ing 609 pupils to $2,800 for 159 pupils. Similarly, expenditures for plant
maintenance and operation costs increased from $41 per pupil in school
districts of 10,000 to 20,000 pupils, to $56 per pupil in districts with an
enrollment of less than 500. In a very complete study of Iowa schools,
Manatt reported that per pupil costs for central administration increased
from about $10 per pupil in large districts to $80$100 per pupil in small
districts. He reported that if administrative services from the central office
are considered to be important, then district enrollments must be 3,000
or more for acceptable efficiency and economy of operation.

Manatt reported that the unit costs per pupil varied from $400 in high
schools with an enrollment of 1,500 to $700 in 100 enrollment schools. In
a study of per pupil administrative costs in three of the four states. he found
an average of 58.08 per pupil in the ten largest districts in Missouri. SI1.20
in Iowa and $13.71 in South Dakota. At the other end of the scale the
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mean per pupil costs for administrative purposes in the ten smalle,_
tricts was $77.85 in Missouri, $43.80 in Iowa, and $31.71 in South RaiThe range was from $3.51 to a high of $100.62 per pupil. His sumin=.
findings include the following:
1. As district enrollments drop, per pupil costs for central adminisr7at-

excluding costs of administering attendance units, increase rapi,:i\
2. Large districts spend more per pupil for special services than for -1--

vision, and a smaller amount for general administration.
3. Median sized districts spend more dollars for general administara

than for special services or eduCational supervisors.
. Smaller districts of each state spend almost nothing for special servit:::.

A portion of the administrator's time is devoted to teaching.
5. Per capita expenditures for both general administration and total

tral administration vary inversely with district enrollment.
6. Small and median-sized districts do not have the services of educatitm4-

supervisors or personnel assigned to special services.
7. Districts with 10,000 or more students spend more money for supn.-

lion and special services than for general administration.
8. Districts of median and smaller size schools spend most of their t:-,tai

administrative budget on superintendents, assistants, and secretaries.
9. Only the larger districts included in the study offered a broad range

administrative services.
There is a high degree of consistency in all of the position papers,

whether they are concerned with acceptable program and service functions
or with efficiency and economy of operation. The findings strongly support
administrative districts of 3,000-3,500 pupils or more for adequate, efficient.
and economical program offering and service functions in selected areas.
This excludes vocational education and many areas of special education.
Pupil enrollments of 15,000-20,000 or more are essential in the support of
comprehensive educational opportunities for all students. In addition, there
was supportive evidence for area educational service agencies serving 30,000-
50,000 or more students if many essential programs and services are to beprovided at an acceptable level of quality, with efficiency of organization
and economy of operation.

Organization
When viewing optimum organizational patterns for a state system of

education, the closely coordinated structural levels under the direction ofone state board appears most defensible for the Midwest. Administrative
districts should possess the capabilities of providing the programs and
services recommended earlier. Enlarged and strengthened multi-count-..area education service agencies could then provide a wide array of spe-_-
cialized programs and services not feasible within administrative district:.
The multi-county unit should be developed to coordinate all area educa-tion functionsthose programs and services rendered to administrative
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districts as well as post high school programs and services on an area ormulti-district. basis.
The state education agencies must provide new and expanding leader-ship functions in order to insure education as a vehicle for sustaining and

improving society and to perform its role and function as the officially es-tablished state agency for education. Coordination and performance oflegislatively delegated regidatory functions will continue to be a vitalresponsibility of state education agencies. However, the importance of thisrole will diminish with the expanding leadership function. The state edu-cation agency should provide for the direction of all educational activitiesat the elementary and secondary levels, the post high school level in voca-tional technical schools and community colleges and in the area of voca-tional rehabilitation services.
It appears at this time that the most satisfactory means of achievingoptimum organizational structure will be through some form of legislativemandate which prescribes a total state system incorporating all geographicareas of the state into a network of administrative districts and area educa-tion service agencies (See Summers, "Effective Legislation for School Dis-trict Organization").

Urban Problems
Levine and Havighurst identified six major problems and imperativesassociated with metropolitan development:

1. Fragmentation in the structure of local government.
9. The socioeconomic stratification and racial segregation.
3. Inadequate social environments for middleincome students in singleclass sections of the city and the suburbs.
4. Weakening of the unifying norms which facilitate productive interactionamong citizens in the metropolitan areas.
5. Physical deterioration and the crisis in public finance in part of themetropolitan area.
6. The need for cooperation to solve the major problems of the metro-politan area.

In accordance with the need to conduct certain educational functionson a metropolitan area-wide basis in order to solve the above criticalemerging problems of a metropolitan society, it was recommended thatofficially designated metropolitan intermediate districts be formed whichshould have the authority to perform all functions relevant to a metro-politan area. Specifically identified were the following responsibilities:
1. to represent and to act on behalf of member districts on all area widecommissions and organizations,
9. to raise a portion of revenues for public education,
3. to initiate and to implement programs to reduce social-class stratifica-tion,
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.1. to equalize professional salaries among the several districts,
5. to provide specialized personnel for research and development,
6. to develop and to implement projects for the improvement of human

and intergroup relations, and
7. to collect area wide educational statistics, to develop improved meas-

ures to assess the quality of the schools, and to assess the educational
effort.

Challenge of Change

On the educational scene today are many experimental programs,
practices, and innovative activities. Many of these have not reached the
perfection that would warrant wide implementation within a total state
education system. However, many of these will find their way into general
acceptance as their value and usefulness is tested and proven in practice.
The organization must be capable of adapting and adjusting to these po-
tentially imminent changes, six of which need to be given serious consider-
ation:
1. There is increasing evidence that formal education for all three and

four year old children may become an integral part of elementary edu-
cation programs.

2. Nationally, there is increasing acceptance of expanding education for
all students into the 13th and 14th years.

3. With the acceptance of grades 13 and 14 into the public educational
organization, a new and promising 6-4-4 organizational pattern is

emerging.
4. The continued development and refinement of technology is greatly

increasing the potential for significant advancement in individualized
programming and instruction. The results of many such experimental
programs suggest that students learn more, learn faster, and are more
highly motivated when utilizing technological equipment (See Purdy,
"Electronic Data Processing in Education;" Purdy, "Emerging Concepts
and School District Organization;" and. Gilchrist, "New Concepts on the
Educational Horizon").

5. Recent findings in research relating to the learning processes are having
a profound effect upon instructional techniques, upon the organization
of curriculum materials, and upon the age grade placement of learning
experiences.

6. Some research presently underway suggests individualized self-realiza-
tion instruction in smaller sized K-I2 attendance centers within rela-
tively large administrative districts in densely populated areas.
These are all promising educational practices in the process of being

tested and proven. Whatever the structure for education it should possess
the capacity for adjustment to imminent changes, whether those identified
above or those that may emerge in the near future.

Throughout history educational organization has been a dynamic, ever-
changing element within our social system. The rapidity of change in all
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areas of human endeavor necessitates that educational organization be not
only responsive to change, but a part of the change process itself.

Summary Statement

Fifty-five position papers were prepared by specialists in various program
and service areas. Emphasis was placed on an analysis of available research
and a review of the literature pertaining to essentials to be provided
through the educational organization for the satisfactory achievement and
fulfillment of the goals and objectives of the several programs and services.
Selected findings and recommendations include the following:

1. Demographic change is directly affecting conditions. to be met by the
. educational structure. With sparsely populated areas becoming more
sparcelv populated and with the continuing urbanization of the nation,
the state school system must have great capacity for flexibility and
adaptability to rapidly changing conditions in order to provide equit-
able educational opportunities for all youth wherever they may live i7
the state.

2. Needs to be met by the public school system are being defined at six
different levels, including the local, state, and national governmental
levels; and, by society in general, by business and industry, and by the
individual pupil enrolled in the public school system. The structural
organization for education must be such that programs and services
can be provided to meet all identified needs in an efficient manner and
with optimum economy in the utilization of the local, state, and na-
tional educational dollar.

3. The impact of scientific and technological progress and the greatly
expanding world or work demanding unprecedented possession of in-
tellectual and skilled abilities for successful and continuing employ-
ment necessitates the availability of comprehensive educational pro-
grams and services for all youth and adults.

4. Comprehensive vocational education training programs at the eleventh
and twelfth grades and at the post high school level, and technical
education at the post high school level, should be available for all
youth and adults.

5. Breadth of program offerings (comprehensive programs) are inade-
quate and uneconomically provided to meet today's educational needs
in secondary schools enrolling less than 100 in the twelfth grade.

6. Multi-high school attendance centers are essential to provide the nec-
essary pupil base to make possible efficient and economically operated
comprehensive vocational programs.

7. Quality in education will be determined in terms of the performance
of the finished product of the school, whether it be the dropout or thegaduate,

8. The findings of the several papers strongly support administrative
districts of 3,500 pupils or more, and some form of an intermediate
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echelon, such as an area educational service agency serving 35,000 to
100,000 or more pupils.

9. Multi-county administrative districts and multi-county area service
agencies may be essential in the future to provide efficiently organized
and economically operated programs and services essential for youth
and adults in todays scientific and technologically orientated world of
work.

10. New and innovative structural organizations are essential for both the
sparsely populated areas and for the growing metropolitan areas.

I. The historical evidence concerning school district organization indi-
cates that a state school system meeting todays needs today may best
be achieved through some form of legislative mandate.
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APPENDIX 1
Pi 'R.POSES1

:.:,BEAT PLAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION PROJECT
1. To improve the State Departments of Education 'Title V, and the pri-

mary bas,:, tor the entire grant)
9. To assist in resolving some of the major problems of State Departments

of Education, including, but not limited to the following:
a. Bringing about an increased awareness on the part of professional

and lay groups of the need for adequate school district organization.
h. Ana 1y-zing and clarifying the role of professional and lay organiza-

tions in school district organization.
c. Developing guidelines to be used to implement programs.

(1) for school district organization.
(2) as a part of developed state plans.

d. Providing comprehensive programs of quality education to meet the
needs of all youth in all parts of the state.

e. Clarifying the role, function, and need for intermediate districts.
f. Planning for adequate and appropriate follow-up services to those

districts which have been reorganized.
g. Developing an awareness within each state of the relationships be-

tween tax structure and rates and school district organization.
h. Providing data, information, understandings, and insights essential

for the introduction and passage of adequate legislation for school
district organization.

i. Pooling the resources of the several states in making a joint attack
on a common problem.

I Adapted from "Attached Sheet No. I" Appiicnifon for Grant to Strengthen Slate
Departments of Education Under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
Title V, Section 505, P.L. 89-10, Special Project Grant entitled "Brief description of
major problems of State Departments of Education which this project has promise of
solving or services it proposes to develop."
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APPLNDIX 2
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES t

GREAT PLAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION PROJECT
1. Identification, analysis. and interpretation of available research pertain-

ing to satisfactory administrative units and school centers.
2. Identification, analysis, and interpretation of developmental activities

in the several states pertaining to a school district organization which
will provide educational programs of quality or excellence to meet the
needs of our time with efficiency and economy.

3. The dissemination of information (multi-media) on:
a. Characteristics of an adequately organized district.
b. Characteristics of an adequate comprehensive secondary school.
c. Procedures for local study of reorganization problems.
d. Guidelines for organization and administration of in( armedizte dis-

tricts.
e. Follow-up activities for school systems which have recently been or-

ganized.
4. The development of a systematic program to provide for the follow -up

of newly organized school districts. Emphasis is to be placed on:
a. Various media for communication and understanding of the problems

and issues under study.
b. An adequate plan for consultative services.
c. Increased leadership activities in the several state education agencies.

5. The development of state and regional institutes and conferences for
the purpose of (1) providing information and (2) facilitating adequate
communication and exchange of views on ways and means to strengthen
state education agency leadership in school district organization with
an appropriate involvement of inter-departmental, legislative, profes-
sional, and lay personnel.

6. The strengthening of field service programs in State Departments of
Ecluca Lion.

7. The rendering of assistance to local educational leaders in the develop-
ment of exemplary intermediate districts.

Adapted from "Aitached Sheet No. II" Application for Grant Streng,'1,en Stale
Departments of Education Under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
Title V, Section 505, P.L. 89-10, Special Project Grant entitled "Description of activities
which are proposed to be undertaken and methods and arrangements for working toward
project objectives set forth in Section Aitem 11."
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